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This walkthrough intends to show all the paths through the game in an objective way.
Colors and styles are only meant to highlights elements, not influence your decision.
There isn't a right or wrong way through the game, only you should decide.

                    
Only decisions that have an impact on the story or your character are shown.
There are obviously many scenes that can play differently based on your choices, but "cosmetic" differences
or small alterations in the dialogues are not part of this walkthrough.

          
The PDF is best viewed on a touch screen where it is easy to drag, zoom in and out with the fingers.

          
On a PC with Acrobat Reader, make sure to use the "hand" icon to easily drag with the mouse.
Use Control + Mouse wheel to zoom in or out.

                                                                           _

Legend
Character and game related attributes that can be increased/decreased (i.e.: a number value)
will be represented with an icon followed by the character/description name: Bubu or Bubu
 
More complex values will be written as text instead:
girls kissed +20

 
Reference to these values will reuse the same icon or text:
Bubu   is at least 5 
girls kissed is at least 25 
 
While the game is being developed, decisions that do not impact the story (yet) will be displayed like this:

¿Granny¿
 ¿grandmas kissed +20¿ 
 
Icons

  : +1 Wits XP   : +1 Charisma XP
  : +1 Athletics XP   : +1 Lust XP
  : +1 Money   : -1 Money
  : +1 Will point   : -1 Will point
  : +1 Relationship point   : -1 Relationship point
  : +1 Action point   : -1 Action point
 
Some values will only increase (or decrease) if above or below a certain threshold.
The maximum/minimum value will be written next to the attribute.
If the value is already above (or below) the threshold, it stays the same (no change to the value).
e.g.: Ian (max 4), Ian/Lena (max 10), Ian/Lena (min 2)

Flow Symbols  

Skip until the next section

 

                                       

Decision labels
When something you do can have an impact later on in the game, a label will be visible where it happens like this
decide something #123

In some rare cases decisions can be reversed, to distinguish it more easily the label will look like this
did not decide something #123 

 
References to this label will also include the same number
so it is easy to track it down to where it happened (could be multiple places).
decided something #123

 
Some decision labels can denote a progression and sometimes we must check if the current value is above or below a
certain threshold. To keep it succinct, all accepted values will be listed in brackets.
 
For example let's define some karate belts and assign each one to a numerical value:
0 white belt #78, 1 yellow belt #78, 2 orange belt #78 
If in the code the condition checks that the value must be at least 1 (karate_belt >= 1)
It will be listed like this: karate belt: [yellow, orange] #78

 
 
While the game is being developed, decisions that do not impact the story (yet) will be displayed like this:
 ¿ agree ¿ #55

Reversed decisions that do not impact the story (yet) will be displayed like this:
 ¿ did not agree ¿ #55 
 
Check the last page of the walkthrough to learn how you can use the developer console to cheat
alter their value for your benefit: (link).
 
 
Enjoy the game!
                                                                           _
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Overview

The walkthrough tries to be linear and
some sections should be skipped depending
on the listed condition(s).
 
However sometimes it is necessary to jump
ahead to a new section completely and
this can make it harder to see the flow.
 
Refer to this overview page to see the big picture.
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Starting Values

 

Easy Mode

Ian

Ian    2
Ian    2
Ian    2
Ian    2
Ian    2
Ian    3
 

Lena

Lena    3
Lena    3
Lena    3
Lena    3
Lena    3
Lena    2
 

 

Story Mode

Ian

Ian    0
Ian    0
Ian    0
Ian    0
Ian    0
Ian    2
 

Lena

Lena    1
Lena    1
Lena    1
Lena    1
Lena    1
Lena    0
 

 

Cheat Mode

Ian

Ian    10
Ian    10
Ian    10
Ian    10
Ian    99
Ian    99
 

Lena

Lena    10
Lena    10
Lena    10
Lena    10
Lena    99
Lena    99
 

Relationships

Ian

Ian/Axel    3
Ian/Alison    5
Ian/Cherry    3
Ian/Cindy    3
¿Ian/Clark¿    3
¿Ian/Dad¿    3
Ian/Emma    5
Ian/Gillian    0
Ian/Holly    5
Ian/Ivy    3
Ian/Jeremy    6

Ian

¿Ian/Jess¿    3
Ian/Lena    3
¿Ian/Lola¿    3
Ian/Louise    3
Ian/Minerva    3
¿Ian/Nat¿    3
Ian/Perry    5
¿Ian/Seymour¿    3
¿Ian/Stan¿    3
Ian/Wade    5
¿Ian/Wen¿    4

Lena

¿Lena/Agnes¿    3
Lena/Axel    0
Lena/Cindy    3
¿Lena/Dad¿    6
¿Lena/Danny¿    5
Lena/Ed    4
Lena/Emma    4
Lena/Holly    4
Lena/Ivy    6
Lena/Jeremy    3
¿Lena/Jessica¿    3

Lena

Lena/Louise    5
¿Lena/Marcel¿    4
¿Lena/Mark¿    4
¿Lena/Mike¿    4
Lena/Molly    8
Lena/Mom    4
¿Lena/Lola¿    10
¿Lena/Perry¿    5
Lena/Robert    4
Lena/Seymour    4
Lena/Stan    3

Other

Ian

Ian magazine salary    2
Ian stipend    1
Ian Chad level 1

 

Lena

Lena restaurant salary    2
Lena posh level 1

 

Alley

I don't know if it was the alcohol or a genuine feeling of empathy for another suffering soul,
but I mustered up the courage to retrace my steps, determined to talk to her.

Offer help: Ian Cheer her up: Ian She's so hot!: Ian

It's... so many small things piling one over the other. It gets unbearable sometimes...

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Relationships are complicated
Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Some people just don't work together
I'm sorry to hear that
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Chapter 1 - Two sides of the coin

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Work

I knew what was coming.

Did I do something wrong?: Ian/Minerva (min 0) So what's the problem this time?: Ian/Minerva (min 0)
Automatic timer choice

...: Ian/Minerva (min 0)

I came up with that in three seconds. It is not that hard.

That sounds better, yeah: Ian/Minerva (max 12) That's just sugar-coating it: Ian (max 1), Ian/Minerva (min 0) Stay silent

Home

Is there a beer for me?

Sure, grab one: Ian/Cindy (max 12), Ian/Perry (min 0) You could bring your own beers sometime: Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Gillian... I hated how hearing that name still made my guts wrench.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Deflect the question: Ian (max 1)
Refuse to answer I haven't dated anyone new

I should do something to clear my head.

Work on your book: Ian (max 5)

Jerk off: Ian (max 5)

Scene #1
Ian watches porn

Do nothing

Photo Gillian #1
Ian's Gallery

Cafe

She had a funny smile on her face like she found it kind of hilarious.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

It's... passable: Ian/Lena (max 12)

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

It's terrible: Ian/Lena (max 12)
It's not the kind of book I like!

Gym

Ian (max 10) 

It's way more fun than punching the heavy bag, ha ha!

Let's go again!
meet Wen #3

low kick training #4

 

Ian (max 10) 

Grappling's pretty lame, dude.

Yeah, not interested
Teach me some grappling!

grappling training #5

I'm done for today: Ian (max 5)

Scene #2
Ivy sends a nude to Jeremy

She sure did!

She's so fucking hot!: Ian (max 5) Lucky bastard: Ian/Jeremy (max 12) No need for me to see this

Never let your chance slip! You need to go back and let her know!

I'm considering it: Ian (max 1) I will: Ian (max 1) I'm not sure...

So, what's it gonna be?

Meet Alison for lunch: Ian/Alison (max 12)

meet Alison #6 Meet her at night with the others

I hadn't heard those stupid lyrics in years. It was a song some guys came up with to tease Alison when we were pre-teens.

Sing along: Ian (max 1), Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Cut him off
Only if Ian   is 0 

Ian/Jeremy (min 0)
...

Lunch

meeting Alison for lunch #6

Alison

Ian/Holly (min 0) 

So, what's up with you?

Not much I'm feeling a bit stuck: Ian (max 5) I should be the one asking you that: Ian (max 5)

The only other thing I could do is cry, and I don't feel like it, to be honest.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

You have everything that's needed to succeed: Ian/Alison (max 12)

encourage her #7
You're a very tough girl: Ian (max 1) I would be devastated in your place

not meeting Alison for lunch #6

Holly

Ian/Holly (max 12) 

Yes... She's friendly, cheerful... and so pretty...

Yeah, she is
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 You think so? I haven't noticed

I was so awkward.

A bit, yeah You worry too much: Ian (max 5) She wasn't judging you: Ian (max 5)

I guess you're right... But it still feels weird.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

I totally get what you mean: Ian/Holly (max 12) Weird? How?: Ian (max 1) You should be super happy!

Bar

My roommates liked to throw parties almost every day. The house was always full of people.

That sounds like fun: Ian (max 5) That sounds bothersome: Ian (max 5) Were there hot chicks?: Ian (max 5) Really?

Topics

Ask about Perry's life

Alison interrupts Perry #9

talk about Alison # 8

 

Yes

did not meet Alison for lunch #6 and
did not talk about Alison # 8?

No Only if Alison interrupted Perry
#9

 

Ask about Perry's life... again

Ian/Perry (max 6) 

Only if did not meet Alison for lunch
#6

 

and did not talk about Alison
#8

 

Ask about Alison's life

talk about Alison # 8

Ian/Alison (max 12) 

Wait for Cindy and Wade

Continue 

Well, it was short but intense. It's always nice seeing you, Ian.

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

or Ian/Alison   is at least 6 

We should do this more often: Ian/Alison (max 6)

more often #10

It's nice seeing you too Take care

Yes
did not meet Alison for lunch #6?

No

Topics

Talk about the old times

Ian/Emma (max 12) 

Talk about a funny story

Ian/Wade (max 12) 

Play a game of pool

Go to Play pool 

Just drink beer

 

I'm fine, thanks.

Enough for me, too
I want another one!: Ian/Perry (max 12)

drunk #15

Jump to Chapter 1 - Part 2 ( link) 

Play pool

Play pool

So, Wade, it's you against me, and Ian teams up with one of us.

Join Wade
 ¿join Wade ¿ # 11

 

Wade took the cue and bent over the table, searching for an optimal target.

Hey, it's my turn

And there was money at stake!

Hit the ball carefully...
Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Hit the ball following through:
Hit the ball hard!:

Let him play:

Seems like Wade was going to steal my turn again unless I said something.

Hey, it's my turn again: Ian (max 5)

Hit the cue-ball

Left Center Right

             
 

Let him play

Yes
Pool Score   is at least 3?

Ian (max 10) 

Yes
Pool Score   is at least 1?

No

Well, I...

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Hey, that's cheating:
Don't tell her, dude!: , Ian/Cindy (min 2) Stay silent

Pool Score   is at least 3?
Yes No

 ¿win with Wade ¿ #14

Ian/Wade (max 12)

Ian/Cindy (min 2) 
Ian 

Ian/Cindy (max 12) 

Join Cindy
 ¿join Cindy ¿ #12

 

And there was money at stake!

Hit the ball carefully...
Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Hit the ball following through:
Hit the ball hard!:

Hit the cue-ball

Left Center Right

             
 

Only if Pool Score   is at least 3 

Ian (max 10) 

Pool Score   is at least 1?
Yes No

 ¿win with Cindy ¿ #13

Ian/Cindy (max 12)

Ian/Wade (min 0)

Ian 

Ian/Cindy (min 2) 
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Street

The dude pushed Perry violently, making him fall to the ground.

Automatic timer choice

Stay out of it:   Ian/Perry (min 0)

Go to Morning 

Intervene
help Perry #16

What? You want some, too?

Chill out, dude

Go to Talk 

Touch him again if you dare

Go to Fight 

Attack!
help Perry #16

Go to Fight 

Talk

Talk

He's my friend, leave him alone: Ian (max 2) You're being an asshole

Shove him away!

Go to Fight 

Because I can take you both!
or

Fuck... This guy couldn't be reasoned with.

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

and did not get drunk at the bar
#15

 

I get you, man: Ian (max 5)

use your charisma #17

Go to Morning 

You should be the one to apologize

Go to Fight 

Look, we're sorry

Go to Morning 

Fight

Fight

Fuck, was I really going to do this!?

Automatic timer choice

Hey, stop!
fight # 18

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Punch him!
fight # 18

Only available if did not get drunk at the bar
#15

 

and trained low kicks
#4

 

Low kick!
kick #19

Only available if did not get drunk at the bar
#15

 

and trained grappling
#5

 

Close the distance!
grappling #20

Ian (max 10) 

Go to Morning 

Morning

Morning

Yes

fought with the drunk guy with kicks #19 or
fought with the drunk guy with grappling #20 or
used your charisma to prevent the fight #17?

Ian/Perry (max 12)

Ian (max 2) 

Yes

fought with the drunk guy # 18 or
helped Perry #16?

No

Ian/Perry (max 12) 

I know I should've helped you or something, but...

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Sometimes you just deserve it
Ian/Perry (max 12)

I didn't want to end up in the hospital I was scared

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Home

I'm still trying to figure out how the lightning setting works and, well...

Show me the picture!: Lena/Stan (max 12) You shouldn't take unsolicited pictures

That was creepy: Lena/Stan (min 0)

Topics
Only if asked every questions

Lena/Stan (max 12) 

Gym

Lena (max 10) 

Well, I need the money too, but I'm a bit smarter about it than you!

My area of expertise is different from yours: Lena (max 5) You're killing it: Lena (max 5) If I was as hot as you, I'd get better jobs: Lena (max 5) Well, I'm not dumb

Well, I'm sure your boss will let you get off earlier if you ask her.

You could've asked me before setting this up: Lena/Ivy (min 0) I wish you had told me in advance Thanks for getting me a photo shoot: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Oh, wanna see the routine I'm working on right now?

Sure, show me!: Lena (max 5) I want to practice: Lena (max 10)

Scene #3
First pole dance lesson

Home

It was about time someone decent appeared in my life!

You shouldn't get too carried away: Lena (max 5), Lena/Louise (min 0)

 ¿don't get carried away ¿ #21 I'm really happy for you: Lena (max 5) Does that mean I will be seeing even less of you?: Lena/Louise (max 12)

How about you? The new job's going well?

Open up to Louise: Lena/Louise (max 12) Go to sleep

Cafe

Um, well...

Tell the truth: Lena (max 5)

tell the truth #22 Lie

Cafe

Oh, sorry!

Cover up
About leaving early today...: Lena (max 5)

flirt #23

Yes
did not tell Ed the truth #22?

No

Only if did not tell Ed the truth
#22

 

and did not flirt with Ed
#23

 

Lena (max 5) 

Photo shoot

I need your opinion. Which one do you think is best?

first picture #24

 

third picture #24

 

second picture #24

 

fourth picture #24

 

Lena 

Scene #4
Photo shoot with Danny

Home

S--sorry, I was... I just wanted to get some cookies from the kitchen...

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 3 

Talk to Stan: Lena (max 5), Lena/Stan (max 12)

 ¿talk to Stan ¿ #25

Talk to Louise: Lena (max 5), Lena/Louise (max 12)

 ¿talk to Louise ¿ #26
Call Ivy: Lena (max 5), Lena/Ivy (max 12)

 ¿talk to Ivy ¿ #27

I should write a caption with the picture...

Profound quote: Lena (max 5) Inspirational quote: Lena (max 5) Flirty quote: Lena (max 5)



Our Red String
Chapter 2 - Close at hand

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Art gallery

She was so damn beautiful. Incredibly so.

Concentrate on your drawing: Ian (max 5) Stare at her body: Ian (max 5)

Say... Can I see your drawings?

Sure, take a look
Only if Ian   is at least 2 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

picture of drawings #28

Better not: ¿Lena/Perry¿

Scene #5
Ian goes to a life drawing event

I see...

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

We should add each other on Peoplegram!
 ¿add Lena ¿ #29

I hope we didn't make you uncomfortable We should get going

Home

Scene #6
Ian and Perry look up Lena's PG

Book genre

fantasy book #30

 
sci-fi book #31

 
historical book #32

 

Yes

met Alison for lunch #6 and
encouraged Alison #7?

 

Scene #7
Alison sends a selfie to Ian

Photo Alison #1
Ian's Gallery

Bullshit, guns blazing, man, show her you can play that game too.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

You're so damn hot: Ian/Alison (max 12)

Flirt with Alison 2

You're beautiful
Flirt with Alison 1 You look nice

Yes

did not meet Alison for lunch #6 and
told Alison you should meet more often #10?

No

Bullshit, she's testing the waters, seeing if you want to play the game, too.

You're beautiful
Flirt with Alison 1 You look nice No comment

 

Scene #8
Alison sends a selfie to Jeremy

Photo Alison #2
Ian's Gallery

Yes

met Alison for lunch #6 or
told Alison you should meet more often #10?

No

What do you think about her?

She's just a friend
Ian's interest in Alison +1

She's very hot: Ian (max 5)

Ian's interest in Alison +2
She's not my type

 

Scene #8
Alison sends a selfie to Jeremy

Photo Alison #2
Ian's Gallery

Yes

did not meet Alison for lunch #6 and
did not tell Alison you should meet more often #10?

No

You said she gave you her Peoplegram? Show me!

Show him Lena's profile: Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

show him #33 Don't show it to Jeremy: Ian/Jeremy (min 0)

Work

That meant "make sure to write an ass-licking review," and she wasn't asking nicely.

Only available if Ian/Minerva   is 3 or less 

This book is crap!: Ian (max 3),   Ian/Minerva (min 0) Give me another book to review: Ian/Minerva (min 0) Stay silent

Only if fought with the drunk guy
#18

 

Ian/Minerva (min 0) 

So what are you going to do about this review? Do you want me to help you, or...?

Would you exchange your book with mine?
If Ian/Holly   is at least 6 

switch books #34

Otherwise

Choose again

Only available if Ian/Minerva   is 2 or less 

I'm going to write an actual honest review!
honest review #35

I'll try to please her this time
 ¿please her ¿ #36

Home

Talk with Perry
Only if talked about Wade, Jeremy and Emma

Ian (max 5) 

Was Lena expecting me to contact her? Should I ask her out?

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Text Lena
Ian/Lena date #37

Ian/Lena date #38

Don't do it

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Cafe

I felt bad lying about my father's health and making her worry. She seemed genuinely concerned...

Tell the truth: Lena (max 5)

tell the truth #22 Keep lying

Yes

did not tell Ed the truth #22 and
did not flirt with Ed #23?

No

Gym

Lena (max 10) 

She must've put in a lot of effort to achieve that level.

Try again: Lena (max 10) Rest

She's too old for pole dancing. She should stick with her yoga classes for grannies.

Yeah, she's trying too hard: Lena (max 5)

 ¿berate her ¿ #39 I'm not judging: Lena (max 5) Don't be mean: Lena (max 5)

You should try it!

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

I'll check it out I'm not sure that's my style: Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Scene #9
Ivy shows StalkFap during pole dance

Home

Wait, wait...

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

Maybe it's not like that: Lena/Louise (max 12) You're overreacting: Lena/Louise (min 0) Try to take it easy

Can I sleep with you tonight? I don't want to feel alone.

Sure, let's sleep together: Lena (max 3)

Only if Lena/Louise   is 7 or less 

Lena/Louise    8
sleep with Louise #40

Sorry, but no: Lena/Louise    5

Yes
Lena/Louise   is at least 6?

No

I was just, um, trying to take some pictures of Lola with my camera, but I can't get the ISO setting right...

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 3 

Let me help: Lena (max 5), Lena/Stan (max 4)
Good luck with that

Only available if Lena/Stan   is 4 or less 

Don't take photos of my cat: Lena (max 5)

Well...

Invite Stan to the exhibition
invite Stan #41 Can't help you there

Yes
Lena/Stan   is at least 4?

No

Cafe

Yes
told Ed the truth #22?

Uh... Good morning?

Call him out: Lena/Ed (min 0)

call him out #42 Say nothing: Lena/Ed (max 12)

Yes
flirted with Ed #23?

No

He not only didn't seem to mind me being in my underwear, but he also was looking at me quite unapologetically.

Call him out:   Lena/Ed (min 0)

call him out #42 Say nothing: Lena/Ed (max 12)

But you'll always find people who like what you do! Some might even love it.

I'll share a song with you:   Lena/Holly (max 12)

share a song #43 I'd rather not

Restaurant

Don't worry. I just can't stand assholes like him. I couldn't let him treat you like that.

I owe you a drink!:   Lena/Robert (max 12)

invite Robert #44

date with Robert #45

Thank you, Robert

We've had that pending for quite a while, haven't we?

Alright, let's do that: Lena/Robert (max 12)

date with Robert #45

No, thanks
something important #46

I didn't need your help: Lena/Robert (min 0)

something important #46

Let's go get that drink after work, and we can talk calmly.

Alright, let's do that: Lena/Robert (max 12)

date with Robert #45
Tell me now

Choose again
I'll pass: Lena/Robert    2

reject him #47

going on a date with Robert #45?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 2 - Robert ( link)  Jump to Chapter 2 - Part 2 ( link) 
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Chapter 2 - Robert

Bar

Let's take a seat over there. Do you like the place?

It's really nice!
Lena posh level +1 It's okay

Not my style
Lena posh level -1

I have so many questions about you...

Tell me that important thing
it can wait #48

Choose again
Make conversation with Robert

Only available if Robert said it can wait
#48

 

I want you to tell me right now: Lena (max 5)

If Lena/Robert   is at least 5 

  Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Robert (min 0)

Go to Date part 2 

Yes
Robert said he had something important to tell #46?

No

I guess I shouldn't be surprised about him knowing. It was pretty easy finding people's profiles on the Internet if you tried.

What did you think about it?: Lena (max 3), Lena/Robert (max 12) You never told me you knew That's a bit creepy: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Yes
Robert said he had something important to tell #46?

Look, we're almost done with our drinks. Why don't we get another one?

Tell me that important thing
it can wait again #49

Choose again
Get another drink

Only available if Robert said it can wait again
#49

 

I want you to tell me right now: Lena (max 5)

If Lena/Robert   is at least 5 

  Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Robert (min 0)

Go to Date part 2 

Yes

did not invite Robert for a drink #44 or
Lena/Robert   is 3 or less?

No

Look, we're almost done with our drinks. Why don't we get another one?

Alright

I should get going: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Go to Date part 2 

Tell me... What do you think about me, Lena?

Only available if Lena/Robert   is at least 5 

I like you: Lena (max 5)
You're okay

Only available if Lena/Robert   is 4 or less 

I barely know you: Lena (max 5)

Date part 2

Date part 2

Lena/Robert   is at least 6?
Yes No

kiss Robert #50

 

A shiver ran down my spine when I felt his hands sliding up my nape, caressing my hair.

Kiss him back

Stop him: Lena/Robert    4
reject him #47

Jump to Chapter 2 - Part 2 ( link) 

What's up? I've wanted to do this for so long...

Only available if Lena/Robert   is at least 5 

Kiss him: Lena/Robert (max 12)

kiss Robert #50

Push him away
If Lena/Robert   is at least 5 

Lena/Robert    2
Otherwise

Lena/Robert    1
reject him #47

Jump to Chapter 2 - Part 2 ( link) 

Home

Baby... Aren't you gonna invite me up?

Okay, let's go up: Lena
invite him in #51

Maybe another night

Jump to Chapter 2 - Part 2 ( link) 

No way:   Lena/Robert (min 0)

Jump to Chapter 2 - Part 2 ( link) 

Home

¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿
Lena (max 5)

Lena (max 3) 

Scene #10
Lena agrees to drinks

Robert seemed to be really hungry for me...

Suck him off: Lena (max 5)

blowjob #52

 

That was even sooner than I expected! Seems like I hadn't lost my skills after all...

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

Swallow his cum
swallow #53

Let him cum

Scene #11
The morning after

Get up: Lena/Robert (min 0)
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Chapter 2 - Part 2

 

Ian/Lena not going on a date #37

Record store

Lena

Yeah... A few months ago, one night...

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

I knew it!
Only if Ian/Lena   is 3 or less 

  Ian/Lena (max 12)

Otherwise if Ian/Lena   is 7 or less 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

I would remember Are you sure? You're mistaken: Ian/Lena (min 3)

You're welcome.

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 4 

We should hang out
Ian/Lena date #38

See you around

Ian/Lena going on a date #37

Ian

Only if gave Robert a blowjob
#52

 

Ian/Lena (min 3) 

Oh, that's right... We agreed to meet, but we didn't have a plan...

There's something I want to do: Lena (max 2) I can't think about anything... I was hoping you had something in mind, Ian: Ian/Lena (max 8)

So that's your dream?

I'm not sure It used to be: Lena (max 5) It is: Lena (max 5)

Lena 

And they just hired me, so...

That's funny: Lena/Emma (max 12) That's weird That's stupid: Lena/Emma (min 0)

Yeah... A few months ago, one night...

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

I knew it!
Only if Ian/Lena   is 3 or less 

  Ian/Lena (max 12)

Otherwise if Ian/Lena   is 7 or less 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

I would remember Are you sure? You're mistaken: Ian/Lena (min 3)

Ian/Lena (max 4) 

If I had a girlfriend, I wouldn't have invited you out like this!

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

Tease him: Lena (max 5), Ian/Lena (max 8)

Ian likes Lena #54

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

or Lena   is at least 2 

So she's just a friend?
or

Are you interested in Holly?

Good to know

 

What should I do?

Go to the gym
 ¿go to the gym ¿ #55

 

Lena (max 10) 

No pain, no gain, darling!

Do the exercise: Lena (max 10) Skip it and chat with Ivy: Lena (max 5)

Only if went on a date with Robert
#45

 

and invited Robert in
#51

 

Lena/Ivy (max 12) 

Scene #12
Third pole dance lesson

Go home: Lena (max 5), Lena/Louise (max 12)

 ¿go home ¿ #56

Home

Can you guess who came by yesterday? It was so unexpected!

My brother...?: Lena/Mom (min 0) My aunt? I have no idea, Mom

Cafe

Yes

called Ed out #42 and
told Ed the truth #22?

  Lena/Ed (min 0) 

Yes
told Ed the truth #22?

No

Should I risk making things awkward at work by calling him out?

Call out Ed:   Lena/Ed (min 0)

call him out #42 Don't mention it

Restaurant

Yes

invited Robert in #51

or
kissed Robert #50 and
did not reject Robert #47?

date with Robert #57

 

Yes

kissed Robert #50 and
rejected Robert #47?

No

Just give me another chance. I know you and I have something special.

Sorry, but no: Lena/Robert    2
Alright, we can meet again...: Lena/Robert (max 12)

second chance #58

date with Robert #57

Home

Song

Verse

Precise #59

 

Real #59

 

Cool #59

 

Chorus

Tragedy #60

 

Stuff #60

 

Story #60

 

End

Kingdom #61

 

Cave #61

 

Abyss #61

 

Clothes

look casual #2

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

look good #2

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

look cute #2

 

Sorry, my room is a mess...

Don't worry: Lena/Stan (max 5) It's pretty dirty...: Lena/Stan (min 0) Let's go

Yes
invited Stan to the exhibition #41?

No

Art gallery

Yes
chose the second picture #24?

Lena (max 5) 

Yes
chose the third picture #24?

No

Lena (max 5)

Lena (max 4) 

I've been meaning to pick a new hobby, you see. And model photography sounds like something I'd like to try my hand with.

Art is just a hobby to you?: Lena (max 5) What makes you want to try it?: Lena (max 5) It's because of the naked girls?: Lena (max 5)

Yes
chose the third picture #24?

  ¿Lena/Danny (max 12)¿ 

Yes
chose the second picture #24?

¿Lena/Danny (max 12)¿ 

Yes
chose the fourth picture #24?

No

¿Lena/Danny (min 0)¿ 

If I could hire you as a model, too.

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 4 

Yeah, why not?
Only if Lena/Stan   is 5 or less 

Lena/Stan    6
accept #62

I'd rather not
Only if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Lena/Stan    5
No way!: Lena/Stan    3

Yes
invited Stan to the exhibition #41?

No
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Chapter 2 - Part 3

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Gym

met Wen #3?
Yes No

Ian (max 10) 
 

meet Wen #3

low kick training #4

 

Ian (max 10) 

Grappling's pretty lame, dude.

Yeah, not interested
Teach me some grappling!

grappling training #5

I'd rather stick to what we're already doing.

I'll stick to kickboxing, too
I'll give it a try

Jiu jitsu skill level 1

Yes
trained grappling #5?

No

So we work together, and we go to the same gym? That's some coincidence...

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Make a joke: Ian/Ivy (max 12) Introduce yourself: Ian/Jeremy (min 0) Stay quiet

Bar

I don't like these kinds of posh bars... I don't want a margarita. I just want a good beer!

Let's try something new
I think it's cool

Ian Chad level +1
I don't like it either

Ian Chad level -1

There you are! Hi, guys!

Only available if Flirt with Alison is at least 2 

You look amazing: Ian/Alison (max 12)

compliment Alison #63

You dressed up for the occasion
compliment Alison #63

What's with those clothes?: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Flirt with Alison -1 (min 0) 

Really? What's so important that he has to take care of it at this hour?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

You should ask him yourself

He's with a girl
with a girl #64 I don't know

For the girls and me, three...

Bloody Marys: Ian/Cherry (min 0) Margaritas Tequila Sunrises: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Cherry interest

Who doesn't? I swear, guys are crazy.

Women are crazy, too: Ian (max 5) Relationships are only trouble: Ian (max 5) There must be someone good out there: Ian (max 5) Don't say anything

Don't worry. I've got this. Stay with them. I'll be right back.

Only available if Ian's interest in Alison is at least 1 

Go with Alison
go with Alison #65

Go to Alison 

Stay with Cherry and Perry

Go to Cherry & Perry 

Alison

Alison

By the way, the comment you made about my clothes... Do you think they suit me?

Only available if Flirt with Alison is at least 1 

or Ian   is at least 2 

You look so sexy
Flirt with Alison +1
Alison wears the red top #67

You look... different

Yes
complimented Alison on her look #63?

No

I thought you were really cool when I saw you playing that night.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

I liked you too
Flirt with Alison +1

I wasn't cool at all
Flirt with Alison -1 You thought I was cool?

Her question was so direct it left me perplexed for a second.

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 
and Flirt with Alison is at least 3

or
Flirt with Alison is at least 4 

Kiss her: Ian (max 5), Ian/Alison (max 12)

Flirt with Alison 4
kiss her #68

We were too young and naive
Flirt with Alison +1 I never thought about it

It would've been weird
Flirt with Alison -1

Yes
Flirt with Alison is at least 2? No

Go to Bar part 2 

Cherry & Perry

Cherry & Perry

Perry and I were left alone with Cherry, and we found ourselves in awkward silence for a second.

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Break the ice: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Cherry interest +1

So you come here often?: Ian (max 5)

Perry & Cherry +1

Keep quiet
Cherry interest -1 (min 0) 

Seems that the bar is getting crowded.

Keep chatting with Cherry

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

You don't look like an office worker: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Cherry interest +1

Tell us about your job: Ian/Cherry (min 0)

Perry & Cherry +1

What are your hobbies?: Ian (max 5)

Perry & Cherry +1
Cherry interest +1

Go find Alison
 ¿find Alison ¿ #66

That might be true, but I thought you were really cool when I saw you playing on stage that night.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 
and Ian's interest in Alison is at least 1 

I liked you too
Flirt with Alison +1

I wasn't cool at all
Flirt with Alison -1 You thought I was cool?

Go to Bar part 2 

Bar part 2

Bar part 2

Only if told Alison Jeremy is with a girl
#64

 

Ian/Jeremy (min 0) 

Jeremy was getting pretty close to Alison, smiling and looking at her with flirty eyes...

Only available if Cherry interest is at least 2 

and Ian/Cherry   is at least 5 

Make eye contact with Cherry: Ian (max 5)

Cherry interest 3

Holy shit. That was as direct as a girl could get in my experience.
I could barely believe it, but she was letting me know she was attracted to me, wasn't she?

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Keep flirting: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

bring Cherry home #69

Go to Leave with Cherry 

Break it off: Ian/Cherry    3

Go to Leave with Perry 

Talk to Alison and Jeremy
Perry & Cherry +1

Yes
kissed Alison #68?

Go to Leave with Alison 

Yes
Flirt with Alison is at least 2? No

Where did that leave me?

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 
and Flirt with Alison is at least 3

or
Ian   is at least 3 

Flirt with Alison: Ian (max 1)

Go to Leave with Alison 

Stay quiet

Go to Leave with Perry 

Go to Leave with Perry 

Talk to Cherry and Perry

Yes
Perry & Cherry is at least 2?

Go to Leave with Perry 

Yes
kissed Alison #68?

Go to Leave with Alison 

Yes
Flirt with Alison is at least 2? No

Maybe I should jump into their conversation...

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 
and Flirt with Alison is at least 3

or
Ian   is at least 4 

Flirt with Alison: Ian (max 1)

Go to Leave with Alison 

Stay quiet

Go to Leave with Perry 

Go to Leave with Perry 

 

Leave with Perry

Leave with Perry

Yes
Perry & Cherry is at least 2?

Ian/Perry (max 12) 

Yes
went with Alison to the bar #65?

No

Ian/Perry (min 0) 

Jump to Chapter 3 - Knots ( link) 

 

Leave with Cherry

Leave with Cherry

Oh, come on, don't be one of these guys, Ian, please! 

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Look at Cherry

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

and Ian   is at least 2 

Don't stress out

I can't
limp dick #70

Jump to Chapter 3 - Knots ( link) 

fuck Cherry # 71

Ian 

Ian (max 5)

Ian (max 4) 
Ian (max 10) 

Scene #13
Ian brings Cherry home after the bar

Jump to Chapter 3 - Knots ( link) 

 

Leave with Alison

Leave with Alison

kissed Alison #68?
Yes No

Ian (max 5) 
 

kiss her #68

 

I see you're still a geek... Some things never change!

Here's your water You didn't come just for a glass of water: Ian (max 5) Kiss her: Ian (max 3)

Oh, come on, don't be one of these guys, Ian, please! 

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Look at Alison

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

and Ian   is at least 2 

Don't stress out

I can't
limp dick #70

fuck Alison #72

Ian 

Ian (max 5)

Ian (max 4) 
Ian (max 10) 

Scene #14
Ian brings Alison home after the bar

Jump to Chapter 3 - Knots ( link) 
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Only available if gave Robert a blowjob
#52

 

Lena blowjob skill level +1
 

Only available if swallowed Robert's cum
#53

 

Lena blowjob skill level +1
 

Lena/Jeremy     

Alison and Jeremy fucked #73

Louise & Jeremy are together #74

 

Only available if kissed Alison
#68

 

 
Alison and Jeremy did not fuck #73 

 

Only available if first song verse is Real
#59

 

Lena's first song +2
 

Only available if first song verse is Precise
#59

 

Lena's first song +1
 

Only available if first song chorus is Tragedy
#60

 

Lena's first song +2
 

Only available if first song chorus is Story
#60

 

Lena's first song +1
 

Only available if first song end is Abyss
#61

 

Lena's first song +2
 

Only available if first song end is Kingdom
#61

 

Lena's first song +1
 

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Lena

Robert was calling me. What could he want at this hour?

Pick up
Ignore him

ignore him #75

Yes
went on a date with Robert #57?

No

Home

Stan's just a creep.

Only available if accepted to pose for Stan
#62

 

He's not like that: Lena/Louise (min 0)

 ¿defend him ¿ #76

Why do you think so?
Only available if did not accept to pose for Stan

#62
 

Maybe you're right: Lena/Stan (min 3)

Yes
invited Stan to the exhibition #41?

No

Only available if ignored Robert
#75

 

and going on a date with Robert
#57

 

Lena/Robert (min 0) 

Tasks

Post to Peoplegram

 

I wonder if I should post this instead of a picture of myself...

Post Ian's drawing
post Ian's drawing #77

Automatic choice if Lena did not take a picture of the drawings
#28

 

Post Danny's picture
 ¿post Danny's picture ¿ #78

Check out Stalkfap

check out Stalkfap #79

Scene #15
Ivy posts on StalkFap

Lena   is at least 2?
Yes No

What should I do?

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

Give it a try
Stalkfap account #80

I don't like it

What should I do?

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Give it a try: Lena
Stalkfap account #80

I don't like it

Mr. Ward's proposal

 

Should I do it?

Contact Mr. Ward about his offer
call Seymour # 81

Let's meet for dinner. That way, we'll be able to have some informal conversation and see if we can work together.

Accept
accept #82

Refuse: Lena/Seymour    2
reject #83

Ignore it

Get on with the day

Continue
Although if you haven't done all tasks
you will be given the chance to come back
and do them instead 

Ian/Lena going on a date #38?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 3 - Ian ( link)   

I still have some time before meeting Robert. How should I spend it?
or

I have the whole afternoon for myself... What should I do?

Play guitar: Lena (max 5) Relax and rest: Lena (max 5)

going on a date with Robert #57?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 3 - Robert ( link)   

So no heavy metal then

Depends on the style!
like it #84

Not really...
not really #84

Not at all
not at all #84

Only if posted Ian's drawing
#77

 

Ian/Lena (max 8) 

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 2 ( link) 
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Ian

going on a date with Robert #57?
Yes No

look casual #2

 

 

Let's see... What should I wear today?

look casual #2

 

look cute #2

 

So do you believe there's such a thing as destiny?

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Maybe there is: Ian/Lena (max 8)

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

I'm free: Ian/Lena (max 8)

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

It's not important: Ian/Lena (max 8)
Who knows?

Only if posted Ian's drawing
#77

 

Ian/Lena (max 8) 

I wasn't able to really figure him out, and that had me constantly guessing.

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Be discreet: Ian/Lena (max 8)

Ian likes Lena #54

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Be direct
Ian likes Lena #54

Never mind

Yes
Ian/Lena did not go on a date #37?

No

So no heavy metal then.

Depends on the style!: Ian/Lena (max 8)

like it #84

Not really...
not really #84

Not at all: Ian/Lena (min 3)

not at all #84

A shiver...?

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 7 

or Ian said he likes Lena
#54

 

Kiss Ian: Lena (max 2), Ian/Lena    10
kiss Ian #85

Scene #16
Lena kisses Ian

Stay still

 

kiss Ian #85

Ian/Lena    10

Scene #16
Lena kisses Ian

Yes

Ian said he likes Lena #54

or

Ian/Lena   is at least 8
or

Ian/Lena   is at least 6 and
Ian   is at least 3?

No

Back away: x13 Ian/Lena

going on a date with Robert #57?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 3 - Robert ( link)  Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 2 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 3 - Robert

Robert

Why don't you invite me to your room so we can, you know...?

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Okay, let's go
fuck Robert #86

sex before work #87

Go to Fuck Robert 

Let's take a walk first

Yes
invited Robert in #51?

No

Topics

Keep walking

Continue 

He grabbed me with both hands and pulled me toward him, chest to chest, as he kissed me deeper.

Kiss him back: Lena (max 5)

Stop him: Lena (max 5), Lena/Robert    1
reject Robert #88

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 2 ( link) 

Yes
gave Robert a second chance #58?

No

invited Robert in #51?
Yes No

Sounds like enough time to me...
Why don't we go up to your place and repeat what happened last night?

Okay, let's do it
fuck Robert #86

sex before work #87

Go to Fuck Robert 

Let's wait till we have more time: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Lena, I want you...

I want you too
fuck on Wednesday #89

You're going too fast!: Lena (max 5), Lena/Robert    1
reject Robert #88

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 2 ( link) 

 

Fuck Robert

Fuck Robert

Lena/Robert    10

Ooof, baby, here we go...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Just fuck me!: Lena/Robert    12
Eat me out first!: Lena (max 5)

Only available if did not give Robert a blowjob
#52

 

Let me suck you off: Lena (max 5), Lena/Robert (max 12)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #90

Lena blowjob skill level +1

Let's do it slowly...

Lena (max 5) 

Scene #17
Lena has sex after her date

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 2 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 3 - Part 2

Street

He was clearly a bum. And he reeked of alcohol and other things I couldn't name.

Run away!
Lena posh level +1
run away #91

No, sorry
don't give money #91

Give him a few dollars.
give money #91

Home

As I walked past Louise's room, I heard a faint sound.

Go straight to your room

Get closer

Yes, I do... Mhhh...!

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Take a peek
spy #92

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Take a peek: Lena
spy #92

Go to your room

Lena (max 3) 

And it seemed like her partner was pointing his phone's camera at her...

Focus on Louise

I was invading her privacy! I was acting like a creep!

Keep watching
keep spying #94

Go to your room

Focus on that big dick!: Lena (max 5)

Lena likes big dicks +1
big dick #93

keep spying #94

Scene #18
Lena spies on Louise and Jeremy

Morning

And do you have any avocados? I can make you a toast if you make me a coffee.

Okay, make me a toast: Lena/Jeremy (max 12)

 ¿breakfast with Jeremy ¿ #95 We don't have avocado

Only if showed Jeremy Lena's profile
#33

 

Ian/Lena (min 2) 

Cafe

Only if went on a date with Robert
#57

 

and Ian/Lena did not go on a date
#38

 

and posted Ian's drawing
#77

 

Ian/Lena (max 8) 

I don't know if I can help you, but I'd be happy to listen to you if you feel the need to share your burden.

Tell her about your problems: Lena/Molly (max 12)

tell her #96 Avoid talking about it

Alright. I'll wait for you at the door.

Automatic choice if Ian/Lena went on a date
#38

 

Tell Ian to join in
include Ian #97

Don't bring Ian

Home

did not accept to pose for Stan #62

 

It was clear Stan felt out of his comfort zone. Maybe having me in my underwear in front of him was making him extra nervous...

Do you need help?: Lena (max 5)

continue #98
Relax, Stan: Lena (max 5)

cool #98

...
awkward #98

I didn't know if it was funny or if I should feel bad. Probably a mix of both.

Only available if Lena was cool posing for Stan
#98

 

or Lena continued posing for Stan
#98

 

or Lena/Stan   is at least 7 

Continue shooting: Lena (max 5)

continue #98

He was tense and quiet, like he was treading
over thin ice that could crack at any second.

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Tease him
tease #98

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Tease him: Lena, Lena (max 3)

tease #98

That's enough

That's enough

Here's your payment...

Thanks!: Lena

I can't accept it
Only if Lena/Stan   is 7 or less 

Lena/Stan    8

Scene #19
Lena agrees to model for Stan

Yes

Lena continued posing for Stan #98 or
Lena teased while posing for Stan #98?

No

Cafe

Just to make things clear and make sure he will stop pestering me.

I should call him...
call him #99 I don't want to speak to him: Lena (max 5)

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Home

Yes
fucked Cherry # 71?

 

 ¿Cherry did modeling ¿ #100

 

Scene #20
Cherry wakes up Ian

I really had fun with you, but this is all this was. Just fun.

I thought we could be more: Ian/Cherry (min 0) I see it that way too: Ian (max 5)

no strings attached #101

So how was it? With Cherry.

Tell him It's none of your business: Ian/Perry (min 0)

Photo Cherry #1
Ian's Gallery

Scene #21
Ian looks at Cherry's Peoplegram

Yes
fucked Alison #72?

No

 

Oh, sorry, I didn't want to wake you up. I have some stuff to take care of today so that's why I'm leaving so early.

Go back to sleep Get up: Ian (max 5)

So did you like it, at least? Was she, you know... good?

Tell him It's none of your business: Ian/Perry (min 2)

Only if Perry & Cherry is at least 2 

and did not bring Cherry home
#69

 

 ¿Cherry did modeling ¿ #100

 

Yes
switched books with Holly #34?

Ian (max 5) 

Yes
decided to do an honest review #35?

No

Ian (max 5) 

I should ask Holly for her opinion when I'm done, just to make sure I'm doing a good job with this review...
or

Maybe I could show it to Holly to get an honest opinion about it since I know what Minerva will say...
or

I should consult with Holly to make sure Minerva will be okay with this. I tried to follow Holly's instructions on how to write it, after all.

Meet with Holly
meet with Holly #102 E-mail it to Holly

Book call to adventure

vengeance story #104

 
chosen one #104

 
call of duty #104

 

 

not meeting with Holly 2nd book review #102

Holly

Oh... Well, you're not missing out on anything great.

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Stop putting yourself down: Ian/Holly (max 12)

Encourage Holly +2

People think they're good: Ian (max 3)

Encourage Holly +1
If you say so

Yeah... Winning it would be awesome for my career. The break-through I've been needing...

Ask Holly for advice on writing: Ian (max 5) I don't need advice

Yes
Ian/Holly   is at least 5?

No

Do you... think I'm cute?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Very cute: Ian/Holly (max 12)

find Holly very cute #103

I do
find Holly cute #103 I didn't mean it that way...

Yes
Ian/Holly   is at least 6?

No



Our Red String
Chapter 3 - Part 3

Home

Scene #22
Ian looks at Cindy's Peoplegram

She was really beautiful, there was no denying it...

Comment on the picture
Ian's interest in Cindy +2

Should I praise her? Be funny or maybe insightful?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Insightful comment
insightful #105

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Funny comment
funny #105

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Praising comment
praising #105

Emoji comment
emoji #105

Like the picture
Ian's interest in Cindy +1 Ignore the picture

Bar

Yeah! I think we, the people, should take an active role in our city's politics!

So you're a political activist?: Ian/Emma (max 12) Let's not talk politics

 

left a praising comment on Cindy's profile #105 or
left a funny comment on Cindy's profile #105?

Yes No

Ian/Cindy (max 10)  Ian/Cindy (max 4) 

Yes
Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 1? No

I aimed down the cue ball and prepared my stroke.

Hard break
Pool Score

Controlled break
Only if Ian   is at least 2 

  Pool Score

Soft break

Which one should I try to sink in?

Blue: Pool Score Yellow

Red

Ian   is at least 2?
Yes No

Pool Score  Continue 

It's too soon to celebrate I won't let you down: Ian (max 5), Ian/Cindy (max 10) I've got this: Ian (max 5), Ian/Cindy (max 10)

Only available if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 1 

Make a sexual innuendo: Ian (max 5)

Ian's interest in Cindy 3

Hit the ball

Left Center Right

         

 

Pool Score   is at least 3?
Yes No

 

 ¿winner ¿ #106

 

She held up her fist.

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Exploding fist bump!: Ian/Cindy (max 10)
Fist bump Leave her hanging: Ian/Cindy (min 2)

Ian/Cindy (min 2) 

Cindy looked at me. I was the only one left.

Only available if Ian/Cindy   is at least 4 

I'll go with you
go with Cindy #107

I'll pass: Ian/Cindy    2

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 4 ( link) 

Shine

Well... I'm pissed, but I don't want to let that sour my night!

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

I'm concerned about Wade Are things okay with Wade?: Ian/Cindy (min 0) Drop the subject: Ian (max 3)

Don't tell me you don't like it.
or

Come on, don't tell me you're not interested in a girl who does nude modeling...

I love it: Ian (max 5) It's cool: Ian (max 5) I don't really like it

I'd like to be creative like you, Perry, or Emma, but I guess I'm just not. So I'm just stuck not knowing what to do.

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

and Ian   is at least 2 

Don't give up!: Ian/Cindy (max 10)

Find something else It isn't worth it

Perry always hated it when she asked for beers, while she never brought some herself.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Pay for the drinks: Ian

Refuse to pay: Ian (max 5), Ian/Cindy (min 0)

I see. Nice to meet you too, Ian.

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

You look like a lone wolf: Ian/Axel (max 12) She's with me: Ian/Cindy (min 0) Nice to meet you too

Did not pay for the drinks

Dance with Cindy

Cindy seemed to be oblivious to it all. She just danced and enjoyed herself.

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Dance together
Ian's interest in Cindy +1 (max 3) 
 ¿dance together ¿ #108

I felt the smoothness and warmth of her hand, her delicate fingers intertwined with mine...

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 
or Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 3 

Let her lead: Ian/Cindy (max 10)

 ¿signs ¿ #109

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 
or Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 3 

Get physical:   Ian/Cindy (min 0)

rejected #110

Stop dancing

Keep dancing separately Stop dancing

Just getting to know her a little bit. I was asking Cindy what brought her here tonight.

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Adventure: Ian/Axel (max 12) She's with me: Ian/Cindy (min 0) We're just hanging out

Sure, why not? He offered to shoot me for free...

Only available if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 1 

and Ian/Cindy   is at least 5 

I'd love to see your pictures
love to see the pictures # 111

If that's what you want Be careful Wade won't like it: Ian/Cindy (min 0)
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Ian/Lena not going on a date #38

Home

went on a date with Robert #57?
Yes No

Ian/Lena (min 2)  Only if Lena likes metal
#84

 

Ian/Lena (max 8) 

Ian/Lena going on a date #38

Lena

Only if kissed Ian
#85

 

Ian (max 1) 

Home

Photo Gillian #2
Ian's Gallery

I swiped to the next picture, one I had taken of her for no particular reason, other than I thought she looked really beautiful that day.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Stop it: Ian, Ian (max 5), Ian (max 5)

stop it #112

Keep looking at Gillian's pictures

Photo Gillian #3
Ian's Gallery

Photo Gillian #4
Ian's Gallery

Scene #23
Ian thinks of Gillian

Work

decided to do an honest review #35

 

Ian (max 5)

Ian/Minerva    0
Ian 

switched books with Holly #34

 

Ian (max 5)

Ian/Minerva    0
Ian 

Only if decided to do an honest review
#35

 

Ian (max 5) 

Gym

Only if trained low kicks
#4

 

Kickboxing skill level +1
 

Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 1?Yes No

 

¿Ian/Wen (max 12)¿
Ian (max 10) 

Jiu jitsu lesson

Choice 1 Choice 2 Choice 3

Block!:   Parry! Evade!:  

Hug him!:   Kick the legs!:   Make him lose his balance

Kick the legs! Pull him up!:   Push him down:

Note: The last choice 'Kick the legs!' could be in first
or last position depending on Ian    value 

Only if Jiu jitsu   is 0 

Jiu jitsu skill level 2

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 10) 

So, how did you like that?

It was great: ¿Ian/Wen (max 12)¿ It was fine Passable

 

did not train grappling #5 
 

Put your headgear on, let's do some sparring!

Okay, let's spar: Ian (max 10), Ian/Jeremy (max 12) I want to work on technique: Ian (max 5), Ian (max 10)

You can bet your ass I did!

Tell me the details!: Ian (max 5)

tell me details #113 Good for you
I don't wanna hear about it

don't want to hear #114

Yes
Alison and Jeremy fucked #73?

No

Home

 

Photo Alison #3
Ian's Gallery

Scene #24
Alison sends a nude to Ian

Yes

kissed Alison #68 and
fucked Alison #72?

No

included Ian in date with Holly #97?
Yes No

If I wanted to meet Alison, I would need to cancel with them.

Meet Lena and Holly
Only if kissed Alison

#68
 

  Ian/Alison (min 0)

Otherwise

Ian/Alison (min 0)

Meet Alison instead
meet Alison #115

I don't know, take a walk, maybe we can have dinner or something like that. 

Meet Alison
meet Alison #115

I can't
Only if kissed Alison

#68
 

  Ian/Alison (min 0)

Otherwise

Ian/Alison (min 0)

Work

Take a seat.

Take a seat: Ian (max 5) Stay standing: Ian (max 5)

Yes

switched books with Holly #34 or
decided to do an honest review #35?

No

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 5 ( link) 

Yes
not meeting Alison #115?

No

Alison

Things should be going good for me, but it's like the world is conspiring against me!

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

You're tough: Ian/Alison (max 12)
It will get better I don't know what to tell you

Yes
Alison and Jeremy fucked #73?

 

I didn't either... But he made it very clear he was interested in me.

So that's all it takes? I'd say the interest was mutual

You shouldn't have done it: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 5 ( link) 

Ian's interest in Alison is at least 1?Yes No

Did I really want to find out?

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Kiss Alison: Ian

Leave things as they are

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 5 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 5 ( link) 

Yes

kissed Alison #68 and
had a limp dick situation #70?

No

I didn't really understand why or how, but I was getting another chance...

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

I want you, Alison

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

and Ian   is at least 2 

This time it will work

Let's better not:   Ian/Alison (min 0)

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 5 ( link) 

Home

She was turning me on so much...! I felt I could cum in no time if she kept that up...

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Ask for a boob job
titfuck #116

Return the favor

Fuck her!

Go to Fuck Alison 

Yes
fucked Alison #72?

No

 ¿cunnilingus ¿ #117

Alison satisfaction +1

Ian (max 5) 

Fuck Alison

fucked Alison #72?
Yes No

Only if Ian   is at least 2 

Alison satisfaction +1
 

Ian (max 5) 

fuck Alison #72

fuck Alison # 118

Scene #25
Ian goes on a date
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§ Lena §
 
 

Cafe

included Ian in date with Holly #97 and
did not meet Alison #115?

Yes No

 

Why not? You have plenty of reasons...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Only you can decide how to feel:   Lena/Holly (max 12)

Encourage Holly 2

Ian's right
Sometimes it's complicated: Lena/Holly (max 12)

Encourage Holly +1 (max 2) 

 

did not include Ian in date with Holly #97 
 

They are heroic and brave, they have powers, they fight, and they are special... I'm nothing like that at all...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Those characters are part of you:   Lena/Holly (max 12)

Encourage Holly 2

Fantasy is different from the real world
That shows you're a good writer: Lena/Holly (max 12)

Encourage Holly +1 (max 2) 

No, in fact, I think I didn't have any real friends even when I was a kid... But I don't want to bore you with that...

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 5 

Please, tell me: Lena (max 5)
Okay, let's change the subject

Me? Oh...

Writing songs: Lena (max 5)

writing songs #119
Enjoying life: Lena (max 5)

enjoying life #119
Modeling: Lena (max 5)

modeling #119

Making money
Only if Lena posh level is 1 or less 

Lena posh level 2
making money #119

Home

agreed to share a song with Holly #43?
Yes No

Go to Sing to Holly  Go to Sing to Louise 

Sing to Holly

Sing to Holly

Yes
Lena's first song is 6?

Lena (max 5)

Lena (max 2) 

Yes
Lena's first song is at least 4? No

Go to Lena's first song is at least 4  Go to Lena's first song is 3 or less 

Lena's first song is at least 4

 

Yes
first song verse is not Real #59?

Change it
Only if included Ian in date with Holly

#97
and first song chorus is not Tragedy

#60
 

Tragedy #60

Real #59

Leave it as is

Yes
first song chorus is not Tragedy #60?

Change it
Only if included Ian in date with Holly

#97
and first song end is not Abyss

#61
 

Abyss #61

Tragedy #60

Leave it as is

Yes
first song end is not Abyss #61?

No

Change it
Abyss #61 Leave it as is

Lena's first song is 3 or less

 

Yes
first song verse is not Real #59?

Change it
Only if included Ian in date with Holly

#97
and first song chorus is Stuff

#60
 

Story #60

Real #59

Leave it as is

Yes
first song chorus is not Tragedy #60?

Change it
Only if included Ian in date with Holly

#97
and first song end is Cave

#61
 

Kingdom #61

Tragedy #60

Leave it as is

Yes
first song end is not Abyss #61?

No

Change it
Abyss #61 Leave it as is

It'll be a second, it's just a snack...

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Continue the conversation: Lena/Louise (min 0), Lena/Stan (max 10)

 ¿include him ¿ #120

...
Only available if Lena/Stan   is 2 or less 

Kick Stan out: Lena/Stan    0

Sing to Louise

Sing to Louise

Lena/Louise (max 12) 

It'll be a second, it's just a snack...

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Do you want to listen, too, Stan?: Lena/Louise (min 0), Lena/Stan (max 10)

 ¿include him ¿ #120

...
Only available if Lena/Stan   is 2 or less 

Kick Stan out: Lena/Stan    0

Only if Lena's first song is 6 

Lena (max 5)

Lena (max 2) 

Yes
first song verse is Cool #59?

Change it
Precise #59 Leave it as is

Yes
first song chorus is Stuff #60?

Change it
Story #60 Leave it as is

Yes
first song end is Cave #61?

No

Change it
Kingdom #61 Leave it as is

Room

Lena's first song 0
Re-calculate the song score after possible modifications 

Only available if first song verse is Real
#59

 

Lena's first song +2
 

Only available if first song verse is Precise
#59

 

Lena's first song +1
 

Only available if first song chorus is Tragedy
#60

 

Lena's first song +2
 

Only available if first song chorus is Story
#60

 

Lena's first song +1
 

Only available if first song end is Abyss
#61

 

Lena's first song +2
 

Only available if first song end is Kingdom
#61

 

Lena's first song +1
 

 

Maybe I should call him...

Call Mr. Ward
call Seymour # 81

Let's meet for dinner. That way, we'll be able to have some informal conversation and see if we can work together.

Accept
accept #82

Refuse: Lena/Seymour    2
reject #83

Not interested

Yes
did not call Seymour # 81?

No

Go to Wait for Robert 

Yes

agreed to fuck Robert on Wednesday #89

or
invited Robert in #51 and
did not have sex with Robert before work #87?

No

spied on Louise #92 or
invited Robert in #51 or
kissed Ian #85?

Yes No

Continue  As I lay down on my bed, my body suggested what I could do to keep my mind off those things.

Masturbate

Go to sleep

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 6 ( link) 

Lena (max 5) 

I always thought dildos like these were kind of grotesque, but... Maybe it could make this moment even better.

Only available if had sex with Robert before work
#87

 

Call Robert
call Robert #121

 

Lena (max 5) 

Scene #27
Lena calls Robert over

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 6 ( link) 

Use it
use the dildo #122 Don't use it

Yes
Lena   is at least 2?

No

To focus on what really turned me on...

Only available if Ian/Lena went on a date
#38

 

Think about Ian
think about Ian #123

Only available if did not use the dildo
#122

 

Think about Holly
Lena's interest in Holly +1
think about Holly #123

Only available if fucked Robert
#86

 

Think about Robert
think about Robert #123

Only available if focused on the big dick
#93

 

Think about Jeremy's cock
Lena likes big dicks +1
think about Jeremy's cock #123

Only available if spied on Louise
#92

 

Think about spying on Louise
think about spying on Louise #123

Focus on your body

Scene #26
Lena masturbates

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Wait for Robert

Wait for Robert

fuck Robert #86

 

Yes
did not invite Robert in #51?

 

¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿
Lena (max 5)

Lena (max 3) 

Yes

invited Robert in #51 and
did not have sex with Robert before work #87?

No

 

Ooof, baby, here we go...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Just fuck me!: Lena/Robert    12
Eat me out first!: Lena (max 5)

Only available if did not give Robert a blowjob
#52

 

Let me suck you off: Lena (max 5), Lena/Robert (max 12)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #90

Lena blowjob skill level +1

Let's do it slowly...

Lena (max 5) 

Scene #27
Lena calls Robert over

Jump to Chapter 3 - Part 6 ( link) 
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Cafe

Uh, well, experience tells me girls don't usually like it when you show up at their workplace...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

You're not a creep: Lena (max 5)
Why not? Bad experiences?: Lena (max 5) I can see why...: Lena/Stan (min 0)

Yes
invited Stan to the exhibition #41?

No

Gym

 

did not reject Robert #47 
 

Yes

rejected Robert #47 and
went on a date with Robert #57 and
did not reject Robert #88?

No

Topics

You've gotten a new piercing!

 

Do you like it?

I'm thinking about getting one too
loves piercings #125

It suits you
neutral about piercings #125

It's not my thing
dislikes piercings #125

Start the class

Continue 

The other girls were hard at work while Ivy and I chatted nonchalantly.

Keep chatting with Ivy: Lena (max 3), Lena/Ivy (max 12)

 ¿keep chatting ¿ #126

 
Only if did not invite Robert in

#51
 

and agreed to fuck Robert on Wednesday
#89

 

Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Only available if did not accept to meet Seymour
#82

 

Do the exercise instead: Lena (max 10)

Jump to Chapter 4 - Elastic Hearts ( link) 

Yes
did not accept to meet Seymour #82?

No

Seymour

Lena posh level is at least 2?Yes No

look good #2

 

I was supposed to meet Seymour Ward in about fifteen minutes.

Change clothes
Lena posh level +1
look good #2

Wear your casual clothes
Lena posh level -1 (min 0) 
look casual #2

People need to realize that reality.

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

What's my value, then?: Lena/Seymour (max 12)
That's harsh Only available if Lena did not give money to the bum

#91
 

I think the same

Only if did not change clothes

Lena/Seymour (min 0) 

Did you know him?

He's my co-worker
 ¿work at the restaurant ¿ #127 He's a friend

What made you choose to become a model?

I'm not sure The circumstances: Lena (max 5) My friend convinced me: Lena (max 5) I found it appealing: Lena (max 5)

Whose thoughts have influenced you the most?

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

Plato
talk philosophy #129

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Descartes
talk philosophy #129

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

Marx: Lena/Seymour (min 0)

talk philosophy #129

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Nietzsche: Lena/Seymour (max 12)

talk philosophy #129

 ¿Nietzsche ¿ #128

I follow my own philosophy
talk philosophy #129

None comes to mind
talk philosophy #129 Philosophy bores me: Lena/Seymour (min 0)

Which one are you? Camel or Lion?

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

I'm the Child: Lena (max 5)
Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

I'm the Lion! I'm the Camel: Lena/Seymour (max 12) Why don't you tell me?

Yes
talked philosophy with Seymour #129?

No

Let's do a photo shoot next week.

Only available if Lena/Seymour   is at least 3 

Accept: Lena/Seymour (max 5)

Refuse: Lena/Seymour    2
reject #83



Our Red String
Chapter 4 - Elastic Hearts

 

Only available if did not accept to meet Seymour
#82

 

rejected Seymour #83

 

Only available if accepted to meet Seymour
#82

 

and did not reject Seymour
#83

 

accepted to meet Seymour #130

 

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Home

 

I know... Believe me, I know.

Let him explain himself: Lena/Axel (max 12) Double down

Even if I know you can't forgive me.

Meet with Axel: Lena (max 5)

meet Axel #131 Shut him off: Lena (max 5), Lena (max 2)

Yes
decided to call Axel #99?

No

Restaurant

Only if did not accept to meet Seymour
#82

 

and did not call Seymour
#81

 

Lena/Seymour    2

Yes
did not fuck Robert #86?

Go to Saturday morning 

Yes
invited Robert in #51?

Or go straight to your bedroom, too. I won't complain.

I'll give you a call

Go to Saturday morning 

End your relationship with Robert

Yes
agreed to fuck Robert on Wednesday #89?

No

Walk you home and, you know...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Spend the night with Robert: Lena/Robert (max 12)

fuck Robert #132

Go to Fuck Robert 

Not tonight: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Go to Saturday morning 

End your relationship with Robert

Dump Robert

over with Robert #133

 

What's the problem? You didn't like it?

It didn't do it for me: Lena/Robert    3 It was pretty bad: Lena/Robert    1

Go to Saturday morning 

 

Fuck Robert

Fuck Robert

Lena/Robert    10

Ooof, baby, here we go...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Just fuck me!: Lena/Robert    12
Eat me out first!: Lena (max 5)

Only available if did not give Robert a blowjob
#52

 

Let me suck you off: Lena (max 5), Lena/Robert (max 12)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #90

Lena blowjob skill level +1

Let's do it slowly...

Lena (max 5) 

Home

Saturday morning

It's him! I told you he was a creep!

I have no idea what you're talking about Calm down, please: Lena (max 5), Lena/Louise (min 3) Start from the beginning: Lena (max 5)

Only available if Lena/Stan   is 2 or less 

What did you do, you creep?: Lena/Stan    0
accuse Stan #134

 
 ¿did not defend Stan ¿ #76 

 

Investigation

Every choice 

Investigation 

Did you do it, Stan?

Lena/Stan (min 0) 

I've heard enough

Continue 

So, who do you believe?

Only available if Lena/Stan   is 2 or less 

Accuse Stan: Lena/Stan    0
accuse Stan #134

 
 ¿did not defend Stan ¿ #76 

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Defend Stan: Lena/Stan (max 12), Lena/Louise (min 0)

Only if Investigation   is at least 3 

Lena (max 5)

defend Stan #135

It's a mystery

Yes
did not accuse Stan #134?

No

Only if accused Stan
#134

 

Lena/Louise (max 12) 

I'm in the area, and I want to see you! Meet me in five minutes!

Sure!: Lena/Ivy (max 6) Right now? You should've warned me: Lena/Ivy (min 3)

But if I talked, I was denying Louise that chance and most certainly dooming her relationship.

Only available if Lena/Louise   is at least 6 

Tell Louise about Jeremy
 
Louise & Jeremy are not together #74 

Don't say anything

Ivy

Scene #28
Ivy shows Jeremy's nude

Yes
focused on the big dick #93?

No

What do you think, silly?

To do dirty things: Lena (max 5) Only available if checked out Stalkfap
#79

 

To make naughty content for Stalkfap: Lena (max 5) To play the drums: Lena (max 5)

Are you interested in him?

Only available if Ian/Lena went on a date
#38

 

and Ian/Lena   is at least 6 

I think I am
Lena's interest in Ian +2

I'm not sure yet
Lena's interest in Ian +1

Only available if Ian/Lena   is 5 or less 

I don't think so

Yes
Lena loves piercings #125?

Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Get a piercing 

Yes
Lena is neutral about piercings #125?

No

You could get a sexy navel piercing like mine! I'm in love with it!

Not interested Get a piercing: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Home

 

It's just what it is.

It's unfair You don't mind? Louise is in the wrong: Lena (max 5) Only available if Lena/Louise   is 2 or less 

Louise's a bitch: Lena (max 6)

Stan, the ugly, fat geek. The background character.

You have to be yourself!: Lena/Stan (min 0) Stop saying that!: Lena (max 5) That must suck

Only if Lena/Stan   is 9 or less 

Lena/Stan    10

Yes
defended Stan #135?

No

 

Lena's interest in Ian is 2?Yes No

Ian/Lena date #136

 

I was wondering if you'd like to meet this week.

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 5 
or Lena's interest in Ian is at least 1 

Meet with Ian
Only if Ian/Lena   is 4 or less 

Ian/Lena    5
Lena's interest in Ian +1 (max 1) 
Ian/Lena date #136

Only available if Lena's interest in Ian is 1 or less 

Avoid him

Yes
Ian/Lena went on a date #38?

No

My budget was really tight, too, though... Probably tighter than his was.

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 and chose the third picture
#24

or
Lena   is at least 4 and chose the first picture

#24
 

Convince him to do it for free

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Hire Danny: Lena

Only available if or Lena teased while posing for Stan
#98

 

 Lena continued posing for Stan
#98

 

I can ask Stan instead...
photo shoot with Stan #138

I can't afford it

 

did not accept to meet Axel #131

Axel

Hi, Lena...

Hello, Axel: Lena/Axel (max 12) Cut to the chase

I just wanted to say how sorry I am that I hurt you.

You did more than hurt me You betrayed me!: Lena/Axel (min 0)

The regret and remorse will not disappear... But I felt I wouldn't be able to move forward unless I did.

Thank you for your apology: Lena/Axel (max 3) You have what you wanted

Do you still write songs?

I do: Lena/Axel (max 3) This conversation is over

 

did not accept to meet Seymour #130

Seymour

Only if Lena/Seymour   is 5 or less 

Lena/Seymour    6

Shoot

 ¿simple ¿ #139

 

 ¿sultry ¿ #139

Photo Shoot
Lena (max 5) 

 ¿backside ¿ #139

Photo Shoot 

It wasn't easy feeling at ease under his intense scrutiny. But I had to act like a professional.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4
or

Lena   is at least 3 

and Photo Shoot   is at least 1 

Please Mr. Ward: Lena (max 6), Photo Shoot    2

Continue posing

Keep showing me your magnificent body, Lena.

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

and Photo Shoot   is at least 2 

Tease Mr. Ward: Lena/Seymour (max 12), Photo Shoot    3

Continue posing

Photo Shoot   is at least 3?
Yes No

  Lena  Lena 

Scene #29
Lena agrees to a photo shoot with Seymour



Our Red String
Chapter 4 - Part 2

Home

I had been happy during those days... Easier days than the current ones. Pleasant days...

Destroy the pictures: Lena (max 2)

 ¿destroy the pictures ¿ #140

Look at another picture: Lena (max 6)

Remembering all that came with them was something I did not want, something I shouldn't want...

Look at the rest of the pictures
look at the rest #141

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Destroy the pictures: Lena
 ¿destroy the pictures ¿ #140

Yes
accepted to meet Axel #131?

No

Yes

called Robert for sex #121 and
did not look at the rest of the pictures with Axel #141

or
agreed to fuck Robert on Wednesday #89 and
did not look at the rest of the pictures with Axel #141?

If only I had someone else's hands to do that for me...

Only available if Ian/Lena went on a date
#38

 
and Lena's interest in Ian is at least 1 

Think about Ian
think about Ian #123

Only available if did not use the dildo
#122

 

Think about Holly
Lena's interest in Holly +1
think about Holly #123

Only available if fucked Robert
#86

 

Think about Robert
think about Robert #123

Only available if focused on the big dick
#93

 

Think about Jeremy's cock
Lena likes big dicks +1
think about Jeremy's cock #123

Only available if spied on Louise
#92

 

Think about spying on Louise
think about spying on Louise #123

Focus on your body

Yes
looked at the rest of the pictures with Axel #141?

No

Lena likes big dicks +1
 

Was this the right moment?

Try the anal plug: Lena (max 6)

try the anal plug #124 Continue masturbating

Yes

looked at the rest of the pictures with Axel #141 or
called Robert for sex #121?

use the dildo #122

 

Yes
agreed to fuck Robert on Wednesday #89?

No

Maybe now was the moment...

Use it
use the dildo #122 Don't use it

Scene #30
Lena masturbates 2

Cafe

I am... It's probably just her overworking herself, but she's not gonna get better if she doesn't take a rest! We're not young anymore.

Only available if did not call Ed out
#42

 

You don't look old!
Only if Lena/Ed   is 5 or less 

Lena/Ed    6
 ¿compliment Ed ¿ #142

I hope it's nothing You care about her Getting old sucks: Lena/Ed (min 2)

A cozy place for people to enjoy a bit of calm and peace...

She accomplished her dream: Lena (max 5) What was your dream, Ed?: Lena (max 5) Why are you telling me this?

Yes
Lena/Ed   is at least 3?

No

I need to make sure Molly and I can live our last years somewhat comfortably.

Only available if Lena/Molly   is at least 8 

Can I do something to help?: Lena (max 2), Lena/Ed (max 12)

offer to help #143

I understand... Only available if called Ed out
#42

 

You're being unfair!

Restaurant

You just drive me crazy... Too bad we're at work right now, or I would do such dirty things to you...

Play along: Lena (max 6)

And I would enjoy those sexy lips of yours wrapped around my cock... I'm so hard right now...

Only available if called Robert for sex
#121

or
invited Robert in

#51
 

and Lena   is at least 4 

Let's do it
Give Robert a blowjob

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Let's do it: Lena
Give Robert a blowjob

Too bad we can't do it

We can't do that here Not now, Robert!: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Yes

fucked Robert #86 and
not over with Robert #133?

No

Not giving Robert a blowjob 

 

Lena 

Giving Robert a blowjob 

 

blowjob #144

Lena blowjob skill level +1 (max 3) 
 

That was close...

Only available if Lena   is at least 5
or

called Robert for sex
#121

and

 Lena   is at least 4 

Finish Robert off
Lena blowjob skill level +1 (max 3) 
finish blowjob #144

Let's go back

Scene #31
Lena blows Robert at work

Home

He turned her down every time, but he didn't want to be rude, and she wasn't getting the message.

That's not what happened: Lena/Louise (min 0)

confront her #145 Do you believe him?

Yes
Louise & Jeremy are not together #74?

No

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Home

I was waiting for Jeremy to come over. We had agreed to meet and watch the fights, as we did from time to time.

Only available if fucked Alison
#72

 

Text Alison: Ian/Alison (max 10)

sext Alison #146

 

Yes
titfucked Alison #116?

 

Photo Alison #4
Ian's Gallery

Scene #32
Alison sends a boob pic to Ian

Ian (max 3) 

Yes

kissed Alison #68 and
did not have a limp dick situation #70?

No

Ian (max 3) 
 

Photo Alison #3
Ian's Gallery

Ian (max 3) 

Only available if told Cherry no strings attached
#101

 

Text Cherry
sext Cherry #147

 

Photo Cherry #2
Ian's Gallery

Scene #33
Cherry sends a nude to Ian

Ian (max 3) 

Wait for Jeremy

She needs to get over it. She can't get mad at us for not wanting to go to that stupid bar.

I understand why she's mad: Ian (max 5), Ian/Wade (min 0) She's not very understanding She's very selfish: Ian/Wade (max 12), Ian/Perry (max 10)

I still don't get what you were trying to say, Ian. What do you see, exactly?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 
and Ian's interest in Cindy is 2 or less 

You need to fight for Cindy
Only if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 2 

Ian's interest in Cindy 1
Wade's relationship with Cindy +1

I don't want to get involved: Ian/Wade (min 0) I don't know, man

"Never admit to a word when she say, and if she claims, ah, you tell her, Baby, no way!" 

Sing along: Ian/Wade (max 12), Ian/Perry (max 10) Let them rip on Jeremy Spare Jeremy the humiliation: Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Scene #34
Louise's private nudes

Yes
Ian/Jeremy   is at least 5?

No

Do you see it that way too, Ian? I'm forbidden to try my luck with Alison because you got to her first?

Alison's only mine
Only if Ian/Jeremy   is at least 4 

Ian/Jeremy    3
block him #148

It makes me uncomfortable
uncomfortable #149 You're welcome to try: Ian (max 5), Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Yes
Alison and Jeremy did not fuck #73?

No

 

refused to hear details of Jeremy & Alison #114?
Yes No

Continue  It's a picture I took of Alison while she gave me a boob job!  

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Show it to me!

That's private
don't want to hear #114

 
did not want details of Jeremy & Alison #113 

Scene #35
Jeremy shares Alison's titfuck

Photo Jeremy #1
Ian's Gallery

Only if Ian   is 4 or less 

and did not want details of Jeremy & Alison
#113

 

Ian
wanted details of Jeremy & Alison #113

 

Yes

did not refuse to hear details of Jeremy & Alison #114 and
Alison and Jeremy fucked #73?

No

Home

 

When, right now?

I'm in!
Ian's interest in Cindy +1 (max 2) 
go with her #150

What about Wade?
ask about Wade #151

Choose again

Only available if asked Cindy about Wade
#151

 
and Wade's relationship with Cindy is at least 1 

You should ask Wade instead
Only if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 1 

Ian's interest in Cindy 1
Wade's relationship with Cindy 2

I'll pass: Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Only if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 2 

Ian's interest in Cindy 1

Yes

went with Cindy to Shine #107 and
was not rejected by Cindy #110 and
Ian/Cindy   is at least 4?

No

 

not going to the museum with Cindy #150

Cindy

You know stuff about art, and after our conversation the other night, I figured you'd be the right person to go to the gallery with.

You made the right choice: Ian (max 5) You just want a free tour guide: Ian (max 5) You missed my company?: Ian (max 5)

I don't know! Something about art!

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Talk about being creative: Ian/Cindy (max 10)

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Make something up: Ian/Cindy (max 10)
I don't know what to tell you I'm no expert

I don't know if it's a guy thing, or he's just too lazy to make an effort...

He said you're selfish
Wade's relationship with Cindy 0 I shouldn't get involved

I see some girls on Peoplegram, and they seem to have it all. Sometimes I envy their lives...

Don't let that influence you: Ian (max 6) You could be one of those girls: Ian (max 5)

Ian's interest in Cindy +1 (max 2) 
All you see on Peoplegram is fake: Ian (max 6)

She was suddenly expressing her self-consciousness out loud...

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

or Ian   is at least 4 

You're a work of art, too: Ian/Cindy (max 10)

Ian's interest in Cindy +1 (max 3) 

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 
and Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 1 

You're super hot too
Only if Ian's interest in Cindy is 2 or less 

Ian's interest in Cindy 3
Only if was rejected by Cindy

#110
 

Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Only if was not rejected by Cindy
#110

 

Ian/Cindy (max 10)

Don't compare yourself to her You're a bit skinny, yeah: Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Yeah... I'd be more comfortable with someone I can trust. I don't want to be alone with the photographer for my first time posing.

I'll go with you
Ian's interest in Cindy 3
go with her #152

Only available if Wade's relationship with Cindy is at least 1 

You should bring Wade
Only if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 2 

Ian's interest in Cindy 1
Wade's relationship with Cindy 2

I don't think it's a good idea
Only if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 2 

Ian's interest in Cindy 1

Yes

told Cindy you'd love to see her pictures # 111 or
Ian/Cindy   is at least 6?

No



Our Red String
Chapter 4 - Part 3

Home

Book antagonist

dark lord #153

 
villain #153

 
relativistic #153

 

sext Alison #146

Yes
titfucked Alison #116?

 

Photo Alison #4
Ian's Gallery

Scene #32
Alison sends a boob pic to Ian

Ian (max 3) 

Yes

kissed Alison #68 and
did not have a limp dick situation #70?

No

Ian (max 3) 
 

Photo Alison #3
Ian's Gallery

Ian (max 3) 

Yes

fucked Alison #72 and
did not sext Alison #146?

No

Maybe now was the right moment to text Cherry.

Text Cherry
sext Cherry #147

 

Photo Cherry #2
Ian's Gallery

Scene #33
Cherry sends a nude to Ian

Ian (max 3) 

Go to bed

Yes

told Cherry no strings attached #101 and
did not sext Cherry #147?

No

Cafe

Damn, you're well connected, Lena...

Only available if Ian   is 3 or less 

and Ian   is at least 1 

I will hand him my proposal myself: Ian, Ian (max 4)

hand proposal yourself #154

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

I will hand him my proposal myself: Ian (max 4)

hand proposal yourself #154

Only available if accepted to meet Seymour
#130

 

and Ian/Lena   is at least 6 

Ask Lena to hand your proposal to Seymour: Ian (max 5)

Lena to hand proposal #155

Ask Holly to hand your proposal to Seymour
Choose again

Forget about contacting Seymour

 

Sure, it's no big deal for me.

Accept Lena's help
Lena to hand proposal #155 Decline Lena's help

Yes

Ian/Lena   is at least 6 and
accepted to meet Seymour #130?

No

Gym

Only if Kickboxing skill level is at least 2 

Ian (max 10) 

Ian (max 10) 

Whatever, sign me in! What about you, Ian? Are you in?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Sounds interesting
participate in tournament #156

I'll pass

I had been postponing it, and now I felt it could be my last chance...

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 4 

Ask Lena for a date
Only if Lena's interest in Ian is at least 1 

Ian/Lena date #136

Forget it

Yes

Ian/Lena did not go on a date #38 and
Ian/Lena did not go on a date #136?

No

Home

A break I wasn't sure would ever come...

Ask Dad for more money: Ian stipend    2 Don't mention it

Yes

switched books with Holly #34 or
decided to do an honest review #35?

No

Only if Ian stipend   is 1
and

switched books with Holly
#34

or

 decided to do an honest review
#35

 

Ian (max 2) 

 

Ian/Lena not going on a date #136

Lena

And where will I feel more comfortable...?

Take Lena to the Fortress
the Fortress #157

Take Lena to Shine
Shine #157

I looked at her. She was stunning.

Say hello Compliment: Ian (max 5) Joke: Ian (max 5) Whistle: Ian (max 5)

the Fortress #157

 

Ian (max 5) 

Only if Lena posh level is at least 2 

Ian/Lena (min 2) 

Only if Lena posh level is 1 or less 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Shine #157

 

Ian (max 5) 

Only if Lena posh level is at least 2 

Ian/Lena (max 10) 

Only if Lena posh level is 0 

Ian/Lena (min 2) 

Ian/Lena (min 3) 

I was making things worse. What the hell was going on tonight?

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

I meant no offense: Ian/Lena (max 12)

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

I fucked up: Ian/Lena (max 12) You misunderstood me!: Ian/Lena (min 3) My mistake

the Fortress #157

 

Ian (max 10) 

Shine #157

 

Ian (max 5) 

I couldn't really figure out what she wanted. What was she expecting...?

Only available if Ian   is at least 4
or

kissed Ian
#85

and

 Ian   is at least 3 

Kiss her: Ian/Lena (max 10)

Ian/Lena kiss #158

Play it safe: Ian (max 5)

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Cafe

What if I took a couple of bills for myself?

Put the money back where it belongs: Lena (max 1) Steal from the drawer:   Lena
steal #159

Yes
did not offer Ed to help #143?

No

Gym

Lena (max 10) 

I don't think I can. This is not for me.

Encourage her to join the class: Lena (max 5)

Encourage Holly 3
Holly joins pole dancing #160

Let Holly desist
Encourage Holly -1 (min 0) 

Don't say that! It's not like that...

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 5 
or Lena's interest in Holly is at least 1 

You're lovely
Only if Lena's interest in Holly is 0 

Lena's interest in Holly 1

You're okay as you are: Lena (max 5) You'll find someone

Scene #36
Holly joins the pole dance lesson

 

Ian/Lena not going on a date #136

Ian

the Fortress #157

 

Only if Lena posh level is 1 or less 

Lena (max 5) 

Shine #157

 

Only if Lena posh level is at least 2 

Lena (max 5) 

Home

Yes

Ian/Lena went on a date #136 and
Ian/Lena kissed #158?

Is tonight the right moment to take the next step?

Only available if Ian/Lena kissed
#158

 

and Lena   is at least 4 

Invite Ian over
Ian/Lena fuck #161

 ¿Ian/Lena fuck after bar date ¿ #162

Go to Fuck Ian 

Only available if fucked Robert
#86

 

and not over with Robert
#133

 

Invite Robert over

Go to Fuck Robert 

Go to sleep

Jump to Chapter 5 - Playing the field ( link) 

Yes

fucked Robert #86 and
not over with Robert #133?

No

 

Only if Ian/Lena did not go on a date
#136

 

Lena's interest in Ian 0
 

It would've been the icing on the cake for a perfect date.
or

Don't take this the wrong way, Lola, but I feel a bit lonely today...

Call Robert

Go to Fuck Robert 

Go to sleep

Jump to Chapter 5 - Playing the field ( link) 

Lena's interest in Ian 0
 

Jump to Chapter 5 - Playing the field ( link) 

 

Fuck Ian

Fuck Ian

I could feel the bulge under his pants, and I knew I wouldn't be disappointed...

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 
or Lena blowjob skill level is at least 3 

Suck him off
Lena blowjob skill level +1 (max 3) 

Have sex

They were acting like an aphrodisiac that made my climax even more intense.

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

I'm not done yet: Lena (max 6)
Rest

Scene #37
Lena invites Ian over

Jump to Chapter 5 - Playing the field ( link) 

 

Fuck Robert

Fuck Robert

fucked Robert #132

or
had sex with Robert before work #87

or
invited Robert in #51 and
did not have sex with Robert before work #87?

Yes No

 

fuck Robert #132

¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿
Lena (max 6) 

I heard Robert grunting and wheezing behind me as he kept fucking me with all his energy.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Get on top
 ¿get on top ¿ #163

Finish yourself off: Lena (max 5)

 

fuck Robert #132

¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿
 
Only if Lena/Robert   is 9 or less 

Lena/Robert    10

Ooof, baby, here we go...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Just fuck me!: Lena/Robert    12
Eat me out first!: Lena (max 5)

Only available if did not give Robert a blowjob
#52

 

Let me suck you off: Lena (max 5), Lena/Robert (max 12)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #90

Lena blowjob skill level +1

Let's do it slowly...

Lena (max 5) 

Jump to Chapter 5 - Playing the field ( link) 
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§ Ian §
 
 

Gym

I had to decide what to focus on from now on.

Stick with kickboxing
Jiu jitsu skill level 1

Focus on Jiu-Jitsu
Jiu jitsu skill level 2

Yes
Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 2? No

Jiu jitsu

 

Ian (max 10) 

Only if Ian   is at least 3 

Jiu jitsu skill level +1
 

Ian (max 3) 

Kickboxing

 

Got it?

Yeah, let's do it

Skip

Kickboxing lesson 1

Choice 1 Choice 2 Choice 3
Left jab! Right jab!:   Right cross!:  

Left hook!:   Right cross! Left cross!:  

Right hook!:   Left cross!":   Left hook!

 

Only if Kickboxing   is 0 

Kickboxing skill level +1

Ian (max 10)

Kickboxing lesson 2

Choice 1 Choice 2 Choice 3
Jab! Cross!:   Uppercut!:  

Cross!:   Jab! Uppercut!:  

Cross!:   Jab!":   Uppercut!

Left hook! Right hook!":   Right cross!:  
 

Only if Kickboxing   is 1 or less 

Kickboxing skill level +1 (max 3)

Ian (max 10)

Home

switched books with Holly #34 or
decided to do an honest review #35?

Yes No

 

decided to hand the proposal yourself #154?
Yes No

show up at work to see Seymour #164

 

What to do with this information?

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Show up at the office tomorrow: Ian
Only if did not ask Lena to hand your proposal

#155
 

hand proposal yourself #154

show up at work to see Seymour #164

It's better to stay home

 

show up at work to see Seymour #164

 

What should I do? Maybe I should try and find a better moment to hand it to him...
But when? Lena said she knew him, but...

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Hand him the book proposal: Ian
hand proposal yourself #154

Wait for another chance

Yes

did not decide to hand the proposal yourself #154 and
did not ask Lena to hand your proposal #155?

No

 

did not show up at work to see Seymour #164

Work

Sure, go ahead.

I want that job: Ian (max 6) What's the selection criteria?: Ian (max 6) Who will be selecting the candidates?

Only if decided to hand the proposal yourself
#154

 

Ian (max 6)

¿Ian/Seymour (max 12)¿ 

 

not going with Cindy to her photo shoot #152

Cindy

It did, but I wasn't gonna admit it in front of him.

I would've done the same in your place: Ian (max 5) You pick up your models at bars?: Ian (max 5) That is what bars are for: Ian (max 5) I didn't mind

Was she asking me what she should do?

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Encourage her
topless #165

Take off your panties.

Let her go on: Ian (max 6)

nude #165 That's enough

Dissuade her

So, Ian, what did you think about the photo shoot?

It was pretty interesting: Ian/Axel (max 12) It was just how I imagined it I found it rather uncomfortable: Ian/Axel (min 3)

I know she said you were her friend, but come on, don't tell me there's nothing between you two...

Only available if Ian/Axel   is at least 4 

Does it look like there is?: Ian (max 6) She belongs to Wade: Ian (max 6), Ian/Axel    3 We're just friends

Scene #38
Ian goes to Cindy's photo shoot

Home

S--stop it with the bullshit. You trying to blackmail me with Emma is p--pathetic.

Only available if Ian/Perry   is at least 4 

Try to convince Perry
 ¿Perry confess his feelings ¿ #166

You're my best friend...

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Come to the club, dude!
Perry comes to the club #167

I'll talk to her for you: Ian/Perry (max 10)

talk to Emma #168 It's not my job: Ian/Perry (min 3)

Don't insist

Really? And how did he react? And Minerva, did she say anything?
or

Oh, that's true. And how did it go? Were the rumors I heard true?
or

I can ask somebody and let you know... 

Only available if Ian/Holly   is at least 6 

Ask Holly for a date: Ian/Holly (max 10)

Only if showed interest in Holly
#103

 

find Holly cute #103

date with Holly #169

Continue texting

Maybe I should just take it easy and rest.

Work on your book: Ian (max 6)

 ¿work on your book ¿ #170
Go to the gym: Ian (max 10), Ian (max 5)

 ¿go to the gym ¿ #170
Rest: Ian/Perry (max 10)

 ¿rest ¿ #170

Clothes

Automatic choice if Ian   is 3 or less 

look good # 1

 

look cool # 1

cool clothes # 171

 

Club

Perry is coming to the club #167?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 5 - Club with Perry ( link)  Jump to Chapter 5 - Club without Perry ( link) 
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Club

Damn, I told you, Perry!
or

I told you, guys!

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Use logic: Ian/Perry (max 10)

 ¿bouncer lets you in ¿ #172

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Befriend the bouncer: Ian/Perry (max 10)

 ¿bouncer lets you in ¿ #172

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Bribe the bouncer: Ian, Ian/Perry (max 10)

 ¿bouncer lets you in ¿ #172
Beg to get in: Ian/Jeremy (min 2)

R--really? What do you think, Ian?

This is terrible: Ian (max 5), Ian/Alison (min 3)

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
This is gonna be tough: Ian (max 5) It's not so bad: Ian (max 5)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Scene #39
Ivy performs at the club

But their good vibe was contagious, and I found myself dancing with them, letting the beat guide me.

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Dance!: Ian (max 5), Ian/Emma (max 12), Ian/Alison (max 10)

Only available if Ian/Perry   is at least 6 

Focus on Perry: Ian (max 4)

Only available if Ian/Alison   is at least 6 

Focus on Alison: Ian (max 4)

Only if fucked Alison
#72

 

Ian/Alison (max 10)

focus on Alison #173

Only available if Ian/Emma   is at least 6 

Focus on Emma: Ian (max 4), Ian/Emma (max 12)

focus on Emma #173
Focus on yourself: Ian (max 4)

Emma

Dance with Emma

dance with Emma #174

 

Only if danced with Emma
#174

and
did not help Perry out

and
Ian   is at least 3 or

 focussed on Emma while dancing
#173

 

Grind on Emma

grind on Emma #175

 

Comment about Emma's clothes

Only if asked Emma about her relationships

Ian/Emma (max 12) 

Ask about Emma's relationships

Only if asked Emma about her clothes

Ian/Emma (max 12) 

Only if did not grind on Emma
#175

 

Help Perry out

Perry & Emma +1

Ian (max 6) 

Wait for the others to come back

Continue 

Yeah, yeah, Lena.

Only available if Ian/Lena fucked
#161

 

We slept together
 ¿you fucked ¿ #178

Only available if Ian/Lena kissed
#158

 

We kissed
 ¿you kissed ¿ #178

Only available if Ian/Lena went on a date
#136

 

Same as always
 ¿not much ¿ #178

Only available if Ian/Lena did not go on a date
#136

 

There's nothing between us
 ¿not much ¿ #178

Let's change the subject: Ian/Alison (min 3)

 ¿not much ¿ #178

What are you doing at Blazer?

I'm not really sure
Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

Jeremy invited us
Hey, it's a free country: Ian (max 5)

chat up Ivy #180

Oh, so you saw my performance?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and Ian   is at least 3 

or
Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and chatted up Ivy
#180

 

or
Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and chatted up Ivy
#180

 

It was super hot: Ian/Ivy (max 12)

It was cool Aren't you ashamed?: Ian/Ivy (min 0)

Perry & Emma +1
 

fucked Alison #72?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 5 - Alison ( link)   

Alison and Jeremy fucks #179
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Club

not wearing cool clothes # 171?
Yes No

Do you see anyone else standing next to you?

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Use logic
 ¿bouncer lets you in ¿ #172

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Befriend the bouncer
 ¿bouncer lets you in ¿ #172

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Bribe the bouncer: Ian
 ¿bouncer lets you in ¿ #172

Beg to get in: Ian/Jeremy (min 2)

 ¿bouncer lets you in ¿ #172

 

Don't you like it, Ian?

This is terrible: Ian (max 5), Ian/Alison (min 3)

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
This is gonna be tough: Ian (max 5) It's not so bad: Ian (max 5)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Scene #39
Ivy performs at the club

But their good vibe was contagious, and I found myself dancing with them, letting the beat guide me.

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Dance!: Ian (max 10), Ian/Emma (max 12), Ian/Alison (max 10)

Only available if Ian/Alison   is at least 6 

Focus on Alison: Ian (max 5)

Only if fucked Alison
#72

 

Ian/Alison (max 10)

focus on Alison #173

Only available if Ian/Emma   is at least 6 

Focus on Emma: Ian (max 5), Ian/Emma (max 12)

focus on Emma #173
Focus on yourself: Ian (max 4)

Emma

Dance with Emma

dance with Emma #174

 

Only if danced with Emma
#174

and
Ian   is at least 3 or

 focussed on Emma while dancing
#173

 

Grind on Emma

grind on Emma #175

 

Only if told Perry you will talk to Emma
#168

 

Inquire on Perry's behalf

Only if grinded on Emma
#175

 

Ian (max 5) 

inquire for Perry #176

 

Comment about Emma's clothes

Only if asked Emma about her relationships

Ian/Emma (max 12) 

Ask about Emma's relationships

Only if asked Emma about her clothes

Ian/Emma (max 12) 

Wait for Alison

Continue 

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Keep grinding

Yet she continued to move, pursuing as much physical contact as possible with me...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Kiss her
fuck Emma #177

Alison and Jeremy fucks #179

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Kiss her: Ian
fuck Emma #177

Alison and Jeremy fucks #179

Stop

Stop dancing

Yes
grinded on Emma #175?

No

Yeah, yeah, Lena.

Only available if Ian/Lena fucked
#161

 

We slept together
 ¿you fucked ¿ #178

Only available if Ian/Lena kissed
#158

 

We kissed
 ¿you kissed ¿ #178

Only available if Ian/Lena went on a date
#136

 

Same as always
 ¿not much ¿ #178

Only available if Ian/Lena did not go on a date
#136

 

There's nothing between us
 ¿not much ¿ #178

Let's change the subject: Ian/Alison (min 3)

 ¿not much ¿ #178

Yes
not gonna fuck Emma #177?

No

What are you doing at Blazer?

I'm not really sure
Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

Jeremy invited us
Hey, it's a free country: Ian (max 5)

chat up Ivy #180

Oh, so you saw my performance?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and Ian   is at least 3 

or
Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and chatted up Ivy
#180

 

or
Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and chatted up Ivy
#180

 

It was super hot: Ian/Ivy (max 12)

It was cool Aren't you ashamed?: Ian/Ivy (min 0)

Yes
gonna fuck Emma #177?

Go to Fuck Emma 

Yes
fucked Alison #72?

No

Jump to Chapter 5 - Alison ( link) 

 

Alison and Jeremy fucks #179

 

Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 2 ( link) 

 

Fuck Emma

Fuck Emma

Ian (max 5) 

That tickles... What are you doing back there, Ian?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and Ian   is at least 3 

Your ass drives me crazy: Ian/Emma (max 12)

Emma satisfaction +1

Nothing
Just playing

Emma satisfaction +1

Only if Emma satisfaction is at least 1 

Ian (max 6) 

Emma was always honest when she talked, but I had never heard a more honest sentence out of her mouth.

Only available if Ian   is at least 4
or

 Ian   is at least 3 and
 Emma satisfaction is at least 1 

Tell Emma to ride on top
 ¿Emma fingers herself ¿ #181

Slow down
Emma satisfaction -1 (min 0)  Give it to her harder: Ian (max 4)

Scene #40
Ian brings Emma home after dancing

Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 2 ( link) 
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fuck Alison #182

I rested my hand on her hips, and she leaned back, making herself comfortable. The smell of her hair and her perfume filled my nostrils.

Tease her a bit: Ian (max 6)

 

The desire to be even naughtier had been growing proportionally to my dick. I wanted to play with her...

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Finger Alison
 ¿finger Alison ¿ #183

Alison satisfaction +1

Take her home

Yes
Ian   is at least 4?

No

Keep it civil

Come here, what are you waiting for?

I'm enjoying the view
 ¿dirty talk ¿ #184 Go get her

Yes
Ian   is at least 3?

No

Go get her

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

or titfucked Alison
#116

 

Boob job
 ¿titfuck ¿ #185

Alison was looking at me with a smirk as I fucked her tits slowly,
twirling her tongue around the tip of my dick when it came close to her mouth.

Fuck Alison
Cum all over Alison: Ian (max 6)

 ¿cum on Alison ¿ #186

Alison satisfaction +1

Finger her
Alison satisfaction +1 Fuck her

Moans escaping her open mouth, her lush breasts bouncing with each thrust, her long legs spread apart to each of my sides...

Rub her clit
Alison satisfaction +1 (max 5) 

Go faster

Yes
Ian   is at least 4?

No

Only if Alison satisfaction is at least 4 

Ian (max 5) 

Scene #41
Ian brings Alison home after dancing

Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 2 ( link) 
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Home

Only if Perry did not come to the club
#167

 

and told Perry you will talk to Emma
#168

 

and did not inquire Emma for Perry
#176

 

Ian/Perry (min 0) 

 

did not go on a date with Holly #169

Holly

There was an awkward silence while we walked, like we couldn't find an appropriate topic for conversation...

You're very quiet...: Ian/Holly (min 0) Ask about her book: Ian (max 6) Ask about her weekend: Ian (max 4), Ian/Holly (max 10)

A crowded space where everybody is drinking, trying to hook up, and that kind of thing...

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

It's sublimation: Ian/Holly (max 10)

Encourage Holly +1 (max 4) 

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

It's healthy!
Encourage Holly +1 (max 3) 

It's not for everybody

I wasn't expecting that question out of the blue.

No, but I like someone
 ¿like someone ¿ #187

Not at the moment
 ¿no at the moment ¿ #187

No, and I don't want one
 ¿don't want ¿ #187

Home

Book mentor

trickster #188

 
sage #188

 
anti-hero #188

 

Yes

Alison and Jeremy fucked after the club #179 and
wanted details of Jeremy & Alison #113?

 

Scene #42
Jeremy shares his sex tape

Photo Jeremy #2
Ian's Gallery

Yes

Alison and Jeremy fucked after the club #179

and
kissed Alison #68 or
fucked Alison # 118?

No

 

Alison and Jeremy fucked #73

 

 

Bug
you come here even if you blocked Jeremy going after Alison #148

conversation will feel weird 

She even let me take a sexy picture! Wanna see it?

Show me: Ian (max 6)

tell me details #113

Scene #35
Jeremy shares Alison's titfuck

Photo Jeremy #1
Ian's Gallery

That's private
don't want to hear #114

Yes
not uncomfortable about Jeremy going after Alison #149?

No

Ian stipend   is 2?
Yes No

      Ian      Ian 

Only if decided to do an honest review
#35

 

or switched books with Holly
#34

 

Ian magazine salary    1

  Ian 

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Ivy

I was in dire need of some economic stability, but was selling my nudes on Stalkfap a business I felt really comfortable with?

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

I'll do it
Stalkfap account #80

naughty content #189

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

I'll do it: Lena
Stalkfap account #80

naughty content #189

It's not for me: Lena (max 5)

Yes
don't have a have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Home

I would be totally out of place at a club. I've never been to one, in fact.

Really? You should: Lena (max 5) I should get ready

Yes
defended Stan #135?

No

 

Was I comfortable with that selfie thing?

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Post a sexy selfie
naughty content #189

Stick with tasteful nudes

Yes
posting tasteful nudes on Stalkfap #189?

No

Scene #43
Lena took stalkfap more seriously

Photo Lena #1
Lena's Gallery

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Clothes

look cute #2

 

 

I really like this outfit, it's pretty cute.

Pick this outfit
Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Try something else
try the sexy clothes

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

look sexy #2

 

 

This combination sure is something

Automatic choice if Lena   is at least 6 

Pick this outfit: Lena (max 4)

sexy clothes #190

It's too revealing
wear cute clothes
look cute #2

Yes

not wearing sexy clothes #190 and
Lena   is 4 or less?

Lena 

Yes
Lena   is 4 or less?

No

Lena 

Club

Oh, gosh, I had assumed they would play this kind of music... But this is even harder.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

or wearing sexy clothes
#190

 

I like it!: Lena (max 6)

Lena posh level +1
 ¿like it ¿ #191

It can be fun to dance to: Lena (max 5) It's not my style either: Lena (max 5)

Lena posh level -1 (min 0) 

wearing sexy clothes #190?
Yes No

Lena/Ivy (max 10)  Lena/Ivy (min 2) 

Anyway, let's toast!

Cheers! To our friendship!: Lena (max 5) To your master's degree!: Lena (max 5) To ourselves!: Lena (max 6)

Mike

He had approached us out of the blue...

Show some interest: Lena (max 6), ¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿
show interest #192 Small talk

Ignore him

So, tell me something about you.

Only available if showed interest in Mike
#192

 

or Lena   is at least 5 

Flirt with Mike: Lena (max 5)

flirt #192

 

At home. She's not a big fan of nightclubs. Not enough to be here every night, at least.

Tease him: Lena (max 6)

tease hime #192

dance with Mike #193
Keep your distance

Yes
wearing sexy clothes #190?

No

Wait for Louise to come back

She doesn't know what love is.

Only available if Lena/Ivy   is at least 6 

Ivy's not so bad
Only if Louise & Jeremy are not together

#74
 

Lena/Louise (min 3)

 ¿defend her ¿ #194

It seems to work for her
Only available if Lena/Ivy   is 5 or less 

She's very different from us: Lena/Louise (max 10)

Louise & Jeremy are together #74?
Yes No

Lena/Jeremy (max 12)  Only if confronted Louise
#145

 

Lena/Jeremy (min 0) 

I wish we could spend some more time together...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Ask Mike to come over: ¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿
fuck Mike #195

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Ask Mike to come over: Lena, ¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿
fuck Mike #195

Go to Fuck Mike 

Say goodbye

Yes
danced with Mike #193?

No

Louise & Jeremy are together #74?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 3 ( link)   

Scene #28
Ivy shows Jeremy's nude

Go to Louise 

 

Louise

Louise

Lena/Louise   is at least 9?
Yes No

Lena/Louise    10   Lena/Louise (max 12) 

Yes
confronted Louise #145?

No

Louise kissed me yet again.

Only available if Lena/Louise   is at least 7
or

 slept with Louise
#40

and

 Lena/Louise   is at least 5 

Kiss her back: Lena (max 6)

 ¿fuck Louise ¿ #196

fuck Louise #197

 

She looked a bit insecure. Seems she was asking for some guidance.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

and Lena   is at least 4 

I'll teach you
teach her #198

Just relax: Lena (max 4) Do what you'd like being done to you: Lena (max 4)

Oh...

Return the favor: Lena (max 6)

give Louise an orgasm #199 Go to sleep

Scene #44
Louise seeks comfort

Reject Louise's advances
reject Louise #200

fucked Louise #197?
Yes No

Lena/Louise    12 Lena/Jeremy    2

Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Fuck Mike

Fuck Mike

I was wet from the moment I saw you...

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Take the lead and suck Mike's dick
Lena blowjob skill level +1
 ¿blowjob ¿ #201

Let Mike lead

But he wasn't wearing a condom...!

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Let him continue
 ¿bareback ¿ #202

Okay baby... Let's change position...

Riding on top: Lena (max 6)

Fuck, I'm almost there! I'm gonna cum...!

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Don't stop riding Mike!
 ¿creampie ¿ #203

Get off Mike!

Missionary: Lena (max 6)

Ask Mike to wear protection!

Scene #45
Lena brings Mike home from the club

Only if Louise & Jeremy are not together
#74

 

Lena/Louise    3
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Home

Yes
planned a photo shoot with Stan #138?

Go to Stan photo shoot 

Yes
organized a photo shoot with Danny #137?

No

Go to Danny photo shoot 
Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 4 ( link) 

 

Stan photo shoot

Stan photo shoot

artsy #204

Lena (max 6) 

have a Stalkfap account #80 or
Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?

Yes No

 

showing ass #204

 

He was so caught up in me that he was forgetting to take the pictures...

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

or Lena teased while posing for Stan
#98

 

Give him a better view
showing pussy #204

Only if Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos]
#189

 

and Lena teased while posing for Stan
#98

 

and Lena   is at least 5 

fully showing pussy #204

 

Enough photos

Just like last time, I found the situation rather... thrilling.
or

In fact, it was kinda thrilling in a weird way...
or

Stan was my roommate, not a photographer. Maybe I shouldn't have asked him this favor...

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

or Lena teased while posing for Stan
#98

 

Sexy pose
showing ass #204

Enough photos

Lena/Stan    12
 

Scene #46
Lena needs more professional pictures

Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 4 ( link) 

 

Danny photo shoot

Danny photo shoot

artsy #204

 

have a Stalkfap account #80?
Yes No

 

showing ass #204

Lena (max 6) 

And what those guys would see through a screen, Danny had it right in front of him, at an arm's length...

Only available if Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos]
#189

 

or Lena   is at least 4 

Give them a better view
showing pussy #204

Only if Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos]
#189

 

fully showing pussy #204

 
Lena (max 6) 

Enough pictures

But it also felt a bit weird, less professional, and more personal.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

or Lena teased while posing for Stan
#98

 

Sexy pose
showing ass #204

Enough photos

Scene #46
Lena needs more professional pictures

Jump to Chapter 5 - Part 4 ( link) 
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Home

      Lena 

fucked Robert #86?
Yes No

Lena restaurant salary    1 Lena restaurant salary    0

    Lena 

They don't have anyone else, though...

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Send money to your parents: Lena, Lena's family
I can't afford it right now

 

Photo Robert #1
Lena's Gallery

Seems like Robert's in a raunchy mood...

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Sext with Robert
sext with Robert #205

 

Photo Lena #2
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #3
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #4
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #5
Lena's Gallery

Yes
Lena   is at least 6?

No

Scene #47
Robert sexts with Lena

I don't want to: Lena (max 5),   Lena/Robert (min 0) I'm not in the mood: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Yes

fucked Robert #86 and
not over with Robert #133?

No

Gym

Only if Encourage Holly is 3 

Holly joins pole dancing #160

 

Lena (max 10) 

Ian/Lena went on a date #136?
Yes No

Go to Date with Ian  Go to Night with Ivy 

 

Date with Ian

Date with Ian

Ian & Lena dating #206

 

 

Photo Lena #6
Lena's Gallery

Scene #48
Lena posted another selfie

Yes
Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?

No

She didn't seem to be giving me the option to decline her demand...

I'm not here to talk about work: Lena (max 6),   Lena/Cindy (min 0) It's a job like any other: Lena (max 6), Lena/Cindy (min 0) What do you want to know?

I never asked you, but... Why did you two break up?

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 8 

Confide in Ian: Lena (max 6)

confide #207
Many reasons...: Ian/Lena (max 8) He betrayed me

Ian/Lena fucked #161?
Yes No

Gotta go help Perry 

Jump to Chapter 6 - In full swing ( link) 

Passion was overflowing from both ends... A passion that wanted sublimation.

Take Ian home

End the night

Jump to Chapter 6 - In full swing ( link) 

Lena (max 6) 

I could feel the bulge under his pants, and I knew I wouldn't be disappointed...

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 
or Lena blowjob skill level is at least 3 

Suck him off
Lena blowjob skill level +1 (max 3) 

I want you inside...

They were acting like an aphrodisiac that made my climax even more intense.

Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

I'm not done yet: Lena (max 6)
Rest

Scene #37
Lena invites Ian over

Jump to Chapter 6 - In full swing ( link) 

 

Night with Ivy

Night with Ivy

 

Photo Lena #7
Lena's Gallery

Scene #48
Lena posted another selfie

Yes
Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?

No

She didn't seem to be giving me the option to decline her demand...

I'm not here to talk about work: Lena (max 6),   Lena/Cindy (min 0) It's a job like any other: Lena (max 6), Lena/Cindy (min 0) What do you want to know?

Jump to Chapter 6 - In full swing ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 6 - In full swing

 

 ¿grounded in reality ¿ #208

  Jessica is bad #209

 

Yes

fucked Mike #195 or
fucked Robert #86?

No

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

 

Work

I'm sure, too.

What about your plans, Holly?: Ian/Holly (max 10)

 

told Holly she's cute #103 or
told Holly she's very cute #103?

Yes No

N-no, I meant... If y-you really want to experience something like that, I could, you know... I mean...

I'd like to tag along
Only if Ian/Holly   is 9 or less 

Ian/Holly    10
trip with Holly #103

That would be weird: Ian/Holly (min 0)

did not accept to go on a trip with Holly #103 

did not accept to go on a trip with Holly #103 
  See you on Monday!: Ian/Holly (min 0)

did not accept to go on a trip with Holly #103 

Yes
Ian magazine salary   is not 1?

No

went with Cindy to her photo shoot #152 or
told Cindy you'd love to see her pictures # 111?

Yes No

Cindy

Photo Cindy #1
Ian's Gallery

Scene #49
Cindy's modeling pics

Cindy in photo shoot: [topless, nude] #165 or
did not go with Cindy to her photo shoot #152?

Yes No

Without a shirt
Photo Cindy #2
Ian's Gallery

With a shirt
Photo Cindy #3
Ian's Gallery

What should I tell Cindy to post?

The first one
backside #210

The second one
Only if Cindy in photo shoot: [topless, nude]

#165
 

or did not go with Cindy to her photo shoot
#152

 

without shirt #210

Otherwise

shirt up #210

Only if Wade's relationship with Cindy is 1 

Wade's relationship with Cindy -1
Ian's interest in Cindy 3

Only available if went with Cindy to her photo shoot
#152

 

and Cindy in photo shoot: [nude]
#165

 

Ask for a third picture: Ian/Cindy (max 10)

Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
bare ass #210

Bare ass
Photo Cindy #4
Ian's Gallery

Scene #50
Ian asks Cindy for another one

Let her choose: Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Only if Cindy in photo shoot: [topless, nude]
#165

 

or did not go with Cindy to her photo shoot
#152

 

without shirt #210

Otherwise

shirt up #210

Cindy posted the picture without shirt #210

 

Home

 

went on a date with Holly #169 or
told Holly she's cute #103 or
told Holly she's very cute #103?

Yes No

 

Holly always acted so shy, but lately, she was striking up conversation with me on her own initiative.

Keep texting Call her: Ian/Holly (max 10)

I mean, if you really want to experience something like that, I could maybe help you...
or

N-no, I meant... If y-you really want to experience something like that, I could, you know... I mean...

Only available if told Holly she's cute
#103

 

or told Holly she's very cute
#103

 

or Ian/Holly   is at least 6 

I'd like to tag along
Only if Ian/Holly   is 9 or less 

Ian/Holly    10
trip with Holly #103

That would be weird: Ian/Holly (min 0)

did not accept to go on a trip with Holly #103 

did not accept to go on a trip with Holly #103 
 

Yes
Ian magazine salary   is 1?

No

Yeah, I need to blow off some steam...

Is everything alright? Is Cindy giving you a hard time?: Ian (max 6), Ian/Wade (min 3) I need to blow off some steam too: Ian (max 6), Ian/Wade (max 12)

Anyway... I'm gonna roll up a joint. You guys want some?

Only available if Ian   is 0 

Sure, I'll smoke
smoke weed #211

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Sure, I'll smoke: Ian
smoke weed #211

Not for me, thanks

What other vice do you have?
or

What's the other one? Alcohol and...?

Sex Porn: Ian (max 5) Being a lazy fuck: Ian (max 5), Ian/Perry (min 3)

I just want you to be happy, dude.

Talk about Emma
 ¿talk about Emma ¿ #212

Only if did not fuck Cherry
#71

 
and Perry & Cherry is 1 or less 

 ¿Cherry did modeling ¿ #100

 

Change subject

Only if smoked weed
#211

 

Ian (max 7)

Ian (max 6)

Ian (max 5) 

Cool, then. I just wanted to make sure she hadn't forgotten, she can be a mess sometimes 

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

I can't wait to see you
 ¿Cherry selfie ¿ #213

 

Photo Cherry #3
Ian's Gallery

Scene #51
Cherry texts Ian

Yes, she can be
 ¿berate Alison ¿ #214 See you tomorrow!

Yes

told Cherry no strings attached #101 and
did not fuck Alison #72?

No

Oh, I see... Then how about Sunday? I haven't gotten used to having free weekends yet!

Sunday sounds good
You could join us tomorrow: Ian/Lena (max 10)

 ¿invite Lena ¿ #215

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Scene #52
Perry shows Ivy's Peoplegram

Ivy is otherworldly, but I think Lena is equally hot in a d--{w=0.5}different way.

Yeah, she is: Ian (max 5) You're checking Lena out? No comment
Only available if Ian & Lena are dating

#206
 

You're not allowed an opinion: Ian/Perry (min 3)

Scene #49
Cindy's modeling pics

Yes
Cindy posted the picture without shirt #210?

No

Wade's relationship with Cindy is 2?Yes No

 

Ian (max 7)

  Ian/Wade (max 12) 

 

He was on wobbly feet, unmistakably drunk. And also high.

Only available if went with Cindy to her photo shoot
#152

 

Tell Wade what's been going on: Ian (max 7), Ian/Wade    2
tell Wade #216

Wade's relationship with Cindy 1

 

Only if Cindy posted the picture without shirt
#210

 

or Cindy posted the picture bare ass
#210

 

Ian/Wade    1

Ian (max 2) 

Stop Wade
stop Wade #217

 

Ian (max 6) 

went with Cindy to Shine #107?
Yes No

Ian/Wade (min 2)  Wade's relationship with Cindy 0
 
did not stop Wade #217 

 

Automatic timer choice

Let Wade call Cindy
Wade's relationship with Cindy 0
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Chapter 6 - Part 2

Home

Book challenge

fight #218

 
doom #218

 
treason #218

 

Clothes

look good # 1

 

Automatic choice if Ian   is at least 4 

look cool # 1

 

Only if Wade's relationship with Cindy is not 2 

and told Wade about Cindy & the photo shoot
#216

 

Ian/Perry (min 3) 

Bar

H--hey.

Greet Alison
Only if Ian   is at least 4 

Ian/Alison (max 10)

Greet Cherry
Only if Ian   is at least 4 

Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Otherwise

Ian/Alison (min 3)

What's wrong with my sense of style? You told me it really suited me, right Ian?

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Tease Alison
Alison wears sexier clothes #67

Reassure Alison
Only if Ian   is at least 4 

Ian/Alison (max 10)

Alison wears the red top #67

Yes
Alison wears: [red top, sexier clothes] #67?

No

Aren't you gonna say anything, Ian? Which bar is your f--favorite?

The Fortress: Ian/Perry (max 10)

Ian Chad level -1 (min 1) 
Shine: Ian/Alison (max 10)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 3) 
Both are cool: Ian/Cherry (max 10)

You're bumming me out...

Stop being a killjoy: Ian/Alison (min 3) We have our own lifestyle: Ian (max 5) Cheer up!: Ian (max 5) ...

The next round is on me!

Go get drinks with Cherry
go with Cherry #219

 

Yes

told Cherry no strings attached #101 and
did not fuck Alison #72?

You'll need to wait a bit more, I'm afraid.

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

and Ian   is at least 4 

I don't want to wait
leave right away with Cherry #220

Go to Fuck Cherry 

Continue with the date

Yes

did not tell Cherry no strings attached #101 and
Ian   is at least 5 and
did not fuck Alison #72?

No

A bit... But it's okay. We made things clear, and that's what's important.

Push for another chance with Cherry
no strings attached #101 Leave it be

Yes
fucked Cherry # 71?

No

Stay with Alison
stay with Alison #219

Because you're my favorite person.
or

And me? Am I your favorite person?

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Bring Alison home right away
Ian/Alison (max 10)

leave right away with Alison #220

Ian likes Alison 1

Go to Fuck Alison 

Only available if Ian/Alison   is at least 9 

Yes, you are
Ian (max 7),   Ian/Alison (max 12)

Ian likes Alison 2

I like you a lot
Ian/Alison (max 10)

Ian likes Alison 1

I can't say
Ian/Alison (min 0)

Yes

Alison and Jeremy fucked #73 and
Alison and Jeremy did not fuck after the club #179

or
fucked Alison #72?

No

Yes
told Cherry no strings attached #101?

fucked Alison #72?
Yes No

Alison and Jeremy fucked after the club #179?
Yes No

Cherry looked at me.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Push for another chance with Cherry

Go to Fuck Cherry 

Leave it be

Jump to Chapter 6 - Cindy / Lena ( link) 

Go to Fuck Alison 

Go to Fuck Cherry 

Yes
fucked Alison after the club #182?

Go to Fuck Alison 

Yes

Ian & Lena are not dating #206 and
did not go with Cindy to her photo shoot #152 and
Wade's relationship with Cindy is 0?

No

Jump to Chapter 6 - Part 3 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 6 - Cindy / Lena ( link) 

 

Fuck Alison

Fuck Alison

Ian & Alison are dating #225

 

And me? Am I your favorite person?

Only available if Ian/Alison   is at least 9 

Yes, you are: Ian (max 7),   Ian/Alison (max 12)

Ian likes Alison 2

I like you a lot: Ian/Alison (max 10)

Ian likes Alison 1 I can't say: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Yes

did not leave the bar to have sex right away with Alison #220 and
went to get drinks with Cherry #219?

No

Yes
Ian likes Alison is 2?

 

 ¿Alison models for Ian 2¿ 
 

Photo Alison #5
Ian's Gallery Ian (max 6) 

Photo Alison #6
Ian's Gallery

I'm sure those pants are in the way... You should take them off.

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Ask for a sexier pose
extra pose #226

Photo Alison #7
Ian's Gallery

Take your pants off

Yes
Ian likes Alison is 1? No

 ¿Alison models for Ian 1¿ 
 

Ian (max 6) 

It wasn't only Alison who was incredibly fired up. I was having a hard time controlling myself, too.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 
and Ian likes Alison is 2 

You're such a slut
Alison satisfaction 5

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

I love having you on all fours!
Alison satisfaction 4

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Fuck her harder: Ian (max 4)

Alison satisfaction +1 (max 3) 

Pull out!
Alison satisfaction 2

Go to Cum outside 

I was ready to burst.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Cum inside her!
creampie #227

Cum outside!

Cum inside

 

Ian/Alison (min 0) 

Cum outside

 

Only available if got an extra pose from Alison
#226

 

Photo Alison #8
Ian's Gallery

Scene #53
Ian takes Alison home after bar

Jump to Chapter 6 - Cindy / Lena ( link) 

 

Fuck Cherry

Fuck Cherry

Ian & Cherry are dating #221

 

Such as?

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

I can make you cum: Ian/Cherry (min 0)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

You tell me: Ian (max 5)
You already know

Do I have to say it?
Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

Yes
did not leave the bar to have sex right away with Cherry #220?

No

Not as much as our first time together, at least.

Ask if she's alright: Ian (max 6)

ask if she's alright #222

Cherry satisfaction +1

Eat her out: Ian (max 6)

Cherry satisfaction +2
Fuck her

Ian (max 7) 

I'm getting there, Ian...!

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Tease her asshole
tease her asshole #223

Cherry satisfaction +1

Go faster: Ian (max 10)
Keep the same rhythm

Cherry satisfaction +1
Slow down

Cherry satisfaction -1

Yeah, sorry about that...
or

Oh, so you noticed...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

It has to do with some guy?
 ¿to do with some guy ¿ #224

You're worried about something? Did I do something wrong? It's okay, don't worry

I arched my back and tensed my muscles as her mouth swirled and twirled around my manhood, enveloping it in a whirlwind of pleasure.

Only available if Ian   is at least 3 

Fuck her again

I slid the tip of my dick across her crotch, lubricating it, even though it was already wet with Cherry's saliva.

Only available if teased Cherry's asshole
#223

 

Fuck her ass: Ian (max 6)

fuck her ass #223

Cherry satisfaction 4

Fuck her pussy: Ian (max 5)

Cherry satisfaction 4

Cum
Cherry satisfaction 3

Cum in her mouth: Ian (max 6)

Yes

Cherry satisfaction is at least 2 or
asked Cherry if she's alright #222?

No

Scene #54
Ian takes Cherry home after bar

Only if left the bar to have sex right away with Cherry
#220

 

Ian/Perry (min 3) 

Only if left the bar to have sex right away with Cherry
#220

 

Ian/Alison (min 3) 

Jump to Chapter 6 - Cindy / Lena ( link) 
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Cindy

Yes
Wade's relationship with Cindy is 2?

Call Cindy 

Yes

went with Cindy to her photo shoot #152 or
told Wade about Cindy & the photo shoot #216 or
stopped Wade #217?

No

 

Yes
told Wade about Cindy & the photo shoot #216?

  Ian/Cindy (max 10) 

Yes
stopped Wade #217?

No

Ian/Cindy (max 10) 

I shouldn't have asked you to come with me to the photo shoot...

I'd do it again
I shouldn't have gotten involved

Ian's interest in Cindy 2

Yes
went with Cindy to her photo shoot #152?

No

I acted on impulse.

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

I understand You messed up: Ian/Cindy (min 0) That was immature: Ian/Cindy (min 0) Women are irrational creatures:   Ian/Cindy (min 0)

 

Ian & Lena are not dating #206

Lena

 

Yes
Ian   is 6 or less?

Ian 

Yes
Ian   is 6 or less?

No

Ian 

Yes
Asked Lena about work, music and family? No

So... you had company last night?

Yes: Ian (max 1)

Only if Ian/Lena   is at least 7 

Ian/Lena    6
had company #228

No

Yes

Ian & Alison are dating #225 or
Ian & Cherry are dating #221?

No

Answer me this question: what's the thing you like the most about music?

It's beautiful: Ian (max 6) It helps set the mood: Ian (max 6) Life without music wouldn't be fair: Ian (max 6) I don't know

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Jump to Chapter 6 - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes
Ian/Lena did not fuck #161?

No

I can do things to you, you know...

Accept blowjob: Ian (max 6)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #229

Decline

Jump to Chapter 6 - Part 3 ( link) 

The orgasm was close, I could feel it.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Guide her head
Lena blowjob skill level +1 (max 5) 
 ¿swallow ¿ #230

Ian domiant towards Lena +1

Warn her before cumming
Cum without warning: Ian (max 5)

Lena blowjob skill level +1 (max 5) 
 ¿swallow ¿ #230

Only if Ian/Lena   is 6 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

God, that was so hot... Mhhh...
or

Mhh... I'd say you really enjoyed that...
or

Did you like it...?

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Make love to Lena: Ian, Ian (max 7), Ian (max 7), Ian (max 7), Ian/Lena (max 12)

fuck Lena #231

I'm satisfied

Scene #55
Lena & Ian have sex after date
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Work

Finish work without incident 

Yes

Ian magazine salary   is not 1or
did not show up at work to see Seymour #164?

No

I just might've forgotten to tell you...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

You won't get away with this

Go to Fuck Minerva 

You can't do this!
or

I won't allow this!

Well, this is what you get.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

I'll end you

Go to Fuck Minerva 

Fuck off!: Ian magazine salary    0, Ian/Minerva    0 Can't you reconsider?: Ian magazine salary    0, Ian/Minerva    0

You're not firing me, I quit: Ian magazine salary    0, Ian/Minerva    0

 

Fuck Minerva

Fuck Minerva

Punish me hard... with your cock.

Fuck, she's got me: Ian (max 7)

fuck Minerva #232

Leave her sexually frustrated: Ian (max 7), Ian (max 2)

defy Minerva #233

Her lips were so close to mine...

Kiss her: Ian (max 7), Ian/Minerva    4
Put her in her place: Ian (max 7), Ian/Minerva    3

 ¿Ian dominant over Minerva 1¿ 

Scene #56
Ian hatefucks Minerva

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Cafe

 

Only if fucked Lena on her period
#231

 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

fucked Lena on her period #231?
Yes No

Ian/Lena    7 Ian/Lena    6

Yes

Ian & Cherry are dating #221 or
Ian & Alison are dating #225

and
did not tell Lena you had company #228?

No

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Forgive him, the situation is being hard on him. And since my health has been a bit delicate lately, Ed has had to take on all the responsibility himself.

I understand
Only if offered Ed to help

#143
 

Lena/Molly (max 12)

He's been pretty whiny lately
Only if offered Ed to help

#143
 

Lena/Molly (max 12)

He has you
Only if offered Ed to help

#143
 

  Lena/Molly (max 12)

Otherwise

Lena/Molly (max 12)

 

Lena restaurant salary   is 0

Restaurant

Only if did not accept to meet Seymour
#82

 

or rejected Seymour
#83

 

Lena/Seymour    1

Home

 

work for Seymour #234

 

So I would have another photo shoot with Seymour in a few days. If it was anything like the first one...

Only available if Photo Shoot   is at least 2 

I like working with him: Lena/Seymour    7
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 2

I don't mind working with him
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1

Only available if Photo Shoot   is 2 or less 

I don't like working with him: Lena/Seymour    3
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0

Yes
accepted to meet Seymour #130?

No

Only if Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

Ian/Lena (max 8) 

Stop it, you're gonna make me blush now...

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

I can't wait to see you: Ian/Lena (max 12)

 ¿selfie ¿ #235

Photo Lena #1
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #8
Lena's Gallery

Scene #57
Lena rewarded Ian / Teased Mike or Robert

Photo Ian #1
Ian's Gallery

Photo Ian #1
Lena's Gallery

I miss you: Ian/Lena (max 12) Good night!

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Is it so wrong to act on my desires?
or

Hey babe! How are you? I miss you! 

Only available if fucked Robert
#86

 

and not over with Robert
#133

 

Answer Robert's text: ¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿
date with Robert #236

 

Photo Lena #8
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #9
Lena's Gallery

Yes
sexted with Robert #205?

No

Only available if fucked Mike
#195

 

Contact Mike (instead)

Why isn't he responding? Was I just a simple fling to him?

Send him a sexy selfie: Lena (max 7), ¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿
Lena & Mike are dating #237

Photo Lena #8
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #9
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #10
Lena's Gallery

Forget it

Go to sleep

Yes

fucked Mike #195

or
fucked Robert #86 and
not over with Robert #133?

No

Ivy was right. It was ridiculously easy to create content for this platform...

Read more comments: Lena (max 4) Put the phone away

Yes

have a Stalkfap account #80 and
Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?

No

 

I don't know what to say, I'm so sorry, I, um...

Scold Stan: Lena/Stan    3
Only if planned a photo shoot with Stan

#138
 

or accepted to pose for Stan
#62

 

Lena/Louise (min 0)

scold Stan #238

Be understanding: Lena/Louise (min 0)

encourage Stan #238

Yes

defended Stan #135 and
accepted to pose for Stan #62

or
did not accuse Stan #134 and
Lena/Stan   is at least 6 and
accepted to pose for Stan #62?

No

Scene #58
Lena decides to please her fans

Photo Lena #11
Lena's Gallery

Yes

have a Stalkfap account #80 and
did not plan a photo shoot with Stan #138 and
did not organize a photo shoot with Danny #137?

No

Outside

 

Lena/Robert (min 0) 

I was thinking I could drop by your place Friday night... 

Only available if Lena & Mike are not dating
#237

 

Sure, let's meet this Friday
date with Robert #236

Some other day, okay?: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Yes

fucked Robert #86 and
not over with Robert #133 and
not going on a date with Robert #236?

No

Cafe

Really? Tell us!

We'll host live music events: Lena (max 7), Lena/Molly    12, Lena/Ed (max 12)

live music events #239

We'll host life drawing events: Lena (max 7), Lena/Ed (max 12)

Only if Lena/Molly   is 9 or less 

Lena/Molly    10
life drawing #240

Yes
offered Ed to help #143?

No

Gym

I had been wanting to ask her this since Ian told me about what he saw at the club.

What were you doing with Axel, exactly?:   Lena/Ivy (min 3) Have you seen Axel recently?: Lena (max 7) How's Axel?

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 6 

Lena (max 10) 

Only if Lena   is 2 or less 

Lena/Ivy (min 3) 

Scene #59
Pole dance lesson 5
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Holly did not join pole dancing #160

Sex shop

It was clear Holly wasn't used to this type of conversation. Ivy's questions were making her really flustered.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Comfort Holly: Lena/Holly (max 12)

Holly wants to be like Lena +1
Protect Holly: Lena/Ivy (min 3)

Let Ivy talk to her
Holly wants to be like Lena +1

I made sure Lena got one like this already, now's your turn!

Agree with Ivy: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Holly wants to be like Lena +1
Let Holly decide

Sex shop

Keep browsing: Lena (max 5) Stop

Scene #69
Ivy shows her tattoo

Jessica is bad #209?
Yes No

It was clear she was older than Ivy or me, but I couldn't tell by how much...

You're friends with Ivy? Nice tattoos! What happened to your lip?: ¿Lena/Jessica (min 0)¿

She was really beautiful too and had sex appeal to spare. I had no doubt she had been a very popular girl in high school and college...

You're friends with Ivy?: ¿Lena/Jessica (max 12)¿ Nice tattoos!: ¿Lena/Jessica (max 12)¿ Have you been tattooing for long?: ¿Lena/Jessica (max 12)¿

Mhh, that's right! If I remember correctly, you told me you had been thinking about getting one, right?

Yes, I'd like to
want tattoos #241 No, not really

 

Holly joined pole dancing #160

Holly / Ivy

Wanna try it? It's never too late...

Kiss Holly
practice with Lena #242

Lena's interest in Holly +1

Let Ivy handle it
practice with Ivy #242

Scene #60
Holly gets kissed

Lena/Louise (min 0) 

Holly did not join pole dancing #160

Holly / Louise

Is it... useful?

Kiss Holly
practice with Lena #242

Lena's interest in Holly +1

Scene #60
Holly gets kissed

Not really

Only if Holly practiced kissing with Lena
#242

 

and fucked Louise
#197

 

Lena/Louise (min 0) 

Only if Holly practiced kissing with Lena
#242

 

and rejected Louise
#200

 

  Lena/Louise (min 0) 

Home

 

I'm... kinda missing you tonight

Kiss Louise: Lena (max 7)

fuck Louise #243

Send her back to her room: Lena/Louise    6
reject Louise #200

I had been about to fall asleep, and suddenly I was being fingered by my roommate...!

Eat me out: Lena (max 7)

 ¿cunnilingus ¿ #244

 

She was holding me by the hips, digging her face right into my pussy. My shiny juices were all over her nose, cheeks, and chin.

Use the dildo
 ¿use the dildo ¿ #245 Cum

Yes

Lena   is at least 5 and
used the dildo #122?

No

Make me cum

It suddenly felt more fluffy and welcoming than normal... I felt like I was lying on a warm cloud.

Go to sleep
Eat Louise out: Lena (max 7)

give Louise an orgasm #246

Scene #61
Lena is awakened by Louise

Yes
fucked Louise #197?

No

 

I wondered if I could end up making as much myself. I had decided to be active on that platform, after all...
or

I doubted I could reach that level of success myself... I was barely making any money with the app at that moment.

Check Ivy's Stalkfap
check Ivy's Stalkfap #247

Photo Ivy #1
Lena's Gallery

Photo Ivy #2
Lena's Gallery

Scene #62
Lena checks Ivy's Stalkfap posts Lena (max 4) 

Photo Ivy #3
Lena's Gallery

Get started with the day

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

I haven't called Mom in a while...

Call Mom
call mom #248

Only if told Molly about your problems
#96

 

Lena (max 5) 

Only if told Molly about your problems
#96

 

and Lena/Mom   is 3 or less 

Lena/Mom    4

Only if Lena's family   is at least 1 

and Lena/Mom   is 3 or less 

Lena/Mom    4

Only if told Molly about your problems
#96

 

Lena (max 7) 

Only if did not tell Molly about your problems
#96

 

Lena/Mom    2

Forget it: Lena/Mom    2

Cafe

 

Yes

Lena & Mike are dating #237

or
went on a date with Robert #236 and
Ian/Lena did not fuck #161?

No date 

Yes
went on a date with Robert #236?

So, how about tomorrow night?

I can't this Friday...

Cancel with Robert and meet Ian instead
Ian/Lena date #249

 
not going on a date with Robert #236 

Yes
Ian/Lena fucked #161?

No

So, how about tomorrow night?

Invite Ian over
Ian/Lena date #249 Let's meet next week

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

I looked at the bills in my hands... Surely I could slip a few again...

Steal from the drawer
Only if Lena   is 3 or less 

  Lena
Otherwise

Lena
stole twice #159

Put them back
stole once #159

Yes
stole from the cafe #159?

No

Home

Song 2

Verse

hard to crack #250

Lena's 2nd song +1
 

getting rusty #250

Lena's 2nd song +2
 

also closed #250

 

Chorus

weeping sky #251

Lena's 2nd song +2
 

gray sky #251

 

sad, sad, sky #251

Lena's 2nd song +1
 

End

loneliness #252

Lena's 2nd song +1
 

lethargy #252

Lena's 2nd song +2
 

dust #252

 

Only if Lena's 2nd song is 6 

Lena (max 2) 

I wonder if I could make the song better, though...

Go over it one last time
Can try again
 
Only if Lena's 2nd song is 6 

Lena (max 2)

It's fine as it is

Yes

Lena's 2nd song is 5 or less and
Lena   is at least 4?

No

 

I wondered if Louise had those pictures on her phone.

Unlock Louise's phone
lust after BBC #253

Lena likes big dicks 4
 
password is: 666666
 
Only if Got it on the first try

Lena (max 7)

Photo Jeremy #1
Lena's Gallery

Photo Louise #1
Lena's Gallery

Photo Louise #2
Lena's Gallery

Photo Louise #3
Lena's Gallery

Photo Jeremy #2
Lena's Gallery

Only available if mastubated thinking of Jeremy's cock
#123

 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Put the phone away: Lena

Only available if did not mastubate thinking of Jeremy's cock
#123

 

Put the phone away

Yes
focused on the big dick #93?

No

Only if Lena never tried anal stuff
#124

 

Lena (max 6) 

Pleasure was flooding me... That blissful pleasure that washed away everything but my own joy...

Only available if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

Think about Ian
think about Ian #254

Only available if Holly practiced kissing with Lena
#242

 

Think about Holly
Lena's interest in Holly 3
think about Holly #254

Only available if sexted with Robert
#205

 

Think about Robert
think about Robert #254

Only available if fucked Louise
#243

 

Think about Louise
think about Louise #254

Only if looked at the rest of the pictures with Axel
#141

 

Think about Axel
Lena likes big dicks +1 (max 4) 
think about Axel #254

Only available if unlocked Louise's phone and lusts after BBC
#253

 

Think about Jeremy
think about Jeremy #254

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

Think about Mike
think about Mike #254

Cum!

 

spy on Louise's pictures #255

 

Photo Louise #4
Lena's Gallery

Photo Louise #5
Lena's Gallery

Photo Louise #6
Lena's Gallery

Photo Louise #7
Lena's Gallery

Photo Louise #8
Lena's Gallery

Yes
unlocked Louise's phone and lusts after BBC #253?

No

Scene #63
Lena masturbates 3

Yes
Lena & Mike are dating #237?

Jump to Chapter 6 - Mike ( link) 

Yes
went on a date with Robert #236?

Jump to Chapter 6 - Robert ( link) 

Yes
Ian/Lena went on a date #249?

No

Jump to Chapter 6 - Ian ( link)  Jump to Chapter 6 - Part 5 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 6 - Mike

Mike

He began pumping his hips back and forth, slowly sliding his manhood against the smooth skin of my breasts.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Does your girlfriend let you do this?
badmouthing girlfriend dirty talk #256

Use my boobs!: Lena (max 6)

used like a slut dirty talk #256 How does it feel? ...

Photo Lena #12
Lena's Gallery

anal sex #124

Mike first anal #257

 

Yes
Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex] #124?

No

 

It was... Stan!?

Say something!: Lena/Stan    3
caught spying #238

Cum!: Lena (max 7)

allow Stan to spy #238

had anal sex #124?
Yes No

Photo Lena #13
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #14
Lena's Gallery

Yes
encouraged Stan #238?

No

Scene #64
Lena invited Mike over

Jump to Chapter 6 - Part 5 ( link) 
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Chapter 6 - Robert

Robert

We went to this sex shop, and I saw this outfit... I could only think about how hot you'd look wearing it, so I bought it for you...

Wear the bunny outfit: Lena (max 5)

bunny outfit #258 I don't like it: Lena (max 5)

Nhhh... I'd say you've missed me too...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

I missed sucking on your cock: Lena/Robert (max 12)

Robert dirty talk 2

Yeah, I did: Lena/Robert (max 12)

Robert dirty talk 1
Could be ...

Yes
wore the bunny outfit #258?

Photo Lena #15
Lena's Gallery

Yes
Robert dirty talk is at least 1? No

Photo Lena #16
Lena's Gallery

 

anal sex #124

Robert first anal #257

 

Yes
wore the bunny outfit #258?

Photo Lena #17
Lena's Gallery

Yes
Robert dirty talk is at least 1? No

Photo Lena #18
Lena's Gallery

Yes
Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex] #124?

No

You love my cock, don't you?
or

I know you did!

Only available if Robert dirty talk is at least 1 

Tell Robert what he wants to hear: Lena/Robert    12
Robert dirty talk 2

It feels good
or

I missed it

Only if Robert dirty talk is 2 

Robert dirty talk 1

Lena/Robert (max 12)

Don't get cocky: Lena/Robert (min 0)

Robert dirty talk 0

...
Robert dirty talk -1 (min 0) 

 

It was... Stan!?

Say something!: Lena/Stan    3
caught spying #238

Cum!: Lena (max 7)

allow Stan to spy #238

Yes
encouraged Stan #238?

No

Scene #65
Robert comes back from his trip

Scene #67
Lena wakes Robert with a bj

Yes
did not give Robert a blowjob #52?

No

Jump to Chapter 6 - Part 5 ( link) 
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Chapter 6 - Ian

Ian

anal sex #124

Ian first anal #257

 

Yes
Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex] #124?

No

He moved the plug slowly, making wider circles, stretching the entrance of my anus. It felt so nice...
or

There was no rush in his hips, but every thrust was deep and snappy. He was balls-deep right away, drenched as I was!

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Fuck my asshole
or

Give it to me!

Ian dirty talk 2

I love what you're doing: Lena (max 5)

Ian dirty talk 1

I'm embarrassed
or

That's good...
...

 

It was... Stan!?

Say something!: Lena/Stan    3
caught spying #238

Cum!: Lena (max 7)

allow Stan to spy #238

Only if fucked Lena on her period
#231

 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Yes
encouraged Stan #238?

No

Scene #66
Lena invited Ian over

Jump to Chapter 6 - Part 5 ( link) 
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Chapter 6 - Part 5

Home

Yes
working for Seymour #234?

It's kind of an important job... I should get ready, but I also want to practice some guitar...

Automatic choice if Lena posh level is at least 3 

Get ready for Seymour
Lena posh level +1 (max 3) 

Jump to Chapter 6 - Seymour ( link) 

Use the time to practice

Yes
accepted to meet Axel #131?

No

 

All I know is she wants to promote a new line of intimate jewelry she's been working on. She wants to direct the shoot herself.

Accept the job
 ¿Agnes photo shoot ¿ #259

Jump to Chapter 6 - Agnes ( link) 
Stay and practice

Rework the song

Yes

2nd song verse is hard to crack #250 or
2nd song verse is also closed #250?

2nd song verse is getting rusty #250

 

Yes

2nd song chorus is gray sky #251 or
2nd song chorus is sad, sad, sky #251?

2nd song chorus is weeping sky #251

 

Yes

2nd song end is loneliness #252 or
2nd song end is dust #252?

No

2nd song end is lethargy #252

 

Lena's 2nd song 0
Re-calculate the song score after possible modifications 

Only available if 2nd song verse is getting rusty
#250

 

Lena's 2nd song +2
 

Only available if 2nd song verse is hard to crack
#250

 

Lena's 2nd song +1
 

Only available if 2nd song chorus is weeping sky
#251

 

Lena's 2nd song +2
 

Only available if 2nd song chorus is sad, sad, sky
#251

 

Lena's 2nd song +1
 

Only available if 2nd song end is lethargy
#252

 

Lena's 2nd song +2
 

Only available if 2nd song end is loneliness
#252

 

Lena's 2nd song +1
 

Lena (max 7)

Only if not working for Seymour
#234

 

Lena (max 7)

working for Seymour #234?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 6 - Seymour ( link)  Jump to Chapter 7 - Heavenly Sins ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 6 - Seymour

Seymour

got ready for Seymour?Yes No

Lena (max 5)  Lena/Seymour (min 3) 

Lena?

Automatic choice if Lena/Axel   is at least 3 

I can work with Axel
Only if Lena/Axel   is 2 or less 

Lena/Axel    3
work with Axel #260

Automatic choice if did not accept to meet Axel
#131

 

I won't work with him

I turned around and climbed on top of it. What kind of pose should I do...?

Elegant pose: Lena (max 7)

 ¿elegant pose ¿ #261
Alluring pose: Lena (max 7)

 ¿alluring pose ¿ #261

 

Let that feeling guide you...

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 2 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Do Seymour's bidding: Lena, Lena (max 7)

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 2

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 2 

Do Seymour's bidding: Lena (max 7)

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 3

Stay in control: Lena (max 7)

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1

Yes
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0? No

accepted to work with Axel #260?
Yes No

 

It was clear it was important for Seymour to lavish Ms. Addingworth, and that required me to work with Axel... But much more closely this time.

Pose with Axel
accept #262

 

 

Now, this is something else! I like how you're directing this visual symphony, Seymour.

Automatic choice if did not look at the rest of the pictures with Axel
#141

 

That's enough! Only available if Lena   is 0 
or Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

Keep the photo shoot going
keep it going #262

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 
and Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 2 

Keep the photo shoot going: Lena
keep it going #262

Lena (max 7) 

necklace #263

 
Only if kept the photo shoot with Axel going

#262
 

¿Lena/Agnes¿    4
Lena 

Scene #68
Lena has a photo shoot with Axel

Refuse: Lena/Seymour    3, ¿Lena/Agnes¿    1
refuse #262

 

Only if Lena posh level is at least 3 
and Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0 

necklace #263

 

Lena 

Scene #68
Lena has a photo shoot with Axel

Jump to Chapter 7 - Heavenly Sins ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 6 - Agnes

Agnes

But... posing with Axel?

Only available if accepted to meet Axel
#131

 

I can work with Axel
accept #262

I won't work with him: ¿Lena/Agnes¿    1
refuse #262

Jump to Chapter 7 - Heavenly Sins ( link) 

Only if Lena/Axel   is 2 or less 

Lena/Axel    3
Lena (max 7) 

 

Now, this is starting to look like something! I'm starting to like this visual symphony...

Automatic choice if did not look at the rest of the pictures with Axel
#141

 

That's enough! Only available if Lena   is 0 

or Lena masturbated thinking of Axel
#254

 

Keep the photo shoot going
keep it going #262

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

and did not not masturbate thinking of Axel
#254

 

Keep the photo shoot going: Lena
keep it going #262

Lena (max 7) 

Lena 

Scene #68
Lena has a photo shoot with Axel

Jump to Chapter 7 - Heavenly Sins ( link) 
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Chapter 7 - Heavenly Sins

 

got the bunny costume #303

 

Yes

wore the bunny outfit #258 or
went on a date with Robert #236?

No

big cocks fantasy #330

 

Yes
unlocked Louise's phone and lusts after BBC #253?

No

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Gym

Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 1?Yes No

 

Jiu jitsu skill level is 3?Yes No

Ian (max 10)  Jiu jitsu skill level 2
 

 

Kickboxing skill level is at least 2?Yes No

Ian (max 10)  Kickboxing skill level +1
 

Ian (max 10) 

Ian magazine salary    2
 

Yes

defied Minerva #233 or
fucked Minerva #232?

No

Home

Jerking

Look at Lena's pictures
Ian jerking +1

 

Still... I knew the reputation this platform had,
and I couldn't help but wonder what kind of pics Lena posted there.

Subscribe to Lena's Stalkfap: Ian (max 7)

subscribe to Lena's Stalkfap #264

 

 

Photo Lena #2
Ian's Gallery

Ian & Lena are dating #206?
Yes No

Photo Lena #3
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #4
Ian's Gallery

Yes
Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?

No

Photo Lena #5
Ian's Gallery

Yes

did not plan a photo shoot with Stan #138 and
did not organize a photo shoot with Danny #137?

No

Ignore it

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Only available if fucked Alison
#72

 

or wanted details of Jeremy & Alison
#113

 

Look at Alison's pictures
Ian jerking +1

 

 

Ian jerking +1
 

This was some time ago. I wonder if Jeremy has some new material...

Ask Jeremy for more pictures
more pictures #265

 

Photo Jeremy #3
Ian's Gallery

Photo Jeremy #4
Ian's Gallery

Photo Jeremy #5
Ian's Gallery

Photo Jeremy #6
Ian's Gallery

Scene #71
Ian asks Jeremy for more

Keep masturbating

Yes

wanted details of Jeremy & Alison #113 and
did not kiss Alison #68 and
Alison and Jeremy fucked after the club #179?

No

Only available if got some pictures of Cherry on your phone

Look at Cherry's pictures
Ian jerking +1

Cum!

Jerk to someone else 

Yes

Ian   is at least 6 or
Ian   is at least 4

and
Ian jerking is 1 or less?

No

 

Cindy's 2nd photo shoot #266

 

Photo Cindy #5
Ian's Gallery

Photo Cindy #6
Ian's Gallery

Photo Cindy #7
Ian's Gallery

What do you think? You like them? 

Only available if Cindy in photo shoot: [nude]
#165

or
went with Cindy to her photo shoot

#152
 

and Ian   is at least 5 

Flirty comment
nude picture #266

Photo Cindy #8
Ian's Gallery

Scene #72
Cindy's second photo shoot

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Casual comment: Ian/Cindy (max 10)
Cum

Yes

Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 3
and

told Cindy you'd love to see her pictures # 111 or
went with Cindy to her photo shoot #152?

No

Scene #70
Ian masturbates to nudes

Ian magazine salary   is at least 1?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Work at the magazine ( link)  Jump to Chapter 7 - No job ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 7 - Work at the magazine

Work

And spending a weekend with her sounded really appealing, too...

Go to Wade's birthday party
Accept Holly's invitation

accept Holly's invitation #273

Yes
accepted to go on a trip with Holly #103?

No

 

Last time I sucked your dick... Now I want you to eat me out.

I'm not doing this
Only if Ian   is less than    

Ian
Otherwise

Ian

Eat her pussy:   Ian/Minerva (max 12)

fuck Minerva #274

cunnilingus #275

Fuck her mouth: Ian/Minerva (max 12)

fuck Minerva #274

 ¿Ian dominant over Minerva +1¿ 

Again, I couldn't help but notice her ring on the hand she was using to please herself with.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

and did not give Minerva a cunnilingus
#275

 

Humiliate her
 ¿humiliate her ¿ #276

Tease her
 ¿tease her ¿ #276 ...

Scene #73
Minerva needs Ian

Yes
fucked Minerva #232?

No

Cafe

Ian magazine salary   is 1?
Yes No

Ian effort points 2
 

Ian effort points 1
 

Tasks
 
each requires a Ian effort points  

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Take an additional task: Ian
Ian effort points +1

Only available if Ian effort points is at least 2 

and Ian magazine salary   is 0 

and not looking for a new job
#268

 

Find a full-time job
Ian effort points -2
full-time job #268

 
 ¿don't need a job ¿ #267 

Only available if not looking for a new job
#268

 

and Ian magazine salary   is 1 or less 

Find a part-time job
Ian effort points -1
part-time job #268

 
 ¿don't need a job ¿ #267 

Work on your book
Ian effort points -1
work on your book #269

Spend more time at the gym
Ian effort points -1
spend more time at the gym #270

Only available if accepted to go on a trip with Holly
#103

 

Read Holly's book
Ian effort points -1
read Holly's book #271

Only available if smoked weed
#211

 

Smoke weed
Ian effort points -1
smoke weed #272

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 2 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 7 - No job

Home

Ian effort points 2
 ¿need a job ¿ #267

 

Tasks
 
each requires a Ian effort points  

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Take an additional task: Ian
Ian effort points +1

Only available if Ian effort points is at least 2 

and Ian magazine salary   is 0 

and not looking for a new job
#268

 

Find a full-time job
Ian effort points -2
full-time job #268

 
 ¿don't need a job ¿ #267 

Only available if not looking for a new job
#268

 

and Ian magazine salary   is 1 or less 

Find a part-time job
Ian effort points -1
part-time job #268

 
 ¿don't need a job ¿ #267 

Work on your book
Ian effort points -1
work on your book #269

Spend more time at the gym
Ian effort points -1
spend more time at the gym #270

Only available if accepted to go on a trip with Holly
#103

 

Read Holly's book
Ian effort points -1
read Holly's book #271

Only available if smoked weed
#211

 

Smoke weed
Ian effort points -1
smoke weed #272

Cafe

And spending a weekend with her sounded really appealing, too...

Go to Wade's birthday party
Accept Holly's invitation

accept Holly's invitation #273

Yes
accepted to go on a trip with Holly #103?

No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 2 ( link) 
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Chapter 7 - Part 2

 

Yes
decided to spend more time at the gym #270?

Gym

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 10)

¿Ian/Wen (max 12)¿ 

Yes
decided to work on your book #269?

No

Home

Ian (max 8)

Ian (max 5) 

Home

Clothes

look ok # 1

 

Only if Ian   is at least 4 

look good # 1

 

Only if Ian   is at least 4 

look cool # 1

 

Bar

Only if Ian magazine salary   is 2
and

fucked Minerva
#232

 

or defied Minerva
#233

 

Ian/Jeremy (max 10) 

 

Ian/Jeremy (max 10) 

Word. What an ass, man. If we had only known.

Tell Jeremy about sex with Emma: Ian (max 7)

No way... Who would've thought! Now I'd love to tap that ass, too!

Only available if Ian/Jeremy   is at least 8 

You can try to fuck Emma, too
try to fuck her too #277

You have enough girls already

Don't discuss it

Yes
fucked Emma #177?

No

Jeremy illustrated the scene with some explicit mimicking, laughing.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

I could consider it
consider it #278

Get out of here!

Yes

Alison and Jeremy fucked after the club #179 and
Ian's interest in Alison is at least 2?

No

Oh, how I wish I could get a taste of those juicy udders!

Only available if Ian/Jeremy   is at least 8 

Share Alison's pics with Jeremy: Ian (max 7)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 
 ¿show the pictures ¿ #279

Don't mention it: Ian (max 8)

Yes

Ian & Alison are dating #225 and
titfucked Alison #116 or
Ian likes Alison is 2?

No

 

Nice! I knew you'd score with her! Give me five!

High five!: Ian/Jeremy (max 8)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 3) 
Pass: Ian/Jeremy (min 5)

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

Yes
Ian/Lena fucked #161?

No

As a girl? As a friend? Or maybe as... something more?

I might be falling for her
falling for her #280

No strings attached
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

I like her as a person
Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
like her as a person #281

Choose again

Yes
Ian is in love with Lena #280?

Ian/Jeremy (min 3) 

Yes
Ian does not like Lena as a person #281?

No

Ian/Jeremy (max 10) 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Why don't you go and talk to her? Go get her number!

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

I've got this: Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

I don't know...

Come on! If you won't do it, I will!

Talk to her

I'll pass
 ¿Jeremy approaches Jessica ¿ #282

Go to Axel & Seymour 

I'm not doing it
 ¿Jeremy approaches Jessica ¿ #282

Go to Axel & Seymour 

Jessica is bad #209

 Jessica is bad #209 

Okay, let's do this...
or

Alright... Here goes nothing...

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Comment on her tattoos
 ¿comment on her tattoos ¿ #283

Go to Rejected 

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Introduce yourself

Ian's clothes look cool # 1?
Yes No

Go to Flirt  Go to Rejected 

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Flirt

Ian's clothes look cool # 1?
Yes No

Go to Flirt  Go to Rejected 

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Flex
flex #284

Go to Rejected 

Are you alone?

Go to Rejected 

Can I buy you a drink?

Go to Rejected 

Automatic timer choice

...

Go to Axel & Seymour 

Rejected

Rejected

Multiple possibilities 

You're not even that hot: ¿Ian/Jess (min 0)¿ Whatever

Only available if did not flex to Jessica
#284

 

Sorry to have bothered you

 

Go to Flirt 

Yes
Ian   is at least 4?

No

Go to Axel & Seymour 

Flirt

Flirt

Jessica's number #285

  ¿Ian/Jess (max 12)¿ 

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 6) 

Go to Axel & Seymour 

Jessica is not bad #209

 Jessica is not bad #209 

Okay, let's do this...
or

Alright... Here goes nothing...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Comment on her tattoos
 ¿comment on her tattoos ¿ #283

Go to Flirt 

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Introduce yourself

Go to Flirt 

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Flirt

Go to Rejected 

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Flex
flex #284

Go to Rejected 

Are you alone?

Go to Rejected 

Can I buy you a drink?

Go to Rejected 

Automatic timer choice

...

Go to Axel & Seymour 

Rejected

Rejected

Multiple possibilities 

You're not even that hot, anyway: ¿Ian/Jess (min 0)¿ Whatever Only available if did not flex to Jessica
#284

 

Sorry to have bothered you

Go to Axel & Seymour 

Flirt

Flirt

Jessica's number #285

¿Ian/Jess (max 12)¿ 

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 6) 

Go to Axel & Seymour 

Axel & Seymour

I never knew you were friends with Lena.
or

So you're friends with Lena, too?

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Come clean before Axel: Ian (max 2)

 
Only if went with Cindy to her photo shoot

#152
 

Ian/Axel    0
Otherwise

Ian/Axel    1
 

Only if Ian/Ivy   is at least 5 

and Ian   is at least 5 

Ian/Ivy    8
Otherwise

Ian/Ivy (max 8)

 
Axel knows Ian & lena are dating #286

Automatic timer choice

Keep quiet about your relationship with Lena

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No
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Life drawing

Only if accepted Holly's invitation
#273

 

Ian/Perry (max 10) 

Yes

went on a date with Robert #236 or
sexted with Robert #205?

 ¿Lena flirts with Robert ¿ #287

 

Yes

Ian/Lena fucked #161 and
Lena   is at least 5?

No

A smile appeared on my face and on hers as well.

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Flirt with Lena
 ¿Lena flirts with Ian ¿ #287

Keep drawing

Scene #74
Ian visits Lena's life drawing

fucked Robert #86?
Yes No

 

Robert, stop it.

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Shove Robert
shove Robert #288

Only available if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

You disappoint me, Lena
disappointed #288

Only available if helped Perry
#16

 

Insult Robert
insult Robert #288

This is an unpleasant surprise

Guys, please! Not here!

Defend Perry
defend Perry #288

Only available if did not help Perry
#16

 

or used your charisma to prevent the fight
#17

 

Agree with Robert: Ian/Perry (min 3)

agree with Robert #288

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 4 ( link) 

Only available if used your charisma to prevent the fight
#17

 

or Ian   is at least 5 

Let's not fight: Ian (max 1)

charm Robert #288

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 4 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 4 ( link) 

Fight Robert

Fight

Start the fight with: Fight    1
 
The higher the Jiu jitsu skill level and Kickboxing skill level
the more time you have to choose what to do
 
Not all options are available,
if Ian    is high enough,
you get fewer but better choices

Round 1

React Attack! Guard up Provoke Tap out  timeout 
                   Tap out +1       
Go To   Round 2   Defend   Defend   Defend   Defend

 
 
Defend

 
Block!

Only available if Kickboxing skill level is at least 1 
Evade!

 
Freeze
 timeout 

 
Take the punch

    Kickboxing skill level is 1 or less
and Ian   is 3 or less

Fight

      Fight  Ian   is at least 5
Fight

Otherwise
Fight

Go To Kickboxing skill level is at least 2
or Ian   is at least 4

Attack
Otherwise

Round 2

  Attack   Round 2   Round 2

 
 
Attack

 
Knock him out!

 
Punch!

Only available if trained low kicks
#4

 
Low kick!

Only available if Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 1 
Grapple!

 
Stand back
 timeout 

        Kickboxing skill level is at least 2
Fight

   Low kick 1 
  Fight 

   Throw +1 
  Fight 

   Evade +1   

Go To   Round 2   Round 2   Round 2   Round 2   Round 2
 

Round 2

React Attack! Guard up Provoke Tap out  timeout 
    hurt #289    hurt #289  hurt #289   
    Fight   is at least 2

Fight    1
Otherwise
Fight    0

    Fight   is at least 2
Fight    1

Otherwise
Fight    0

   Tap out +1 
Fight   is at least 2
Fight    1

Otherwise
Fight    0

   

Go To Fight   is 1
Round 3

Otherwise
Lose Fight

  Defend Fight   is 1
Round 3

Otherwise
Lose Fight

Fight   is 1
Round 3

Otherwise
Lose Fight

  Got hit round 2

 
 
Defend

 
Block!

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 
Evade

 
Freeze!
 timeout 

 
Wait!

Go To   Round 3   Attack   Got hit round 2   Got hit round 2
 
 
Attack

 
Punch!

Only available if trained low kicks
#4

 
Low kick!

Only available if Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 1 
Grapple!

 
Stand back
 timeout 

     ¿hurt Robert ¿ #290  Low kick is at least 1
hurt #289

   

    Kickboxing skill level is at least 2
  Fight

Otherwise
Fight

Low kick is at least 1
Low kick 2

Fight
Otherwise
Low kick 1

Fight

Fight   is 1 or less
Fight

 
Throw is 1
Throw 2

Otherwise
Throw 3

   Evade +1   

Go To Kickboxing skill level is at least 2
and Fight   is at least 4

Win punches
Otherwise

Round 3

  Round 3   Round 3   Round 3

 

Got hit round 2

Only if Ian   is at least 4 

Fight
Otherwise

  Fight

Fight   is at least 1?
Yes No

Go to Round 3  Go to Lose Fight 

Round 3

React Attack! Guard up Provoke Tap out  timeout 
          provoke Richard #291   ¿passive ¿ #292   
                   Tap out +1 

Fight   is 0
Evade +1

   

Go To   Attack   Defend   Defend Fight   is 0
Surrender

Otherwise
Defend

  Got hit round 3

 
 
 
Defend

 
 
Block!

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

and did not provoke Richard in round 3
#291

 
Evade

 
 
Freeze!
 timeout 

 
 
Stop this!

  Ian   is at least 4
Fight

           

Go To Ian   is at least 4
Attack

Otherwise
Got hit round 3

  Attack   Got hit round 3   Got hit round 3

 
 
 
Attack

 
 
Punch!

Only available if trained low kicks
#4

 
and Low kick is 1 or less 
Low kick!

Only available if Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 2 
 
Grapple!

 
 
Stand back
 timeout 

     ¿hurt Robert ¿ #290  Low kick is at least 1
hurt #289

   

        Fight  Low kick is at least 1
Low kick 2

Fight
Otherwise
Low kick 1

Fight

    Fight
 

Fight   is 2 or less
Fight

   Evade +1   

Go To Fight   is at least 4
Win punches

Otherwise
Draw

Low kick is 2
and Fight   is 0

Lose Fight
Otherwise

Draw

Fight   is at least 4
Win grappling

Otherwise
Draw

  Draw

 

Got hit round 3

  Fight 

got hurt fighting Robert #289?
Yes No

Go to Lose Fight  Fight   is at least 1?
Yes No

Go to Draw  Go to Lose Fight 

Win punches

win with punches #293

 

Ian (max 2) 

Win grappling

win with grapling #293

 

Ian (max 2) 

Draw

Yes
Evade is 3?

stay peaceful #293

 

Yes

Fight   is at least 2 and
did not get hurt fighting Robert #289?

No

draw but winning #293

 

draw but losing #293

 

Surrender

surrender #293

 

Lose Fight

lose #293

 

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 4 ( link) 
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§ Lena §
 
 

Home

 

Suck Axel's cock.

Suck his cock
desire Axel #294 Refuse!

Scene #75
Lena had a sexy dream

Yes

accepted to pose with Axel #262 or
kept the photo shoot with Axel going #262?

No

refused to pose with Axel #262?
Yes No

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0
 

 

Having cash right now would surely help. I need to make sure I have enough to go by and then some...

Sell the necklace
Lena posh level -1 (min 0) 
sell the necklace #295

Automatic choice if Lena posh level is at least 5 

 
Only available if Lena posh level is at least 1 

Keep it
Lena posh level +1 (max 5) 

Yes
Seymour gave you the necklace #263?

No

Yes
working for Seymour #234?

No

Shopping

Only if decided to sell the necklace
#295

 

and Lena   is at least 5 

and Lena   is at least 5 

Lena 

Go to the record store
Lena/Emma (max 12)

Shop for clothes

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
witty outfit #296

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
athletic outfit #297

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
charismatic outfit #298

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
lusty outfit #299

 

Go to the sex shop

Browse sex toys

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bad boy #300

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
double dildo #302

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
collar #301

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bunny costume #303

 

Check out the tattoo parlor
check out the tattoo parlor #304

Only if got a navel piercing

Can change the navel piercing 

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Get a navel piercing: Lena

Only available if went to the record store

Go to work

Life drawing

Only if not hosting life drawing events at the cafe
#240

 

Lena 

Only if fucked Robert
#86

 

and not over with Robert
#133

 

and Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

Lena/Robert (max 12) 

Scene #76
Lena goes to another life drawing

fucked Robert #86?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena - Ian / Robert Fight ( link)   

Only if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

and Axel knows Ian & lena are dating
#286

 

and Lena is not mad at Ian
#306

 

Ian/Lena (min 0) 

I'm just not sure how I should act around him.

I don't know, either Avoid him: Lena (max 6) Be careful: Ian/Lena (max 10)

I never asked you, but... Why did you two break up?

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 8 

Confide in Ian: Lena (max 6)

confide #207
Many reasons...: Ian/Lena (max 8) He betrayed me

Yes
Ian & Lena are not dating #206?

No

Only if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

and Lena is not mad at Ian
#306

 

and Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Ian & Lena are dating #206?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena / Ian ( link)  Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena Alone ( link) 
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shoved Robert #288 or
disappointed with Lena #288 or
insulted Robert #288 or
defended Perry #288?

 

Yes

won the fight with Robert with punches #293 or
won the fight with Robert with grapling #293 or
fight with Robert ended in a draw but was winning #293?

 

Only if Ian/Lena   is at least 9 

    Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise if Ian/Lena   is at least 7 

  Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Only if Lena/Robert   is at least 9 

    Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise if Lena/Robert   is at least 7 

  Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Robert (min 0)

Only if not over with Robert
#133

 

Lena/Robert (min 0) 

Only if shoved Robert
#288

 

or insulted Robert
#288

 

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise if Tap out is at least 1 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

Go to Talk to Ian 

Yes

lost the fight with Robert #293 or
surrendered the fight with Robert #293 or
stayed peaceful in the fight with Robert #293 or
fight with Robert ended in a draw but was losing #293?

No

 

Only if Lena/Robert   is at least 9 

    Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise if Lena/Robert   is at least 7 

  Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Robert (min 0)

Only if Ian/Lena   is at least 9 

    Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise if Ian/Lena   is at least 7 

  Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Only if shoved Robert
#288

 

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise if insulted Robert
#288

 

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise if Tap out is at least 1 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

Only if Lena/Robert   is at least 9 

    Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise if Lena/Robert   is at least 7 

  Lena/Robert (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Robert (min 0)

Robert a second time? Bug?
 

Only if not over with Robert
#133

 

Lena/Robert (min 0) 

Go to Talk to Ian 

agreed with Robert #288 or
charmed Robert #288?

No

 

  Lena/Robert (min 0) 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

 

Only if over with Robert
#133

 

Lena/Robert    3

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Go to Talk to Ian 

Yes
over with Robert #133?

No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena Alone ( link) 
No, I...

I'm done with you: Lena/Robert    3
over with Robert #133

over with Robert #305

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena Alone ( link) 

Only available if Lena/Robert   is at least 7 

I forgive you

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena / Robert ( link) 

 

Talk to Ian

Talk to Ian

 

Change variables
fight outcome

Only if stayed peaceful in the fight with Robert
#293

 

draw but winning #293

 

Only if surrendered the fight with Robert
#293

 

draw but losing #293

 

 

Only if Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

or Ian & Cherry are dating
#221

and
did not tell Lena you had company

#228
 

Ian/Lena (min 0) 

*Ahhh...* I guess I ruined our date, huh?

Yes, you did
Lena mad at Ian #306

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 5 

No, it's okay

Yes
had a fight with Robert #293?

No

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Only if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

and Axel knows Ian & lena are dating
#286

 

and Lena is not mad at Ian
#306

 

Ian/Lena (min 0) 

I'm just not sure how I should act around him.

I don't know, either Avoid him: Lena (max 6) Be careful: Ian/Lena (max 10)

I never asked you, but... Why did you two break up?

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 8 

Confide in Ian: Lena (max 6)

confide #207
Many reasons...: Ian/Lena (max 8) He betrayed me

Yes
Ian & Lena are not dating #206?

No

Only if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

and Lena is not mad at Ian
#306

 

and Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Lena is not mad at Ian #306?

Yes No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena / Ian ( link)  Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena Alone ( link) 
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Home

So it's over?

Yes: Lena/Robert    3
over with Robert #133

over with Robert #305

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

We can still hook up

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena / Robert ( link) 

Yes

fucked Robert #86 and
not over with Robert #133?

No

Morning

 

masturbate #311

 

Lena (max 7) 

Scene #81
Lena masturbates after her dream

Yes
Lena desires Axel #294?

No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 4 ( link) 
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Ian

Lena stays the night at Ian's #308

Lena (max 8) 

Ian/Lena fucked #161?
Yes No

Ian didn't seem to have any intention of stopping, though...
He was still playing with his tongue and fingers, very slowly...

Keep it going: Lena (max 6)

Oh, Lena... You're killing me right now...

Only available if Lena blowjob skill level is at least 2 

or Lena   is at least 5 

Make him cum
 ¿cum ¿ #309

 

Go to After sex 

Yes
Ian   is 2 or less?

No
Have sex

Tell him to stop

Lena (max 6) 

Go to After sex 

It was stirring me up so good!

Automatic choice if Ian dirty talk is 2 

 
Only if Lena   is at least 5 
or Ian dirty talk is at least 1 

Harder!
Ian dirty talk 2
Lena satisfaction 2

It feels so good!: Lena (max 6)

Ian dirty talk 1
Lena satisfaction 1

...
Ian dirty talk 0
Lena satisfaction 1

After sex

We both lay on the bed next to each other. Ian groaned with satisfaction.

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 6 
or Lena's interest in Ian is at least 2 

Cuddle up with Ian
Only if Ian/Lena   is 9 or less 

Ian/Lena    10
Lena in love with Ian #310

Go to sleep
Only if Ian/Lena   is 5 or less 

Ian/Lena    6

Scene #78
Lena goes with Ian after life drawing

Morning

He was still asleep next to me, naked...

Automatic choice if Lena desires Axel
#294

 

Wake him up with a blowjob

 

Lena (max 7) 

Only if Ian/Lena did not fuck
#161

 

Ian/Lena fuck #161

Ian/Lena finally fuck #312

 

Lena satisfaction +1 (max 2) 
 

Scene #80
The morning after life drawing with Ian

Get up

Only if fucked Lena on her period
#231

 

Lena satisfaction +1
 

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 4 ( link) 
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Home

Lena & Robert dating #307

 

Hadn't I made my position crystal clear to him already?

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 
or Robert dirty talk is at least 1 

Talk dirty: Lena/Robert    12
Robert dirty talk +1 (max 2) 

Tell him to shut up: Lena/Robert    12

Dump Robert: Lena/Robert    3
over with Robert #133

over with Robert #305

 
Lena & Robert are not dating #307 

Scene #77
Lena takes Robert home after life drawing

Jump to Chapter 7 - Lena Alone ( link)
Morning 

Yes
over with Robert #133?

No

Morning

Robert was still asleep next to me, naked...

Automatic choice if Lena desires Axel
#294

 

Wake him up with a blowjob

 

Lena (max 7) 

Scene #79
The morning after life drawing with Robert

Get up

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 4 ( link) 
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Home

Clothes

Only if Lena & Mike are not dating
#237

or
Lena did not get the athletic outfit

#297
 

and Lena did not get the lusty outfit
#299

 

and Lena did not get the charismatic outfit
#298

 

look casual #2

Lena posh level -1 (min 0) 
 

Only if Lena & Mike are not dating
#237

or
Lena did not get the athletic outfit

#297
 

and Lena did not get the lusty outfit
#299

 

and Lena did not get the charismatic outfit
#298

 

look cute #2

 

Only if Lena got the witty outfit
#296

and
Lena & Mike are not dating

#237

or
Lena did not get the athletic outfit

#297
 

and Lena did not get the lusty outfit
#299

 

and Lena did not get the charismatic outfit
#298

 

look lovely #2

Lena posh level +1 (max 2) 
 

Only if Lena got the athletic outfit
#297

 

look sporty #2

Lena posh level -1 (min 0) 
 

Only if Lena got the charismatic outfit
#298

 

look stunning #2

Lena posh level +1 (max 3) 
 

Only if Lena got the lusty outfit
#299

 

look hot #2

Lena posh level +1 (max 2) 
 

Should I wear a necklace?

Only available if Lena's clothes don't look sexy
#2

 

and Lena's clothes don't look hot
#2

 

Don't wear anything

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Wear the choker

Only available if Seymour gave you the necklace
#263

 

and did not decide to sell the necklace
#295

 

and Lena's clothes don't look sporty
#2

 

and Lena's clothes don't look casual
#2

 

Wear Seymour's necklace

Club

 

I came to Holly's aid.

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 8 

It's not fake: Lena

Is there a problem?

How old's your friend?

Twenty-one Twenty-two Twenty-three: Lena

Holly, are you okay?: Lena/Holly (max 12)

Your friend's funny. I don't think I've ever seen someone trying to get into a club with a library card, ha ha!

She's a writer
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 3) 
 ¿Holly meets Marcel¿ #313

Let's get in, Holly

Yes
Holly joined pole dancing #160?

No

I have plenty of freedom to play the music I want before midnight.

Electronic Dance Music: Lena (max 6) Latin Reggaeton: Lena (max 6) Techno: Lena (max 6) I don't mind

Topics

Only available if Holly joined pole dancing
#160

 

Talk to Holly

 

Scene #82
Ivy shows off Mark

What kind of question is that? Come on, I'm showing you the goods!

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Encourage Holly
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 3) 
encourage Holly #314

Protect Holly: Lena/Holly (max 12)

Only available if Louise & Jeremy are together
#74

 

Talk to Louise

Talk to Ivy

 

 

Here, let me show you...

There's no need

Okay, show me
check Ivy's Stalkfap #247

Scene #62
Lena checks Ivy's Stalkfap posts

Yes
did not check Ivy's Stalkfap #247?

No

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

So, wanna try it?

Only available if Lena   is 0 

Take the drug

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Take the drug: Lena
take the drug #315

I don't do drugs

Only after talking to everyone

Get another round of drinks

Continue 

Only if took drug
#315

 

Lena (max 7)

Lena (max 6)

Lena (max 6) 

Sounds great to me!

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

or took drug
#315

 

I like it too!: ¿Lena/Billy (max 12)¿
good idea #316

Can you afford all that?
give Billy's plan a try #316

Only available if did not take the drug
#315

 

Sounds too good to be true: Lena (max 10)

distrust Billy's plan #316

considering my current financial situation.

Automatic choice if took drug
#315

 

Count me in: ¿Lena/Billy (max 12)¿, Lena/Ivy (max 12)

model for Billy #317

Only available if distrusts Billy's plan
#316

 

or give Billy's plan a try
#316

 

I'm not interested: Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Topics

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

Pay Mike a visit

 

talk to Mike #318

 

Topics

Ask more about Mike

¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿ 

Invite him to your place tonight

invite him home #319

 

Only available if invited Mike home
#319

and
took drug

#315
 

or Lena   is at least 6
and

Lena's clothes don't look lovely
#2

 

or Lena's clothes don't look cute
#2

 

or Lena's clothes don't look casual
#2

 

Give Mike a blowjob

 

 ¿blowjob ¿ #320

 

Scene #83
Lena visits Mike at his dj booth

Go back to your friends 

Leave

Continue 

Only available if Holly joined pole dancing
#160

 

Talk to Holly

 

Only if did not talk to Mike
#318

 

Lena/Holly (max 12) 

End the night

Continue 

Louise & Jeremy are together #74?
Yes No

We could go to my place and have some shots. We will be comfortable there, and we won't bother anybody.

Automatic choice if took drug
#315

 

Okay, let's go!

Jump to Chapter 7 - Dare game ( link) 

I'm tired: Lena/Ivy (min 3), Lena/Louise (min 3)

Jump to Chapter 7 - Home ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 7 - Home ( link) 
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Home

did not fuck Louise #197

 

The door was half-closed...

Take a peek
catch Louise masturbating

Go inside
catch Louise masturbating Is anybody there?

Her eyes were closed as she focused on her pleasure, moaning softly.
or

I was missing you so much...
or

Didn't you miss me...?

Have fun with Louise: Lena (max 8)

did not reject Louise #200 

Go to Fuck Louise 

Send Louise back to her room
or

Go back to your room, Louise

Lena/Louise    3
reject Louise #200

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 5 ( link) 

 

Fuck Louise

Fuck Louise

fuck Louise #321

 

Louise was offering just that, I was going to take it.

Only available if taught Louise
#198

or
took drug

#315

or
Lena   is at least 5 

and Lena   is at least 5 

Tell Louise to keep masturbating
dominant towards Louise #322

Judging by her moans, any reluctance she might've had, had melted away...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6
or

took drug
#315

or
taught Louise

#198
 

and Lena   is at least 5 

Order Louise to lick your feet: Lena (max 8)

lick your feet #323

Order Louise to eat you out

Ask Louise to eat you out

Yes
caught Louise masturbating? No

Only if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

and
Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex]

#124
 

or told Louise to lick your feet
#323

 

 ¿rimjob ¿ #324

 

I was getting close to the brink...

Cum!: Lena (max 6) Sixty-nine: Lena (max 8)

give Louise an orgasm #246

Scene #84
Lena catches Louise masturbating

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 5 ( link) 
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dare game #325

A game?

Only available if did not take the drug
#315

 

It's a bit late for games...
What's it about? Let's play!: Lena (max 6)

What about you, Lena?

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

I'll bet: Lena/Ivy (max 12), Lena
bet money #326

Only available if Lena   is 0 or less 

I can't afford to I don't want to bet, either: Lena/Ivy (min 3)

Only if took drug
#315

 

Lena (max 7)

Lena (max 6)

Lena (max 6) 

Okay, if I have to pick one, I'd say my sexual fantasy is...

A threesome

But wait, with two guys or two girls?

With two guys
MMF threesome fantasy #327

With two girls
FFM threesome fantasy #327

lesbian fantasy #328

Having sex with a girl
lesbian fantasy #328

Exhibitionism
exhibitionist fantasy #329

Only available if unlocked Louise's phone and lusts after BBC
#253

 

or focused on the big dick
#93

 

Big cocks
big cocks fantasy #330

Only available if Lena desires Axel
#294

 
or Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

Being dominated
being dominated fantasy #331

Strip down to your underwear!

Strip down
Only available if took drug

#315
 

Quit the game
Change your mind and strip down

Only available if did not take the drug
#315

 

Quit the game
Only if Lena/Ivy   is at least 5 

  Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Ivy (min 0)

quit the game #332

 

Let's see... What should the dare be?

Who's the hottest between us three?
Take your shirt off

 ¿shirt off ¿ #333 Tell us a joke: Lena/Ivy (min 3)

Let's see, what should I pick for you...

Only available if took drug
#315

 

or Lena   is at least 4 

Masturbate in front of us
 ¿Ivy masturbates ¿ #334

 ¿Ivy naked ¿ #335

Tell us that embarrassing story...: Lena/Louise (max 12), Lena/Ivy (min 3)
Lose the thong

 ¿Ivy naked ¿ #335

Yes
did not quit the game #332?

No

Louise looked at me. She was willing to do it...

Kiss Louise: Lena/Louise (max 12)

lesbian fantasy #328

 ¿kiss Louise ¿ #336

Only available if took drug
#315

 

Refuse
Change your mind and kiss Louise

Lena/Louise (max 12)

lesbian fantasy #328

 ¿kiss Louise ¿ #336

Only available if did not take the drug
#315

 

Refuse

 

Either she gets eliminated, or you do.

Kiss Louise: Lena/Louise (max 12)

lesbian fantasy #328

 ¿kiss Louise ¿ #336

Quit the game
quit the game #332

Yes
did not quit the game #332?

No

What, afraid to do it?

Automatic choice if Lena has a big cocks fantasy
#330

 

Take Jeremy's pants off
 ¿pants off ¿ #337

Quit the game
quit the game #332

Yes
did not quit the game #332?

No

 

It's your turn again, Lena. Drink and spin!

Drink
Only available if took drug

#315
 

Quit
Change your mind and drink

Only available if did not take the drug
#315

 

Quit
quit the game #332

I was pretty sure I could get her to quit if I chose to, but that meant me being pretty mean...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

or Lena has a big cocks fantasy
#330

 

or took drug
#315

 

or kept spying Louise
#94

 

Grind on Jeremy's cock
 ¿grind Jeremy ¿ #338

Kiss Ivy's feet:     Lena/Louise (min 2)

 ¿Louise quits ¿ #339

Drink another shot of tequila
 ¿extra shot ¿ #340

Yes
did not quit the game #332?

No

quit the game #332?
Yes No

 ¿Ivy naked ¿ #335

 ¿Ivy masturbates ¿ #334

 

 

Ivy held my face with her hands and leaned in for a deep, long kiss.

Keep going: Lena (max 7)

 ¿keep going ¿ #341

Sure...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

or took drug
#315

 

or Lena has a lesbian fantasy
#328

 

Let Ivy do it
 ¿let Ivy do it ¿ #342

lesbian fantasy #328

Don't get carried away!

Enough

quit the game #332?
Yes No

Go to Lena & Ivy  Go to Louise & Ivy 

 

Lena & Ivy

Lena & Ivy

So, what do you say, Lena?

Only available if Lena has a big cocks fantasy
#330

 

or Lena   is at least 6 

I'll do it

Ian is in love with Lena #280 and
Ian/Jeremy   is at least 6?

Yes No

Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330?
Yes No

I can't do it.

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

 Lena   is 4 or less 

Insist: Lena
 ¿insist ¿ #343

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Insist
 ¿insist ¿ #343

Go to Lena & Jeremy 

Let it be

Go to Ivy & Jeremy 

Go to Ivy & Jeremy 

Go to Lena & Jeremy 

Only available if Lena has a big cocks fantasy
#330

 

and Lena   is at least 1 

I'm not doing this: Lena

Only available if Lena does not have a big cocks fantasy
#330

 

I'm not doing this

Go to Ivy & Jeremy 

 

Louise & Ivy

Louise & Ivy

Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330?
Yes No

You want that money, don't you, Lena?

Volunteer

Ian is in love with Lena #280 and
Ian/Jeremy   is at least 6?

Yes No

Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330?
Yes No

I can't do it.

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

 Lena   is 4 or less 

Insist: Lena
 ¿insist ¿ #343

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Insist
 ¿insist ¿ #343

Go to Lena & Jeremy 

Let it be

Go to Ivy & Jeremy 

Go to Ivy & Jeremy 

Go to Lena & Jeremy 

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

I'm not doing this: Lena
Only available if Lena   is 0 

I'm not doing this

Go to Ivy & Jeremy 

Go to Ivy & Jeremy 

 

Lena & Jeremy

Lena & Jeremy

Lena jerks off Jeremy #344

 

Lena (max 8) 

The clock is ticking!

Only available if Lena has a big cocks fantasy
#330

 

or Lena   is at least 7 

Use your mouth
Only if bet money

#326
 

  Lena
Otherwise

Lena
 ¿make him cum ¿ #345

big cocks fantasy #330

Stroke faster: Lena (max 10) Keep this pace

Ivy & Jeremy

Ivy & Jeremy

Ivy jerks off Jeremy #344

 

Only if bet money
#326

 

Lena 

Scene #85
Party with Ivy, Jeremy, and Louise

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 5 ( link) 
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Home

played Ivy's dare game #325

 

What should I do with my morning?

Only available if Lena did not masturbate
#311

 

Masturbate: Lena (max 7)

masturbate #311

 

Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330 or
spied on Louise's pictures #255?

Yes No

 

Watch some BBC porn 

Scene #91
Lena indulges her curiosity

Scene #81
Lena masturbates after her dream

Practice music

Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330 or
spied on Louise's pictures #255?

Yes No

 

Watch some BBC porn 

Scene #91
Lena indulges her curiosity

Lena (max 8) 

Exercise

Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330 or
spied on Louise's pictures #255?

Yes No

 

Watch some BBC porn 

Scene #91
Lena indulges her curiosity

Lena (max 10) 

Rest

Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330 or
spied on Louise's pictures #255?

Yes No

 

Watch some BBC porn 

Scene #91
Lena indulges her curiosity

Lena (max 1) 

Only if have a Stalkfap account
#80

 

or Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos]
#189

 

Lena 

Lena restaurant salary   is at least 1?
Yes No

    Lena    Lena 

decided to sell the necklace #295?
Yes No

Lena      Lena 

Now then... Can I afford to send some money to my parents this month?

Send money to your parents: Lena
Lena's family

Don't send any money

Yes
Lena   is at least 1?

No

 

Lena (max 4) 

I had to give my subscribers something to justify their money's worth...

Take your bra off
bra off #346

I finished removing my bra, revealing my boobs to the camera.

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Play with your boobs
play with boobs #347

Keep dancing

Keep dancing

Dance

Only available if did a Stalkfap pro dance video without a bra
#346

 

Remove your panties

naked #346

exhibitionist fantasy #329

 

Only available if did a Stalkfap pro dance video without a bra
#346

 

and Lena   is at least 5
and

did no provocation moves in the dance
#347

 

or played with boobs in the dance
#347

 

Shake your ass

shake ass with panties #347

 

Only available if did a Stalkfap pro dance video fully naked
#346

 

and Lena   is at least 7
and

did no provocation moves in the dance
#347

 

or played with boobs in the dance
#347

 

Shake your ass

shake ass naked #347

 

End the dance

Continue 

Scene #86
Lena records a video for Stalkfap

Yes
Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?

No

"It was..." So it's over?

Yes: Lena/Robert    3
over with Robert #133

over with Robert #305

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

We can still hook up

 

Lena & Robert dating #307

 

Hadn't I made my position crystal clear to him already?

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 
or Robert dirty talk is at least 1 

Talk dirty: Lena/Robert    12
Robert dirty talk +1 (max 2) 

Tell him to shut up: Lena/Robert    12

Dump Robert: Lena/Robert    3
over with Robert #133

over with Robert #305

 
Lena & Robert are not dating #307 

Scene #77
Lena takes Robert home after life drawing

Yes

fucked Robert #86 and
Lena stayed the night at Ian's #308 and
not over with Robert #133?

No

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Home

Yes

decided to spend more time at the gym #270 and
decided to work on your book #269?

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 5)

Yes

did not decide to smoke weed #272 and
decided to read Holly's book #271 and
did not accept Holly's invitation #273?

No

Ian 

Ian magazine salary   is 2?
Yes No

  Ian  Ian 

Ian stipend   is 2?
Yes No

  Ian  Ian 

  Ian 

Yes
fucked Emma #177?

Go to Emma 

Yes
Ian & Alison are dating #225?

No

Go to Alison 
Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Emma

Emma

Cool.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

or Ian   is at least 1 

I liked what happened between us
Only if Ian   is 4 or less 

Ian
blowjob #348

 

I picked up the phone to see who was calling.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Pick up: Ian (max 8)

pick up #349

Hang up

Scene #87
Emma visits before Wade's b-day party

Only available if Ian/Emma   is at least 6 

We killed our curiosity: Ian (max 8)
Let's go!

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Alison

Alison

Seems like Alison was in a flirty mood... I'd say she came here with some expectations other than just picking me up.

Flirt back
blowjob #350

Get going

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 6 ( link) 

Ian (max 6) 

Not that Alison seemed to mind...

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 
or Ian likes Alison is 2 

Fuck her throat
throat fuck #350

My phone buzzed on top of the desk. Perry was calling me.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Pick up: Ian (max 8)

pick up #349

Ignore it

Cum

Only if throat fucked Alison
#350

 

and picked up Perry's call while getting a blowjob
#349

 

Ian/Alison (min 0) 

Scene #88
Alison visits before Wade's b-day party

Jump to Chapter 7 - Part 6 ( link) 
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Bar

Topics
Alison will interrupt whoever you talk
to first and you will talk to her instead

Talk to Wade

 

talk to Wade #351

 

Only if accepted Holly's invitation
#273

 

Ian/Wade (max 12) 

Talk to Perry

 

I sometimes like to watch that k--kind of porn. What's the p--problem?

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

There's nothing wrong with that: Ian/Perry (max 12) Make fun of Perry: Ian/Perry (min 3) Is there some kind of porn you don't like?: Ian (max 8)

Talk to Alison

 

Only if Talk to Alison first

Ian/Alison (max 12) 

Oh, and that's not all. My ex is still calling me on the phone...

Cut her off: Ian (max 8) Listen to her problems: Ian (max 8)

 ¿listen to her problems ¿ #352

Only available if talked to Wade
#351

 

and accepted Holly's invitation
#273

 

Talk to Cindy

 

Only if Ian/Cindy   is at least 7 

    Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Otherwise if Ian/Cindy   is at least 4 

  Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Otherwise

Ian/Cindy (min 0)

 

It's time to go

Continue 

I can live with it. What's really important is the company.

Only available if Ian likes Alison is at least 1 

I like the idea: Ian/Alison (max 12)

Ian likes Alison 2

I don't think I can
Ian likes Alison -1 (min 0) 

Yes
Ian & Alison are dating #225?

No

accepted Holly's invitation #273?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 7 - Holly ( link)  Jump to Chapter 7 - Club ( link) 
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Club

Wade had no apparent reaction to it. He didn't even compliment her...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 
and Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 1 

Compliment Cindy: Ian/Cindy (max 12)

Only if Ian's interest in Cindy is 2 or less 

Ian's interest in Cindy 3

Only available if Ian/Cindy   is at least 6 

Compliment her dress: Ian (max 5)

Ian's interest in Cindy +1 (max 3) 

Say nothing

Yes
Wade's relationship with Cindy is not 2? No

Not a chance.

Only available if Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 1 

or Ian/Cindy   is at least 7 

Offer to dance
Keep quiet Refuse: Ian/Cindy (min 2)

Only if told Jeremy to try to fuck Emma
#277

 

 
Only if Ian/Jeremy   is 8 or less 

  Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Only if Ian/Jeremy   is 11 or less 

Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Cindy was just too damn attractive, and there wasn't anything I could do about it.

Automatic choice if got Cindy's 2nd photo shoot nude picture
#266

or
Ian's interest in Cindy is 3 

and Ian/Cindy   is at least 10 

 
Only available if told Cindy you'd love to see her pictures

#111
 

or went with Cindy to her photo shoot
#152

 

Get closer
interested in Cindy #353

Automatic choice if Wade's relationship with Cindy is 2 

Be respectful
not interested in Cindy #353 

Yes
Ian's interest in Cindy is at least 2? No

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

Yes
Wade's relationship with Cindy is 2? No

Wow, what a mess, huh?

Go after Cindy

Go to Cindy 

Go after Wade: Ian (max 8)

Only if did not tell Wade about Cindy & the photo shoot
#216

 

  Ian/Wade (max 12)

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

Automatic timer choice

...

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

 

Cindy

Cindy

 

Go after Wade: Ian (max 8), Ian/Wade (min 3)

Only if did not tell Wade about Cindy & the photo shoot
#216

 

  Ian/Wade (max 12)

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

Yes
not interested in Cindy #353?

No

 ¿follow Cindy ¿ #354

 

It was the gravity of temptation pulling me in...

Kiss her
kiss her #355

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Back away: Ian

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

The same desire I had. The one I had been struggling with for so long...

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

and Ian   is 5 or less 

Embrace the moment: Ian
fuck Cindy #356

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Embrace the moment
fuck Cindy #356

Stop it!

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

Choices

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Pick her up
Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Fuck her from behind

Cum!

Continue 

Scene #89
Ian follows Cindy after her argument

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 
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Book fair

Only if decided to read Holly's book
#271

 

Ian 

meet Victor #357

 
Only if switched books with Holly

#34
 

¿Ian/Victor (max 12)¿ 

decided to read Holly's book #271?
Yes No

  ¿Ian/Victor (max 12)¿  ¿Ian/Victor (min 0)¿ 

It was decided recently... And about that standalone conference, I'm not sure...

I'm jealous! You're killing it: Ian/Holly (max 12) It's too early for that: ¿Ian/Victor (min 0)¿

Hotel

But it has never really been mine. It just... kind of happened.

What's your dream? It's not about that: Ian (max 8) You don't like this?

They're not afraid to be themselves before other people, while I hide behind my characters in the pages of a book.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

You're amazing as you are
Only if Ian/Holly   is 11 or less 

Ian/Holly    12

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

You're beautiful, too
Only if Ian/Holly   is 11 or less 

Ian/Holly    12

I like you

Some things are not meant to be

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

kiss Holly #358

 

We had let ourselves get carried away by the moment. A beautiful moment, but...

Kiss her again
fuck Holly #359

It shouldn't have happened: Ian/Holly    8

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 

Choices

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

Ask for a blowjob

blowjob #360

 

Eat Holly out

 ¿cunnilingus ¿ #361

Ian (max 8) 

Have sex

Continue 

Ian (max 8) 

We were both fueled by our lustful desire for each other, and it felt so damn good.

Only available if Ian/Holly   is 12 

Get Holly on top: Ian (max 5)

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

and Ian/Holly   is 12 

Fuck Holly on all fours
fuck her hard #362

Cum
 ¿cum on Holly's belly ¿ #363

Jump to Chapter 8 - Falling into place ( link) 
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lingerie #364

 

Yes
accepted to meet Seymour #130?

No

accepted to work with Axel #260

 

Yes

accepted to pose with Axel #262 or
kept the photo shoot with Axel going #262?

No

 

did not fuck Holly #359

Hotel

I wasn't expecting Holly to make such a proposal! Maybe she wasn't that innocent after all...

Accept Holly's offer: Ian (max 7)

morning blowjob #365

 

Scene #92
The morning after

I had a raging hard-on that was demanding to explode. I knew we were short on time, though...

Only available if fucked Holly hard
#362

 

Ask Holly for sex
Choose again

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Finish yourself off
 ¿cum in Holly's mouth ¿ #366

Stop Holly

Refuse: Ian (max 7)

Only if Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

Ian/Holly (min 0)

Ian & Lena are dating #206?
Yes No

 

Only if got a morning blowjob from Holly
#365

 

Ian/Holly    10

You're not just saying that to make me feel better about being rejected?

I'm not rejecting you
Ian & Holly are dating #367

Automatic choice if Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

I'm not making excuses

 

Was this just a one-time thing, or...?

It doesn't have to be
Ian & Holly are dating #367 I think it's better this way: Ian/Holly    8

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Music store

Perfect is the enemy of the good enough.

I wish I was good enough... Perfection is the enemy of progress: Lena (max 7) I don't want to be just "good enough": Lena (max 7)

Only if Lena/Emma   is 5 or less 

Lena/Emma    6

Yeah, in the front lines. Thankfully nothing serious happened, we just had to run and a couple of friends got smacked with batons. Just bruises.

The situation is worrisome
Only if Lena/Emma   is 6 or less 

Lena/Emma    7
I try not to get involved in politics

Oh, that...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

I have confidence in my looks: Lena (max 8) Music is more intimate: Lena (max 8) I can't explain it

 

Lena restaurant salary   is 0

Restaurant

By the way, can you stay and help me close up shop today?

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

or gave a blowjob to Robert at the restaurant
#144

 

I was thinking the same
 ¿fuck Robert at the restaurant ¿ #368

Scene #93
Lena has sex at the restaurant

Sure Do I have a choice?

Yes
Lena & Robert are dating #307?

No

Home

Yes

posting tasteful nudes on Stalkfap #189 and
have a Stalkfap account #80?

Scene #43
Lena took stalkfap more seriously

Photo Lena #1
Lena's Gallery

Yes
Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?

No

 

Ivy said it's important to have a good relationship with my paying followers. That I should try and reply to their comments and messages...

Check out the comments and messages
 ¿check out the comments ¿ #369

 

"I’ve been following you for a while and the content keeps getting better and better. I really enjoy seeing your beautiful posts." 

Thank you!
reply #370 Ignore him

"Hey @bluenightsky, have you ever done some personal requests? Would you be interested in doing custom videos? I’d pay a premium." 

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

or Lena's passion is making money
#119

 

I'm open to that
open to that #371

I don't do that

"Are you my pinky toe? Because I'd like to bang you on all my furniture!" 

That's funny!

Do you use an inhaler? Because you got assssss, ma 

Respond
Only if keep responding and continue

Lena (max 6)
That's enough

Block this clown

Forget it

Photo Ivy #4
Lena's Gallery

Scene #94
Ivy's Peoplegram photos

Photo Ivy #5
Lena's Gallery

Only if Lena did not call her mom
#248

 

and Lena/Mom   is at least 3 

Lena/Mom    2

Only if Lena's family   is 2 

Lena/Mom (max 5) 

Cafe

Scene #95
Ed gives Lena his drawing

Yes

kissed Holly #358 and
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

 

Ian/Lena are over #372

 

Only if Lena is in love with Ian
#310

 

and Ian/Lena   is at least 6 

Ian/Lena    5

Only if Ian/Lena   is at least 7 

Ian/Lena    6

Yes
accepted Holly's invitation #273?

No

Only if Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

 

and fucked Holly
#359

 

Ian/Lena (min 3) 

Gym

Enough talking. Let's start the class!

Confront Ivy about the picture: Lena (max 8) Work out: Lena (max 10), Lena (max 10), Lena (max 4)

Oh, yeah, I wanted to tell you, but I totally forgot.

Only available if Lena/Ivy   is at least 6 

I believe you: Lena (max 1)
You forgot?

You were keeping it a secret!
Only if Lena/Ivy   is at least 7 

  Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Ivy (min 3)

Home

Yes

fucked Louise #197 and
fucked Louise #321?

Last time it helped me unwind. And I could use a good orgasm before going to bed.

Go to Louise's room
fuck Louise #373

 

Lena (max 9) 

Only if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

and got the collar
#301

 

 ¿put the collar on Louise ¿ #375

 

Scene #96
Lena bought something for Louise

Forget it

Yes

Ivy jerked off Jeremy #344 and
Louise & Jeremy are together #74

and

Lena/Louise   is at least 7
or

slept with Louise #40 and
Lena/Louise   is at least 5?

No

Louise kissed me yet again.

Kiss her back: Lena (max 6)

fuck Louise #197

Lena/Louise finally fuck #374

 

She looked a bit insecure. Seems she was asking for some guidance.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

and Lena   is at least 4 

I'll teach you
teach her #198

Just relax: Lena (max 4) Do what you'd like being done to you: Lena (max 4)

Oh...

Return the favor: Lena (max 6)

give Louise an orgasm #199 Go to sleep

Reject Louise's advances
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Cafe

Hey, Lena, are you feeling alright? You look rather distressed...

Only available if Lena/Ed   is at least 6 

I have a lot on my mind
 ¿compliment Ed ¿ #376

I'm just tired It's nothing

Outside

Oh, stop it already! I'm tired of hearing that, ha ha.

Chat with Emma: Lena/Emma (max 10)

 ¿chat with Emma ¿ #377 Get going

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
kissed Holly #358 and
did not fuck Holly #359?

Well, it's...

It was only a kiss
Ian/Lena are not over #372 

I'm concerned about Holly's feelings You were a jerk

Yes

kissed Holly #358 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367 and
fucked Holly #359?

No

  Ian/Lena (min 3) 

Home

It was fucking weird 

Only available if Lena has a big cocks fantasy
#330

 

Flirt with Jeremy
flirt with Jeremy #378

Photo Lena #19
Lena's Gallery

Photo Jeremy #3
Lena's Gallery

Photo Jeremy #4
Lena's Gallery

Scene #97
Lena sexts with fans and friends

Pull back

Yes
Lena jerked off Jeremy #344?

No

Sexting

Only available if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

and did not kiss Holly
#358

 

Text Ian

 

sext with Ian #379

 

Only if did not flirt with Jeremy
#378

 

Photo Lena #19
Lena's Gallery

Lena (max 6) 

Only available if Lena & Robert are dating
#307

 

Text Robert

 

sext with Robert #379

lot of sexting #380

 

Only if did not flirt with Jeremy
#378

 

Photo Lena #19
Lena's Gallery

Lena (max 6) 

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

Text Mike

 

sext with Mike #379

lot of sexting #380

 

Only if did not flirt with Jeremy
#378

 

Photo Lena #19
Lena's Gallery

Lena (max 7) 

Automatic choice if Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

or kissed Holly
#358

and
Lena & Mike are not dating

#237
 

and Lena & Robert are not dating
#307

 

Go to bed

 

Only if Lena   is 3 or less 

Lena 

Great! Here you go 

Reward him with a selfie: Lena (max 7)

selfie #370

Photo Lena #20
Lena's Gallery

Thank him

Yes
replied to Stalkfap DM1 #370?

No

As I said, I'm willing to pay a premium. 

Accept his request: Lena (max 6)

Photo Lena #21
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #22
Lena's Gallery

Ignore him
ignore him #371

Yes
open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2 #371?

No

Yes
sexted with Ian #379?

Go to Ian 

Yes
sexted with Mike #379?

Go to Mike 

Yes
sexted with Robert #379?

Go to Robert 

Yes
open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2 #371?

No

Go to Stalkfap 
Only if sent selfie to Stalkfap DM1

#370
 

Scene #97
Lena sexts with fans and friends

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Ian

Ian

Ian/Lena (max 12)

 

Only if did not send selfie to Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Photo Lena #20
Lena's Gallery

Photo Ian #2
Lena's Gallery

Ian   is at least 5?
Yes No

nude selfie #381

Photo Ian #4
Lena's Gallery

Photo Ian #3
Lena's Gallery

Don't get too used to it!
or

I thought girls hated dick pics! 

Only available if Ian/Lena fucked
#161

 

Send a dirty selfie
lot of sexting #380

 

open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2 #371?
Yes No

I want you to stick a finger in that sexy butt-hole for me. Show me. 

Ignore him

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Do as he asks
Only if Lena   is 4 or less

or
Lena   is 5 or less 

and did not ignore Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Lena
stick a finger video #371

Photo Lena #21
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #23
Lena's Gallery

Only if did a stick a finger video for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Photo Lena #24
Lena's Gallery

Only if not open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Scene #97
Lena sexts with fans and friends

That's enough sexting

open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2 #371?
Yes No

That video wasn't even twenty seconds long. Give me something more, come on. 

That's not what we agreed

What do you want to see?

I want you to stick a finger in that sexy butt-hole for me. Show me. 

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Do as he asks
Only if Lena   is 4 or less

or
Lena   is 5 or less 

and did not ignore Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Lena
stick a finger video #371

Photo Lena #23
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #24
Lena's Gallery

I'm not doing that

Scene #97
Lena sexts with fans and friends

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Mike

Mike

¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿
 

Only if did not send selfie to Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Photo Lena #20
Lena's Gallery

Photo Mike #1
Lena's Gallery

Only if not open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Photo Lena #21
Lena's Gallery

Only if not open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Photo Lena #22
Lena's Gallery

I want you to stick a finger in that sexy butt-hole for me. Show me. 

Ignore him

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Do as he asks
Only if Lena   is 4 or less

or
Lena   is 5 or less 

and did not ignore Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Lena
stick a finger video #371

Yes
open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2 #371?

No

Photo Lena #23
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #24
Lena's Gallery

Only if not open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Scene #97
Lena sexts with fans and friends

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Robert

Robert

Only if did not send selfie to Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Photo Lena #20
Lena's Gallery

Lena/Robert (max 12)

 
Photo Robert #2
Lena's Gallery

Only if not open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Photo Lena #21
Lena's Gallery

Only if not open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Photo Lena #22
Lena's Gallery

I want you to stick a finger in that sexy butt-hole for me. Show me. 

Ignore him

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Do as he asks
Only if Lena   is 4 or less

or
Lena   is 5 or less 

and did not ignore Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Lena
stick a finger video #371

Yes
open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2 #371?

No

Photo Lena #23
Lena's Gallery

Only if did a stick a finger video for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Photo Lena #24
Lena's Gallery

Only if not open to custom videos for Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

Scene #97
Lena sexts with fans and friends

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Stalkfap

Stalkfap

That video wasn't even twenty seconds long. Show me some more, babe. You're so fucking hot. 

That's not what we agreed

What do you want to see?

I want you to stick a finger in that sexy butt-hole for me. Show me. 

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Do as he asks
Only if Lena   is 4 or less

or
Lena   is 5 or less 

and did not ignore Stalkfap DM1
#370

 

Lena
stick a finger video #371

Photo Lena #23
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #24
Lena's Gallery

I'm not doing that

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 3 ( link) 
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Chapter 8 - Part 3

Home

And here I am playing musician... What the hell am I even doing?

Call Axel
Lena & Axel dating #382

Only available if Lena does not desire Axel
#294

 

I don't need him

Yes

accepted to work with Axel #260 or
accepted to meet Axel #131?

No

Clothes

look cute #2

 

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

look good #2

 

Only available if Lena got the witty outfit
#296

 

look lovely #2

 

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

look sexy #2

 

Should I wear a necklace?

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Wear the choker
 ¿wear the choker ¿ #383

Only available if did not decide to sell the necklace
#295

 

and Seymour gave you the necklace
#263

 

and Lena   is at least 4 

Wear the onyx necklace
 ¿wear the onyx necklace ¿ #384

No necklace

Concert

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian/Lena are not over #372 and
Lena is not mad at Ian #306?

Can we do something for you, Lena?

Only available if Lena is in love with Ian
#310

 

Ask for a kiss
Only if did not kiss Holly

#358
 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

You being here is enough I'm fine

Yes

Ian/Lena are not over #372 and
Lena is mad at Ian #306?

No

Don't apologize, dude. It wasn't your f-fault!

I'm still mad!: Ian/Lena (min 4)

Ian/Lena are over #372 Forgive Ian: Ian/Lena (max 12)

My fingers strummed the strings, plucking the first notes off the guitar.

Play "Broken Dreams": Lena (max 7)

Only if Lena's first song is at least 5 

Lena (max 10)

 ¿Broken Dream ¿ #385

Play "Shine Again": Lena (max 7)

Only if Lena's 2nd song is at least 5 

Lena (max 10)

 ¿Shine Again ¿ #385

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Morning

Only if accepted Holly's invitation
#273

 

and fucked Holly
#359

 

and Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

 
and Ian Chad level is 4 or less

and
Ian/Lena are not over

#372

or
Ian/Lena are over

#372
 

and Ian is not in love with Lena
#280

 

 
Ian Chad level +1

 

 

Scene #98
Alison sends Ian a present at work

Photo Alison #9
Ian's Gallery

Let's write back to her.

Nice: Ian/Alison (min 0) I love your boobs: Ian (max 7)

nice reply #386
I hope your boss doesn't catch you: Ian (max 8)

nice reply #386

You naughty girl
or

I'm just saying it as I see it... 

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Ask for another picture

Don't you have enough with that one? I thought you'd be happy with it!  

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

and replied nicely to Alison
#386

 

Do it for me
press for 2nd picture #386

Don't insist

I was thinking about you too: Ian/Alison (max 12) Thanks for the picture

Yes
Ian & Alison are dating #225?

No

Gym

Ian (max 10) 
Only if decided to spend more time at the gym

#270
 

Ian (max 10) 

Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 2?Yes No

Only if decided to spend more time at the gym
#270

 

Jiu jitsu skill level +1 (max 3) 
 

Only if decided to spend more time at the gym
#270

 

Kickboxing skill level +1 (max 3) 
 

Only if fucked Cindy
#356

 

and blocked Jeremy going after Alison
#148

 

Ian/Jeremy (min 0) 

 

Scene #99
Jeremy shares a pic of him and Emma

For this!

You scored with Emma?: Ian (max 7), Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Photo Jeremy #7
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #1
Ian's Gallery

I don't need to see this: Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Yes
told Jeremy to try to fuck Emma #277?

No

He was clearly in a very agitated mood. Not good.

Calm Milo down: Ian (max 8)

calm Milo down #387

calm him #388

Choose again

Taunt him
Only if did not calm Milo down

#387
 

Ian (max 8)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 
taunt him #388

Go to Ian fights 

Only available if Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

It's me, I'm with Alison
Only if stayed neutral towards Milo

#388
 

Ian (max 8)

Go to Ian fights 

It's Jeremy

Alison and Jeremy fucked #73?
Yes No

Only if Ian/Jeremy   is at least 8 

Ian/Jeremy    4
Otherwise

Ian/Jeremy    3

Go to Jeremy fights 

Only if stayed neutral towards Milo
#388

 

Ian (max 8)

Go to Ian fights 

Only available if fucked Alison
#72

 

and Alison and Jeremy fucked
#73

 

Actually, it's both of us: Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

Go to Ian fights 

I'm not telling you

Go to Jeremy fights 

 

Ian fights

 

Milo charged at me, fist raised!

Punch him: Ian (max 10)

 ¿Ian fights Milo ¿ #389

Only available if Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 1 

Throw him: Ian (max 10)

 ¿Ian fights Milo ¿ #389

Automatic timer choice

Avoid the fight: Ian (max 8)

Go to $v8exfightjeremy2 

Jeremy fights

 

 ¿Jeremy fights Milo ¿ #389

 

Home

Photo Lena #6
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #7
Ian's Gallery

Photo Ian #2
Ian's Gallery

Ian sent Lena a nude selfie #381?
Yes No

Photo Ian #4
Ian's Gallery

Photo Ian #3
Ian's Gallery

Only if did lot of sexting
#380

 

Photo Lena #8
Ian's Gallery

Only if did lot of sexting
#380

 

Photo Lena #9
Ian's Gallery

Yes
sexted with Ian #379?

No

 

Photo Alison #10
Ian's Gallery

Photo Alison #11
Ian's Gallery

I couldn't refrain myself anymore. I unzipped my pants and started jacking off.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

I'd love to fuck your ass: Ian (max 6)

fuck her ass #390

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or creampied Alison
#227

 

I'd love to cum inside your pussy
cum in her pussy #390

I love giving it to you from behind
from behind #390

Scene #100
Ian sexts with Alison

Photo Alison #12
Ian's Gallery

Photo Ian #5
Ian's Gallery

Yes

replied nicely to Alison #386 or
pressed Alison for 2nd picture #386?

No

Yes

Ian magazine salary   is 1 or less and
not looking for a new job #268?

 

Yes

did not decide to smoke weed #272 and
decided to spend more time at the gym #270?

Ian (max 10) 

Yes
did not decide to smoke weed #272?

No

Ian (max 8) 

work with Victor #392

meet Victor #357

 
Only if switched books with Holly

#34
 

¿Ian/Victor (max 12)¿ 

Yes

met Victor #357 or
switched books with Holly #34 or
decided to do an honest review #35?

No

Yes
fucked Minerva #232?

No

 

When Minerva walked by me our eyes met.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

and fucked Minerva
#274

 

Touch her ass: Ian/Minerva (min 0)

 ¿touch her ass ¿ #391

Compliment her
 ¿compliment her ¿ #391

Tease her: Ian/Minerva (min 0)

 ¿tease her ¿ #391 ...

work with Victor #392

meet Victor #357

 
Only if switched books with Holly

#34
 

¿Ian/Victor (max 12)¿ 

Yes

met Victor #357 or
switched books with Holly #34 or
decided to do an honest review #35?

No

 

Her door had remained shut since this morning...

Enter Minerva's office
fuck Minerva #393

Go home

Ian (max 10) 

I don't think you like me being nice to you...

Yeah, you're right
Only available if Ian/Minerva   is at least 4 

You could always try
Ian & Minerva dating #394

Scene #101
Ian goes into Minerva's office

Yes
fucked Minerva #232?

No
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Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian/Lena are not over #372 and
Ian/Lena fucked #161?

Lena

Only if kissed Cindy
#355

 

¿Ian/Lola (min 0)¿ 

Only if Ian/Lena did not eventually fuck
#312

 

and did not kiss Cindy
#355

 

¿Ian/Lola (max 12)¿ 

Lena satisfaction 0
 
Only if Ian/Lena   is 5 or less 

Ian/Lena    6

Only if Lena blowjob skill level is at least 4 

Ian (max 7) 

I can't wait to feel you inside me, please, Ian...

Only available if Lena blowjob skill level is 3 or less 

and Ian   is at least 5 

Suck my cock first: Ian (max 7)

Lena blowjob skill level +1

Let me eat you out first: Ian (max 8) Have sex with Lena

Yes

did lot of sexting #380 and
sexted with Ian #379

and
did a stick a finger video for Stalkfap DM2 #371 or
Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex] #124?

anal sex #395

Ian (max 8) 

Yes
had anal sex with Ian first #257?

anal sex #395

Ian (max 8) 

Yes

had anal sex #124 and
Lena   is at least 6 and
Ian/Lena   is at least 8?

No

anal sex #395

Ian (max 8) 

Ian (max 6) 

You're driving me insane, Lena...! Fuck...

Only available if Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

Fuck her softly: Ian (max 8)

Lena satisfaction 1

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 
or Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 1 

Fuck her hard: Ian (max 8)

Ian domiant towards Lena +1
Lena satisfaction 2

Keep fucking her like this

Scene #102
Sex after the concert

Yes

Ian & Cherry are dating #221

and
Ian & Lena are not dating #206 or
Ian/Lena are over #372?

No

Home

Maybe I should text her.

Tease her with a selfie: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Photo Ian #2
Ian's Gallery

Scene #103
Ian teases Cherry

Photo Cherry #4
Ian's Gallery

Text Cherry

Home

 

Yes

did not decide to smoke weed #272 and
decided to spend more time at the gym #270?

Ian (max 10) 

Yes
did not decide to smoke weed #272?

No

Ian (max 8) 

Yes
Ian magazine salary   is 2?

No

Book love interest

romantic #396

 
crude #396

 
metaphysical #396

 

That's when powerful folks like Seymour Ward buy people out of their businesses
paying the cheapest price they can get away with, practically extorting them!

That's how the market works: Ian (max 6) That's a problem: Ian (max 6) That's none of my business: Ian/Emma (min 3)

And I don't want to fight people every time I see someone eat a burger!

You're an activist, though That's a great attitude to have: Ian/Emma (max 10)
We all should turn vegetarian!

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

That sounds tasty! You have a knack for cooking, don't you?

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

and Ian/Perry   is at least 6 
and Perry & Emma is 1 or less 

Help Perry out with Cherry: Ian/Emma (max 12)

help Perry with Cherry #397

Automatic choice if Ian & Cherry are dating
#221

 

Let Perry take care of it
Perry & Emma +1 (max 2) 

She turned around. She looked very upset.

Why did you storm off like that? I don't understand what's happening: Ian (max 8) What's your problem with Cherry?: Ian/Lena (min 0)

I had seen it coming, but it was still surprising.

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 10 

or confided in Ian
#207

 

You can tell me about it: Ian (max 8)

 ¿Lena's & Cherry's story ¿ #398

I had no idea You don't need to talk about it if you don't want to: Ian/Lena (max 8)

Only if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

Scene #104
Ian shows Axel's PG to his friends

You guys need to give it a go. It's out of this world.

I'm in: Ian/Emma (max 12)

tripping #399

 
 ¿experienced true reality ¿ #208 

I'm not sure about this...

I'm just being cautious.

Okay, I'll try this: Ian/Emma (max 12)

tripping #399

 
 ¿experienced true reality ¿ #208 

Sorry, I'll pass

No drugs for me

 

Tripping
Try different things, you will eventually get out
 

Way out
1. click on Rollback or Quit
2. click on Reload
3. click on Reload
4. click on Console
5. click on Open

God

You chose, but did you create those options? Where did they come from?

You tell me Those are my possibilities: Ian (max 8)

Let's get this over with already
 ¿cut the trip short ¿ #400

Always moving forward toward the future, leaving the past behind.

Only the present is real
Okay, this is boring

 ¿cut the trip short ¿ #400

Maybe instead of putting something on, I should take something off...

Take off your bra
 ¿topless ¿ #401 Put on the t-shirt

Yes
tripping with Emma #399?

No

Go to Emma 

Yes
fucked Emma #177?

No

 

Ian (max 2) 

Scene #105
Ian walks in on Perry & Emma

Yes
Perry & Emma is at least 2? No

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 5 ( link) 

 

Emma

Emma

got a blowjob from Emma #348?
Yes No

Continue  But I'm really horny right now... And you know how to treat a girl...

Let's leave it like that

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 5 ( link)  Let's go at it again: Ian (max 6)

fuck Emma #402

 

I let Emma continue with her arousing work. She seemed to be enjoying it and had no rush to be done with it.

Eat Emma's pussy: Ian (max 8) Fuck her

Oh yes... That was just what I needed...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

or Ian   is at least 5 

Fuck Emma's ass
Go to sleep

Scene #109
Emma wakes Ian after doing drugs

Jump to Chapter 8 - Part 5 ( link) 
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§ Lena §
 
 

Home

Yes
Lena & Mike are dating #237?

 

 ¿fuck Mike ¿ #403

 

Photo Lena #20
Lena's Gallery

Yes

did not sext with Mike #379 and
did not sext with Ian #379 and
did not sext with Robert #379 and
did not send selfie to Stalkfap DM1 #370?

No

Yes
badmouthing girlfriend dirty talk with Mike #256?

be his girlfriend dirty talk #256

 

Yes
used like a slut dirty talk with Mike #256?

No

badmouthing girlfriend dirty talk #256

 

used like a slut dirty talk #256

 

Lena (max 10) 

Mike jumped from the bed and started getting dressed.

Only available if Lena is not in love with Ian
#310

 

or Ian/Lena are over
#372

 

Ask Mike to stay the night
in love with Mike #404

Let Mike leave

Lena (max 10) 

Only if Ian did not have anal sex with Lena
#395

 

 ¿anal sex ¿ #405

Lena (max 10) 

Scene #110
Lena invites Mike over

Yes
Lena/Louise eventually fucked #374?

No

 

She leaned forward, her red, peachy lips dangerously close to mine.

Kiss Louise: Lena (max 7)

 ¿Lena/Louise finally fuck ¿ #406

Send her back to her room
Only if Lena/Louise   is at least 7 

Lena/Louise    6
reject Louise #200

I had been about to fall asleep, and suddenly I was being fingered by my roommate...!

Eat me out: Lena (max 7)

 ¿cunnilingus ¿ #244

 

She was holding me by the hips, digging her face right into my pussy. My shiny juices were all over her nose, cheeks, and chin.

Use the dildo
 ¿use the dildo ¿ #245 Cum

Yes

Lena   is at least 5 and
used the dildo #122?

No

Make me cum

It suddenly felt more fluffy and welcoming than normal... I felt like I was lying on a warm cloud.

Go to sleep
Eat Louise out: Lena (max 7)

give Louise an orgasm #246

Scene #61
Lena is awakened by Louise

 

I started feeling goosebumps. Just thinking about it had me rushing with excitement and anticipation.

Wake Jeremy up
fun with Jeremy #407

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Don't even think about it: Lena

Damn, Lena... This is...

Hot?: Lena (max 8) Wrong?: Lena (max 8) Our secret?: Lena (max 8) Shhhh

My sticky saliva dripped down his cock, smearing my cheek and fingers.

Suck Jeremy off until he cums: Lena (max 9) Ask Jeremy to fuck you: Lena (max 9)

 ¿fuck Jeremy ¿ #408

Scene #106
Lena wakes up Jeremy

Yes
flirted with Jeremy #378?

No

Shopping

Shop for clothes

 

Shops visited +1
 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
witty outfit #296

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
athletic outfit #297

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
charismatic outfit #298

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
lusty outfit #299

 

Visit the sex shop

 

Shops visited +1
 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bad boy #300

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
double dildo #302

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
collar #301

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bunny costume #303

 

Let Ivy decide

 

Shops visited +1
 

How does this one look?

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Smoking hot!: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

It's killer!: Lena/Ivy (max 12)
Looks good! It's alright

Let Holly decide

 

Lena/Holly (max 10) 

Only if Shops visited is at least 3 

Enough shopping for today

Stop shopping 

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

 ¿flower design ¿ #409

Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

 ¿bird cage and roses ¿ #410

  Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

 ¿crane and the sakura flowers ¿ #411

    Lena 

Leave without a tattoo

 

Um... I'm afraid I won't be getting a tattoo, after all.

I can't afford it

I don't like the designs
Only if Jessica is bad

#209
 

¿Lena/Jessica (min 0)¿
Lena does not want tattoos #241 

Yes

Lena wants tattoos #241 and
checked the tattoo parlor out #304?

No

Holly joined pole dancing #160?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 8 - Ivy / Holly ( link)  Well, girl, it's getting late and I gotta bail.

Invite Holly to your place: Lena/Holly (max 12)

 ¿invite Holly ¿ #412

Jump to Chapter 8 - Holly ( link) 

Say goodbye

Jump to Chapter 9 - Lust and Power ( link) 
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Chapter 8 - Ivy / Holly

Ivy & Holly

Let's toast! What do you want to drink?

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Give me something strong: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

gin #413

Wine
wine #413 Water: Lena/Ivy (min 3)

Only if drank gin at Ivy's
#413

 

Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 2) 
 

Bullshit. That's what the ugly hags want you to believe because they are jealous they are not getting the attention and money we get!

Only available if have a Stalkfap account
#80

 

or Lena   is at least 7 

It's empowering: Lena (max 8), Lena/Ivy (max 12)
People should be free to do what they want: Lena (max 8) I can see why it's problematic: Lena (max 8), Lena/Ivy (min 3)

Will you look at this! Our glasses are empty... Shall I pour us another round?

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 9 
or Lena's interest in Holly is at least 2 

Go home with Holly and watch a movie
 ¿invite Holly ¿ #412

Jump to Chapter 8 - Holly ( link) 

Stay at Ivy's place and have another drink
 ¿stay for another drink ¿ #414

Go home

Jump to Chapter 9 - Lust and Power ( link) 

Sure, I have no problem talking about it.
or

If I really have to... My sexual fantasy would be...
or

Do you have any more fantasies?

A threesome

But wait, with two guys or two girls?

With two guys
MMF threesome fantasy #327

With two girls
FFM threesome fantasy #327

lesbian fantasy #328

Having sex with a girl
lesbian fantasy #328

Exhibitionism
exhibitionist fantasy #329

Only available if focused on the big dick
#93

 
or Lena likes big dicks is at least 1 

Big cocks
big cocks fantasy #330

Only available if Lena desires Axel
#294

 
or Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

Being dominated
being dominated fantasy #331

I can't think about anything

Jump to Chapter 8 - Holly ( link) 

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

No

Come on, help me with this. Strip down with us.

Strip to underwear
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 3) 
strip to underwear #415

Refuse: Lena/Ivy (min 3)

Holly wants to be like Lena -1 (min 0) 

I don't know if... if I can.

Let Ivy play with Holly

 

Holly wants to be like Lena is 0?Yes No

Jump to Chapter 8 - Holly ( link)  Stay 

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 7 

Protect Holly

 

Holly wants to be like Lena is 3
or

Holly wants to be like Lena is 2 and
drank gin at Ivy's #413?

Yes No

Stay  Jump to Chapter 8 - Holly ( link) 

The only way these things are taught! Practical application!

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 
and Lena's interest in Holly is at least 1 

and stripped to underwear with Holly & Ivy
#415

and
Ian & Lena are not dating

#206
 

or Ian/Lena are over
#372

 

I'm willing to help
Lena & Ivy #416

I won't take part
Ivy #416

Scene #107
The girls have a drink

Jump to Chapter 9 - Lust and Power ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 8 - Holly

Holly

I'm glad she accepts me, then. It makes me feel special.

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 9 

You are special
Lena's interest in Holly +1 (max 3) 

She can tell you're nice You're good with animals?

I'm just... me.

I'm far from perfect: Lena (max 8) Don't be so hard on yourself: Lena/Holly (max 12) ...

And that's the most wonderful thing writing has given me.

Only available if Lena's interest in Holly is at least 2 

Kiss Holly
Lena's interest in Holly 4
Holly has sex with Lena #416

fuck Holly #417

 

Gosh, I can't find words to describe it.

Unexpected? Amazing?: Lena (max 8) Weird?

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian/Lena are over #372?

No

Scene #108
Holly goes home with Lena

Only available if Lena's interest in Holly is at least 2
and

Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

or Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

Kiss Holly: Lena (max 8)

Lena's interest in Holly 4

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 9 

That's so beautiful...: Lena (max 8)

I'm happy to hear that
Only if Lena/Holly   is 9 or less 

Lena/Holly    10

Jump to Chapter 9 - Lust and Power ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 9 - Lust and Power

 

Ian & Lena are not dating #206 
 

Yes
Ian/Lena are over #372?

No

lesbian fantasy #328

 

Yes
fucked Louise #197?

No

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Cafe

I've finally found someone interested in taking it from us.

That's good news!: Ian (max 8) That took a while You don't look too enthusiastic: Ian (max 8)

Topics

Only available if Ian/Holly   is at least 7 

Talk about the book contest

Get going

Continue 

Gym

Only if decided to spend more time at the gym
#270

 

Ian (max 10) 

 

As if I didn't spend enough time with them already...

Only available if Ian   is at least 2 

Go on a trip with Alison:   Ian
go with Alison #418

 

Jeremy illustrated the scene with some explicit mimic, laughing.

Only available if Ian/Jeremy   is at least 6 

You want to have a threesome?
consider it #278

Get out of here!

Yes
did not block Jeremy going after Alison #148?

No

Decline the offer
Only if Ian likes Alison is at least 2 

Ian likes Alison 1
Only if Ian/Alison   is at least 7 

Ian/Alison    6

Yes
Ian & Alison are dating #225?

No

Cafe

I'll p--p--pass.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

and Ian/Perry   is at least 6 

Convince Perry
convince Perry #419

Convince Perry
Only if Ian/Perry   is at least 5 

Ian/Perry    4

Leave it be
Only if Ian/Perry   is at least 5 

Ian/Perry    4

Maybe she's even forgotten it... Or regrets it!

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or Ian   is at least 6 

You're exaggerating
Perry & Emma 3

You'll have to find out I can't help you

Yes
Perry & Emma is at least 2? No

Ian & Lena are dating #206?
Yes No

 

Anyway, I've bored you long enough with my family drama. How are you?

Only available if Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

I miss you: Ian (max 1)

Only if Lena is in love with Ian
#310

 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

 ¿loving ¿ #420

I can't wait to see you: Ian (max 5)

 ¿friendly ¿ #420 I'm fine

Scene #111
Lena kept Ian's shirt

Photo Lena #10
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #25
Lena's Gallery

Yes
Ian/Lena fucked #161?

No

 

"I don't want to bother you with my family drama "

Only available if Ian/Lena are over
#372

 

I'm here to help
 ¿loving ¿ #420

It's no bother: Ian (max 5)

 ¿friendly ¿ #420 When are you coming back?

Work

Ian magazine salary   is at least 1?
Yes No

 

Only if Ian magazine salary   is 1 

Ian magazine salary    2
 

Only if went on a trip with Alison
#418

 

and Ian magazine salary   is 2 

 showed up at work to see Seymour
#164

 

Ian/Minerva (min 0) 

 

Ugh, I thought I wouldn't have to see your face anymore.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Get back at her
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Show disgust
Stay civil: Ian/Minerva (max 12)

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

 

Ian & Holly are not dating #367

Home

But it's a bit bare-bones. Most of my non-essential stuff is still at my parents' house.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Make out with Holly
Only if Holly wants to be like Lena is 0 

Ian/Holly (min 0)

 ¿make out ¿ #421

Show the room to Holly: Ian (max 9)

 ¿elephant figurines ¿ #421 Go watch the movie

Ian (max 9) 

got a morning blowjob from Holly #365 or
got a blowjob from Holly #360 or
Holly wants to be like Lena is at least 2?

Yes No

Holly wants to be like Lena is at least 3?Yes No

 ¿cum ¿ #422

Ian (max 9) 

 ¿nearly came ¿ #422

 

 ¿not good ¿ #422

 

Scene #112
Holly gives Ian a blowjob



Our Red String
Chapter 9 - Part 2

Home

Exactly. They don't even need to be p--politically incorrect, just funny.

Let's play Skip

Card game

Card game
If you play a card, it is not
available the following rounds
For brevity cards without impact
will not be listed 

"I drink to forget..."

A hairy asshole
Cards Score

Cheating
Only if kissed Cindy

#355
 

Ian/Cindy (min 0)

An unwanted pregnancy
Cards Score

"What ended my last relationship?"

Not being able to find the clit
Cards Score

Cheating
Only if kissed Cindy

#355
 

Ian/Cindy (min 0)

"What are my parents hiding from me?"

A dead mime
Cards Score

Cheating
Only if kissed Cindy

#355
 

Ian/Cindy (min 0)

"While having sex I like to think about..."

Worshiping that pussy: Ian/Cindy (min 3) Explaining how vaginas work: Ian/Cindy (max 12) A really cool hat: Ian/Cindy (min 3) Only available if Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

Invading Poland

Only if Cards Score   is 3 

or Cards Score   is 2 

Ian (max 9) 

Topics
You can choose the order you talk to people
but once you talk to Wade or Cindy, the pizza
will arrive, then you automatically talk to
Perry (and then Holly) if you didn't already 
To make the walkthrough easier to follow
Talk to Perry first, then any choice after that 

Talk to Perry Talk to Wade Talk to Cindy Only if Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

Talk to Holly

Talk to Perry

 

Shut up.

Text Emma
text Emma #423

 

told Jeremy to try to fuck Emma #277?
Yes No

Photo Emma #3
Ian's Gallery

 

Photo Emma #2
Ian's Gallery

What did you just say?

Keep texting with Emma: Ian (max 9)

sext Emma #423

 

Photo Emma #4
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #5
Ian's Gallery

Holy fuck.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

I'd fuck you right now
Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

I had so much fun with those That's so hot: Ian (max 5) Are those for me?: Ian (max 5)

Photo Emma #6
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #7
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #8
Ian's Gallery

Put the phone down

Scene #113
Ian texts Emma

Too bad

Yes

Perry & Emma is 1 or less
and

fucked Emma #402 or
told Jeremy to try to fuck Emma #277?

No

This is not the place nor the moment to talk about that.

When will that be? You're being childish: Ian/Cindy (min 0)
As you wish

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

Yes
kissed Cindy #355?

No

Multiple possibilities 

Only available if tripped with Emma
#399

 

Tell them about your trip: Ian/Wade (max 12)

It had n--nothing to do with us, really. It was Lena and Cherry...

Talk about what happened between Lena and Cherry: Ian/Cindy (max 12) I shouldn't talk about it: Ian/Cindy (min 3)

Talk about what happened between Lena and Cherry: Ian/Cindy (max 12) I shouldn't talk about it: Ian/Cindy (min 3)

Another fight was breaking out between them... This was becoming way too common.

Wade's right:   Ian/Wade (max 12),   Ian/Cindy (min 0) Cindy's right:   Ian/Cindy (max 12),   Ian/Wade (min 0) Stay out of it

Well, about that...
or

Yeah. I can't ask anyone else.

I'll go: Ian (max 9)

accept to go #424

Only available if did not kiss Cindy
#355

 

It's not my place
Only if told Wade about Cindy & the photo shoot

#216
 

Ian/Wade (min 0)

refuse to go #424

 

Scene #117
Holly steps out of her comfort zone

Photo Holly #1
Ian's Gallery

Scene #118
Holly misses Ian

Photo Holly #2
Ian's Gallery

Her petite and soft figure, her smooth, pale skin, her small breasts, and...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

You're so damn sexy
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 4) 

I love these: Ian (max 5) Thank you for these

Yes

Ian & Holly are dating #367 and
not going on a trip with Alison #418?

No

 

This is the second time they hook up as far as I know...

Text Jeremy: Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

 

Photo Emma #4
Ian's Gallery

Yeah. Wanna see more?  

Yes: Ian (max 9)

sext Emma #423

Photo Emma #5
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #8
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #9
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #10
Ian's Gallery

Photo Emma #11
Ian's Gallery

Scene #114
Ian texts Jeremy

No

Go to bed: Ian/Jeremy (max 8)

Yes

told Jeremy to try to fuck Emma #277 and
texted Emma at the card game #423?

No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Alison ( link) 

Yes
going on a trip with Alison #418?

No

Gym

I had some spare time before the class started, though...

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Shop for clothes

Clothing shop

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
witty outfit #425

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
athletic #427

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
charismatic #426

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
lusty #428

 

Go to the gym

Alison and Jeremy fucked #73?
Yes No

Jeremy went with Alison  Train with Jeremy 

Hey Ian, are you free? 

Meet Cherry
meet Cherry #434

Jump to Chapter 9 - Cherry ( link) 
I'm busy

Yes
Ian & Cherry are dating #221?

No

Home

 

I'm not proud of what I did. Not at all. Lena has every right to hate me.

I'm sure you didn't do it on purpose: Ian (max 9)

not on purpose #435
Why did you do it?: Ian (max 9)

had her reasons #435
What you did was wrong:   Ian/Cherry (min 0)

it was wrong #435

He was in a very bad place emotionally. I tried talking with him, but he blocked me out.

Listen
Only if thought Cherry had her reasons

#435
 

or thought Cherry did not do it on purpose
#435

 

Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Pretend to listen
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Yes
Ian & Cherry are not dating #221?

No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 9 - Alison

Alison

You have no idea how much I've been looking forward to this little escapade!

Me too:   Ian/Alison (max 12) You deserve to take a break Sure: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Anyway, I already told you I don't want to talk about work. I'm here to get away from all that.

Work is work: Ian (max 9) I hope they let you Shut your phone off: Ian (max 9)

Clothing shop

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
witty outfit #425

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
athletic #427

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
charismatic #426

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
lusty #428

 

Alison

Only if showed up at work to see Seymour
#164

 

Ian (max 2) 

Clothes

look cool # 1

 

Only if Ian got the witty outfit
#425

 

look handsome # 1

 

Only if Ian got the athletic outfit
#427

 

look sporty # 1

 

Only if Ian got the charismatic outfit
#426

 

look sharp # 1

 

Only if Ian got the lusty outfit
#428

 

bad boy look # 1

 

Maybe it's a bit too flashy? Or too elegant? I'm not sure...

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

You look gorgeous: Ian/Alison (max 12)
It's cool You're making me horny: Ian (max 9)

Only if Ian's clothes look sharp
#1

 

Ian/Alison (max 12) 

Restaurant

And don't look at the prices. The meal's on me.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

I'm the one paying tonight: Ian, Ian (max 9)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Let's split the bill
Awesome, thank you!

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

I'm almost twenty-eight. I'm supposed to have my life more or less sorted out by now, and I don't have anything...

Listen to Alison
Ian Chad level -1 (min 2) 

Pretend to listen: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Alison looked at me, and for the first time in the evening, kept quiet.

Let's hurry to the hotel
hurry to the hotel #429

Only available if Ian/Alison   is at least 10 

and Ian is not in love with Lena
#280

 

and Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

 

Embrace her:   Ian/Alison (max 12)

embrace her #429

Automatic timer choice

...

Hotel

Scene #117
Holly steps out of her comfort zone

Photo Holly #1
Ian's Gallery

Scene #118
Holly misses Ian

Photo Holly #2
Ian's Gallery

Yes

Ian & Lena are not dating #206 and
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

No

Photo Alison #13
Ian's Gallery

Photo Alison #14
Ian's Gallery

Photo Alison #15
Ian's Gallery

Photo Alison #16
Ian's Gallery

Photo Alison #17
Ian's Gallery

Only if Alison satisfaction is at least 4 

Photo Alison #18
Ian's Gallery

In that case...

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or Ian   is at least 6 

Ask for a boobjob

Photo Alison #19
Ian's Gallery

Have sex with Alison

I love being like this with you, Ian...

Only available if embraced Alison during fireworks
#429

 

I love it too: Ian/Alison    12
in love with Alison #430

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 
or Alison satisfaction is at least 4 

Fuck her harder: Ian (max 10)

dominant towards Alison #431

I love your boobs!: Ian/Alison (min 0) ...

Yes, yes! Cum!

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

or creampied Alison
#227

 

or texted Alison you want to cum in her pussy
#390

 

Cum in Alison's pussy
creampie #432

Cum on Alison's tits

Morning

After several long minutes of this, I decided it was time to move the action forward.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Ask for anal

we don't have any lube, do we?

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Insist: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 
 ¿try anal¿ #433

Let it be: Ian (max 6)

Choose again

Eat Alison out: Ian (max 9) Have sex

Here, put this on.

Seriously?: Ian/Alison (min 0) Sure

Yes
did not creampie Alison #432?

No

in love with Alison #430?
Yes No

 

And what do you think about it?

We could try it
accept #278

It's a stupid idea: Ian/Alison (max 12)

refuse #278

Yes
considering a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278?

No

 

blocked Jeremy going after Alison #148?
Yes No

Ian/Alison (min 3) 

Sounds like it could be interesting, I don't know.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

We could try that
Don't count me in

Yes
considering a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278?

No

It's not like you have reasons to get jealous...

Sleep with whomever you want: Ian/Alison (min 0)

did not block Jeremy going after Alison #148 

I don't feel comfortable with that: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Only if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

or Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

or Ian/Lena are over
#372

 

Ian/Alison (min 0)

block him #148

Scene #116
Ian accompanies Alison on her trip

Jump to Chapter 9 - Lena ( link) 
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Chapter 9 - Cherry

Cherry

I'm not proud of what I did. Not at all. Lena has every right to hate me.

I'm sure you didn't do it on purpose: Ian (max 9)

not on purpose #435
Why did you do it?: Ian (max 9)

had her reasons #435
What you did was wrong:   Ian/Cherry (min 0)

it was wrong #435

Sorry... I don't want to burden you with my stupid drama, it's just...

Only available if did not think Cherry was wrong
#435

 

Comfort Cherry: Ian (max 9),   Ian/Cherry (max 12)

in love with Cherry #436
It's okay: Ian/Cherry (max 12) You fell in love with the wrong guy: Ian/Cherry    4

over with Cherry #437

Why was Lena at your place that night? Is she your friend, or...?

Only available if Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

I'm serious about her
not in love with Cherry #436 

Only available if Ian is not in love with Lena
#280

 

She's just a friend

 

The last thing I want is to create more drama with her. Get between her and the guy she likes...

Only available if Ian   is 5 or less 

and Ian   is at least 1 

Continue to date Cherry: Ian

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Continue to date Cherry

Go to Fuck Cherry 

Agree with Cherry's decision
not in love with Cherry #436 

Yes
in love with Cherry #436?

No

I don't know yet
not in love with Cherry #436 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

I should've gotten in touch sooner to apologize.

Only available if Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

Invite Cherry home

 

in love with Cherry #436?
Yes No

Go to Fuck Cherry    Ian/Cherry (min 0) 

Only available if Ian/Cherry   is at least 7 

Will you be okay?
not in love with Cherry #436 

Bye
not in love with Cherry #436 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian ( link) 

 

Fuck Cherry

Fuck Cherry

Ian (max 8) 

Oh, Ian...! What are you doing to me?

I'm making love to you: Ian (max 8)

 ¿making love ¿ #438

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

I'm making you cum
 ¿make her cum ¿ #438

Making you feel good: Ian (max 5) ...

Her whole body trembled and convulsed when the orgasm finally struck.

Only available if Ian   is 4 or less 

and Ian   is at least 1 

Go for a second round: Ian, Ian (max 9)

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Go for a second round: Ian (max 9)
Go to sleep

You're so beautiful, Cherry...!

Only available if Cherry anal: [tease her asshole, anal sex, anal sex (again)]
#223

 

or Ian   is at least 6 

Anal cowgirl
fuck her ass #223

Reverse cowgirl Cum

Scene #115
Ian confesses to Cherry

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian ( link) 
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Chapter 9 - Ian

Book

Book final battle

victory #439

 
sacrifice #439

 
defeat #439

 

Outside

Anyway, I'm sorry you got involved in my mess. I had no idea Milo could do such a thing...

Talk with Alison
 ¿talk with Alison ¿ #440 Hang up

Yes
Alison and Jeremy fucked #73?

No

Only if showed up at work to see Seymour
#164

 

Ian (max 2) 

Lena

I know! They even wanted me to pack a dinnerware set, but I refused. A small victory.

Only available if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

Kiss Lena: Ian/Lena (max 12)

Only if Lena is in love with Ian
#310

 

Ian (max 6)

 ¿kiss Lena ¿ #441

That's so typical: Ian (max 6) Parents can be so annoying They worry about you: Ian (max 6)

Jump to Chapter 9 - Lena ( link) 
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Chapter 9 - Lena

Cafe

Only if convinced Perry to help at the cafe
#419

 

and offered Ed to help
#143

 

 
Only if Ian/Lena   is 4 or less 

  Ian/Lena (max 12)

Otherwise

Ian/Lena (max 12)

I feel kinda guilty, though. I know they need me, but I can't help but feel bothered by the situation.

I'd feel like that too: Ian (max 6) The situation sucks You need to help them: Ian/Lena (min 3)

At least my dad is feeling better. I just wish the timing had been a bit different, I could really use a break!

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 4 

Are you close with your dad?
 ¿Lena's dad ¿ #442

What makes you say that?

Tell Lena about your family: Ian/Lena (max 12)

 ¿Ian's dad ¿ #442

What do you mean?

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 6 

Tell Lena about your mother: Ian (max 9)

 ¿Ian's mom ¿ #442

No need to get into that

Change the subject

Hang in there

Park

Ian & Lena are dating #206?
Yes No

 

I'd appreciate it if you honestly told me how you feel about this.

Only available if not in love with Alison
#430

and
Ian is in love with Lena

#280
 

or Ian/Lena   is at least 9 

I want a relationship with you
falling for her #280

 

Lena is in love with Ian #310 and
did not have fun with Jeremy #407?

Yes No

 

Ian/Lena are a couple #443

Ian (max 2) 

 

Only if fucked Robert
#86

 

and not over with Robert
#305

 

and not over with Robert
#133

 

Ian/Lena (min 0) 

But that won't be the case anymore.

Only available if Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

or Ian & Cherry are dating
#221

 

or kissed Cindy
#355

 

or fucked Minerva
#232

 

or fucked Emma
#177

 

or Ian   is at least 5 

We can experiment together
Ian/Lena open relationship #444

No, it won't

Yes

Lena & Robert are dating #307 or
Lena & Mike are dating #237 or
had fun with Jeremy #407

or
fucked Louise #197 and
did not reject Louise #200?

No

 

Only if fucked Robert
#86

 

and not over with Robert
#305

 

and not over with Robert
#133

 

Ian/Lena (min 0) 

Yes

Lena & Robert are dating #307 or
Lena & Mike are dating #237 or
had fun with Jeremy #407

or
fucked Louise #197 and
did not reject Louise #200?

No

Are you still okay with the way things currently are between us?

I still want us to hook up

I need some distance: Ian (max 2)

break up #445

 
Ian & Lena are not dating #206 

Only available if Ian is not in love with Lena
#280

 

or in love with Alison
#430

 

I'd like to keep it casual

Yes

went on a trip with Alison #418 and
going to Cindy's shoot #424?

Jump to Chapter 9 - Cindy ( link) 

Yes

went on a trip with Alison #418 and
Lena & Axel are dating #382?

No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian 2 ( link) 

 

I know you were not happy about my decision to stop seeing each other like... more than just friends.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

I understand: Ian/Lena (max 12)

resolve issues #446

It seemed unfair to me
Only if fucked Robert

#86
 

and Ian/Lena   is at least 1 

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise if fucked Holly
#359

 

  Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise

Ian/Lena (min 0)

I don't wanna talk about it

Yes

Ian & Holly are not dating #367 and
kissed Holly #358 and
Ian/Lena are over #372?

No

went on a trip with Alison #418 and
going to Cindy's shoot #424?

Yes No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Cindy ( link)  Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian 2 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian 2 ( link) 

Yes
Ian broke up with Lena #445?

No

I could barely contain my desire.

Only available if Ian   is 5 or less 

and Ian   is at least 1 

and Ian/Lena fucked
#161

 

Escalate the situation: Ian

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Escalate the situation

Stop it now

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian 2 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian 2 ( link) 

Yes
Ian/Lena did not fuck #161?

No

 

I can't believe we're doing this in the middle of the park...

Have sex with Lena
fuck #447

Automatic choice if Lena does not have an exhibitionist fantasy
#329

 

and Lena   is 5 or less 

Make her cum
fingering #447

Only if Lena blowjob skill level is at least 4 

Blowjob 

Ian (max 9) 

Her face was buried on the opposite side of my neck, so she couldn't see we had a peeping tom...

Warn Lena
peeping tom #447

Lena has an exhibitionist fantasy #329 or
Lena   is at least 8?

Yes No

keep going #447

exhibitionist fantasy #329

 

Stop 

Don't say anything

Scene #119
Ian welcomes Lena back

Jump to Chapter 9 - Ian 2 ( link) 
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Chapter 9 - Ian 2

 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes
went on a trip with Alison #418?

No

Home

 

"Threesome: check " 

Play the video
 ¿Jeremy's threesome video ¿ #448

Delete it

Ian (max 9) 

Scene #120
Jeremy sends a video from Alison's trip

Yes
asked Jeremy for more pictures of Alison #265?

No

going to Cindy's shoot #424?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Cindy ( link)  Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 
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Cindy

kissed Cindy #355?
Yes No

 

Clothes

look ok # 1

 

Only if Ian got the witty outfit
#425

 

look handsome # 1

 

Only if Ian got the athletic outfit
#427

 

look sporty # 1

 

Only if Ian got the charismatic outfit
#426

 

look sharp # 1

 

Only if Ian got the lusty outfit
#428

 

bad boy look # 1

 

Hi...

We need to talk: Ian (max 9), Ian/Cindy (min 0) How are you doing?: Ian (max 9) ...

 

Tell him whatever you want. I don't care.

I'm not leaving

Wade's relationship with Cindy is 2 or
Ian/Cindy   is at least 8?

Yes No

Ian (max 9)  walk away #424

Ian/Cindy    0
    Ian/Axel (max 12) 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Walk away: Ian (max 9)

walk away #424

    Ian/Axel (max 12)

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Axel's

I want to shoot you at natural, no atrezzo, no overdone makeup... Just your skin and daylight.

You want her completely naked?: Ian/Cindy (min 0) You're comfortable with it, Cindy? Keep quiet

    Ian/Axel (max 12) 

Cindy posed nude #165 or
got Cindy's 2nd photo shoot nude picture #266 or
kissed Cindy #355?

Yes No

 

Don't get this the wrong way, but maybe it would be better if you left.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or Ian   is at least 6 

She has to learn to be comfortable

Automatic timer choice

I can't leave
Ian/Cindy    0
Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
kicked out #424

Ian/Axel    2

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

I won't disturb you

kissed Cindy #355 or
Ian/Cindy   is at least 8?

Yes No

Continue  Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
kicked out #424

Ian/Axel    2

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

 

Don't get this the wrong way, but maybe it would be better if you left.

I can't leave: Ian/Cindy    0
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 
Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
kicked out #424

Ian/Axel    2

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

It surprised me

Automatic timer choice

I wasn't looking!
Ian/Cindy    0
Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
kicked out #424

Ian/Axel    2

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Leave
Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

Ian/Cindy   is at least 8?
Yes No

Continue  kicked out #424

 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Are you sure it is a good idea for him to stay?

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or Ian   is at least 6 

She has to learn to be comfortable

Automatic timer choice

I can't leave
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Ian/Cindy    0
Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
kicked out #424

Ian/Axel    2

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

I won't disturb you

went with Cindy to her photo shoot #152 and
Ian/Cindy   is at least 6?

Yes No

Continue  Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
kicked out #424

Ian/Axel    2

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Here, tilt your head to the right, like this...

No touching!: Ian (max 9),   Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Only if Ian/Axel   is at least 2 

Ian/Axel    1
 ¿no touching the face ¿ #449

Automatic timer choice

Keep quiet

I need you to move this leg a bit further...

No touching!: Ian (max 9), Ian/Axel    0
 ¿no touching the leg ¿ #449

Automatic timer choice

Keep quiet: Ian (max 9)

Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 

Only if Lena & Axel are dating
#382

 

and Axel doesn't know Ian & lena are dating
#286

 

and Ian/Lena went on a date
#136

 

Ian/Axel    0

Scene #121
Ian accompanies Cindy to Axel's shoot

Outside

Only if Lena & Axel are dating
#382

 

and Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

  Ian/Lena (min 0) 

 

It is not.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Do you really want to be with Wade?: Ian/Cindy (max 12)

Wade's relationship with Cindy +1 (max 2) 
Defend Wade: Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Stay out of it
Only if Wade's relationship with Cindy is at least 2 

Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Yes
did not kiss Cindy #355?

No

Not a single one of those words was positive.

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

It meant something to me:   Ian/Cindy (max 12)

in love with Cindy #450

I feel guilty too

It's what I've been trying to do...

Only available if Ian   is 4 or less 

and Ian   is at least 1 

I don't want to forget about it: Ian

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

I don't want to forget about it

You're right: Ian (max 9)

 ¿over with Cindy ¿ #451

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

It was a mistake: Ian (max 9)

 ¿over with Cindy ¿ #451

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Cindy's

What do you want us to do, then?

Only available if in love with Cindy
#450

 

and Ian/Cindy   is at least 10 

I want to be with you

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

or not in love with Cindy
#450

 

Let's keep seeing each other
not in love with Cindy #450 

You want me to cheat on him behind his back?

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 
or Ian Chad level is 5 

Yes, cheat on him

Break up with Wade

Isn't it convenient? I sacrifice my relationship, and... what are you giving up, exactly?

Only available if Ian/Cindy   is at least 10 

and Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

I want to be with you
in love with Cindy #450

I'm not ready for a relationship

All I'm saying is I won't break up with Wade just to hook up with you!

Only available if Ian Chad level is at least 4 

or Ian   is at least 6 

Then cheat on Wade

I can't do it: Ian/Cindy    3
 ¿over with Cindy ¿ #451

 
not in love with Cindy #450 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

What do you want?: Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Choose again

Only available if asked what Cindy wants
#452

 

This was a bad idea: Ian/Cindy    4
 ¿over with Cindy ¿ #451

 
not in love with Cindy #450 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Wade ( link) 

Ian & Cindy are dating #453

fuck Cindy #454

 
Only if Ian/Cindy   is 9 or less 

Ian/Cindy    10

Those wild pupils that had mesmerized me that night in the alley...

Ask for a blowjob: Ian/Cindy (min 0) Eat Cindy out: Ian (max 9)

cunnilingus #455 Have sex with Cindy

Cindy satisfaction +1

Ian/Cindy (max 12) 

Yes

Ian   is at least 6 and
gave Cindy a cunnilingus #455

or

Ian   is at least 6 and
gave Cindy a cunnilingus #455

or

Ian   is at least 7 and
Ian   is at least 7?

No

And seeing that only made my cock even harder inside of her.

Only available if in love with Cindy
#450

 

You're so beautiful: Ian (max 9) You're so sexy: Ian (max 9) Was it good?

I loved hearing my name coming out of her lips, especially when paired with such erotic groans!

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Keep going
Cindy satisfaction +1

Cum!

Only if Cindy satisfaction is 2 

Ian (max 9)

Ian (max 2) 

She looked at me peacefully, slowly awakening from her sleep. That gaze I had been yearning for...

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 
or Cindy satisfaction is at least 1 

Turn her on
 ¿morning sex ¿ #456

Get up

Scene #122
Ian confesses to Cindy

Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 3 ( link) 
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Home

But it doesn't matter! Wade was a--amazing!

What happened?: Ian/Wade (max 12)

We'll see what happens... But that'd be cool.

Only available if Ian/Wade   is at least 6 

I'm impressed!: Ian (max 9)
Good luck Cool story bro

Not interested: Ian/Wade (min 3)

Only if was kicked out from Cindy's shoot
#424

 

or walked away from Cindy's shoot
#424

 

Wade's relationship with Cindy -1 (min 0) 
 

Yes
went to Cindy's shoot #424?

No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 3 ( link) 
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Home

Obviously. But where?

Only available if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

or Ian/Lena are over
#372

 

With Lena
Only if Ian/Lena are over

#372
 

Lie to Perry points 1
Otherwise

Lie to Perry points 3

Only available if fucked Alison
#72

 

With Alison
Only if went on a trip with Alison

#418
 

Lie to Perry points 1
Otherwise

Lie to Perry points 2

Only available if Ian & Cherry are dating
#221

 

With Cherry
Only if in love with Cherry

#436
 

Lie to Perry points 2
Otherwise

Lie to Perry points 1

With a girl
Lie to Perry points 1

Automatic timer choice

I don't owe you an explanation: Ian/Perry (min 0)

Lie to Perry points 0

Yes
fucked Cindy #454?

No

 

Book final battle

victory #439

 
sacrifice #439

 
defeat #439

 

I'm not proud of what I did. Not at all. Lena has every right to hate me.

I'm sure you didn't do it on purpose
not on purpose #435

Why did you do it?
had her reasons #435

What you did was wrong: Ian/Cherry (min 0)

it was wrong #435

He was in a very bad place emotionally. I tried talking with him, but he blocked me out.

Listen
Only if thought Cherry had her reasons

#435
 

or thought Cherry did not do it on purpose
#435

 

Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Pretend to listen
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Yes
went on a trip with Alison #418?

No

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

 

Only if replied to Stalkfap DM2
#371

 

posting hot videos on Stalkfap #189

 

went on a trip with Alison #418?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Lena - Ian / Alison ( link)  Jump to Chapter 9 - Lena / Ian ( link) 
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Train Station

Who could I ask for help?

Holly
Choose again

Louise
Choose again

Ivy
Choose again

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Stan: Lena (max 9)

ask Stan #457

Only available if Lena & Robert are dating
#307

 

Robert: Lena (max 9)

ask Robert #457

¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿

Only available if in love with Mike
#404

 

Mike: Lena (max 9)

ask Mike #457

Do it on your own

Home

Alone

 

Lena (max 10) 

asked Stan to carry your luggage #457

 

Louise only told me she was in the hospital, and I didn't
want to be bothersome by texting or calling you to ask...

You don't bother me
Lena/Stan (max 12) She's alright

I'm tired of talking about it
Lena/Stan (min 0)

asked Robert to carry your luggage #457

 

¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿ 

Dump Robert and invite Mike 

Go to asked Mike to carry your luggage #457 

Yes
in love with Mike #404?

No

So, where were we...?

Have sex with Robert
fuck Robert #458

Scene #125
Robert helps Lena unpack

Kick him out

asked Mike to carry your luggage #457

fuck Mike #458

Topics
Only if ask about Mike's job and girlfriend

¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿

Only if got the bunny costume
#303

 

Put on the bunny costume 

Only if Lena's anal experience: [anal sex]
#124

 

Lena (max 9) 

¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿ 

Scene #126
Mike helps Lena unpack

Only if Louise & Jeremy are not together
#74

 

and fucked Louise
#197

 

and did not reject Louise
#200

 

Lena/Louise    3

 

Scene #123
Lena posted to Stalkfap

Photo Lena #26
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #27
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #28
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #29
Lena's Gallery

Scene #124
Lena's home videos

Yes
posting hot videos on Stalkfap #189?

No

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Saturday

Choices
Must visit the record store and
call the art gallery and Dany
Shopping it optional 

Go to the record store

 

Only if not hosting live music events at the cafe
#239

 

Lena 

Call the art gallery

 

We did, but... As I said, we've filled in the spot with someone else.

Who's the new model? This doesn't add up: Lena (max 9) Why are you doing this to me?

Call Danny

 

I'm really sorry, but I'm... really busy these days, so I'm afraid I can't.

All I need is one hour! I thought you liked working with me: Lena (max 9) There's something you're not telling me

Shopping

Shop for clothes

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
witty outfit #296

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
athletic outfit #297

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
charismatic outfit #298

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
lusty outfit #299

 

Go to the sex shop

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bad boy #300

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
double dildo #302

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
collar #301

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bunny costume #303

 

Go to the tattoo parlor

 

Get a tattoo

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

 ¿flower design ¿ #409

  Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

 ¿bird cage and roses ¿ #410

    Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 4 

 ¿crane and the sakura flowers ¿ #411

      Lena 

Only available if have not got one already

and Lena   is at least 1 

Get a navel piercing

 

Lena 

Park

Only if Ian/Lena fucked in front of peeping tom
#447

 

Lena (max 9)

Otherwise if Ian warned Lena about peeping tom
#447

 

Lena (max 5)

Otherwise if Ian/Lena fucked in the park
#447

 

Lena (max 6)

Otherwise if Ian fingered Lena in the park
#447

 

Lena (max 5)

 

Lena & Axel are dating #382?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Axel ( link)  Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 4 ( link) 
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Park

Only if Ian/Lena fucked in front of peeping tom
#447

 

Lena (max 9)

Otherwise if Ian warned Lena about peeping tom
#447

 

Lena (max 5)

Otherwise if Ian/Lena fucked in the park
#447

 

Lena (max 6)

Otherwise if Ian fingered Lena in the park
#447

 

Lena (max 5)

Home

Louise only told me she was in the hospital, and I didn't want to be bothersome by texting or calling you to ask...

You don't bother me: Lena/Stan (max 12) She's alright I'm tired of talking about it: Lena/Stan (min 0)

Yes
Lena/Stan   is at least 4?

No

Only if Louise & Jeremy are not together
#74

 

and fucked Louise
#197

 

and did not reject Louise
#200

 

Lena/Louise    3

 

Scene #123
Lena posted to Stalkfap

Photo Lena #26
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #27
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #28
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #29
Lena's Gallery

Scene #124
Lena's home videos

Yes
posting hot videos on Stalkfap #189?

No

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Saturday

Choices
Must visit the record store and
call the art gallery and Dany
Shopping it optional 

Go to the record store

 

Only if not hosting live music events at the cafe
#239

 

Lena 

Call the art gallery

 

We did, but... As I said, we've filled in the spot with someone else.

Who's the new model? This doesn't add up: Lena (max 9) Why are you doing this to me?

Call Danny

 

I'm really sorry, but I'm... really busy these days, so I'm afraid I can't.

All I need is one hour! I thought you liked working with me: Lena (max 9) There's something you're not telling me

Shopping

Shop for clothes

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
witty outfit #296

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
athletic outfit #297

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
charismatic outfit #298

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
lusty outfit #299

 

Go to the sex shop

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bad boy #300

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
double dildo #302

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
collar #301

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bunny costume #303

 

Go to the tattoo parlor

 

Get a tattoo

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

 ¿flower design ¿ #409

  Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

 ¿bird cage and roses ¿ #410

    Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 4 

 ¿crane and the sakura flowers ¿ #411

      Lena 

Only available if have not got one already

and Lena   is at least 1 

Get a navel piercing

 

Lena 

 

Lena & Axel are dating #382?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 9 - Axel ( link)  Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 4 ( link) 
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Axel

Lena/Ivy (min 0) 

I can see you're doing good.

Only available if Lena/Axel   is at least 2 

I'm managing
Lena's dispositition towards Axel 2

I'm good
Lena's dispositition towards Axel 1

Only available if Lena/Axel   is 1 or less 

I'm not here to talk: Lena/Axel (min 0)

Lena's dispositition towards Axel 0

Wildcats' preferred style is glamorous, but also playful and sultry.

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Axel is at least 1 

Follow Axel's directions: Lena (max 9)

Lena's dispositition towards Axel +1 (max 2) 
cheeky pose #459

Ignore Axel's directions

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Axel is 1 or less 

Take charge: Lena (max 9)

Lena's dispositition towards Axel -1 (min 0) 

Only if you're comfortable with it, of course.

Only available if Lena desires Axel
#294

or
Lena's dispositition towards Axel is at least 1 

and looked at the rest of the pictures with Axel
#141

 

Move it to the bed
Lena's dispositition towards Axel +1 (max 2) 
on the bed #459

I don't feel comfortable with that
Lena's dispositition towards Axel -1 (min 1) 

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Axel is 1 or less 

and Lena does not desire Axel
#294

 

No way
Lena's dispositition towards Axel -1 (min 0) 

Scene #127
Lena poses for Axel

 

Lena (max 2) 

Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 4 ( link) 

Yes
Lena's dispositition towards Axel is 0? No

His face was merely inches away from mine...!

Only available if Lena desires Axel
#294

 

or posed on the bed for Axel
#459

 

Let Axel kiss you: Lena (max 9)

let him kiss you #460

Automatic timer choice

Tell Axel to stop
tell him to stop #460

Before I could finish my sentence, his open mouth interlocked with mine, penetrating it with a deep, forceful kiss.

Only available if looked at the rest of the pictures with Axel
#141

 

Kiss him back

Only available if Lena does not desire Axel
#294

 

Push Axel away!
Lena/Axel    0

Only available if Lena desires Axel
#294

 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Push Axel away!: Lena
Lena/Axel    0

Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 4 ( link) 

Only available if Lena does not desire Axel
#294

 

and did not pose on the bed for Axel
#459

 

Push Axel away!: Lena (max 9)

Lena's dispositition towards Axel 0
push him away #460

Lena/Axel    0

Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 4 ( link) 

fuck Axel #461

Lena (max 9)

Lena    0

Scene #128
Lena submits to Axel

Jump to Chapter 9 - Part 4 ( link) 
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Home

Only if Lena & Axel are dating
#382

 

and did not fuck Axel
#461

 
and Lena's dispositition towards Axel is not 0 

and pushed Axel away
#460

 

Lena (max 2) 

Note
The logic here is quite tough to follow and it's hard
to double-check all branches, but normally the logic
is if Ian/Lena are a couple #443 then you dump Robert and Mike

Otherwise if you didn't fuck them already after coming back
(Ian went on a trip with Alison #418) and did not have sex today with
Ian in the park or with Axel, you might be able to fuck one of them 

 ¿over with Robert ¿ #462

over with Robert #133

 

Yes

Lena & Robert are dating #307 and
Ian/Lena are a couple #443?

No

over with Mike #463

 

Yes

Lena & Mike are dating #237 and
Ian/Lena are a couple #443?

No

Texting

Robert

 

Text Mike instead 

Yes

did not fuck Mike after unpacking #458 and
Lena & Mike are dating #237?

No

Invite Robert over
fuck Robert #458

 

Lena (max 9) 

Scene #125
Robert helps Lena unpack

Ignore him

Yes
Under the right conditions? No

Mike

 

 

Topics
Only if ask about Mike's job and girlfriend

¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿

Lena (max 9) 

Only if Lena's anal experience: [anal sex]
#124

 

Lena (max 9) 

Scene #126
Mike helps Lena unpack

Yes
Under the right conditions? No

Only if working for Seymour
#234

 

and refused to pose with Axel
#262

 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1
 

working for Seymour #234 and
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0?

Yes No

I wondered if it was a good idea to keep working with Seymour, especially after what Emma told me...

Accept: Lena/Seymour (max 12)

Only if refused to pose with Axel
#262

 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1

Refuse
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0

Yes

refused to pose with Axel #262 or
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 1 or less?

No
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0

 

Cafe

Only if offered Ed to help
#143

 

Lena/Molly    12

Gym

Scene #129
Holly greets Ivy

Yes

Holly joined pole dancing #160 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367

and
Holly had sex with Ivy #416 or
Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy #416?

No

Home

Clothes

look casual #2

 

look good #2

 

Only available if Lena got the witty outfit
#296

 

look lovely #2

 

Only available if Lena got the athletic outfit
#297

 

look sporty #2

 

Only available if Lena got the charismatic outfit
#298

 

look stunning #2

 

Only available if Lena got the lusty outfit
#299

 

look hot #2

 

Restaurant

Only if Lena's clothes look casual
#2

 

or Lena's clothes look sporty
#2

 

Lena/Seymour (min 0) 

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 0 

and Lena's clothes look sexy
#2

 

Lena/Seymour (min 0) 

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0
and

Lena's clothes look lovely
#2

 

or Lena's clothes look stunning
#2

 

Lena/Seymour (max 12) 

Yes

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0 and
Seymour gave you the necklace #263 and
decided to sell the necklace #295?

Yeah, I, um...

I forgot it
forgot it #295

I lost it
lost it #295

I sold it: Lena/Seymour (min 0)

sold it #295

Yes

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 0 and
Seymour gave you the necklace #263 and
decided to sell the necklace #295?

No

sold it #295

Lena/Seymour (min 0) 

That means you'll only work with me, or with a photographer I have previously authorized.

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

or Lena/Seymour   is at least 6 

That sounds like a dream
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 1 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 2

Seems too good to be true...
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour -1 (min 0) 

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 2 

Where's the catch?
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour -1 (min 0) 

So, I take it I've piqued your interest?

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0 

I'm interested: Lena/Seymour (max 12)

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 1 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 2
 ¿accept ¿ #464

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 3 

What other clauses are there?
 ¿ask about other clauses ¿ #464

In any case, we can go over the whole thing in my office. It's just around the corner, on this same block.

I'm interested
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0 

Lena/Seymour (max 12)

Not interested
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0

Lena/Seymour    0

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0?Yes No

 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0

Lena/Seymour    0

You'll get everything you wish for.

Accept

Refuse!: Lena (max 2)

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0

Jump to Chapter 10 - The path we follow ( link) 

Refuse!
Lena (max 2) 

Jump to Chapter 10 - The path we follow ( link) 

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 0 

Not interested: Lena (max 2)

Jump to Chapter 10 - The path we follow ( link) 

Office

Lena & Seymour are dating #465

 

I want to add a clause

 ¿add additional clause ¿ #464

 

Everything's clear

Continue 

Yes
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 2 or less? No

x10 Lena 

He wanted me to pose not for the camera, but for him.

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

Play into Seymour's hands
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 3

I've never done something like this Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 0 

This is not what I agreed to

An object to his ego.

Agree with Seymour
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour +1 (max 3)

Seymour's desire #466

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 3 

I'm more than an object

...
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 3 

Seymour's desire #466

I hesitated for a second. Was I really about to do this?
or

Don't let my desire waver, Lena.
or

I won't move from this couch. So go on.

Automatic choice if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 3 

Do Seymour's bidding

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 2 

or Lena   is at least 1 

I can't do it!
or

I'm not doing it!

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 2 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1

Lena/Seymour (min 0)

Jump to Chapter 10 - The path we follow ( link) 

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 2 or less 

Lena (max 9) 

orgasm #467

Lena (min 0)

 
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

Squirt 

Only if Seymour did not give you the necklace
#263

 

necklace #263

 

Scene #130
Lena signs the contract

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 1 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 2
 

Only if did not become Seymour's desire
#466

 
and Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 0 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0.5
 

Jump to Chapter 10 - The path we follow ( link) 
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Chapter 10 - The path we follow

 

falling for her #280

 

Yes
Ian/Lena are a couple #443?

No

 ¿Ian's fit points 1¿ 
 

Yes
Ian   is at least 6?

No

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Home

Book

fantasy book #30

 book call to adventure #104   vengeance story #104   chosen one #104   call of duty #104 
             
 book antagonist #153   dark lord #153   villain #153   relativistic #153 
             
 book mentor #188   trickster #188   sage #188   anti-hero #188 
               
 book challenge #218   fight #218   treason #218   doom #218 
               
 book love interest #396   romantic #396   crude #396   metaphysical #396 
             

 book final battle #439   victory #439   sacrifice #439   defeat #439 
             
 

sci-fi book #31

 book call to adventure #104   vengeance story #104   chosen one #104   call of duty #104 
               

 book antagonist #153   dark lord #153   villain #153   relativistic #153 
             
 book mentor #188   trickster #188   sage #188   anti-hero #188 
             
 book challenge #218   fight #218   treason #218   doom #218 
             
 book love interest #396   romantic #396   crude #396   metaphysical #396 
               
 book final battle #439   victory #439   sacrifice #439   defeat #439 
             
 

historical book #32

 book call to adventure #104   vengeance story #104   chosen one #104   call of duty #104 
             
 book antagonist #153   dark lord #153   villain #153   relativistic #153 
               
 book mentor #188   trickster #188   sage #188   anti-hero #188 
             
 book challenge #218   fight #218   treason #218   doom #218 
             
 book love interest #396   romantic #396   crude #396   metaphysical #396 
             
 book final battle #439   victory #439   sacrifice #439   defeat #439 
               

 

Damn, look at her. Ivy's too damn hot.
or

There's no denying Ivy's crazy hot.

Follow Ivy on Peoplegram: Ian (max 7)

 ¿follow Ivy ¿ #468 Keep swiping

 

Photo Lena #11
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #30
Lena's Gallery

 

public content #264

Ian (max 9) 

Photo Lena #12
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #31
Lena's Gallery

Scene #131
Ian pays to see Lena's exclusive content

Photo Lena #13
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #32
Lena's Gallery

 

I was torn: I felt compelled to check out what kind of stuff was behind that paywall, but I feared I wouldn't like it one bit.
or

Well, I have the option of checking it out. I've come this far...

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Pay to see Lena's exclusive content: Ian, Ian (max 10)

exclusive content #264

Photo Lena #14
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #33
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #15
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #34
Lena's Gallery

Photo Lena #16
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #17
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #18
Ian's Gallery

Stay away from it
public content #264

Yes
posting hot videos on Stalkfap #189?

No

Yes
Ian subscribed to Lena's Stalkfap #264?

No

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Text

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

or Ian/Lena went on a date
#136

 

Text Lena

 

 

Scene #137
Lena says good night

Photo Lena #12
Ian's Gallery

Photo Lena #31
Lena's Gallery

Scene #132
Ian teases the ladies

Photo Ian #6
Ian's Gallery

Photo Ian #5
Lena's Gallery

Yes

Ian/Lena are not over #372 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445

and
Ian/Lena are a couple #443 or
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Only available if Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

Text Holly

 

Scene #132
Ian teases the ladies

Photo Ian #6
Ian's Gallery

 

Scene #136
Holly gives something in return

Photo Holly #3
Ian's Gallery

Yes
Holly wants to be like Lena is at least 3? No

Only available if in love with Cindy
#450

 

or Ian & Cindy are dating
#453

 

Text Cindy

 

How about you? 

Same as you
I've been thinking about you: Ian (max 9)

thinking about her #469 I want to see you: Ian/Cindy (max 12)

You know the situation is... complicated. 

I can't wait
Only if Ian Chad level is at least 4 

or Ian   is at least 6 

Get selfies

I'll be patient: Ian (max 9)

Thanks... I really want to see you, too  

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Tease Cindy
Get selfies

Ask how she's feeling

Yes
told Cindy you are thinking about her #469?

No

Ask about Wade: Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Selfies

Scene #132
Ian teases the ladies

Photo Ian #6
Ian's Gallery

Ian (max 9) 

Scene #135
Cindy responds to teasing

Photo Cindy #9
Ian's Gallery

Only available if in love with Cherry
#436

 

Text Cherry

 

It seems she's not interested in making conversation...

Are we cool?: Ian/Cherry (min 0)

Are you excited about it?

I don't know... They're just some stupid paintings. There's no reason for people to care about them, really.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or Ian   is at least 6 

I care: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

 

Scene #134
Cherry rewards a caring Ian

Photo Cherry #5
Ian's Gallery

Don't be so negative: Ian (max 6) Why would you say that?: Ian (max 6)

Leave it be

Only available if Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

Text Alison

text Alison #470

Though I wish I didn't have to wait a whole week to see you!
or

I'd like to see you! 

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Tease Alison with a selfie

 

Scene #132
Ian teases the ladies

Photo Ian #6
Ian's Gallery

Scene #133
Alison responds to teasing

Photo Alison #20
Ian's Gallery

Say goodnight

Only available if got Jessica's number
#285

 

Text Jessica

 

text her #471

 

Go to sleep

Continue
Will text Lena if didn't text her previously 

Work

Clothes

look ok # 1

 

Only if Ian got the witty outfit
#425

 

look handsome # 1

 

Only if Ian got the athletic outfit
#427

 

look sporty # 1

 

Only if Ian got the charismatic outfit
#426

 

look sharp # 1

 

Only if Ian got the lusty outfit
#428

 

bad boy look # 1

 

showed up at work to see Seymour #164?
Yes No

 

Something like that, yeah.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

No need for corporate talk: ¿Ian/Nat (max 12)¿
Sounds good to me So this is a competition?

Everything's clear on my end.

Can I get your number?: Ian (max 9), ¿Ian/Clark (min 0)¿
 ¿get her number ¿ #472

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

No questions for now
 ¿no questions ¿ #472

Can I get Mr. Ward's number?: ¿Ian/Clark (min 0)¿
 ¿Seymour's number ¿ #472

Well, I'm glad you moved on from your position here. No more trouble for me, hopefully.

Compliment her hair

What about it?

Only available if Ian & Minerva dating
#394

 

It looks beautiful: Ian/Minerva (max 12)

looks beautiful #473

Automatic timer choice

You changed it
Nothing

Looks good: Ian/Minerva (max 12)

looks good #473

I share the sentiment

Yes
fucked Minerva #232?

No

 

Well then, send some e-mails and get them. I want the articles submitted for revision before Thursday.

Yes, ma'am: Ian/Minerva (max 12) I'll do what I can That's not my job: Ian/Minerva    0

Yes
Ian magazine salary   is 2?

  Ian
 
Only if looking for a part-time job

#268
 

Ian 

Yes
looking for a full-time job #268?

No

  Ian 

Ian 

Ian stipend   is 2?
Yes No

  Ian  Ian 

  Ian 

I checked my phone. Jess hadn't responded to my message yet.

Text her again
text her again #471 Don't insist

Yes

texted Jessica once only #471 and
Jessica is bad #209?

No

Cafe

I see...

Only available if Ian/Holly   is at least 6 

Ask for advice
 ¿ask for advice ¿ #474

I'll think about it
Only available if Book   is 5 or less 

That's just your opinion:   Ian/Holly (min 0)

Yes
Book   is 7 or less?

No

Park

And I have it, but I'm not sure I'm enjoying it the way I should.

Maybe it's not for you You'll get used to it: Ian (max 10) Just do what feels right for you: Ian (max 10)

Um, I don't know...

Side with Lena: Ian/Lena (max 12)

Only if Holly did not join pole dancing
#160

 

Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 4)

Protect Holly: Ian/Lena (min 3)

Only if Holly did not join pole dancing
#160

 

Holly wants to be like Lena -1 (min 0)
Stay out of it

Yes

Ian/Lena are a couple #443 or
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

Jump to Chapter 10 - Lena ( link) 

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

No

Jump to Chapter 10 - Holly ( link)  Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 2 ( link) 
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Home

Yes

fucked Axel #461

or
Lena & Seymour are dating #465 and
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 2?

Go to Not in the mood 

Yes
Ian/Lena did not fuck #161?

No

Go to No sex  Go to Foreplay 

 

Not in the mood

Not in the mood

handjob #476

 

Do you want me to... handle that for you?

Accept handjob

 

She was whispering with that sexy voice so close to my ear, her fingers tightening around my tool...

Compliment her: Ian (max 7)

One of the best?
Only if Ian Chad level is at least 2 

Ian Chad level 1
Otherwise

Ian Chad level 0
cuck route #477

...

Lena was really devoting herself to it. I could tell how turned on she'd gotten...

I want to fuck you!

Go to Fuck Lena more 

Yes

Ian   is at least 6 and
Ian/Lena fucked #161 and
Ian not on the cuck route #477

and
Ian/Lena are a couple #443 or
Ian   is at least 6?

No
Automatic timer choice

Cum!

Hold it!

Go to Fuck Lena more 

Yes

Ian   is at least 5 and
Ian/Lena fucked #161 and
Ian not on the cuck route #477

and
Ian/Lena are a couple #443 or
Ian   is at least 6?

No

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

and Ian not on the cuck route
#477

 

and Ian/Lena fucked
#161

 

Let me make love to you

Go to Fuck Lena more 

Scene #139
Ian brings Lena home after the park

Go to After sex 

Decline

Go to After sex 

 

No sex

No sex

handjob #476

 

She was whispering with that sexy voice so close to my ear, her fingers tightening around my tool...

One of the best?
Only if Ian Chad level is at least 2 

Ian Chad level 1
Otherwise

Ian Chad level 0
cuck route #477

Compliment her: Ian (max 7) ...

Yes

fucked Robert #86 or
fucked Mike #195?

No

If she continued stroking like that, I would surely...!

Only available if Ian not on the cuck route
#477

 

and Ian   is at least 5 

I want to fuck you!

Go to Fuck Lena 

Only available if Ian on the cuck route
#477

 

or Ian   is 4 or less 

I want to fuck you!
Cum! Hold it!

Scene #139
Ian brings Lena home after the park

Go to After sex 

 

Foreplay

Foreplay

I want it, Ian... Ahnnn...

Keep fingering Lena: Ian (max 10) Fuck Lena

It felt incredible...

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

I missed you too

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

I wanted to fuck you so bad
Ian domiant towards Lena +1 (max 2) 

I've missed this This feels so good Automatic timer choice

...

Go to Fuck Lena 

 

Fuck Lena

Fuck Lena

Ian/Lena fucked #161?
Yes No

 

Lena started riding me faster. I could feel her pussy contracting around my dick...

Tease her asshole: Ian (max 10)
Automatic choice if Ian did not have anal sex with Lena

#395
 

 did not have anal sex with Ian first
#257

 

Hold her tight

fuck #476

 

Do you want me to take care of that for you?

Only available if Ian   is at least 4 

or Ian   is at least 5 

Yes, I do

It's alright

 

Scene #139
Ian brings Lena home after the park

Go to After sex 

Fuck...

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

Let me make love to you again

Go to Fuck Lena more 

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

or Ian   is at least 6 

I want to fuck you again!

Go to Fuck Lena more 

Automatic timer choice

Cum!

Hold it!

Go to Fuck Lena more 

Yes

Ian   is at least 5 or
Ian   is at least 6?

No

Ian/Lena fuck #161

Ian/Lena finally finally fuck #312

fuck again #476

 

Scene #139
Ian brings Lena home after the park

Go to After sex 

 

Fuck Lena more

Fuck Lena more

fuck again #476

 

Yes
Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 1?

hard fuck #476

 

Yes
Ian/Lena are a couple #443?

No

loving fuck short fuck

Scene #139
Ian brings Lena home after the park

Go to After sex 

 

After sex

After sex

How do you manage to keep believing in the path you've chosen?

I don't always do: Ian (max 10) I don't know I don't think I had a choice: Ian (max 10)

What happens if you never make it?

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

You have to take the chance: Ian/Lena (max 12)

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

It's still worth it: Ian/Lena (max 12)

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

You keep pushing: Ian/Lena (max 12)
Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

You're too hot to fail
Not everybody wins Don't think about it

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 2 ( link) 
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Home

I'm so awkward I turn situations the same way.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

No pressure: Ian/Holly (max 12)

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

I'm not feeling awkward: Ian/Holly (max 12) I don't get it: Ian/Holly (min 0) Can I do something? Automatic timer choice

...

To everybody.

You're not a disappointment I don't want you to feel like this: Ian (max 10) Stop it, Holly: Ian (max 10)

I wanted to make her feel really good.

Are you comfortable? You're getting wet...: Ian (max 10) Automatic timer choice

...

I'm gonna cum too, Holly! I'm almost...!

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Cum in Holly's mouth
 ¿cum in her mouth ¿ #475

Automatic timer choice

Cum outside: Ian (max 5)

 ¿cum outside ¿ #475

Scene #138
Ian and Holly stop by Ian's place

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 2 ( link) 
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Work

Only if showed up at work to see Seymour
#164

 

¿Ian/Dad (max 12)¿ 

Oh, that. You know what I think: it's unwise to focus all your efforts on something with so little guarantee of success.

You could be more supporting: Ian (max 6) We'll see I'll take my chances: Ian (max 6)

Ian stipend   is 2?
Yes No

Speaking of which... Do you still need that extra money? I don't mind helping you financially, but you shouldn't rely on it as a long-term strategy...

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

I could still use it: Ian

The usual amount should be enough
Ian stipend    1

I don't need your help anymore
Ian stipend    0, ¿Ian/Dad (max 12)¿, Ian (max 2)

You know I don't mind helping you financially, but you shouldn't rely on it as a long-term strategy...

It's helpful to have I don't need your help anymore: Ian stipend    0, ¿Ian/Dad (max 12)¿, Ian (max 2)

Why bother me now, then? 

I was bored
bored #471 I was thinking about you: Ian (max 10) We have a conversation pending: Ian (max 10)

Yes

texted Jessica once only #471 and
Jessica is bad #209?

No

It'd be better if we met in a more... private setting.

Accept her dinner invitation: Ian (max 10)

Only if told Minerva her hair looks beautiful
#473

 

Ian/Minerva (max 12)

have dinner #478

I'm just interested in the sex: Ian (max 10)  Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Ian & Minerva not dating #394 

 

fucked Minerva #393 or
fucked Minerva #274?

Yes No

just sex #478

 
 ¿over with Minerva ¿ #480

no dinner #478

Ian/Minerva    0

Break it off with Minerva: Ian (max 10), Ian/Minerva    0
 ¿over with Minerva ¿ #480

 
Ian & Minerva not dating #394 

Yes
fucked Minerva #232?

No

Gym

Only if decided to spend more time at the gym
#270

 
 Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 2 

Jiu jitsu skill level +1 (max 4) 
 

What are we doing today?

Automatic choice if participating in tournament
#156

 

Spar with Jeremy
Not interested: Ian (max 10), Ian (max 10)

Skip the sparring game

Spar with Jeremy

Round 1

React Attack! Guard up Provoke Tap out
 timeout 

          Fight    Fight     

Go To   Round 2   Round 2   Round 2   Round 2
 

Round 2

React Attack! Guard up Provoke Tap out  timeout 
              Fight (min 0)    Fight (min 0)    Fight (min 0) 
Go To   Attack   Guard up   Round 3   Round 3   Round 3

 
Attack Strike! Grapple!  timeout 
    Kickboxing skill level is 2 or less

Fight (min 0)
Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 4

Fight
Jiu jitsu skill level is 1 or less

Fight (min 0)

  Fight (min 0) 

Go To   Round 3   Round 3   Round 3
 
Guard up Strike!! Grapple!  timeout 
    Kickboxing skill level is at least 3

Fight
Otherwise

Fight (min 0)

Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 4
Fight

   

Go To   Round 3   Round 3   Round 3
 

Round 3

React Attack! Guard up Provoke
timeout 

Tap out

                tap out #481 
Go To   Attack   Attack Kickboxing skill level is at least 3

or Ian   is at least 6
Attack

Otherwise
Fight over

  Fight over

 
Attack Strike! Grapple!  timeout 
               
Go To   Fight over   Fight over Kickboxing skill level is at least 3

or Ian   is at least 6
Attack (infinite loop)

Otherwise
Fight over

 

Fight over

Only if Fight   is at least 1 

Kickboxing skill level +1 (max 5) 
Jiu jitsu skill level +1 (max 4) 

 

Ian (max 10)

Ian/Jeremy (max 12)

 
Only if Fight   is at least 2 

Ian/Jeremy (max 12) 

Yes
did not end round 3 with a tap out #481?

No

Time to go for the kill... I think she's open to it.

Only available if Ian/Jeremy   is at least 9 

You're the man!: Ian (max 10)
What makes you so sure?

I'd like to get a piece of that too...: Ian (max 7)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Only available if Louise & Jeremy are together
#74

 

and Lena jerked off Jeremy
#344

 

What about Louise?

Yes
accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278?

Only if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

consider it #278

 

Yes

did not refuse a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278 and
Ian & Alison are not dating #225?

No

In fact, she wanted to do it this weekend...

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

and Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

Let's do it
accept #278

Forget about it

Only if Jessica is bad
#209

 

and got Jessica's number
#285

 

and texted Jessica once only
#471

 

Ian/Jeremy (max 12) 

Home

Topics

Ask about your book

Only if Ian/Perry   is at least 6 

get some feedback 

Only if Perry & Emma is at least 2 

Ask about Emma
Only if helped Perry with Cherry

#397
 

Ask about Cherry

Finish dinner

Continue 

Book   is 8?
Yes No

Ian (max 2)

Ian (max 10) 

Can modify 1 card
Refer to start of Chapter 10 - The path we follow ( link)
for each card scores 

did not get Jessica's number #285 or
Jessica is not bad #209

Jessica's porn

I thought I could unwind before going to bed. And jerking off usually helped with that...

Look up Jess' porn videos Ian (max 10)

look them up #482

Scene #140
Ian looks up Jess online

Go to bed

going on a date with Minerva #478?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 10 - Minerva ( link)  Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 3 ( link) 
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Home

Clothes

look ok # 1

 

Only if Ian got the witty outfit
#425

 

look handsome # 1

 

Only if Ian got the athletic outfit
#427

 

look sporty # 1

 

Only if Ian got the charismatic outfit
#426

 

look sharp # 1

 

Only if Ian got the lusty outfit
#428

 

bad boy look # 1

 

Minerva

accepted to have dinner with Minerva #478?
Yes No

Go to Restaurant   

What's exactly your relationship with Holly?

We're dating: Ian/Minerva (max 12) We're friends Are you jealous?: Ian/Minerva (min 0) Why do you care?

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

No

Go to Fuck Minerva 

 

Restaurant

Restaurant

I believe that's none of your business.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

You look great tonight: Ian/Minerva (max 12)

Only if Ian's clothes look ok
#1

 

or Ian's clothes look sporty
#1

 

Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Otherwise if Ian's clothes look handsome
#1

 

or Ian's clothes look sharp
#1

 

Ian/Minerva (max 12)

Nice dress
Only if Ian's clothes look ok

#1
 

or Ian's clothes look sporty
#1

 

Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Otherwise if Ian's clothes look handsome
#1

 

or Ian's clothes look sharp
#1

 

Ian/Minerva (max 12)

Why did you dress up?: Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Only if Ian's clothes look ok
#1

 

or Ian's clothes look sporty
#1

 

  Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Automatic timer choice

I'm hungry: Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Only if Ian's clothes look ok
#1

 

or Ian's clothes look sporty
#1

 

Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Nothing... Come with me, if you will...

Call him out:   Ian/Minerva (min 0)

 ¿call him out ¿ #483

 

 ¿over with Minerva ¿ #480

 
Ian & Minerva not dating #394 

 

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes
Ian/Minerva   is 0?

No

Don't say anything

Yes

fought with the drunk guy # 18 or
fought with the drunk guy with kicks #19 or
fought with the drunk guy with grappling #20 or
had a fight with Robert #293?

No

We looked at the menu in silence, choosing what to order.

Tell me more about yourself, Minerva: Ian (max 7), Ian (max 7)

I worked night and day to get it off the ground, contacting authors, ...

Sounds like a lot of work: Ian/Minerva (max 12) What happened to your partner?
Automatic timer choice

...: Ian/Minerva (min 0)

What did you want to talk about? Automatic timer choice

...

Let me ask you something: what exactly is your relationship with Holly?

Only available if Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

We're dating: Ian/Minerva (max 10)

We're friends
Only if Ian & Holly are not dating

#367
 

Ian/Minerva (max 10)
Are you jealous?: Ian/Minerva (min 0) Why do you care?

I guess you just got on my nerves.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Are you unsatisfied with your life?

I'm getting tired of having to do it all.

Inquire about Minerva's family: Ian (max 7)

Only if Ian & Minerva dating
#394

 

or Ian/Minerva   is at least 6
and

        ask about husband and son

Ian/Minerva (max 4)

Sounds frustrating Tough luck:   Ian/Minerva (min 0)

Do you enjoy being a bitch?: Ian/Minerva (min 0) Why?

Yes
Ian/Minerva   is 0?

 

 ¿over with Minerva ¿ #480

 
Ian & Minerva not dating #394 

 

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes
Ian/Minerva   is 1 or less?

 

Ian & Minerva not dating #394 
 

Seems unlikely, yeah.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

and Ian   is at least 7 

Enough talking
Ian/Minerva    2

Go to Fuck Minerva 

This is a waste of time
Ian/Minerva    0
 ¿over with Minerva ¿ #480

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes

Ian/Minerva   is at least 6
or

Ian & Minerva dating #394 and
Ian/Minerva   is at least 4?

No

 

Ian & Minerva dating #394

 

That attitude really gets on my nerves, but it's also part of the reason why we're sitting at this table tonight.

So you like me after all
Ian (max 10)

I thought it was the sex
Ian (max 10)

Is that supposed to be a compliment?
Ian (max 10)

Go to Fuck Minerva 

 

Ian & Minerva not dating #394 
 

I've rented a room here. We can go right now.

Let's go

Go to Fuck Minerva 

Sorry, but no
Ian/Minerva    0
 ¿over with Minerva ¿ #480

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Fuck Minerva

Fuck Minerva

Only if Ian & Minerva dating
#394

 

and Ian/Minerva   is 9 or less 

Ian/Minerva    10

And I intend to enjoy you very, very thoroughly tonight...
or

I haven't come here to just watch...

Only available if Ian & Minerva dating
#394

 

Eat Minerva out: Ian (max 10)
Demand she sucks your dick

Ian (max 10) 

Ian & Minerva dating #394?
Yes No

She gazed back at me with an intensity that I had never experienced before...

Kiss her: Ian (max 2)

loving #394

Give it to her hard
nice #394

just sex #394

 

Ian (max 10) 

 

And you love that, don't you? You love letting it all out on this depraved woman who has surrendered to you...

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Claim Minerva's ass: Ian/Minerva (min 0)

 ¿anal sex ¿ #484

Cum on her tits

Yes
not loving towards Minerva #394?

No

Scene #141
Ian meets Minerva after work

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 3 ( link) 
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Home

Let's see... What should I do?

Work on your book
join them later #485

Book   is 7 or less?
Yes No

Can modify 1 card
Refer to start of Chapter 10 - The path we follow ( link)
for each card scores 

Ian (max 10) 

Go to the gym
join them later #485

 ¿go to the gym ¿ #486

 

Jiu jitsu skill level +1 (max 4) 

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 6) 

Sounds good to me.

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Teach Ivy

 

She was smothering me with her chest, restricting my breathing.
I tried to free myself, but she was defending her top position fiercely.

Only available if Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 4 

Hip escape!

Push her off!

 ¿lose ¿ #487

 

No

Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 4 or
Ian   is at least 7?

Yes
Automatic timer choice

Tap out: Ian/Ivy (min 0)

 ¿lose ¿ #487

She didn't want to give up, though. Ivy struggled violently, trying to get free. She was ferocious!

Tell her to tap
Ian/Ivy (max 8)

 ¿let go and lose ¿ #487

Squeeze even tighter: Ian (max 10)

Only if Ian/Ivy   is 7 or less 

Ian/Ivy    8
 ¿win ¿ #487

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Automatic timer choice

Let go of the choke
Ian/Ivy (max 8)

 ¿let go and lose ¿ #487

Scene #142
Ian wrestles with Ivy

Get going: Ian/Ivy (min 0)

Yes
Ian/Ivy   is at least 5?

No

Join Perry: Ian (max 10)

Clothes

look cool # 1

 

Only if Ian got the witty outfit
#425

 

look handsome # 1

 

Only if Ian got the athletic outfit
#427

 

look sporty # 1

 

Only if Ian got the charismatic outfit
#426

 

look sharp # 1

 

Only if Ian got the lusty outfit
#428

 

bad boy look # 1

 

Bar

You have a d--dream opportunity, you shouldn't let it slip. Don't you agree, Ian?

Encourage Wade: Ian (max 10)

 ¿encourage Wade ¿ #488 Agree with Cindy: Ian/Perry (min 0)

Alright, let's see if you can beat me.

Play pool

 

Hit the cue-ball

Left Center Right

           

           

 

Only if fucked Emma
#177

 

 

Which ball

Yellow Purple Green Orange
           

 

Only if Pool Score   is at least 2 

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 10) 

Not in the mood

Yes
did not join Perry & all later #485?

No

Only if Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 
and Lena satisfaction is at least 1 

Ian (max 8) 

Choices

Talk to your friends

I prefer to make my own judgment. That's why I'm here.

Praise Lena
  Ian/Cindy (min 0) Change the subject

Only available if

 Ian & Cindy are not dating
#453

 

Dismiss Cindy
Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Talk to Louise

She wasn't giving me anything to work with... Did she even want me there talking to her?

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

I like your style
  Ian/Louise (max 11)

Make some small talk
Ian (max 6) Bye

Only available if

 Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Talk to Stan

Are you two, um... dating?

Only available if

 Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

Yes

Only available if

 Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

No

Why do you want to know?
  ¿Ian/Stan (min 0)¿

Hasn't Lena told you?

Wait for the concert to begin

Continue
Will talk to your friends
if you didn't already 

 

Emma closed the stall door behind her and got all over me without further explanation.

Kiss her back: Ian (max 10)

fuck Emma #489

Step back

Give it to me

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Eat her ass
Emma satisfaction +1

Fuck her ass

Ian (max 6) 

Scene #143
Emma ambushes Ian in the restroom

Yes

fucked Emma #402 and
Ian/Lena are not a couple #443?

No

 

Only if did not text Alison
#470

 

and Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

Ian/Alison (min 0) 

That was complicated enough

Automatic choice if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

and Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

 

and not in love with Cindy
#450

 

Meet Alison

Automatic choice if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

Break it up with Alison
Only if Ian/Alison   is at least 4 

Ian/Alison    3
break up #490

 
Ian & Alison are not dating #225 

Fuck, I made her mad. What now?

Defuse the situation Confront Alison: Ian/Alison (min 0) Apologize: Ian/Alison (max 12)

Yes

Ian & Alison are dating #225 or
accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278?

No

Are you coming too, Ian?

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Of course: Ian/Ivy (max 8)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Sure
Ask Lena's opinion

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
I don't know...

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

 

She was talking to Stan, and they both seemed to be enjoying their conversation.

Interrupt them

Could you imagine a video game adaptation of your novel? I think it has a lot of potential!

Only available if Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

and Ian   is at least 6 

Kiss Holly: ¿Ian/Stan (min 0)¿
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Automatic choice if Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

 

Join the conversation

Let them talk: Ian (max 6)

Yes
Lena/Stan   is at least 6?

No

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

Go to Leave with Holly 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Go to Leave with Lena  Go to Leave with Perry 

 

Leave with Holly

Leave with Holly

And you... Having you in my life is probably my favorite thing, and the hardest one to believe...

Only available if did not fuck Emma at The Fortress
#489

 

and Ian & Alison are not dating
#225

 

You're also my favorite: Ian (max 10), Ian/Holly    12
 ¿in love ¿ #491

I'm glad it happened
 ¿happy ¿ #491

You're exaggerating...: Ian/Holly (min 0)

 ¿ok ¿ #491

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 4 ( link) 

 

Leave with Perry

Leave with Perry

I appreciate it... And I'm glad you're still in my life.

Automatic choice if Ian/Lena resolved their issues
#446

 

 
Only available if Ian broke up with Lena

#445
 

I don't want to lose you: Ian/Lena (max 12)

resolve issues #446

falling for her #280

I'm glad too
Ian is not in love with Lena #280  You have my friendship: Ian/Lena (max 12)

Yes

Ian/Lena are over #372 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367

or
Ian broke up with Lena #445?

No

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 4 ( link) 

 

Leave with Lena

Leave with Lena

 

Weird? How?

Only available if Ian subscribed to Lena's Stalkfap
#264

 

It turns me on
turned on #492

You share yourself with other guys: Ian/Lena (min 0)

mad because of Stalkfap #493

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 4 ( link) 

It makes me feel insecure: Ian (max 10)

 

I'm only posting artistic content. Pics from my professional shoots and the occasional selfie... Nothing too raunchy.

Only available if posting tasteful nudes on Stalkfap
#189

 

I'm fine with artistic content
insecure / take pictures #492

I still don't like it: Ian/Lena (min 0)

mad because of Stalkfap #493

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 4 ( link) 

Yes
posting tasteful nudes on Stalkfap #189?

No

Why don't you take a few pictures yourself? Maybe that way you won't feel so weird about it.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Good idea
insecure / take pictures #492

No, thanks

Yes
not taking Stalkfap picture for Lena #492?

No

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Photo Lena #19
Ian's Gallery

Yes

was insecure but took pictures for Lena's Stalkfap #492 or
turned on by Lena's Stalkfap #492?

No

Ian/Lena fucked #161?
Yes No

Scene #144
Ian goes with Lena after the concert

 

Yeah, it's been such an intense night...

Ask for sex: Ian/Lena (min 0)

mad because Ian demands sex #493

I already told you, when the time is right. And tonight it definitely is not.

But I want to fuck you!: Ian/Lena (min 0)

mad because Ian pressures for sex #493

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

I understand...
Ian Chad level 0

Go to sleep
Ian Chad level 0

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 4 ( link) 
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did not fuck Cindy #454

Cindy

I just don't know...

I can't choose for you: Ian (max 10) You came this far already: Ian (max 10) Stop being so indecisive:   Ian/Cindy (min 0)

Then tell me. Why are you doing this?

Only available if in love with Cindy
#450

 

Because I love you
Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Same reason you do: Ian/Cindy (min 0)
Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Because I want to be with you
Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Because I desire you

Because I'm a piece of shit
 ¿over with Cindy ¿ #451

 
Ian & Cindy are not dating #453 
not in love with Cindy #450 

Fuck, Cindy...!

Eat her out Ask for a blowjob Fuck her!

 

Cindy satisfaction +1 (max 3) 

Ian (max 10) 

Only if Cindy satisfaction is at least 2 

blowjob #494

 

I followed Cindy losing my remaining clothes on the way.

Use a condom
 ¿use a condom ¿ #495 Go raw: Ian (max 8)

come here

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Eat her out
Cindy satisfaction +1 (max 3) 

Put it in

She was as disheveled as the messy bedsheets furrowing around her sweaty body. And she never looked more beautiful.

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Compliment her: Ian/Cindy (max 12)

compliment her #496
That was great: Ian (max 7) ...

Ian (max 10) 

Scene #145
Cindy and Ian have an overdue talk

Yeah, you look like you were...

I just came back from the gym
Perry lie to cover Cindy 2

It's hot
Perry lie to cover Cindy 1

Automatic timer choice

I was working out

Where?

To the kitchen:   Ian/Perry (min 0)

To the bathroom
Perry lie to cover Cindy +1

Only if Perry lie to cover Cindy is at least 2 

Ian (max 10) 

Automatic timer choice

To your room: Ian/Perry (min 0)

Perry lie to cover Cindy -1 (min 0) 

Scene #146
Cindy promises to meet again soon

Photo Cindy #10
Ian's Gallery

Shopping

Choices

Shop for clothes

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
witty outfit #425

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
athletic #427

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
charismatic #426

 

Only if Ian   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit: Ian
lusty #428

 

Only available if Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

Buy wine for Alison

I guess the expensive one, of course.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Buy a good wine: Ian
good wine #497

Buy a cheap wine

Only available if texted Jessica once only
#471

 

Visit Jessica

Go to Jessica 

Only available if Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

Call Holly

Ian/Holly (max 12) 

Kill time

Continue 

Ian & Alison are dating #225 or
accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278?

Yes No

Jump to Chapter 10 - Alison ( link)  Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 5 ( link) 

 

Jessica

Jessica

let's get something to drink

Coffee
Only if Jessica is not bad

#209
 

¿Ian/Jess (max 12)¿

Beer
Only if Jessica is bad

#209
 

¿Ian/Jess (max 12)¿

Milkshake
Only if Jessica is bad

#209
 

¿Ian/Jess (min 0)¿

Jessica is bad #209?
Yes No

 

Well, actually...

Only available if looked up Jessica's porn videos
#482

 

Your videos are nuts
You really used to be a porn actress? You seem interesting: Ian (max 10)

 

You want to fuck me, don't you?

Yes: Ian (max 10)

Come on, it's easy. Yes or no?

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Let's do it: ¿Ian/Jess¿    0
 ¿pay Jessica for sex ¿ #498

Better not...: ¿Ian/Jess¿    1

Not really: ¿Ian/Jess¿    1

Go back to Shopping 

Topics

What's up with that scar on your lip?

Continue
 

¿Ian/Jess (min 0)¿ 

No more questions

Continue
 
Only if asked about move, Ivy and love

¿Ian/Jess (max 12)¿ 

At the bar, when we met.

You caught my eye
¿Ian/Jess (max 12)¿

Jeremy dared me to do it
Ian (max 10), ¿Ian/Jess (min 0)¿

You were the hottest girl in the bar
Ian (max 10), ¿Ian/Jess (min 0)¿

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Automatic timer choice

I don't know

 

Hit on Jessica: Ian (max 10), ¿Ian/Jess¿    1 Keep it friendly

Go back to Shopping 
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Ian & Alison are not dating #225

Lunch

Only if bought a good wine for Alison
#497

 

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 7) 

Choices

Drink

 

Ian/Alison (max 12) 

Only if bought a good wine for Alison
#497

 

Ian (max 7) 

Try Alison's pasta

 

try the pasta #499

 

Only if 3rd or 4th choice

Ian (max 10) 

Only available if Alison wears: [red top, sexier clothes]
#67

 

Comment on Alison's clothes

Make small talk

Ian (max 7) 

Only available if tried the pasta
#499

 

Continue eating

Continue 

You're making weird faces. What's wrong?

Nothing It's the sauce: Ian (max 10) Your cooking sucks: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

 

We could surely use their double bed.

Put on a condom: Ian (max 10) Go raw: Ian (max 10)

 ¿creampie ¿ #500

Ian (max 10) 

Scene #148
Ian goes over for lunch to Alison's

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 5 ( link) 

Yes
not having a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278?

No

Threesome

I looked down to see her hand stroking his massive dick.

Only available if Ian Chad level is 3 or less 

and Ian   is 7 or less 

and Ian   is at least 1 

Go with the flow: Ian

Only available if Ian Chad level is at least 4 

or Ian   is at least 8 

Go with the flow

 

So, who goes first? You or me?

I'll fuck her first

Go to Ian fucks Alison 

I want her mouth

Go to Jeremy fucks Alison 

Automatic timer choice

Wait a minute...
Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
 ¿wait ¿ #501

 

I need to get my engine started somehow. What could do the trick...?

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Think about something exciting
Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Pump yourself up
Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Calm your nerves

I can't do this
Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
cannot do it #502

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 5 ( link) 

Ian (max 6) 

Go to Ian fucks Alison 

 

Ian fucks Alison

Ian fucks Alison

Jeremy hasn't fucked Alison yet?Yes No

 

Alison let out a groan of pleasure, muffled by the huge cock she was holding in her mouth.

High five!:   Ian/Jeremy (max 12) Automatic timer choice

Huh?

Okay, let's change! I want to try from behind too!

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

or Ian   is at least 7 

Change it up

Go to Jeremy fucks Alison 

Cum!

Go to Ending - Jeremy only 

 

I don't think I can hold it...!

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or Ian   is at least 8 

Keep it going

Go to Ending - Ian only 

Cum!

Go to Ending - Double finish 

 

Jeremy fucks Alison

Jeremy fucks Alison

Ian hasn't fucked Alison yet?Yes No

 

I focused my attention on her. It was kinda weird and funny seeing Jeremy pounding her from behind...

High five!:   Ian/Jeremy (max 12) Automatic timer choice

Huh?

I'm getting tired here... Let's change!

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

 Ian   is at least 7 

Change it up

Go to Ian fucks Alison 

Cum!

Go to Ending - Jeremy only 

 

I don't think I can hold it...!

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

or Ian   is at least 8 

Keep it going

Ian & Alison are dating #225?
Yes No

Go to Ending - Ian only  Go to Ending - Ian didn't cum 

Cum!

Go to Ending - Double finish 

Ending

Ending

Ending - Ian didn't cum

But you didn't get to finish yet... I feel bad about it...

Finish me off, then: Ian (max 6)

And I would've let you do it. And not only that...

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Fuck Alison
 ¿creampie ¿ #500

Go to Ending - Ian only 

Cum using Alison's tits

It's okay

Ending - Ian only

Ian (max 10) 

 ¿creampie ¿ #500

 

Ending - Jeremy only

Ending - Double finish

Ian (max 10) 

Scene #147
Ian has a threesome with Alison and Jeremy

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 5 ( link) 
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§ Lena §
 
 

Home

Lena restaurant salary    0
    Lena 

Only if posting hot videos on Stalkfap
#189

 

Lena
Otherwise if Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos]

#189
 

and Lena   is 5 or less 

Lena
Otherwise if have a Stalkfap account

#80
 

and Lena   is 2 or less 

Lena

    Lena 

They need my help more than ever.

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Send extra money to your parents:   Lena,   Lena's family
¿Lena's family (chapter 10)¿    2

Only available if Lena   is at least 3 

Send money to your parents: Lena, Lena's family
¿Lena's family (chapter 10)¿    1

Don't send money

Anyway, I should prepare for the concert. I have a couple hours...

Relax: Lena (max 8)

Masturbate: Lena (max 8)

masturbates #503

 

Moisture became wetness as I caressed it, rubbing it gently at first, and progressively harder. Just how I liked it...

Use the anal plug
anal masturbatation #503 Keep using your fingers

Yes
Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex] #124?

No

Practice: Lena (max 8)

 

Photo Axel #1
Lena's Gallery

Only if posed for Axel
#459

 

Photo Axel #2
Lena's Gallery

Lena masturbates #503

 

Yes

Lena was masturbating #503 or
Lena desires Axel #294 or
Lena was relaxing?

No

I looked at my phone again. Axel's message stared back at me, waiting for a response.

Only available if Lena/Axel   is at least 3 

The pictures are really nice
friendly #504

Let me know the agency's response
neutral #504

Don't answer
ignore #504

Yes
fucked Axel #461?

No

Bar

Only if wearing Seymour's necklace

Lena/Emma (min 0) 

Lena & Seymour are dating #465?
Yes No

You should stay away from people like him!

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

He's not so bad:   Lena/Emma (min 0)

 ¿defend Seymour ¿ #505
It's complicated

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 1 

He's despicable: Lena/Emma (max 12)

Lena/Emma (max 12) 

Only if Lena fucked Holly
#417

 

or Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy
#416

 

Lena/Louise (min 0) 

How are we supposed to have fun otherwise?

I'm not mad...: Lena/Ivy (max 12) Whatever You did me dirty: Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Yes
Lena & Axel are dating #382?

No

Yes
over with Mike #463?

Scene #149
Mike teases Lena during the concert

Photo Mike #2
Lena's Gallery

Yes
Lena & Mike are dating #237?

No

 

Scene #149
Mike teases Lena during the concert

Photo Mike #2
Lena's Gallery

Ian & Lena are dating #206?
Yes No

Only if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

over with Mike #463

 

fuck Mike #506

 

Only if Lena   is 4 or less 

Lena 

 

Stan attends the concert #507

 

I'd compensate you for your trouble, of course.

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 8 

It's no trouble
accept free #508

We can discuss it: Lena/Stan (max 8)

maybe for money #508 We'll see...

Yes

did not scold Stan #238 and
did not catch Stan spying #238

and
planned a photo shoot with Stan #138 or
accepted to pose for Stan #62?

No

Yes
Lena/Stan   is at least 6?

No

Yes

Lena jerked off Jeremy #344 and
Ian/Lena are not a couple #443?

 

But we were talking and well, he wanted to do it... I told him you were gonna say no, but he insisted I ask you, so...

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

I'm in!
threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509

Do you want to, Louise?

What do you say?

I'll do it
threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509 I'll pass

I'll pass

Yes
rejected Louise #200?

 

Louise was suddenly getting emotional and amped up. I had to defuse the situation...

We don't feel the same way
Only if Lena/Louise   is at least 4 

Lena/Louise    3

Enough is enough!: Lena/Louise    0
hard reject #200

Yes
fucked Louise #197?

No

 

Louise was getting emotional and amped up at the worst possible moment. Why did she have to be so difficult?

Only available if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

I'm your mistress
Only if Ian & Lena are not dating

#206
 

and not fucking Mike
#506

 

fuck Louise #510

 

I want you too, Louise
Only if Ian & Lena are not dating

#206
 

and not fucking Mike
#506

 

fuck Louise #510

Otherwise

Lena/Louise (min 0)

That's enough
Only if Lena/Louise   is at least 4 

Lena/Louise    3
reject Louise #200

Leaving

Only if Ian/Lena are over
#372

 

and Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

or
Ian broke up with Lena

#445

and
Ian/Lena did not resolve their issues

#446
 

 
Lena is not in love with Ian #310 

 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

Go to Ian 

Yes
fucking Mike #506?

Go to Mike 

Yes
fucking Louise #510?

No

Go to Louise 
Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Ian

Ian

Yes

have a Stalkfap account #80 and
Lena is mad at Ian because of Stalkfap #493?

 

Only if Ian/Lena   is at least 7 

Ian/Lena    6

Go to Lena is mad 

Yes

Ian/Lena did not fuck #161 and
Lena is mad at Ian because he pressures for sex #493?

No

 

Only if Ian/Lena   is at least 4 

Ian/Lena    3

Go to Lena is mad 

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Lena is mad

Lena is mad

Yes
Lena & Mike are dating #237?

I should call Mike. He wanted to see me tonight, after all.

Call Mike over

fucked Lena #476

and
fucked Mike after unpacking #458 or
did not fuck Axel #461?

Yes No

He's probably found alternative plans. For sure with some other girl... or just his girlfriend.

Only available if Lena & Robert are dating
#307

 

Call Robert
Only if Ian/Lena are not a couple

#443
 

¿fuck Robert ¿ #511

Only available if fucked Louise
#197

 

and did not reject Louise
#200

 

Go to Louise's room
fuck Louise #510

Go to Louise 

Go to sleep

 

fuck Mike #506

 

Only if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

cheating #512

 

Go to Mike 

Put the phone down

Yes

fucked Louise #197 and
did not reject Louise #200

or
Lena & Robert are dating #307?

No

And that pain brought anger with it.

Only available if Lena & Robert are dating
#307

 

Call Robert
Only if Ian/Lena are not a couple

#443
 

¿fuck Robert ¿ #511

Only available if fucked Louise
#197

 

and did not reject Louise
#200

 

Go to Louise's room
fuck Louise #510

Go to Louise 

Go to sleep

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Mike

Mike

Yes

did not fuck Lena #476 or
got only a handjob from Lena #476?

 

Lena (max 10) 

Only if did not fuck Mike after unpacking
#458

 

and fucked Axel
#461

 

Lena (max 9) 

Scene #150
Lena invites Mike after the concert

Yes

did not fuck Mike after unpacking #458 and
fucked Axel #461?

No

 

Lena (max 9) 

Only if Lena's anal experience: [anal sex]
#124

 

Lena (max 9) 

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Louise

Louise

Only if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

and got the collar
#301

 

 ¿put the collar on Louise ¿ #375

 

I'm glad you enjoyed it.

Only available if gave Louise an orgasm
#199

 

or gave Louise an orgasm
#246

 

or fucked Louise
#373

 

I'm not done with you yet: Lena/Louise (max 12)

 ¿give Louise an orgasm ¿ #513

Goodnight:   Lena/Louise (min 0)

Scene #151
Lena gives Louise some much needed attention

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 6 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 10 - Part 6

Morning

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Lena is not mad at Ian because of Stalkfap #493 and
Lena is not mad at Ian because he pressures for sex #493 

Ian's

Perry's surprised scream startled me. I turned around, dropping my phone... And the towel.

Only available if Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos]
#189

 

and Lena   is at least 8
or

Stalkfap posts: [hot videos]
#189

 

Tease Perry
 ¿tease Perry ¿ #514

Pick up the towel!
Automatic timer choice

Kick Perry out!:   ¿Lena/Perry (min 0)¿

Yes
have a Stalkfap account #80?

No

Ian & Lena are not dating #206 or
Lena is mad at Ian because of Stalkfap #493 or
Lena is mad at Ian because he pressures for sex #493 

Home

Stan was the one who was renting the apartment. Louise and I had been paying our share directly to him, since we moved in afterwards.

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Take it easy on Stan: Lena (max 12) Side with Louise: Lena/Stan (min 0)

Only available if Lena/Stan   is 0 

Insult Stan:     Lena/Stan (min 0)

refuse to pay #515

That much?

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

I'll pay: Lena
Only if Lena/Stan   is at least 2 

Lena/Stan (max 12)

 
Only if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

  Lena/Louise (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Louise (min 0)

 
pay Stan #515

I'm not paying!:     Lena/Stan (min 0)

refuse to pay #515

Only available if Lena   is 0 

I can't afford it...
cannot pay #515

 

Only if refused to pay Stan
#515

 

and Lena/Stan   is 0 

Lena/Louise 

Lena/Louise (max 12) 

Yes

did not pay Stan #515 and
did not hard reject Louise #200?

No

Cafe

Yesterday was fantastic. I wish I could do something like that too, but I never could!

Only available if Lena's interest in Holly is at least 4 

You are fantastic, Holly: Lena (max 10)
Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 8 

Your art is fantastic too: Lena (max 10) Thank you: Lena/Holly (max 10) It was nothing special

I'm sure you have quite a few things in common.

Only available if defended Stan
#135

 

or Lena/Stan   is at least 10 

You should hang out with him: Lena (max 10)

 ¿hang out with Stan ¿ #516

You're making new friends

Yes

Lena did not fuck Holly #417 and
Stan came to the Fortress concert #507?

No

Yes
offered Ed to help #143?

That's good, you need to devote some time to yourself too. How are you holding up?

Only available if Lena/Molly   is at least 10 

Confide in Molly: Lena/Molly    12
I'm managing Avoid the subject: Lena/Molly (max 12)

Yes
stole from the cafe #159?

No

I felt ashamed of having stolen some money before, but I needed it back when I did it.

Automatic choice if stole twice from the cafe
#159

 

and Lena & Seymour are not dating
#465

 

and Lena   is 4 or less 

Steal from the drawer: Lena/Ed    2, Lena/Molly    3
caught stealing #159

And don't bother coming back on Monday.

I'm sorry Automatic timer choice

... Screw you!:   Lena/Ed (min 0)

Put the money back

Shopping

I should get a present for Ivy...

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Get her a good gift
Only if Lena   is at least 4 

expensive gift #517

Lena
Otherwise

cheap gift #517

Get her a small gift
cheap gift #517

Only available if Lena/Ivy   is 5 or less 

Don't get her anything

Shopping

Shop for clothes

 

Let's browse some shops, see if there's anything cute.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 
or Lena posh level is at least 3 

Visit the fashion boutique
Only if Lena posh level is 0 

Lena posh level +1

 

Only if Lena   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit
Lena posh level +2 (max 5)

 
Only if Lena & Seymour are dating

#465
 

or Lena   is at least 6 

        Lena
black dress #518

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

Buy this outfit:   Lena
lingerie #364

 

Shop for casual clothes

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
witty outfit #296

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
athletic outfit #297

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
charismatic outfit #298

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
lusty outfit #299

 

Visit the sex shop

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bad boy #300

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
double dildo #302

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
collar #301

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bunny costume #303

 

Visit the tattoo parlor

 

Get a tattoo

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

 ¿flower design ¿ #409

  Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

 ¿bird cage and roses ¿ #410

    Lena 

Only if Lena   is at least 4 

 ¿crane and the sakura flowers ¿ #411

      Lena 

Only available if have not got one already

and Lena   is at least 1 

Get a navel piercing

 

Lena 

Go home

Continue
Only if Lena posh level is at least 4 
and did not visit the fashion boutique

You will visit the fashion boutique
before leaving the mall 

Home

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Lena is not mad at Ian because of Stalkfap #493 and
Lena is not mad at Ian because he pressures for sex #493

 

Stan was the one who was renting the apartment. Louise and I had been paying our share directly to him, since we moved in afterwards.

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

Take it easy on Stan: Lena (max 12) Side with Louise: Lena/Stan (min 0)

Only available if Lena/Stan   is 0 

Insult Stan:     Lena/Stan (min 0)

refuse to pay #515

That much?

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

I'll pay: Lena
Only if Lena/Stan   is at least 2 

Lena/Stan (max 12)

 
Only if Lena/Stan   is at least 6 

  Lena/Louise (min 0)

Otherwise

Lena/Louise (min 0)

 
pay Stan #515

I'm not paying!:     Lena/Stan (min 0)

refuse to pay #515

Only available if Lena   is 0 

I can't afford it...
cannot pay #515

 

Only if refused to pay Stan
#515

 

and Lena/Stan   is 0 

Lena/Louise 

Lena/Louise (max 12) 

Yes

did not pay Stan #515 and
did not hard reject Louise #200?

No

 

fuck Louise #510

 

Only if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

and got the collar
#301

 

 ¿put the collar on Louise ¿ #375

 

I'm glad you enjoyed it.

Only available if gave Louise an orgasm
#199

 

or gave Louise an orgasm
#246

 

or fucked Louise
#373

 

I'm not done with you yet: Lena/Louise (max 12)

 ¿give Louise an orgasm ¿ #513

Goodnight:   Lena/Louise (min 0)

Scene #151
Lena gives Louise some much needed attention

Yes

Woke up home this morning and
fucked Louise #197 and
did not fuck Louise #510 and
did not reject Louise #200?

No
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Home

Hm... I should call my parents, see how they are holding up...

Only available if Lena/Mom   is at least 3 

Call your parents: Lena (max 10)

call your parents #519

 

Also, I can't do barely anything but I feel tired all the time. I swear, I feel like an old lady already, popping pills all day long!

You're getting old
Lena/Mom (min 3) Do as the doctor says: Lena (max 8) You'll get better

¿Lena/Dad (max 12)¿
Lena/Mom 

I don't feel like it

fucked Axel #461?
Yes No

And yet, I had sex with Axel. I had been thinking about it rather incessantly...

It was so intense...: Lena (max 10)

desire Axel #294

Scene #152
Lena thinks about Axel

Snap out of it

Lena masturbated #503 and
Lena desires Axel #294 or
Lena's reply to Axel: [neutral, friendly] #504?

Yes No

Scene #152
Lena thinks about Axel

Lena does not desire Axel #294 
 

Lena does not desire Axel #294 
 

Holly had sex with Ivy #416 or
Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy #416?

Yes No

 

Sure, why not? You have the best possible teachers available right here!

Let's do it!: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

 ¿do it ¿ #520

Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 5) 
Don't force her... ...

Enticed, admiring... Aroused.

Go get her
lesbian fantasy #328

Ian & Holly are dating #367 or
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

Yes No

Lena's interest in Holly 5
 

Go to Fuck Holly 

Finish the photo shoot

 

It's a silly thing, and people can just be themselves, act naturally... But for some reason, I just don't know how to do it.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

You're too self-conscious: Lena (max 10)

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

It has nothing to do with knowledge: Lena (max 10)
You think too much about it It's weird: Lena/Holly (min 3)

I feel comfortable with you... Safe.

Automatic choice if Lena fucked Holly
#417

 

Nudge Holly
Only if Lena's interest in Holly is 3 or less 

and Lena did not fuck Holly
#417

 

Lena's interest in Holly 3
 ¿do it ¿ #520

Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 5) 

Lena fucked Holly #417?
Yes No

Go to Fuck Holly  Enticed, admiring... Aroused.

Kiss Holly
lesbian fantasy #328

Ian & Holly are dating #367 or
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

Yes No

Lena's interest in Holly 5
 

Go to Fuck Holly 

End the shoot

Automatic choice if Lena's interest in Holly is 2 or less 

Reassure Holly

 

Fuck Holly

Fuck Holly

When I ran my fingers over her labia I found it smooth and slippery, overflowing with her juices...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Finger Holly
finger her #521

Use your mouth on Holly

Lena (max 10) 

And now she was trying her hardest to give me one...

Automatic choice if Holly had sex with Ivy
#416

 

or Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy
#416

 

 
Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Make Holly eat you out
make her eat you out #521

Let Holly continue

Only if Holly did not have sex with Ivy
#416

 

and Holly did not have sex with Lena & Ivy
#416

 

fuck Holly #417

 

Scene #153
Holly has her first shoot

Clothes

look sexy #2

 

Only available if got the black dress
#518

 

look amazing #2

 

Only available if Lena got the witty outfit
#296

 

look lovely #2

 

Only available if Lena got the athletic outfit
#297

 

look sporty #2

 

Only available if Lena got the charismatic outfit
#298

 

look stunning #2

 

Only available if Lena got the lusty outfit
#299

 

look hot #2

 

And for the final touch...

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Wear the choker

Only available if did not decide to sell the necklace
#295

 

and Seymour gave you the necklace
#263

 

and Lena   is at least 4 

Wear the onyx necklace

No necklace

Call your parents 

Yes
did not call your parents #519?

No

You always have time for her...

Only available if did not reject Louise
#200

 

We'll hang out some other time: Lena (max 10)

She's my friend, too
Only if did not hard reject Louise

#200
 

Lena/Louise (min 0)
Ignore her

Only available if Lena/Louise   is 0 

Get off my back: Lena (max 10)

Club

Only if Lena's clothes look amazing
#2

 

Lena (max 10) 

Yes
gave Ivy an expensive gift #517?

Lena (max 8)

Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Lena/Ivy (max 10)

Lena/Ivy (max 18) 

Yes
did not give Ivy a cheap gift #517?

No

Lena/Ivy (min 0) 

You know, I was thinking we could do a collab. It would be cool to have your voice in one of my tracks.

Automatic choice if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

and not over with Mike
#463

 

Alright, let's do it: ¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿
collab with Mike #522

I'll think about it

Come on, have a seat.

Sit next to Ivy: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

 ¿Ivy ¿ #523

Sit next to Jess: Lena (max 8)

Only if got a tattoo

¿Lena/Jessica (max 12)¿
 ¿Jessica ¿ #523

Only available if Holly did not join pole dancing
#160

 

or Ian & Holly are dating
#367

 

Sit next to Mark
 ¿Mark ¿ #523

Civil engineer, actually. But let's not talk about that, I know it's a rather boring subject!

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

and Lena   is at least 6 

Flirt with Mark:   ¿Lena/Mark (max 12)¿
flirt with Mark #524

Tell me more about yourself Yeah, I'm bored: ¿Lena/Mark (min 0)¿

Sit next to Alice: Lena (max 8)

 ¿Alice ¿ #523

Only if encouraged Holly to meet guys
#314

 

and Lena did not fuck Holly
#417

 

Holly hooking up #314

 

Judging by their body language, it seemed clear Mark was making advances on her...

Interrupt them
Only if Holly is hooking up with Mark

#314
 

and Holly wants to be like Lena is 3 or less 

interested #314

Otherwise if Holly is not hooking up with Mark
#314

 

not interested #314

 

Leave them to it
Only if Holly is not hooking up with Mark

#314
 

interested #314

Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 5) 

Yes

Holly joined pole dancing #160 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367?

No

Only if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

and Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

and Lena fucked Holly
#417

 

and Holly is not interested with Mark
#314

 

and Holly joined pole dancing
#160

 

Lena/Holly (max 12) 

Multiple possibilities 

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Confess your sexual fantasies: Lena (max 10) Keep it private: Lena (max 8)

Yes

Lena has an exhibitionist fantasy #329 or
Lena has a lesbian fantasy #328 or
Lena has a fantasy of being dominated #331 or
Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330?

No

Yes
Lena is mad at Ian because of Stalkfap #493?

How I'm supposed to deal with that?

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 9 

or Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

I understand why you feel that way: Lena (max 10)

Not the way you did: Ian/Lena    3
break up #445

Ian leaves #525

 
Lena is not cheating #512 

That's not my problem: Ian/Lena    2
break up #445

Ian leaves #525

 
Lena is not cheating #512 

Yes
Lena is mad at Ian because he pressures for sex #493?

No

Ian leaves #525

break up #445

Ian/Lena    1
Lena is not cheating #512 

 

Lena (max 10) 

 

I don't know about that...

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

and Lena   is at least 7
or

Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy
#416

 

Push Holly
Holly hooking up #314

Let Holly decide
Only if Holly wants to be like Lena is 5 

Holly hooking up #314
Protect Holly

Yes
Holly is interested with Mark #314?

No

But Mark's not who I'd like to... kiss tonight.

Kiss Holly: Lena (max 10) Automatic timer choice

And who would that be? Goodnight, Holly: Lena/Holly (min 0)

Yes

Holly is not hooking up with Mark #314 and
Lena fucked Holly #417?

No

Yes

Holly joined pole dancing #160 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367?

No
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Club

Only if fucked Louise
#197

 

and did not reject Louise
#200

 

and Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

Lena/Ivy (max 12) 

took drug #315?
Yes No

Of course, it's my birthday! Want some?

Take the drug: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

take the drug #526
Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Refuse: Lena

I'd offer you some, but I know you're not into drugs.

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

I want to try it: Lena, Lena/Ivy (max 12)

take the drug #526

No, I'm not

 

Scene #154
Holly goes with Mark

What does it look like? I'd say Holly needed a ride home and Mark offered himself!

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Look at Holly go!
voyeur #314

Why did he send you that?

I asked Mark to keep me posted so we could follow Holly's progress!

You're a concerned teacher...: Lena (max 7)

voyeur #314 That's not cool: Lena/Ivy (min 0)

That's not cool: Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Yes
Holly is hooking up with Mark #314?

No

Only if having a threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise
#509

 

and Lena/Jeremy   is 9 or less 

Lena/Jeremy    10

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445?

Yes No

Go to Dance (Ian boyfriend)  Go to Dance (Ian not boyfriend) 

Dance (Ian boyfriend)

Dance (Ian boyfriend)

dance with Ian #527

 

And in the hard bulge poking at my ass.

Only available if did not take drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

and Lena   is 6 or less 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Sneak into the bathroom with Ian: Lena

Only available if took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

or Lena   is at least 7 

Sneak into the bathroom with Ian

Go to Bathroom Ian 

Dance with someone else
or

Cool it down

I'm going to get some air... Wanna come with me or do you prefer to stay here dancing?

Only available if Lena/Ivy   is at least 6 

and not dancing with Billy
#527

 

Dance with Ivy: Lena (max 10)

dance with Ivy #527

Go to Axel 

Only available if accepted to model for Billy
#317

 

or don't distrust Billy's plan
#316

 

Dance with Billy:   ¿Lena/Billy (max 12)¿
dance with Billy #527

Dance with someone else

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

or took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

Dance with Mike
dance with Mike #527

Mike's hands proved to be more daring than Ian's.
They teased me, groping my body, caressing my sensitive areas...

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

and Lena   is at least 8 

or
 took drug at Ivy's birthday party

#526
 

or
 fucked Mike

#506
 

and Lena   is at least 6 

or
 Ian left Ivy's birthday party

#525
 

and Lena   is at least 6 

Sneak into the bathroom with Mike
Only if Ian/Lena are a couple

#443
 

and Ian did not break up with Lena
#445

 

cheating #512

Go to Bathroom Mike 

Cool it down

Go to Axel 

Only available if Holly is not hooking up with Mark
#314

and
flirted with Mark

#524
 

or took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

Dance with Mark
dance with Mark #527

They proved to be more daring than Ian's, teasing me,
groping my body, caressing my sensitive areas...

Only available if took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

or
Ian/Lena are not a couple

#443
 

and Lena   is at least 8
or

Ian left Ivy's birthday party
#525

 

and Lena   is at least 6 

Sneak into the bathroom with Mark
Only if Ian/Lena are a couple

#443
 

and Ian did not break up with Lena
#445

 

cheating #512

Go to Bathroom Mark 

Cool it down

Go to Axel 

Dance by yourself
Lena (max 10)

Go to Axel 

Only available if did not take drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

Go with Ian

Go to Axel 

Dance (Ian not boyfriend)

Dance (Ian not boyfriend)

Only available if Lena/Ivy   is at least 6 

and not dancing with Billy
#527

 

Dance with Ivy: Lena (max 10)

dance with Ivy #527

Go to Axel 

Only available if Ian/Lena   is at least 8 

and Ian did not leave Ivy's birthday party
#525

 

Dance with Ian: Lena (max 10)

dance with Ian #527

Ian/Lena are over #372 or
Ian broke up with Lena #445?

Yes No

How could it, when it felt so right?

Only available if Ian/Lena fucked
#161

 

and Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

and
took drug at Ivy's birthday party

#526
 

or Lena   is at least 7 

Sneak into the bathroom with Ian

Go to Bathroom Ian 

Cool it down

Go to Axel 

Go to Axel 
Only available if accepted to model for Billy

#317
 

or don't distrust Billy's plan
#316

 

Dance with Billy:   ¿Lena/Billy (max 12)¿
dance with Billy #527

Dance with someone else

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

or took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

or Ian left Ivy's birthday party
#525

 

Dance with Mike
dance with Mike #527

Mike's hands were so daring. They teased me,
groping my body, caressing my sensitive areas...

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

and Lena   is at least 8
or

took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

or
Ian left Ivy's birthday party

#525
 

and Lena   is at least 6 

Sneak into the bathroom with Mike
Only if Ian/Lena are a couple

#443
 

and Ian did not break up with Lena
#445

 

cheating #512

Go to Bathroom Mike 

Cool it down

Go to Axel 

Only available if Holly is not hooking up with Mark
#314

and
flirted with Mark

#524

or
took drug at Ivy's birthday party

#526

or
Ian left Ivy's birthday party

#525
 

and Lena   is at least 6 

Dance with Mark
dance with Mark #527

I could feel Mark's desire not only in his words, but in his hands too.
They teased me, groping my body, caressing my sensitive areas...

Only available if took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

or Lena   is at least 8 

Sneak into the bathroom with Mark
Only if Ian/Lena are a couple

#443
 

and Ian did not break up with Lena
#445

 

cheating #512

Go to Bathroom Mark 

Cool it down

Go to Axel 

Dance by yourself
Lena (max 10)

Go to Axel 

Bathroom

Bathroom Ian

Bathroom Ian

blowjob Ian #528

 

Fuck, Lena... That's so hot.

Swallow it: Lena (max 10)

Only if took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

Lena (max 10)

 ¿swallow ¿ #529

Spit it out

Scene #155
Lena and her dance partner need to cool off

Bathroom Mike

Bathroom Mike

Mike #528

 

Damn, baby... That's so fucking hot.

Swallow it: Lena (max 10)

Only if took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

Lena (max 10)

 ¿swallow ¿ #529

Spit it out

Scene #155
Lena and her dance partner need to cool off

Bathroom Mark

Bathroom Mark

Mark #528

 

You look great with my cum painted all over your lips.

Swallow it: Lena (max 10)

Only if took drug at Ivy's birthday party
#526

 

Lena (max 10)

 ¿swallow ¿ #529

Spit it out

Scene #155
Lena and her dance partner need to cool off

Axel

Axel

Yes

gave Mark a blowjob in the bathroom #528 or
dancing with Mark #527?

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445?

Yes No

Axel/Ian fight #530

 
Axel/Mark fight #530

 

Yes

gave Mike a blowjob in the bathroom #528 or
dancing with Mike #527 or
Ian left Ivy's birthday party #525?

No

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445?

Yes No

Axel/Ian or Mike fight #530

 
Axel/Mike fight #530

 

Axel/Ian fight #530

 

Yes

Ian got into a fight with Axel #530 or
Ian or Mike got into a fight with Axel #530?

This is a private conversation

Tell Axel to go away: Lena (max 10)

Axel/Ian fight #530

Tell Ian to step down
Only if Ian & Lena are dating

#206
 

    Ian/Lena (min 0)

Otherwise

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Axel/Ian or Mike fight #530

Automatic timer choice

...
Axel/Ian fight #530

Yes
Mark got into a fight with Axel #530?

No need to be rude, bro. Besides, I was already talking with her, in case you didn't notice.

Tell Axel to go away: Lena (max 10) Tell Mark to step down Automatic timer choice

...

Yes
Mike got into a fight with Axel #530?

No

This is none of your business, so go be a nuisance somewhere else.

Tell Axel to go away: Lena (max 10) Tell Mike to step down:   ¿Lena/Mike (min 0)¿
Automatic timer choice

...

Only if Ian or Mike got into a fight with Axel
#530

 

Lena (max 10) 

Only if Ian did not leave Ivy's birthday party
#525

 

and Ian & Lena are dating
#206

 

and Ian did not break up with Lena
#445

 

and Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

Ian/Lena (min 0) 

Lena/Ivy   is at least 8?
Yes No

Well then, let me return the favor! You're staying at my place tonight.

Accept Ivy's offer

Go to Ivy 

Decline

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 9 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 9 ( link) 

 

Ivy

Ivy

 ¿sleep at Ivy's ¿ #531

 

Well, I'm trying to fuck him, and my plan was to do so tonight, but look who's in my bed instead!

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

I thought you had fucked him already
You can have him anytime you want You like him?: Lena (max 10)

Our noses were almost touching.

Automatic timer choice

Stay still

Stay away from Ivy: Lena (max 10)

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 9 ( link) 

Relax, I'm just trying to make you feel better. And since talking doesn't seem to be doing the trick...

Only available if Lena/Ivy   is at least 8 

Let Ivy please you: Lena (max 10)

let Ivy please you #532

Automatic timer choice

Stop her: Lena (max 10), Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Only if fucked Louise
#197

 

or Lena fucked Holly
#417

 

Lena/Ivy (min 0)

stayed still #532

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 9 ( link) 

What should we do about it?

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Let me eat you: Lena/Ivy (max 12), Lena/Ivy (max 10)

eat out Ivy #532

What do you want?: Lena (max 7)

eat out Ivy #532
Automatic timer choice

...

Scene #156
Lena goes home with the birthday girl

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 9 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 10 - Part 9

Home

It was the first time I was seeing Stan getting so riled up. He had some real anger piled up inside...

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

or Lena   is at least 7 

I'm sorry you feel this way: Lena/Stan (max 12)

appease Stan #533

Calm down, Stan:   Lena/Stan (min 0) Can't you two get along?: Lena/Stan (min 0)

Only available if Lena/Louise   is 2 or less 

Louise's a bitch:   Lena/Stan (max 12)

side with Stan #533

Yes

Lena/Stan   is at least 1and
Stan came to the Fortress concert #507?

No

Lena & Seymour are dating #465?
Yes No

Seymour calls  I'm so sorry... But if you know it's Mr. Ward's doing, you understand there's not much we can do...

You could be brave: Lena (max 10) He's blackmailing you: Lena (max 10) I guess not

Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189

and
Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445

or
Lena & Mike are dating #237 and
not over with Mike #463

or
planned a photo shoot with Stan #138?

Yes No

Jump to Chapter 10 - Stalkfap ( link)  Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 10 - Stalkfap

Home

I could use a cameraman... Danny won't help me, but I can ask someone else.

Only available if took Stalkfap picture for Lena
#492

 

Choose Ian
with Ian #534

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

and not over with Mike
#463

or
fucked Mike

#506

or
gave Mike a blowjob in the bathroom

#528
 

and Lena is cheating
#512

 

Choose Mike
with Mike #534

Wait, didn't I say I was done with Mike? I'm dating Ian now!

Automatic choice if in love with Mike
#404

 

 
Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

or Lena is cheating
#512

 

Do it again
cheating #512

It's wrong
Choose someone else

Yes

over with Mike #463 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445?

No

Only available if planned a photo shoot with Stan
#138

 

and did not scold Stan
#238

 

and did not catch Stan spying
#238

 

Choose Stan
with Stan #534

accepted Stan's photo shoot free #508?
Yes No

Still... I insist. I... think it's only fair.

Accept: Lena
maybe for money #508

Decline
Lena (max 10), Lena/Stan (max 12)

Yes
Lena & Seymour are not dating #465?

No
Oh, and about the payment...

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Ask for more money
  Lena

Is your offer still up?
Lena

I'll do it for free
Lena/Stan (max 12)

accept free #508

Never mind

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 

Lingerie

underwear #2

 

Only available if got the bunny costume
#303

 

bunny costume #2

 

Only available if got the lingerie
#364

 

black lingerie #2

 

I also have an idea to make this shoot a lot more fun and lewd...

Use the anal plug
use the anal plug #535 Never mind

Yes

Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex] #124

and
did not ask Stan to do Stalkfap photo shoot #534

or
Lena fully showed her pussy in photo shoot #204 and
Stalkfap posts: [hot videos] #189?

No

Yes
asked Ian to do Stalkfap photo shoot #534?

Go to Ian 

Yes
asked Mike to do Stalkfap photo shoot #534?

Go to Mike 

Yes
asked Stan to do Stalkfap photo shoot #534?

No

Go to Stan 

 

Ian

Ian

Only if Lena is wearing the bunny costume
#2

 

Lena (max 10) 

Only if Lena is wearing black lingerie
#2

 

Lena (max 10) 

exhibitionist fantasy #329

 

He saw the object of his ardent desire; an idea, an icon, a Goddess of pure lust.

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Use the dildo
Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Use the dildo: Lena

use the dildo #536

I had no idea you had one of those... What a horny, nasty girl you are, Lena.

Use a bigger dildo
bad boy #536 Tease Ian

Yes
got the bad boy #300?

No

Keep teasing him

And that erect hardness was all mine. The most clear and honest reflection of the effect I was having on Ian...

Only available if used the dildo
#536

 

or used the bad boy
#536

 

Fuck yourself with the dildo
 ¿fuck yourself with the dildo ¿ #537

 

I synced to his movements, matching the rhythm of his hand with mine, shivering with pleasure.

Only available if using anal toys
#535

 

Fuck your ass
use the dildo #535

Continue fucking your pussy

Put that plastic toy aside. It's my turn now.

Only available if Ian/Lena fucked
#161

 

Have Ian fuck you

Deny him
 ¿jerk off ¿ #538

Ask Ian to jerk off
 ¿jerk off ¿ #538 Ask Ian to fuck you

Ian jerks off

 

Ian/Lena did not fuck #161 or
Ian on the cuck route #477?

Yes No

No fucking allowed  Fucking you feels much better... And I don't think I can wait any longer.

Automatic choice if Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 1 

Have Ian fuck you
 ¿shooting partner did not only jerk off ¿ #538 

Go to Fuck Ian 

Deny him

Scene #157
Shoot for Stalkfap

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 

Fuck Ian

 

Your ass is hungry for cock... You're such a dirty girl, Lena. I love it.

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

or Lena has a MMF threesome fantasy
#327

 

Insert the dildo too
DP #535

Don't stop...!

Yes

using anal toys #535 and
used the dildo #535?

No

Fuck, you're too sexy...! I could cum at any moment now...!

Automatic choice if did DP with the dildo
#535

 

 
Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Ask him to cum on your face
 ¿facial¿ #539

Let him cum

Scene #157
Shoot for Stalkfap

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 

 

Mike

Mike

Only if Lena is wearing the bunny costume
#2

 

Lena (max 10) 

Only if Lena is wearing black lingerie
#2

 

Lena (max 10) 

exhibitionist fantasy #329

 

An idea, an icon, a Goddess of pure lust.

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Use the dildo
Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Use the dildo: Lena

use the dildo #536

What a horny, dirty girl you are...

Use a bigger dildo
bad boy #536 Tease Mike

Yes
got the bad boy #300?

No

And that erect hardness was all mine. The most clear and honest reflection of the effect I was having on Mike...

Only available if used the dildo
#536

 

or used the bad boy
#536

 

Fuck yourself with the dildo
 ¿fuck yourself with the dildo ¿ #537

I synced to his movements, matching the rhythm of his hand with mine, shivering with pleasure.

Only available if using anal toys
#535

 

Fuck your ass
use the dildo #535

Continue fucking your pussy

Ask Mike to fuck you

Keep teasing him

Your ass is made for my cock, babe. I love it.

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

or Lena has a MMF threesome fantasy
#327

 

Insert the dildo too
DP #535

Don't stop...!

Yes

using anal toys #535 and
used the dildo #535?

No

 ¿facial¿ #539

 

Scene #157
Shoot for Stalkfap

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 

 

Stan

Stan

Only if Lena is wearing the bunny costume
#2

 

Lena (max 10) 

Only if Lena is wearing black lingerie
#2

 

Lena (max 10) 

Then make sure you take some good pictures.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Masturbate in front of Stan
Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Masturbate in front of Stan: Lena

Keep teasing

 

Scene #157
Shoot for Stalkfap

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 

exhibitionist fantasy #329

 

He marveled before me, the object of his ardent desire; an idea, an icon, a Goddess of pure lust.

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Use the dildo
Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Use the dildo: Lena
Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Demand to see Stan's dick
Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Demand to see Stan's dick: Lena

Keep teasing

 

Scene #157
Shoot for Stalkfap

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 

Stan dildo

use the dildo #536

got the bad boy #300?
Yes No

Stan... Take the pictures, please.

Use a bigger dildo
bad boy #536

God, I had him completely hypnotized. So much so that he couldn't
think about anything else than what was in front of him.

Demand to see Stan's dick

Go to Stan's dick 

Keep teasing

Demand to see Stan's dick

Go to Stan's dick 

Keep teasing

God, I had him completely hypnotized. So much so that he couldn't
think about anything else than what was in front of him.

Demand to see Stan's dick

Go to Stan's dick 

Keep teasing

Stan's dick

 ¿jerk off ¿ #538

That boner was the most honest and clear reflection of the effect I was having on Stan, and I loved it.

Only available if used the dildo
#536

 

or used the bad boy
#536

 

Fuck yourself with the dildo
 ¿fuck yourself with the dildo ¿ #537

 

I synced to his movements, matching the rhythm of his hand with mine, shivering with pleasure.

Only available if using anal toys
#535

 

Fuck your ass
use the dildo #535

Continue fucking your pussy

Tell Stan to masturbate

Scene #157
Shoot for Stalkfap

Jump to Chapter 10 - Part 10 ( link) 
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Chapter 10 - Part 10

Photo shoot

Poses

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Artsy pose

Photo Shoot
 

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Flashy pose

Photo Shoot
 

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

Challenging pose

Photo Shoot
 

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Seductive pose

Photo Shoot
 

That's it

Continue 

Lena & Seymour are dating #465?
Yes No

Syemour

Only if Photo Shoot   is 4 

Lena/Seymour (max 12)

  Lena
Otherwise if Photo Shoot   is at least 2 
or Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 3 

Lena

Kent

Lena
 

Only if Photo Shoot   is 4 

Lena

Scene #158
Lena finally gets another professional shoot

 

not having a threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509

Home

So, how was your day?

Tell Louise about your day What about your day, Louise?: Lena (max 10) Is everything alright?: Lena (max 10)

His puffs and moans made clear how much he was enjoying it... And I was having the time of my life, too.

Only available if Lena/Louise   is at least 6 

Share with Louise: Lena (max 10)

share with Louise #509

Hog it for yourself!: Lena (max 10), Lena/Louise (min 0)

hog it #509

Scene #159
Lena has a threesome with Louise and Jeremy



Our Red String
Chapter 11 - Prologue

 

Ian & Lena are not dating #206 
 

Yes

Ian left Ivy's birthday party #525 or
Ian broke up with Lena #445?

No

confesssed your love to Ian once #310

 

Yes
Lena is in love with Ian #310?

No

cheating #512

 

Yes

Ian/Lena are a couple #443 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445

and
gave Mark a blowjob in the bathroom #528 or
gave Mike a blowjob in the bathroom #528?

No

 ¿Ian is cheating ¿ #540

 

Yes

Ian/Lena are a couple #443 and
Ian did not break up with Lena #445

and
Ian & Cindy are dating #453 or
Ian & Minerva dating #394?

No

not over with Mike #463 
 

Yes

over with Mike #463

and
asked Mike to do Stalkfap photo shoot #534 or
fucked Mike #506 or
gave Mike a blowjob in the bathroom #528?

No

Lena & Mike are not dating #237 
 

Yes
over with Mike #463?

No
Yes

Lie to Perry points is 3?

Perry lie to cover Cindy +1
 

Yes
Lie to Perry points is 2?

Perry lie to cover Cindy +1 (max 2) 
 

Yes

Lie to Perry points is 0 and
Ian & Cindy are dating #453?

No

Perry lie to cover Cindy -1 (min 0) 
 

Holly's new look #546

 

Yes
Holly wants to be like Lena is at least 4? No

Ian doesn't like it #554

 

Yes

accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278 or
dominant towards Alison #431 or
Ian & Alison are not dating #225?

No

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

 

did not fuck Louise #197 or
rejected Louise #200

Louise

I looked into Louise's eyes, seeing her desire for me burning in her pupils.

Play with Louise

Send her away

Choices

Can repeat 3 times

Spank her

1st time only

Lena (max 7)

 
3rd time only

Lena (max 10) 

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Tease Louise's asshole

Only available after teasing Louise's asshole

Use a dildo on Louise

 ¿normal dildo ¿ #541

 

Only available if got the double dildo
#302

 

 ¿double dildo ¿ #541

 

Ahhnn! It feels... weird, but I like it...

Fuck each other using the dildo
 ¿both use the double dildo ¿ #541 Make Louise cum

Continue 

Only available after fingering Louise

Make Louise cum

Lena/Louise (max 12)

Continue 

Scene #160
Lena uses Louise for pleasure

Home

Only if offered Ed to help
#143

 

and convinced Perry to help at the cafe
#419

 

¿Lena/Perry (max 12)¿ 

Yes
Stan came to the Fortress concert #507?

 

I could've never even dreamed about having a girl like you care for me, respect me, or even talk to me...

Only available if Lena/Stan   is at least 10 

You deserve it, Stan: Lena (max 10)
What are you trying to say? Thanks?

When I woke up that morning, the last thing I was expecting was to get a love confession before I even got to finish my morning coffee.

Wait a minute...
Automatic timer choice

Excuse me?:   Lena/Stan (min 0)

Are you crazy?: Lena/Stan    1
 ¿rough rejection ¿ #543

Stan acts like an incel #533

Too fast...?

Only available if Stan is riled up at Louise
#533

 

Let's talk about this...

I appreciate your sentiment, Stan, but...

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

or Ian broke up with Lena
#445

 

I need time: Lena (max 10), Lena/Stan (max 12)

Lena & Stan are dating #542

I don't feel the same way
 ¿polite rejection ¿ #543

Stan acts like an incel #533?
Yes No

Lena/Stan    1 Lena/Stan (min 0)

Only if Lena/Stan   is at least 7 

Lena/Stan    6

Sorry, I don't feel the same way
 ¿polite rejection ¿ #543

Stan acts like an incel #533?
Yes No

Lena/Stan    1 Lena/Stan (min 0)

Only if Lena/Stan   is at least 7 

Lena/Stan    6

You're creeping me out!: Lena/Stan    1
 ¿rough rejection ¿ #543

Stan acts like an incel #533

Yes

asked Stan to do Stalkfap photo shoot #534

or
accepted photo shoot with Stan #508

or
did not scold Stan #238 and
did not catch Stan spying #238 and
Lena/Stan   is at least 7?

No

Yes
Lena/Stan   is 0?

No

I just... I wanted to get some breakfast.

Only available if did not pay Stan
#515

 

You don't need that
Wait for your turn Be quick about it

Let Stan do it.

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

You need to pay, Louise: Lena (max 7)

 ¿need to pay ¿ #544
Stop being childish: Lena (max 6), Lena/Louise (min 0)

Ask for money to your dad: Lena (max 6)

Only if Lena/Louise   is at least 8 

¿need to pay ¿ #544
Let's hope he does

Yes
paid Stan #515?

No

Should we skip dinner then?  

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

or Lena is in love with Ian
#310

 

I love having dinner with you
dinner with Ian #545

No, it's okay
dinner with Ian #545

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

Yes: Lena (max 8)

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Holly

Only if Holly wants to be like Lena is at least 4 

Holly's new look #546

 

offered Ed to help #143

Cafe

Only if convinced Perry to help at the cafe
#419

 

¿Lena/Perry (max 12)¿ 

Lena (max 10) 

did not offer Ed to help #143

Cafeteria

I don't like here nearly as much. It's big and crowded and the place feels kind of... soulless, don't you think?

It's a shame what happened: Lena/Holly (max 12) This place is not so bad It's for the best: Lena/Holly (min 0)

Topics

Love life

 

Ah, sorry. I'm talking nonsense now...

It's not nonsense: Lena (max 10), Lena/Holly (max 12)

 ¿Lena loves Holly ¿ #547 Change the subject: Lena/Holly (min 0)

Yes

Ian & Holly are not dating #367 and
Holly is not interested with Mark #314 and
Lena fucked Holly #417 and
Holly had sex with Ivy #416 and
Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy #416?

No

Family

Only if asked about parents and sister

Lena/Holly (max 12) 

Time to go

Only if asked about book
parents and sister

Lena (max 10) 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Prologue - Part 2 ( link) 

Yes
Ian & Lena are not dating #206?

No

Ian

Only if having dinner with Ian
#545

 

 
If Ian/Lena   is 11 or less 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

Otherwise

Lena (max 10)

Oh, God... You're driving me to the edge...

Automatic choice if Ian   is 6 or less
and

Ian on the cuck route
#477

 

or Ian/Lena did not fuck
#161

 

 
Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

or did not fuck Lena
#476

 

or Lena is cheating
#512

or
fucked Louise

#197
 

and did not reject Louise
#200

 

Ride his face
Only if Ian on the cuck route

#477
 

cuck level 1 #477

dominant of Ian #548

Yes
Ian/Lena did not fuck #161?

Jump to Chapter 11 - Prologue - Part 2 ( link) 

Yes

sex with Lena: [handjob] #476 or
Ian on the cuck route #477?

No

Wait a minute, I believe the deal was that you'd let me fuck you if I made you cum.

Have sex with Ian

Deny him:   Ian/Lena (min 0)

cuck level 2 #477

Jump to Chapter 11 - Prologue - Part 2 ( link) 

I want your cock!: Lena (max 8) Put it in!

I raised my hips to meet each one and as they increased I could feel a sweet ache growing between my legs...

Only available if confesssed your love to Ian only once
#310

 

I love you!
Only if Ian/Lena are a couple

#443
 

Lena (max 10)

Otherwise if Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

Ian/Lena (max 12)

Otherwise

Ian/Lena (min 3)

confesss your love #310

Yes

Ian/Lena are not a couple #443 and
Ian is not in love with Lena #280?

 

Scene #161
Ian invites Lena to dinner

Jump to Chapter 11 - Prologue - Part 2 ( link) 

Yes

Lena has a fantasy of being dominated #331 or
Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 2 or
Lena   is at least 8?

No

Choose again 

Lena (max 8) 

Only available if Lena has a fantasy of being dominated
#331

 
or Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 2 

or Lena   is at least 8 

Choke me, please
Only if Ian domiant towards Lena is 0 

Ian domiant towards Lena 1
being dominated fantasy #331

choke me #549

I'm gonna cum!: Lena (max 8)

Scene #161
Ian invites Lena to dinner

Jump to Chapter 11 - Prologue - Part 2 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 11 - Prologue - Part 2

Home

Messages

Only available if doing a collab with Mike
#522

 

Mike's message
Only available if Lena & Seymour are dating

#465
 

Seymour's message
Only available if Lena & Seymour are not dating

#465
 

Kent's message

Only available if flirted with Mark
#524

 

or gave Mark a blowjob in the bathroom
#528

 

Unknown message

 

They're on me, of course  

I'd love to
Lena & Mark are dating #550

Only available if Holly is interested with Mark
#314

 

What about Holly?: Lena (max 10)

So, what do you say? Do you want to have some fun, too?
or

So, what about you? Are you interested? 

I am
Lena & Mark are dating #550 No, sorry

No, thanks
Ignore him

 ¿ignore him ¿ #551

Only available if Lena & Axel are dating
#382

 

Axel's message

 

I'll be working with them and the model they chose this summer; I'm sure I can convince them to give you a chance for the autumn campaign. 

Only available if Lena desires Axel
#294

 

Thank you
You don't have to

Only available if Lena does not desire Axel
#294

 

I'm not interested anymore
over with Axel #552

 
Lena & Axel are not dating #382 

Is this because of Cherry? I know how things looked, but I assure you it's nothing like that. 

What's your relationship with her?
Only if Lena desires Axel

#294
 

Lena/Axel (max 12)
I don't wanna hear it: Lena/Axel (min 0) Only available if Lena & Axel are not dating

#382
 

I don't give a fuck: Lena/Axel (min 0)

Oh, that... Well, as I said, it's a fantasy almost every straight guy has. Does it bother you?

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

or Ian/Lena have an open relationship
#444

 

We could give it a try
try threesome #553

Ian/Lena open relationship #444

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

We could give it a try: Lena
try threesome #553

Ian/Lena open relationship #444

Not my thing

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Ian/Lena fucked #161

and
Ian not on the cuck route #477 or
cuck level 1 #477?

No

offered Ed to help #143?
Yes No

Lena (max 10)  What should I do today? It's great to have time for myself for a change...
or

I guess I can keep doing that for a bit, and then I could...

Watch TV Play guitar: Lena (max 10) Go to the gym: Lena (max 10)  Lena (max 10)

Civic center

Disoriented and unfulfilled

I hope things work out
Only if Wade's relationship with Cindy is 2 

Lena (max 10)

It doesn't look good...
Only if Wade's relationship with Cindy is 1 or less 

Lena (max 10)

Only available if Lena/Cindy   is 2 or less 

She's more trouble than she's worth
Only if Wade's relationship with Cindy is 1 or less 

Lena (max 10)



Our Red String
Chapter 11 - Wounds

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

 

Ian/Lena's serious relationship is over #555

 
Ian/Lena are not a couple #443 

 

Yes

Ian/Lena are a couple #443 and
Ian left Ivy's birthday party #525?

No

Dream

 

Stop... He's watching us.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Wake up!: Ian

This isn't happening
resist #556

Do you want to see what's been going on all this time?

Stop this shit!

Yes...: Ian (max 10)

give in #556

Scene #162
Ian dreams of Gillian

...: Ian (max 10)

give in #556

Scene #162
Ian dreams of Gillian

Yes
did not stop looking at Gillian's pictures #112?

No

 

Ian & Lena are not dating #206

Morning

As I was about to open the door, somebody else did from the inside.

Excuse me Good morning: Ian (max 10)
Automatic timer choice

...: Ian/Louise (min 0)

Yes
Ian/Louise   is 5?

No

Work

Only if Ian & Holly are not dating
#367

 

and Lena did not fuck Holly
#417

 
and Lena's interest in Holly is 3 or less 

 ¿Holly and Clark are friends ¿ #557

 

Hierofant

Book review
Can select to submit or reject each book 

 ¿submit 'The Chronicles of Saga'¿ #558

or

 ¿rejected 'The Chronicles of Saga'¿ #558 
 

 ¿submit 'Entangle me'¿ #559

or

 ¿rejected 'Entangle me'¿ #559 
 

 ¿submit 'Saturn comes back around'¿ #560

or

 ¿rejected 'Saturn comes back around'¿ #560 
 

 ¿submit 'The time between breaths'¿ #561

or

 ¿rejected 'The time between breaths'¿ #561 
 

Yes
showed up at work to see Seymour #164?

No

Home

I see. Stage fright, right?

Don't be such a pussy: Ian/Perry (min 3) You are self-sabotaging: Ian (max 10) It's normal

Yes
helped Perry with Cherry #397?

No

Could be... In any case, it k--killed the mood.

You're letting your chance slip: Ian/Perry (min 3) You need to go for it: Ian (max 10) I get why you're afraid, but...: Ian (max 10)

Yes
Perry & Emma is at least 1? No

Yes
Ian & Cindy are dating #453?

Go to Cindy 

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

No

Go to Holly  Go to Emma's event 

 

Cindy

Cindy

Only if complimented Cindy
#496

 

Cindy satisfaction +1 (max 3) 
 

She wrapped her hand around the shaft and began stroking it slowly, biting her lip while looking at my swollen phallus.

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

or in love with Cindy
#450

 

You're so beautiful: Ian (max 7), Ian/Cindy (max 12)
You seem to like it: Ian (max 7) Of course it's hard: Ian (max 7) ...

I am. It feels so good I feel I could cum any moment now...

Automatic choice if Cindy satisfaction is 3 

I want to feel your mouth
 ¿blowjob ¿ #562

 
Only if Cindy satisfaction is at least 2 

or got a blowjob from Cindy
#494

 

you get the blowjob

I want to fuck you! I'm gonna cum...

Your back is so beautiful, and that perfect ass...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

Slap her hard!:     Ian/Cindy (min 0) Slap her softly, Ian (max 10) Don't slap her

Scene #163
Cindy invites Ian when Wade is away

Only if Ian did not break up with Lena
#445

 

and Ian/Lena's serious relationship is not over
#555

 

and Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

and in love with Cindy
#450

 

Ian/Cindy (min 0) 

Only if Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

and in love with Cindy
#450

 

Ian/Cindy (min 0) 

Go to Emma's event 

 

Holly

Holly

I was in no rush, however. I wanted to make sure she was aroused and relaxed before I moved any further.

Only available if Ian   is at least 7'

Tease Holly's asshole
 ¿tease Holly's asshole ¿ #563

choose again

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 
or Ian Chad level is at least 4 

Tell me what you want
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 4) 

Are you ready?

I guess I should get on the pill. What do you think?

Yeah, definitely: Ian (max 7) It's your choice: Ian (max 10) Don't feel forced to

Scene #164
Ian x Holly 1

Go to Emma's event 

Emma's event

Emma's event

Ian/Gillian    1
 

I... I believe we should talk.

Only available if stopped looking at Gillian's pictures
#112

 

I believe so too
Only available if did not stop looking at Gillian's pictures

#112
 

You wanna talk?
...

Sure...

You look good: Ian/Gillian (max 12) You look different You changed a lot ...

It was clear to me you didn't want to talk to me after our last conversation over the phone.

Only available if stopped looking at Gillian's pictures
#112

 

I've made my peace: Ian (max 10), Ian (max 10)

 ¿moved on ¿ #564

I still think about you: Ian (max 10)

 ¿still thinking about her ¿ #564

 
did not stop looking at Gillian's pictures #112 

It still hurts
 ¿still hurting ¿ #564

Only available if did not stop looking at Gillian's pictures
#112

 

and Ian/Gillian   is 1 or less 

You fucked me up: Ian/Gillian (min 0)

 ¿fucked up ¿ #564

Art gallery

Clothes

look ok # 1

 

Only if Ian got the witty outfit
#425

 

look handsome # 1

 

Only if Ian got the athletic outfit
#427

 

look sporty # 1

 

Only if Ian got the charismatic outfit
#426

 

look sharp # 1

 

Only if Ian got the lusty outfit
#428

 

bad boy look # 1

 

Only if Ian's clothes look sharp
#1

 

Ian (max 10) 

I don't know much about art, but I like it. I can say that much!

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Great composition: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art 3

I like it!
Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art 2

Not my style
Only if Ian/Perry   is 11 or less 

Ian/Perry (min 0)

Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art 0

What's it supposed to mean?
Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art 1

Which one's your favorite, Ian?

Only available if Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art is at least 1 

The first one: Ian (max 8) The second one: Ian (max 8) The third one: Ian (max 8) The fourth one: Ian (max 8) I don't know

I doubt the champagne they're serving is expensive at all. It's supermarket-level at best, if you ask me.

Look at some more paintings: Ian (max 8) Talk to Alison

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 2 ( link) 

Yes
broke up with Alison #490?

No

Yes
Alison changed style #554?

 

So? Does it suit me?

Only available if Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

or accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy
#278

 

You look hotter than ever: Ian/Alison (max 12)

Ian compliments her #554

It looks good on you
Ian likes it #554

I liked your natural hair better
Ian doesn't like it #554

It doesn't suit you: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Ian doesn't like it #554

Ian & Alison are dating #225?
Yes No

Multiple possibilities 

Only available if Ian   is at least 8 

Get naughty with Alison
Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Get naughty with Alison: Ian

Let's go find Perry

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 2 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 2 ( link) 

Yes
Ian & Alison are dating #225?

No

Multiple possibilities 

Only available if Ian   is at least 8 

Get naughty with Alison: Ian (max 10)

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Get naughty with Alison: Ian

Compliment Alison: Ian (max 7)

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 2 ( link) 

Dismiss Alison: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 2 ( link) 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 2 ( link) 

 ¿Art gallery sex with Alison 1¿ 
 

I see this is turning you on a lot too...

I want to fuck your boobs
 ¿Art gallery sex with Alison 2¿ 

I could run my dick all over Alison's large breasts, reaching her mouth,
where her tongue was waiting to receive my glans with wet caresses.

I need to fuck you I want you to make me cum

I want to fuck you
 ¿Art gallery sex with Alison 3¿  I want you to cum" Ian (max 10)

Scene #165
Ian and Alison look at art



Our Red String
Chapter 11 - Part 2

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Bar

 

Yes
in love with Cherry #436?

Yes

Ian/Lena are a couple #443 or
Ian/Lena's serious relationship is over #555?

over with Cherry #437

 
Ian & Cherry are not dating #221 
not in love with Cherry #436 

Ian/Cherry    3

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 or
Ian did not break up with Lena #445?

No

I'm sorry, but I don't feel ready to endure a situation like that.

What if I stopped seeing Lena?

It's not so simple, it never is.

Only available if Ian   is at least 8 

I'll make it work
Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

I'll make it work: Ian

You're right
over with Cherry #437

 
Ian & Cherry are not dating #221 
not in love with Cherry #436 

I understand
over with Cherry #437

 
Ian & Cherry are not dating #221 
not in love with Cherry #436 

Yes
Ian & Cherry are dating #221?

No

met Cherry #434?
Yes No

Yes
over with Cherry #437?

Ian & Cherry are not dating #221 
 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

over with Cherry #437

 
Ian & Cherry are not dating #221 

 

So maybe we can, you know... Continue to get to know each other, you and me.

I'd like that

Let's just be friends: Ian (max 10)

over with Cherry #437

 
Ian & Cherry are not dating #221 

over with Cherry #437

 
Ian & Cherry are not dating #221 

 

Yes
did not help Perry with Cherry #397?

No

Only if helped Perry with Cherry
#397

 

Ian (max 2)

Ian (max 10) 

Yes
Ian & Cherry are dating #221?

Go to Cherry 

Yes
Ian & Alison are dating #225?

Go to Alison 

Yes

helped Perry with Cherry #397 or
did not break up with Alison #490?

No

 

Bug?
even if broke up with Alison #490,
if helped Perry with Cherry #397

then we get invited by Alison
Might be intentional but looks like a bug

Go to Alison's offer 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Cherry

Cherry

Sorry... I guess you didn't come here to hear me talk about apartments and rentals...

You're right: Ian (max 10) We can talk about whatever you want I like knowing more about you: Ian (max 10) You look gorgeous tonight: Ian (max 10)

God, I love it!

Only available if in love with Cherry
#436

 

or Ian/Cherry   is at least 8 

I love you: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

in love with Cherry #436

Bug: should be     Ian/Cherry (max 12) 
just ignore the exception

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

Dirty talk: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

 ¿dirty talk ¿ #565

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

You're so sexy: Ian/Cherry (max 12)

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

It feels incredible: Ian/Cherry (max 12)
...

Ian (max 10) 

Say... Would you like to fuck my ass again?
or

Say... Would you like some anal?

Fuck Cherry's ass
fuck her ass (again) #223 I'm satisfied

Yes

Ian   is at least 7 or
Ian   is at least 7?

No

 

Bug
Scene will not unlock in the gallery 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes
not in love with Cherry #436?

No

After taking a moment to catch her breath back, Cherry went back to sucking my cock eagerly.

Cum in Cherry's mouth: Ian (max 10)

Ahhh... Good boy... You came so much.

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Fuck Cherry
That felt incredible

Fuck Cherry: Ian (max 10)

Scene #166
Ian celebrates Cherry's art exhibition

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Alison

Alison

Here, put this on.

Sure, no problem: Ian (max 10)

put condom on #566

Do I have to?

I know, but you also know I'm not on the pill. We've been taking too many risks lately.

Alright...
put condom on #566

I'm not wearing it: Ian/Alison (min 0)

dominant towards Alison #431

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

I don't want to: Ian/Alison (min 0)

dominant towards Alison #431

Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

Only if put a condom on with Alison
#566

 

Ian (max 10) 
Ian (max 10) 

Scene #167
Alison invites Ian over after the exhibition

Only if in love with Alison
#430

 

Ian (max 10) 

 

Topics

Only available if could not participate in the threesome
#502

 

I'm sorry I couldn't perform

I said don't worry. I had fun anyway! If anything I feel bad that you didn't get to enjoy yourself...

I'll do better next time
repeat it #278 It was a bad idea, to begin with

Only available if participated in the threesome
#502

 

Let's do it again

repeat it #278

 

Which one felt better?

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
 

Nevermind

Continue 

Yes
accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278?

No

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Alison's offer

Alison's offer

How about coming up to my place for round two, just the two of us this time?
or

Yes, it's close by and my parents are out for the weekend.

Only available if accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy
#278

 

or Ian/Alison   is at least 4 

Accept Alison's offer

Decline Alison's offer: Ian/Alison (min 0)

Only if Ian/Alison   is at least 4 

Ian/Alison    3
 ¿decline Alison's offer ¿ #568

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 3 ( link) 

Alison had been leaning forward more and more, and now her breasts were pressed against my chest, her eyes directly in front of mine...

Kiss her
fuck Alison #567

Reject her
Only if Ian/Alison   is at least 4 

Ian/Alison    3
 ¿reject her ¿ #568

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes
threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy: [refuse, consider it] #278?

No

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 10) 
Scene #167
Alison invites Ian over after the exhibition Ian (max 10) 

 

Topics

Only available if accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy
#278

 

and could not participate in the threesome
#502

 

I'm sorry I couldn't perform

I said don't worry. If anything I feel bad that you didn't get to enjoy yourself...

I'll do better next time
repeat it #278 It was a bad idea, to begin with

Only available if accepted a threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy
#278

 

and participated in the threesome
#502

 

Let's have a threesome again

repeat it #278

 

He won't mind about us, right?

Which one felt better?

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 
 

Only available if wanted details of Jeremy & Alison
#113

 

How did you know about the pictures?

Nevermind

Continue 

Yes
did not break up with Alison #490?

No

Ian/Alison (max 12)

    Ian/Alison (max 10) 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 3 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 11 - Part 3

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Home

 

And when we said goodbye... I gave her the usual kiss on the cheek, and then... she gave me one on the lips.

You could've fucked her: Ian (max 7) That's good!: Ian (max 10) Are you sure it was on purpose?: Ian/Perry (min 0)

    Ian/Perry (max 12) 

Yes
helped Perry with Cherry #397?

No

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 4 ( link) 

Yes

Ian & Lena are not dating #206 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367?

No

Yes
participating in tournament #156?

Ian (max 10) 

Yes
working with Victor #392?

No

Ian (max 10) 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

Go to Lena 

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

No

Go to Holly 

 

Holly

Holly

I hope I'm not a bother...

Don't say that... Not at all: Ian (max 7) ...: Ian/Holly (min 0)

I really needed to reach out to you and... And...

Only available if stopped looking at Gillian's pictures
#112

 

Open up to Holly: Ian (max 10), Ian (max 2)

 ¿in love with Holly ¿ #491

I'm alright...: Ian (max 10)

 ¿not in love with Holly ¿ #491 

Only available if did not stop looking at Gillian's pictures
#112

 

Shut her off:     Ian/Holly (min 0)

 ¿not in love with Holly ¿ #491 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 4 ( link) 

Yes
Holly wants to be like Lena is 3 or less? No

 ¿fuck Holly ¿ #569

 

Only if Holly's got a new look
#546

 

Get a blowjob 

She looked hotter every day... Her petite frame had become more slender, revealing a toned waist and very sexy hips.
or

She looked both cute and sexy and the same time...

Only available if Ian   is at least 5 

You're so fucking hot
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 5) 

You're beautiful ...

Having Holly be the one to take the lead like that was something new, and it was turning me on like mad...!

Only available if Ian   is at least 8
or

Holly wants to be like Lena is at least 4 and Ian   is at least 6
or

Holly wants to be like Lena is at least 5 and Ian   is at least 5 

Encourage Holly to be bolder
 ¿Holly rides you ¿ #570

Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 5) 
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 4) 

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Encourage Holly to be bolder: Ian
 ¿Holly rides you ¿ #570

Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 5) 
Holly wants to be like Lena +1 (max 4) 

Let Holly set the pace

Ian (max 10) 

Scene #168
Ian x Holly 2

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 4 ( link) 

 

Lena

Lena

 

break up2 #571

break up #445

 
Ian & Lena are not dating #206 

 

Only if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

Ian/Lena's serious relationship is over #555

 
Ian/Lena are not a couple #443 

 

Ian/Lena    2
Ian (max 10)

 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 4 ( link) 

Yes
Ian & Cherry are dating #221?

No

not in love with Cherry #436 
just in case the var. wasn't set,
it's incompatible with Ian/Lena are a couple #443 

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

and Ian did not break up with Lena
#445

and
fucked Alison

#567
 

or Ian & Alison are dating
#225

 

 ¿Ian is cheating ¿ #540

 

Did you enjoy Cherry's exhibition? Was it cool?

Only available if Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art is at least 2 

She's so talented: Ian/Lena (min 0)

It was alright
Only if Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art is at least 2 

Ian (max 10)

Only available if Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art is 0 

I didn't like it: Ian/Lena (max 12)

stopped looking at Gillian's pictures #112?
Yes No

So that was your ex... I always wondered what she was like. It's clear she meant a lot to you.

Open up to Lena: Ian (max 10)

Only if stopped looking at Gillian's pictures
#112

 

Ian (max 2)

 ¿open up to Lena ¿ #573

falling for her #280

It's a thing of the past

I know I already asked you over the phone, but if you want to talk more in-depth about it, well... I'm here for you.

Only available if gave in to Gillian in dream
#556

 

and Ian on the cuck route
#477

 

Tell Lena about the nightmare
 ¿tell Lena about the nightmare ¿ #572

Ian Chad level -1 (min 0) 

Open up to Lena: Ian (max 10)

Only if stopped looking at Gillian's pictures
#112

 

Ian (max 2)

 ¿open up to Lena ¿ #573

falling for her #280

I'll be fine
Ian is not in love with Lena #280 

Ian/Lena did not fuck #161 or
Ian on the cuck route #477 or
Lena is dominant of Ian #548?

Yes No

Go to Footjob 1  Go to Sex 1 

 

Footjob 1

Footjob 1

dominant of Ian #548

 

I was surprised at how skillfully she used them... There was no way this was her first time doing it.

Only available if Ian on the cuck route
#477

 

or Ian   is at least 7 

Where did you learn to do this?

Go to Footjob 2 

You're so good at this

cuck level 2 #477?
Yes No

Go to Footjob 2   

Ian not on the cuck route #477 
 

Go to Sex 1 

...

Ian on the cuck route #477?
Yes No

Go to Footjob 2  Go to Sex 1 

Only available if Ian/Lena fucked
#161

and
Ian Chad level is at least 3 

or Ian   is at least 6 

I don't like this
Lena is not dominant of Ian #548 
Ian not on the cuck route #477 

Go to Sex 1 

 

Footjob 2

Footjob 2

I used to date a guy who was into foot stuff. He always asked me to do it, so I ended up becoming pretty good at it...

Tell me more...: Ian (max 10)

Only if cuck level 1
#477

 

cuck level 2 #477

Otherwise if Ian on the cuck route
#477

 

cuck level 1 #477

cuck level 2 #477?
Yes No

 

Ian/Lena did not fuck #161?
Yes No

Go to End  Maybe... Does it turn you on, hearing about them? The things I did with other guys...

Yeah...

Ian/Lena fucked #161?
Yes No

Go to Sex 1  Go to End 

Only available if Ian Chad level is at least 3 

or Ian   is at least 6 

Not really
cuck level 1 #477

Go to Sex 2 

Go to Sex 1 
Only available if Ian/Lena fucked

#161

and
Ian Chad level is at least 3 

or Ian   is at least 6 

That's enough information
Ian not on the cuck route #477 

Go to Sex 1 

 

Sex 1

Sex 1

I just want to enjoy you thoroughly... This beautiful cock I love so much...

Only available if Ian is in love with Lena
#280

 

I love you too: Ian (max 10)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #574

Only available if Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 1 

or Ian   is at least 7 

Show me how much you love it: Ian (max 10)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #574

You like it that much? Automatic choice if cuck level 2
#477

 

...

 

 ¿blowjob ¿ #574

Ian (max 10) 

Go to End 

Yes
cuck level 2 #477?

No

Instead of slowing down, Lena continued to suck me off eagerly, like that was exactly what she wanted.

I'm cumming!: Ian (max 10)

 ¿blowjob ¿ #574

I want to fuck you!
 ¿did not get a blowjob from Lena ¿ #574 

Go to Sex 2 

 

Sex 2

Sex 2

Choices

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Stimulate her clit: Ian (max 7)

stimulate her clit #575

 

Only available if Ian   is at least 6 

Whisper into her ear: Ian (max 7)

whisper into her ear #576

 

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 
or Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 2 

or Ian choked Lena
#549

 

Choke her
choke her #577

 

Make her cum

Continue 

Only if whispered into Lena's ear
#576

 

and choked Lena
#577

 

and stimulated Lena's clit
#575

 

 ¿Lena squirts ¿ #578

Ian (max 2) 

End

Scene #169
Ian and Lena watch a movie and chill

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 4 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 11 - Part 4

 

 
 

§ Ian §
 
 

Cafeteria

Lena & Seymour are dating #465?
Yes No

How badly do you want to win?

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

I want it more than anything
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

¿Ian/Seymour¿    8

I've been working very hard: Ian (max 7) It's a good opportunity...: Ian (max 7)

She's been acting deliberately antagonistic toward me.
I offered a good business partnership, but she turned it down rather rudely.

I'm sure she'll change her mind...
¿Ian/Seymour¿    8

What kind of partnership?

That doesn't justify being spiteful
Ian Chad level +1 (max 5) 

¿Ian/Seymour¿    2

Gym

Yes
participating in tournament #156?

We'll sign you up, then. You just need to pay the entrance fee.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Enter the tournament: Ian

Go to Tournament preparation 

I'll pass
not participating in tournament #156 

Go to Basic training 

Yes

Jiu jitsu skill level is at least 4 or
 Kickboxing skill level is at least 4?

No

You're still in time to sign up. You could do decently with your current skill level,
so if you want to give it a try you just need to pay the entrance fee.

Only available if Ian   is at least 1 

Enter the tournament: Ian
participate in tournament #156

Go to Tournament preparation 

I'll pass

Go to Basic training 

Go to Basic training 

Tournament preparation

 

Or you can focus on what you're already good at. Having a well-developed specialty can allow you to completely dominate an opponent with superior technical prowess.

Only available if Kickboxing skill level is 5 

and Ian   is at least 1 

Focus on mastering striking: Ian
Kickboxing skill level 6

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 10)

Only available if Kickboxing skill level is 4 or less 

Focus on improving striking
Kickboxing skill level +1

Ian (max 10)

 
Only if Kickboxing skill level is at least 3 

Ian (max 10)

Only available if Jiu jitsu skill level is 4 

and Ian   is at least 1 

Focus on mastering grappling: Ian
Jiu jitsu skill level 5

Ian (max 10)

Ian (max 10)

Only available if Jiu jitsu skill level is 3 or less 

Focus on improving grappling
Only if trained grappling

#5
 

Ian (max 10)

Jiu jitsu skill level +1

Ian (max 10)

Basic training

 

Alright, then, let's keep working on your basics. What would you like to focus on? Striking or grappling?

Practice striking: Ian (max 7)

Only if Kickboxing skill level is 3 or less 

Kickboxing skill level +1

Practice grappling: Ian (max 7)

Only if Jiu jitsu skill level is 2 or less 

Jiu jitsu skill level +1
Workout: Ian (max 10)

Outside

I looked Jeremy dead in the eye. It was time to confront him and get my answers.

Why didn't you tell me? You owe me some explanations: Ian (max 8), Ian/Jeremy (min 0) You're a snake: Ian (max 8),       Ian/Jeremy (min 0)

Oh. I'm sorry, man.

Interrogate Jeremy
 ¿interrogate Jeremy ¿ #579 Let it be

You're dealing with some drama?

Only available if Ian/Ivy   is at least 4 

Open up to Ivy
open up to Ivy #580

I'm alright No: Ian/Ivy (max 12)

After all, I cannot respect someone who would date that girl. Fucking her gets a pass, but playing the boyfriend part to keep her around? How desperate can you be?

Only available if Ian/Jeremy   is at least 8 

Jeremy's cool: Ian (max 10)

cool #581

He's alright...
alright #581

Only available if Ian/Jeremy   is 7 or less 

He's an asshole: Ian/Jeremy (min 3)

asshole #581

You're asking me a lot of questions tonight.

Only available if Ian   is at least 7 

or Ian   is at least 7 

Flirt with Ivy: Ian/Ivy    8
 ¿flirt with Ivy ¿ #582

 ¿follow Ivy ¿ #468

Only available if Ian/Ivy   is at least 4 

Be friendly with Ivy: Ian (max 8)

Only available if did not open up to Ivy
#580

 

Be cold toward Ivy: Ian (max 8)

Only if Ian/Ivy   is at least 4 

Ian/Ivy    3

 

 
 

§ Lena §
 
 

Lena SMS

Only if Lena fucked Holly
#417

or
had sex with Holly

#521
 

and Holly did not have sex with Ivy
#416

 

and Holly did not have sex with Lena & Ivy
#416

 

Lena & Holly dating #583

 

Only if Ian broke up with Lena
2
 
#571

 

Ian/Lena are a couple #443

Ian & Lena dating #206

Temporary reset until you meet
Ian when you return to Baluart 

Only if Holly had sex with Ivy
#416

 

or Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy
#416

 

 ¿Holly is under Ivy's influence ¿ #584

 

Choices

Only available if Lena desires Axel
#294

 

Text Axel

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

Text Mike
text Mike #585

see Mike on your return #586

 

Only if Ian & Lena are not dating
#206

 

and planned to see Robert on your return
#588

 

 
did not plan to see Robert on your return #588 

 

Scene #170
Lena is bored in her old room

Only available if flirted with Jeremy
#378

 

Text Jeremy
text Jeremy #587

 

 

Lena/Jeremy (max 12) 

Scene #170
Lena is bored in her old room

Yes

had fun with Jeremy #407 or
had a threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509?

No

Only available if Lena & Robert are dating
#307

 

Text Robert: Lena (max 8) 

Only if did not plan to see Mike on your return
#586

 

see Robert on your return #588

 

Only if planned to see Robert on your return
#588

 

and Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

and Ian did not leave Ivy's birthday party
#525

 

and Lena is not cheating
#512

 

 
did not plan to see Robert on your return #588 

 

Check Stalkfap
or

Check Stalkfap instead

Go to Stalkfap 

Only available if don't have a have a Stalkfap account
#80

 

Put the phone away

Go to Phone away 

 

Stalkfap

Stalkfap

Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos] #189?
Yes No

 

Yes
posting hot videos on Stalkfap #189?

Lena   is 3 or less?
Yes No

  Lena  Lena 

Yes
Lena   is 5 or less?

No

Lena 

Yes
Stalkfap posts: [tasteful nudes, naughty content] #189?

 

Only if Lena   is 5 or less 

Lena 

Go to Phone away 

Yes
posting hot videos on Stalkfap #189?

No

 

Absolutely... I was hard even before you sent me that first picture. 

Only available if got the bad boy
#300

 

Use the big dildo
use the big dildo #589

Use your regular dildo
use the normal dildo #589

Lena   is 3 or less?
Yes No

  Lena  Lena 

Go to Mom 2 

Only if Lena   is 3 or less 

Lena 

Go to Phone away 

 

Phone away

Phone away

I put my phone away and decided to focus on something else.

Rest

Go to Mom 1 

Pick up a book: Lena (max 10)

Go to Mom 1 

Only available if not _in_replay

Masturbate: Lena (max 10)

 

Scene #172
Lena had some self-care time

Go to Mom 2 

Mom 1

 

It's for tomorrow. I want to leave it cooking overnight, otherwise, it's no good.
Come and help me put the pots on to boil.

Alright, I'm coming
Lena/Mom (max 12)

Can't you cook something simpler?
Lena/Mom (min 0)

Why don't you just order food delivery?
Lena/Mom (min 0)

Mom 2

 

It's for tomorrow. I want to leave it cooking overnight, otherwise, it's no good.
Come and help me put the pots on to boil.

Alright, I'm coming
Can't you cook something simpler?

Lena/Mom (min 0)
Get out!

  Lena/Mom (min 0)

Scene #171
Lena talks with a subscriber

Yes
used the dildo #589?

No

Holly

Um, yes... I was thinking about you and felt like talking for a bit... Is that alright?
or

Oh, yes... I just wanted to talk for a bit. Is that alright?

Only available if Lena's interest in Holly is at least 4 

or Lena & Holly are dating
#583

 

I was thinking about you too: Lena/Holly (max 12)

 ¿flirty ¿ #590

Only available if Lena/Holly   is at least 6 

Sure, no problem
 ¿friendly ¿ #590

I'm a bit busy right now
 ¿busy ¿ #590

Yes
looked at Holly's & Mark's vid #314?

I'm a bit nervous... Do you have any advice for me?

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

Release your inner slut
incite her #314

Go with the flow Don't put pressure on yourself: Lena (max 10)

Yes

Holly is interested with Mark #314 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367?

No

Um... He invited me to his place tomorrow afternoon, but I still haven't decided if I should accept...

Only available if Lena & Holly are not dating
#583

and
Lena   is at least 7 

or Lena   is at least 8 

You should do it
Holly hooking up #314

Do you want to?: Lena (max 10) You shouldn't

Lena's parents

He called and told me he was in trouble. What would you have me do? I'm his mother, after all!

Only available if Lena's family   is at least 1 

That was my money!:   Lena/Mom (min 0) You never helped me!:     Lena/Mom (min 0) You're my mother, too!

Lena... Can I come in?

Yes: Lena (max 10), ¿Lena/Dad (max 12)¿
 ¿talk to him ¿ #591 No!:   ¿Lena/Dad (min 0)¿ ...: ¿Lena/Dad (min 0)¿
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Baluart

 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

Continue 

Yes
seeing Robert on your return #588?

No

in love with Mike #404?
Yes No

seeing Mike on your return #586

 
not seeing Robert on your return #588 

 

Continue 

in love with Mike #404?
Yes No

seeing Mike on your return #586

 

I'm not sure if I'm in the mood for fun tonight, but...

Meet Mike
seeing Mike on your return #586 Not in the mood

Yes

Lena & Mike are dating #237 and
did not text Mike #585?

No

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

 

 

Ian & Lena are not dating #206 
Ian/Lena are not a couple #443 

 

Go to Home 

Yes
Ian broke up with Lena2 #571?

No

Bug?
Unlocking a gallery scene that does not exist 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 6 ( link) 

Yes
seeing Robert on your return #588?

No

Go to Robert 

Go to Home 

 

Robert

Robert

Here we are. Don't worry about the luggage; I'll carry your bag upstairs.

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

 not seeing Mike on your return
#586

 

Invite Robert up

Dismiss Robert: Lena (max 10), Lena/Robert (min 0)

not seeing Robert on your return #588 

Go to Home 

  ¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿ 

We pleasured each other while sharing lewd kisses, enjoying the mounting anticipation of the moment. Robert's devotion was turning me on like crazy...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Suck Robert's dick Ride Robert: Lena (max 7)

In this moment I was in control, and I didn't need to worry about a thing.

Only available if Lena/Robert   is at least 8 

Make me yours, Robert!: Lena (max 10)
Ride him until you cum

Scene #174
Lena x Robert

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Home

Home

Yes
seeing Mike on your return #586?

 

Only if did not fuck Louise
#197

 

or rejected Louise
#200

and
Stan did not come to the Fortress concert

#507
 

¿Lena/Lola (max 12)¿ 

Go to Mike 

Yes

fucked Louise #197 and
did not reject Louise #200?

No

 

Lena (max 7) 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Only if Stan came to the Fortress concert
#507

 

Lena (max 10) 

¿Lena/Lola (max 12)¿ 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 6 ( link) 

 

Mike

Mike

  ¿Lena/Lola (min 0)¿ 

Mike's fingers coaxed moans of pleasure from me, taking my desire to ever greater heights.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Suck Mike's cock Ride Mike: Lena (max 7)

Lena (max 10) 

Scene #173
Lena x Mike

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 6 ( link) 
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did not offer Ed to help #143

Cafe

It's only fair that you're rewarded for that, and now we have some money to pay you a better salary.

Thanks!: Lena (max 10) Are you sure you can afford it?: Lena (max 10) It's not necessary...: Lena/Molly (max 12), Lena/Ed (max 12)

Community center

I saw it running toward me with his tail wagging and tongue lolling out of his mouth.

Pet him: Lena (max 10)

 ¿pet him ¿ #592
Stay still: Lena (max 10)

 ¿stay still¿ #592

Only available if Lena posh level is at least 4 

Kick him:   Lena/Emma (min 0)

 ¿kick him ¿ #592

Lena posh level 5

By the way, we should hang out one of these days! Are you free next Friday?

Hang out with Emma
hang out with Emma #593 I'm a bit busy...: Lena/Emma (min 0)

Yes
Lena/Emma   is at least 6?

No

Gym

How was your weekend?

Only available if Lena/Ivy   is at least 8 

It was awful...: Lena (max 10)

 ¿tell Ivy ¿ #594
It was boring: Lena/Ivy (max 8) It was okay

 

 

Photo #2
Lena's Gallery

Photo #3
Lena's Gallery

Scene #175
Ivy shows how Holly and Mark's date went

Yes
encourage Holly: [incite her] #314?

No

Yes
encourage Holly: [voyeur, incite her] #314?

No

Yeah, that one. Lend him to Holly so she can get some more mileage!

I'll talk to him: Lena (max 10)

 ¿set up a date ¿ #595 Not a good idea

Yes
fucked Robert #86?

No

Yes

Holly joined pole dancing #160 and
encourage Holly: [hooking up, voyeur, incite her] #314 and
Ian & Holly are not dating #367?

No

Only if Lena   is at least 5 

Lena 
Lena (max 10) 

Only if Lena   is at least 4 

Lena (max 10) 

Scene #176
The girls show what they have learned

Yes

Holly had sex with Ivy #416 or
Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy #416?

Go to Shower Ivy & Holly 

Yes
Lena sex with Ivy: [let Ivy please you, eat out Ivy] #532?

No

Go to Shower Ivy 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 7 ( link) 

 

Shower Ivy & Holly

Shower Ivy & Holly

What are you standing there for? Why don't you join us?

Only available if ate Ivy out
#532

or
Lena sex with Ivy: [stay still, let Ivy please you, eat out Ivy]

#532
 

and Lena   is at least 7 

Join the fun
shower sex with Ivy & Holly #596

Only available if ate Ivy out
#532

 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Leave them to it: Lena

Automatic choice if stayed away from Ivy
#532

 

Leave them to it

 

Lena (max 10) 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 7 ( link) 

Scene #177
The girls have fun in the showers

Bug?
Scene #178
Just two best friends showering together

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 7 ( link) 

 

Shower Ivy

Shower Ivy

Without waiting for an answer, Ivy got into the same stall as me, her body glistening under the showerhead.

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

There's room for you
shower sex with Ivy #596

What are you doing?

Her hand moved slowly down my arm, trailing over my skin, sending shivers down my spine.

Let Ivy take control
shower sex with Ivy #596

Only available if ate Ivy out
#532

 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Stop Ivy's advances: Lena

Stop Ivy's advances

 

Lena/Ivy (min 0)

Lena (max 10) 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 7 ( link) 

Lena (max 7) 

Lena & Holly are dating #583?
Yes No

Holly looked at me, shocked and confused, but didn't move. Was she waiting for my response...?

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Protect Holly: Lena, Lena/Ivy (min 3), Lena (max 10)

Bug?
Scene not unlocked in the gallery 

Make Holly join: Lena (max 10)

shower sex with Ivy & Holly #596

 ¿Holly is under Ivy's influence ¿ #584

Scene #178
Just two best friends showering together

Scene #178
Just two best friends showering together

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 7 ( link) 
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Outside

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
planned to see Mike on your return #586?

Go to Mike 

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 or
Ian broke up with Lena2 #571

and
planned to see Robert on your return #588?

Tonight seems as good a time as any...

Call Robert

Go to Robert 

Only available if Lena & Mike are dating
#237

 

Contact Mike instead
did not plan to see Robert on your return #588 

Go to Mike 

Not in the mood
did not plan to see Robert on your return #588 

Go to Home 

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Lena & Mike are dating #237 and
did not text Mike #585?

No

Ian/Lena are not a couple #443 or
cuck level 2 #477?

Yes No

Go to Mike  Should I do that now...?

Contact Mike

Go to Mike 

Not in the mood

Go to Home 

Go to Home 

Mike

Mike

see Mike on your return #586

 

Mike's fingers coaxed moans of pleasure from me, taking my desire to ever greater heights.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Suck Mike's cock Ride Mike: Lena (max 7)

Lena (max 10) 

Scene #173
Lena x Mike

Robert

Robert

We pleasured each other while sharing lewd kisses, enjoying the mounting anticipation of the moment. Robert's devotion was turning me on like crazy...

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Suck Robert's dick Ride Robert: Lena (max 7)

In this moment I was in control, and I didn't need to worry about a thing.

Only available if Lena/Robert   is at least 8 

Make me yours, Robert!: Lena (max 10)
Ride him until you cum

Scene #174
Lena x Robert

Home

Home

Is your relationship with them so bad? You've been supporting them, going to visit almost every weekend since your mom had that accident...

I needed freedom: Lena (max 10) They don't understand me: Lena (max 10) Only available if Lena/Mom   is 3 or less 

I can't stand my mom: Lena (max 10)

Song

Song 3

Verse

 ¿magic ¿ #597

Lena's 3rd song +1
Lena's 3rd song errors +1

 

 ¿spark ¿ #597

Lena's 3rd song +2
 

 ¿power ¿ #597

Lena's 3rd song errors +1
 

Chorus

 ¿light up ¿ #598

Lena's 3rd song +2
 

 ¿swim in ¿ #598

Lena's 3rd song +1
Lena's 3rd song errors +1

 

 ¿destroy ¿ #598

Lena's 3rd song errors +1
 

End

 ¿mask ¿ #599

Lena's 3rd song +1
Lena's 3rd song errors +1

 

 ¿clothes ¿ #599

Lena's 3rd song errors +1
 

 ¿scars ¿ #599

Lena's 3rd song +2
 

Only if Lena's 3rd song is 6 

Lena (max 2) 

Only if Lena's 3rd song is at least 4 
and Lena's 3rd song errors is 1 or less 

Lena (max 10) 

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

Lena's interest in Holly is at least 4?Yes No

Go to Kiss Holly  Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 8 ( link) 

Yes

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
Lena's interest in Holly is at least 4?

Go to Kiss Holly 

Yes
Lena & Holly are dating #583?

Go to Sex with Holly 

Yes

Holly had sex with Ivy #416 or
Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy #416?

had sex in the shower with Ivy & Holly #596 or
Holly had sex with Lena & Ivy #416 or
had sex with Holly #521?

Yes No

Go to Sex with Holly  Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 8 ( link) 

Yes
Lena's interest in Holly is at least 4? No

Go to Kiss Holly 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 8 ( link) 

 

Kiss Holly

Kiss Holly

Yes
Ian & Holly are dating #367?

Ian/Lena are over #372?
Yes No

Lena's interest in Holly 5
 

Lena's interest in Holly 3
 

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Ian/Lena did not fuck #161

or
Ian/Lena are a couple #443 and
Lena is cheating #512?

Yes No

Lena's interest in Holly 3
 

Lena's interest in Holly 5
 

I like you too... A lot. You've become such a dear friend to me... The best one I have.

Kiss Holly
Lena's interest in Holly 5

Go to Sex with Holly 

We should keep it that way
Lena's interest in Holly 3

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 8 ( link) 

 

Sex with Holly

Sex with Holly

I knew her soft spots and I loved stimulating them, feeling Holly melt under my caresses...

Only available if Lena & Holly are dating
#583

 
or Lena's interest in Holly is 5 

Scissor Holly: Lena (max 10)

This was exactly where I wanted to be: with Holly, in this moment, completely connected and submerged in our desire for each other.

Eat Holly out

Go to Lean on Holly 

Let Holly eat you out: Lena (max 6)

Go to Holly on Lena 

Cum!

Go to In bed 

Eat Holly out

Go to Lean on Holly 

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Make Holly eat you out

Go to Holly on Lena 

Lean on Holly

Lean on Holly

Lena (max 6) 

Her cries of pleasure filled the room, and I held her tightly as she rode the waves of ecstasy.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Make Holly eat you out

Go to Holly on Lena 

Automatic choice if Holly already went down on Lena

Embrace Holly

Go to In bed 

Holly on Lena

Holly on Lena

I closed my eyes, feeling the waves of pleasure run through my body. What a delightful sensation...

Eat Holly out

Go to Lean on Holly 

Automatic choice if Lena already went down Holly

Embrace Holly

Go to In bed 

In bed

In bed

 ¿sex with Holly ¿ #600

 

Only if Lena's interest in Holly is 5 

Lena & Holly dating #583

 

Scene #179
Lena x Holly

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 8 ( link) 
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Threesomes
To have a threesome you need meet Louise's requirements
Louise fucked Louise #197

did not reject Louise #200

or
had a threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509

 
and meet the requirements for Ian or Mike or both
Ian agreed to try a threesome with Ian #553

Ian & Lena are dating #206

Mike Lena & Mike are dating #237

 

If you do not meet the requirements:
Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 9 ( link)
 

Home

 

Ian & Lena are dating #206 and
cuck route: [cuck level 1] #477?

Yes No

It's already bad enough that I've been cheating on Ian. I can't cancel on him... Can I?

Meet Mike: Lena (max 10)

threesome Lena/Mike/Louise #601 Meet Ian: ¿Lena/Mike (min 0)¿

threesome Lena/Mike/Louise #601

 

Yes
Lena & Mike are dating #237?

No

You're always busy... I'd like you to have some time for me too, you know...

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

Invite Louise to a threesome
threesome Lena/Ian/Louise #601

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Invite Louise to a threesome: Lena
threesome Lena/Ian/Louise #601

Dismiss Louise

Yes

not having a threesome Lena/Mike/Louise #601 and
agreed to try a threesome with Ian #553?

No

Yes
having a threesome Lena/Ian/Louise #601?

Go to Ian 

Yes
having a threesome Lena/Mike/Louise #601?

No

Go to Mike 
Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 9 ( link) 

 

Ian

Ian

  Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Oh, fuck... This is nuts.

Only available if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

or Lena   is at least 8 

Make Louise suck Ian's cock

I pulled Louise's head back, unplugging Ian's dick. The veiny shaft was glistening with Louise's spit.

Have Louise eat you out

Go to Louise on Lena 

Suck Ian's cock with Louise

Go to Blowjob 

Only available if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

or Lena   is at least 6 

or fucked Louise
#197

 

Have Louise eat you out

Go to Louise on Lena 

Suck Ian's cock with Louise

Go to Blowjob 

Louise on Lena

Louise on Lena

 ¿fuck Louise ¿ #602

 

Go to Blowjob 

Blowjob

Blowjob

Lena (max 8) 

We moved up and down, alternating spots, making Ian thoroughly enjoy the sensual dance of our mouths.

Have Ian fuck Louise: Lena (max 10)

Ian continued to use her pussy as we made out passionately. His kisses overflowed
with primal lust, a lust I could feel swelling as his thrusts grew more urgent.

Make Louise eat you out: Lena (max 10)

 ¿fuck Louise ¿ #602

Have Ian fuck you
 ¿fuck Louise ¿ #602

Have Ian fuck you
 ¿Ian/Mike did not fuck Louise in the threesome ¿ #602 

So deep inside...!

Only available if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

or Lena   is at least 8 

or fucked Louise
#197

 

Sixty-nine with Louise

Cum!

Scene #180
Lena had a surprise for Ian

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 9 ( link) 

 

Mike

Mike

  ¿Lena/Mike (max 12)¿ 

I loved seeing him so excited, losing his cool with me... I would make sure this was an experience he could never forget.

Only available if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

or Lena   is at least 8 

Make Louise suck Mike's cock

I pulled Louise's head back, unplugging Mike's dick. The veiny shaft was glistening with Louise's spit.

Have Louise eat you out

Go to Louise on Lena 

Suck Mike's cock with Louise

Go to Blowjob 

Only available if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

or Lena   is at least 6 

or fucked Louise
#197

 

Have Louise eat you out

Go to Louise on Lena 

Suck Mike's cock with Louise

Go to Blowjob 

Louise on Lena

Louise on Lena

 ¿fuck Louise ¿ #602

 

Go to Blowjob 

Blowjob

Blowjob

Lena (max 8) 

We moved up and down, alternating spots, making Mike thoroughly enjoy the sensual dance of our mouths.

Have Mike fuck Louise: Lena (max 10)

Mike continued to use her pussy as we made out passionately. His kisses overflowed
with primal lust, a lust I could feel swelling as his thrusts grew more urgent.

Make Louise eat you out: Lena (max 10)

 ¿fuck Louise ¿ #602

Have Mike fuck you
 ¿fuck Louise ¿ #602

Have Mike fuck you
 ¿Ian/Mike did not fuck Louise in the threesome ¿ #602 

So deep inside...!

Only available if Lena is dominant towards Louise
#322

 

or Lena   is at least 8 

or fucked Louise
#197

 

Sixty-nine with Louise

Cum!

Scene #181
Lena x Louise x Mike

Jump to Chapter 11 - Part 9 ( link) 
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Lena & Stan are not dating #542

Park

So... If you're willing to help me... I know I can learn a lot from you.

Believe more in yourself Learn to socialize: Lena (max 10) Get in shape: Lena (max 10)

It's so embarrassing to confess this in front of someone... Especially you.

You can kiss me if you want: Lena (max 2), Lena/Stan (max 12)

 ¿kiss him ¿ #603

 

Scene #182
Lena and Stan have their first kiss

His hands tentatively found their way to my arm, running up to my shoulders...

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Make out with Stan: Lena (max 10)

 ¿make out ¿ #603

Pull away

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

or asked Stan to do Stalkfap photo shoot
#534

 

or encouraged Stan
#238

 

or allowed Stan to spy
#238

 

Maybe I'll give you a chance: Lena/Stan (max 12)

 ¿tease him ¿ #603

Be patient You need to work on that: Lena/Stan (min 0)

 

Lena & Seymour are dating #465?
Yes No

Jump to Chapter 11 - Seymour ( link)  Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue ( link) 
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Home

Clothes

look good #2

 

Only if Lena got the charismatic outfit
#298

 

look stunning #2

 

Automatic choice if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 2 

and got the black dress
#518

 

Only if got the black dress
#518

 

look amazing #2

 

Restaurant

Yes
Lena's clothes look amazing #2?

Lena (max 10)

Lena/Seymour (max 12) 

Yes
Lena's clothes look stunning #2?

No

Lena/Seymour (max 12) 

So, Lena... How have you been doing?

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0.5 

or Lena/Seymour   is at least 6 

It's been... rough: Lena/Seymour (max 12)

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 1 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1

I'm doing fine...
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0.5 

Lena/Seymour (max 12)

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 1 

Why do you care?

Topics

Ask more about Seymour

Only if asked about family and getting rich

Lena (max 10) 

Answer Seymour's questions

 

Do you enjoy traveling?

I love it!
Lena posh level +1 (max 5) 

I haven't traveled much
It's alright, I guess

Lena posh level -1 (min 0) 

There's surely a dream trip on your mind. If you could visit any place in the world, which would it be?

Italy
 ¿Italy ¿ #604

Japan
 ¿Japan ¿ #604

Only available if Lena posh level is at least 4 

Dubai
 ¿Dubai¿ #604

I'm curious to know: what made you choose to become a model?

I'm not sure The circumstances: Lena (max 7)

My friend convinced me

Bug: if Lena   is 6 or less, ignore the exception

was meant to increase Lena  but has an error
I found it appealing: Lena (max 7)

Yes
did not accept to meet Seymour #82?

No

Lena/Seymour (max 12) 

Finish dinner

Continue 

accepted to meet Seymour #82?
Yes No

Oh, you mean Nietzsche's "Three Metamorphoses". And what are your thoughts on it?

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0.5 

I'm fascinated by it
Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Lena/Seymour (max 12)

 
Seymour's desire #466

Lena (max 10)

 
Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 2 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 3
Otherwise if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 1 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 2

It's interesting...
Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Lena/Seymour (max 12)

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 1 

or became Seymour's desire
#466

 

Lena (max 10)

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 2 

and became Seymour's desire
#466

 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1
 

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 2 

It's bullshit: Lena/Seymour (min 0)

 

Which one are you? Camel or Lion?

Only available if Lena   is at least 4 

I'm the Child: Lena (max 5)
Only available if Lena   is at least 2 

I'm the Lion! I'm the Camel: Lena/Seymour (max 12) Why don't you tell me?

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 0.5 or less 

Lena/Seymour (min 0) 

Seymour's office

Only if decided to sell the necklace
#295

and
told Seymour you forgot the necklace

#295
 

or told Seymour you lost the necklace
#295

 

Lena/Seymour (min 0) 

I had to make a choice. One I felt I wouldn't be able to go back on. Either I gave into the reality Seymour was offering me, or...

Surrender to Seymour's wishes
Seymour's desire #466

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

I can't do it: Lena, Lena/Seymour    0
did not become Seymour's desire #466 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue ( link) 

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 1 

I'm done with this!: Lena/Seymour    0
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0

 
did not become Seymour's desire #466 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue ( link) 

Yes

did not get an orgasm with Seymour's vibrator #467 or
Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 1 or less?

No

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is 0.5 or less 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 0
 

Only if Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is more than 0.5 
and Lena's dispositition towards Seymour is less than 1 

Lena's dispositition towards Seymour 1
 

Seymour's desire #466

x10 Lena 

Scene #183
Lena plays with her reflection

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue ( link) 
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Home

Only if offered Ed to help
#143

 

  Lena 

paid Stan #515?
Yes No

      Lena      Lena 

Perry

Ian left Ivy's birthday party #525 or
Ian broke up with Lena2 #571?

Yes No

About that...

I'll go
 ¿accept ¿ #605

I haven't decided yet
 ¿not decided ¿ #605

I don't think I'll go
 ¿refuse ¿ #605

 ¿automatically accept ¿ #605

 

Shopping

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Emma ( link) 

Yes
hanging out with Emma #593?

No

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy outfits

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
witty outfit #296

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
athletic outfit #297

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
charismatic outfit #298

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
lusty outfit #299

 

Buy dresses

 

Buy this one
¿look simple ¿ #606

 

Only if Lena   is at least 5 

Buy this one
¿look comfortable ¿ #606

 

Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Buy this one
¿look glamorous ¿ #606

 

Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Buy this one
¿look eye-catching ¿ #606

 

Buy bikinis

 

 ¿picture cute and sexy bikini¿ #607

 

Buy this one
¿look cute and sexy ¿ #610

 

 ¿picture sexy and elegant bikini¿ #608

 

Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Buy this one
¿look sexy and elegant ¿ #610

 

 ¿picture daring bikini¿ #609

 

Only if Lena   is at least 7 

Buy this one
¿look daring ¿ #610

 

Only available if Lena posh level is at least 4 

and Lena   is at least 7 

Visit the boutique

 

 

Only if Lena   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit
Lena posh level +2 (max 5)

 
Only if Lena & Seymour are dating

#465
 

or Lena   is at least 6 

        Lena
black dress #518

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

Buy this outfit:   Lena
lingerie #364

 

Bug
If you tried the black dress in chapter 10 but
did not buy it you will exit the shop and won't
be able to buy it now. You need to buy the dress
before the lingerie to be able to buy both. 

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Visit the sex shop

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bad boy #300

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bunny costume #303

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
collar #301

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
¿lush vibrator ¿ #613

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
double dildo #302

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
¿Mandingo king ¿ #614

 

Only if bought a dress and a bikini

Get going

Continue 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 2 ( link) 
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Shopping

What about you? Do you enjoy shopping?

Only available if Lena posh level is at least 4 

or became Seymour's desire
#466

 

or Lena   is at least 6 

I love it: Lena (max 10)

Lena posh level +1 (max 5) 

Yes
Lena posh level +1 (max 4) 

Sometimes

Only available if Lena posh level is 3 or less 

Not really: Lena/Emma (max 12)

Lena posh level -1 (min 1) 

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy outfits

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
witty outfit #296

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
athletic outfit #297

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
charismatic outfit #298

 

Only if Lena   is at least 3 

and Lena   is at least 1 

Buy this outfit: Lena
lusty outfit #299

 

Buy dresses

 

Buy this one
¿look simple ¿ #606

 

Only if Lena   is at least 5 

Buy this one
¿look comfortable ¿ #606

 

Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Buy this one
¿look glamorous ¿ #606

 

Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Buy this one
¿look eye-catching ¿ #606

 

I wonder if I should give it a try... To tell the truth, I've been wondering if I should try to be a bit more feminine.

Definitely!: Lena (max 10), Lena/Emma (min 2)

Lena posh level +1 (max 4) 
Why?: Lena (max 10) There's no need

Buy bikinis

 

 ¿picture cute and sexy bikini¿ #607

 

Buy this one
¿look cute and sexy ¿ #610

 

 ¿picture sexy and elegant bikini¿ #608

 

Only if Lena   is at least 6 

Buy this one
¿look sexy and elegant ¿ #610

 

 ¿picture daring bikini¿ #609

 

Only if Lena   is at least 7 

Buy this one
¿look daring ¿ #610

 

It's a bit plain compared to yours, though!

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Try something hotter!
sexy bikini #611

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 

Want me to take a picture?

Let's go

How's it going over here? Can I help you with something?

Take a picture of us!
 ¿bikini pics ¿ #612

 

Alright... I took a few just in case.

Tease Emma
 ¿tease Emma ¿ #612

Scene #184
Lena and Emma go shopping

Thanks!

Yes
Emma bought the sexy bikini #611?

No

We're done

So, are we done?

Visit the boutique

 

Only if Lena   is at least 5 

Buy this outfit
Lena posh level +2 (max 5)

 
Only if Lena & Seymour are dating

#465
 

or Lena   is at least 6 

        Lena
black dress #518

 

Only if Lena   is at least 2 

Buy this outfit:   Lena
lingerie #364

 

Bug
If you tried the black dress in chapter 10 but
did not buy it you will exit the shop and won't
be able to buy it now. You need to buy the dress
before the lingerie to be able to buy both. 

Automatic choice if Lena posh level is 3 or less 

or Lena   is 6 or less 

Yes, that's it

Oh, wait... Do you mind if we check the sex shop before we leave?

Automatic choice if told Jeremy to try to fuck Emma
#277

 

Let's go

 

Isn't it naughty?

Only available if Lena's anal experience: [anal plug, anal sex]
#124

 

It is: Lena/Emma (max 12)
It's not for me Only available if Lena never tried anal stuff

#124
 

I'm not into anal

Alright, I'm done here... Or do you wanna buy something?

Only available if Lena   is at least 1 

Browse sex toys

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bad boy #300

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
bunny costume #303

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
collar #301

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
¿lush vibrator ¿ #613

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
double dildo #302

 

Only if Lena   is at least 1 

Buy: Lena
¿Mandingo king ¿ #614

 

Let's get going

Leave

I hope we manage to turn things around, but I don't see it happening...

Only available if became Seymour's desire
#466

 

It's not so bad...: Lena/Emma (min 0)

Only available if did not become Seymour's desire
#466

 

You're fighting back
Only if offered Ed to help

#143
 

and Lena & Seymour are not dating
#465

 

Lena (max 10)

I don't see it either
Only if Lena & Seymour are dating

#465
 

and became Seymour's desire
#466

 

Lena/Emma (min 0)

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 2 ( link) 
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Home

I've rented the place for three days, so we'll have plenty of time to have fun too!

Only available if trust in Billy's plan: [give it a try, good idea]
#316

 

Sounds awesome!
Only if give Billy's plan a try

#316
 

good idea #316

You seem pretty excited So what's the plan exactly?

Yes
accepted to model for Billy #317?

No

Of course. But I would've liked to see you tonight! 

I can drop by after work: Ian/Lena (max 12)

meet Ian after work #615 Me too... I can't tonight: Ian/Lena (min 2)

Yes
Ian & Lena are dating #206?

No

Club

had fun with Jeremy #407 or
had a threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509?

Yes No

Would it bother you if Ivy and I happened to hook up?

It wouldn't: Lena/Jeremy (max 12)

talk to Ivy #616 You're mine

I know she was interested in me at some point. There must be something I can do to rekindle that flame!

I could talk to her for you: Lena/Jeremy (max 12)

talk to Ivy #616 It ain't gonna happen

Yes

had fun with Jeremy #407 or
had a threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509?

Go to Back Alley - Jeremy 

Yes
Lena has a big cocks fantasy #330?

No

Go to Back Alley - Marcel 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Back Alley - Jeremy

Back Alley - Jeremy

Got it...

Flirt with Jeremy
 ¿blowjob Jeremy ¿ #617

Marcel mentioned an earpiece...

Go to Back Alley - Marcel 

Let's get to work

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 

I couldn't let a chance like this slip...

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

or texted Jeremy
#587

 

Take a picture
 ¿take a selfie with BBC ¿ #618

Choose again

Suck it: Lena (max 10) Keep stroking it: Lena (max 8)

Scene #185
Lena flirts with Jeremy

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 

 

Back Alley - Marcel

Back Alley - Marcel

You're looking gorgeous tonight, Lena... But you always do.

I'm glad you noticed: ¿Lena/Marcel (max 12)¿ Thank you

I should get ready for work...: ¿Lena/Marcel¿    2

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 

You see... A birdie told me you have something for big tools. Big dark tools, more specifically.

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

It's true...
 ¿blowjob Marcel¿ #617

Where did you hear that?

So, what I wanna know... Is it true or not?

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

It's true...
 ¿blowjob Marcel¿ #617

You've been misinformed: ¿Lena/Marcel¿    3

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 

You've been misinformed: ¿Lena/Marcel¿    3

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 

Are you a good girl, or a naughty one?

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

Cheat on Ian
cheating #512

Be faithful: ¿Lena/Marcel¿    3
 ¿Lena did not suck  a BBC at the club ¿ #617 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 

Yes
Ian/Lena are a couple #443?

No

It's not easy to get me hard, but you're not having any trouble with it.

Only available if Lena   is at least 8 

Take a picture
 ¿take a selfie with BBC ¿ #618

Choose again

Suck it: Lena (max 10) Keep stroking it: Lena (max 8)

Scene #186
Marcel heard rumors

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 3 ( link) 
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Club

I grabbed a glass, the rum bottle, and some ice cubes.

Pour generously
pour generously #619

Pour moderately
pour moderately #619

Pour scarcely
pour scarcely #619

Could you pour a bit more rum?

Yes
pour moderately #619

No

Really?

Yes, sorry
Call Marcel

call Marcel #619

Psst! Hey, you! Over here!

Attend to her

 

Rosa

Rosa

Margaritas... Let's see, those are made with...

Tequila
pour correctly #620

Rum
pour incorrectly #620

Vodka
pour incorrectly #620

Ask Jeremy
ask Jeremy #620

 

Took you long enough...

Sorry about that Excuse me?

Do you have a problem?

Honestly, it kinda looks like you're not sure what you're doing.
or

What do you think? I asked for two Margaritas and it's not what you served me. Not at all!

Ignore her
ignore her #621

Insult her

She leaned over the bar furiously and I leaned back when she tried to pull my hair.

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Punch her: Lena (max 10)

punch her #621

Slap her
Lena (max 5)  Lena (max 10)

slap her #621

Call Marcel
Lena (max 10)

call Marcel #621

Yes

served Finley #622 or
asked Jeremy to help with Rosa #620?

No

Attend another customer
ignore her #620

Come on, we're celebrating!

Give them free shots
free shots #622

Sorry, but no
no free shots #622

Call Marcel
call marcel #622

Go to Rosa
then continue from here 

Yes
ignored Rosa #620?

No

fucked Robert #86?
Yes No

courteous #623

 

What are you doing here? You work here now?

Only available if Lena/Robert   is at least 1 

Be friendly:     Lena/Robert (max 12)

friendly #623

Ignore his question: Lena/Robert (min 0)

ignore him #623
Call Marcel: Lena/Robert    0

call Marcel #623

Hi... Can I get a Mojito?

I got it
serve her #624

I've seen you before...

I'm Eli. Nice to meet you!

Only available if Eli 1
st

round: [not served/let Jeremy, serve her]
#624

 

Compliment her
compliment her #624

Choose again

Only available if complimented Eli
#624

 

and Lena has a lesbian fantasy
#328

 

Flirt with her: Lena (max 10)

flirt #624

Only available if did not serve Eli yet
#624

 

What brings you here tonight?
serve her #624

Choose again

What did you want?
Only if did not serve Eli yet

#624
 

serve her #624

Let Jeremy handle it
let Jeremy #624

Wanna hang out when your shift's over? I'll drive you home.

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

or Lena is cheating
#512

 

Hook up with Mark
hook up #625

Decline
Lena & Mark are not dating #550 

Yes
Lena & Mark are dating #550?

No

Alley

Why are you asking? You think I should give him a chance?

Yes: Lena (max 8)

cool #581

No: Lena (max 8)

Only if think Jeremy is cool
#581

 

alright #581
It's up to you

Yes

told Jeremy you will talk to Ivy #616

and
think Jeremy is cool #581 or
think Jeremy is alright #581?

No

Want one?

No, thanks: Lena (max 10) Yes: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

 ¿Lena smokes ¿ #626

 

Only if in love with Mike
#404

 

Lena/Ivy (min 0) 

You didn't ask permission of his girlfriend either, did you?

It's not the same!: Lena/Ivy (min 0) You should've asked me first You're right...: Lena/Ivy (max 12)

Yes

fucked Mike #195 and
Lena & Mike are dating #237?

No

So... Did you see them?

Who? Yes: Lena (max 7) No

Club

Only if called Marcel on John
#619

 

call Marcel #627

 

Only if fight with Rosa: [call Marcel, slap her, punch her]
#621

 

ignore her #629

 

Bartending 2
Choose who to serve
If Rosa is available and you don't serve her first
She will jump the queue ahead of the 2nd customer
 
Serve everyone then
Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 4 ( link)
 

Finley

Go to Finley 2 

Eli

Go to Eli 2 

Only if did not call Marcel on John
#619

 

John

Go to John 2 

Only if fight with Rosa: [no fight, ignore her]
#621

 

Rosa

Go to Rosa 2 

 

Finley 2

 

Bug
The scene will play as if you called marcel on Finley #622

whatever you actually did 

Eli 2

 

Only if flirted with Eli
#624

 

Lena (max 8) 

 

John 2

John 2

Yes
poured generously for John #619?

John flirts #627

 

I said what's your name! I'm John!

I'm Lena
 ¿polite ¿ #628

Hey, I know you're busy right now, but would you like to
hang out and get a coffee or a beer one of these days?

Sure
 ¿flirt back ¿ #628 No, thanks

What can I get you?
 ¿polite ¿ #628

I don't care
 ¿rude ¿ #628

Yes
poured moderately for John #619?

pour decently #627

 

Yes
poured scarcely for John #619?

No

Rum cola, please... And could you be a bit more generous this time?

Yes
pour decently #627

No
poor badly #627

serious

Ask him for a drink, then
Call Marcel

call Marcel #627

 

Rosa 2

Rosa 2

I came here to have fun, not to spend my whole night waiting to be served!

I'm sorry
serve her #629

You don't need to be so rude

Then stop wasting time and give me three mojitos and six tequila shots!

Serve her drinks
serve her #629

Ignore her
ignore her #629 Insult her

Only available if fought with Rosa
#621

 

or Rosa 1
st

round: [ignore her, pour incorrectly, ask Jeremy]
#620

 

Shut the fuck up

insult her #629

She leaned over the bar furiously and I leaned back when she tried to pull my hair.

Only available if Lena   is at least 5 

Punch her: Lena (max 10)

punch her #621

Slap her: Lena (max 5), Lena (max 10)

slap her #621
Call Marcel: Lena (max 10)

call Marcel #621
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Club

Oh. Lena...

Only available if Lena & Axel are dating
#382

 

or Lena/Cindy   is 2 or less 

or over with Axel
#552

 

What are you doing with Axel?: Lena (max 10), Lena/Cindy    0

Greet Cindy: Lena/Cindy (max 3) Pour the shots

 

So it's alright then, right?
or

I just wanted to make sure there's no bad blood or anything like that.

Only available if Lena/Cindy   is at least 2 

Warn her about Axel: Lena/Cindy (min 2)
Dismiss her

Only available if Lena/Cindy   is 1 or less 

Call her out: Lena (max 10)

Sen! Cool it down...!

Intervene

What's the fucking problem here, huh!?

Only available if Lena/Robert   is at least 6 

Side with Robert
Only if Lena/Robert   is 5 or less 

    Lena/Robert (max 12)

Otherwise if Lena/Robert   is 9 or less 

  Lena/Robert (max 12)

Otherwise

Lena/Robert (max 12)

 
Only if Lena & Robert are not dating

#307
 

and not over with Robert
#133

 

friendly #623

Side with Sen: Lena/Robert (min 0)

call Marcel #623
Both are at fault: Bartending, Lena/Robert (min 0)

call Marcel #623
Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

There's no problem here: Lena (max 10), Bartending

Ignore them

Yes
talk with Robert at the club: [ignore, friendly, courteous] #623?

No

Are you one of the dancers?

I wish I was!: Bartending
flirt #630

Why do you ask?
ignore him #630 Obviously not

You're the hottest girl I've seen all night.

Only available if Lena   is at least 6 and

 Lena meets Jack: [ignore, flirt, blowjob, fuck]
#630

and

          Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

or Lena is cheating
#512

or
Lena   is at least 8 

and Lena meets Jack: [ignore, flirt, blowjob, fuck]
#630

 

You're pretty hot yourself...
flirt #630

Ignore his compliment: Lena (max 8)

ignore him #630

Only available if Lena meets Jack: [diss him, ignore]
#630

 

Diss him: Lena (max 8)

diss him #630

What are you doing here? You work here now?

Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Axel is at least 1 

Make conversation
Lena's dispositition towards Axel +1

What are you doing here? Only available if Lena's dispositition towards Axel is 1 or less 

I can't talk right now

Yes

flirted with Jack #630 and
did not fuck Axel #461?

Go to Jack 

Yes
fucked Axel #461?

No

Go to Axel 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 5 ( link) 

 

Jack

Jack

Hey, babe... I was hoping you'd join me for that glass of champagne after all.

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

I have a boyfriend...

Go to Got a boyfriend 

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

or Lena is cheating
#512

 

I wanted to...

Go to Sex with Jack 

I've been busy

You're such a responsible girl, aren't you? But I'd swear you also know how to have a good time...

Only available if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

I have a boyfriend...

Go to Got a boyfriend 

Only available if Ian/Lena are not a couple
#443

 

or Lena is cheating
#512

 

Flirt back

Go to Sex with Jack 

I can't tonight
Lena (max 8)

Not gonna happen
Lena (max 8)

Got a boyfriend

 

So, are you brave enough to go for what you want?

Only available if Lena is cheating
#512

 

or Lena   is at least 8 

Cheat on Ian

Go to Sex with Jack 

Not gonna happen: Lena (max 8)

diss him #630

Sex with Jack

 

blowjob #630

Lena (max 10) 

His voice sounded like a raspy, perilous growl of barely-contained craving.

Yes: Lena (max 10), Lena (max 10)

fuck #630 Cum in my mouth: Lena (max 10)

Sadly, it's time for me to get going... But I'll be sure to hit you up if I'm ever in town again.

Only available if fucked Jack
#630

 

I need to see you again
 ¿insistent ¿ #631

Sure...
 ¿casual¿ #631 No need

Scene #188
Lena visits the VIP

Only if Ian/Lena are a couple
#443

 

cheating #512

 

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 5 ( link) 

 

Axel

Axel

... You always will be.

You will always be part of mine, too: Lena (max 10)

desire Axel #294

Lena's dispositition towards Axel 3
...

Only available if Lena does not desire Axel
#294

 

No, I'm not: Lena (max 10)

Lena's dispositition towards Axel 2

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 5 ( link) 

My entire body tensed up when Axel's hand held my chin and his lips pressed down on mine, like struck by an electric shock.

Kiss him back
desire Axel #294 Stop it...!

Yes
Lena does not desire Axel #294?

No

Lena (max 10) 

Lena desires Axel #294?
Yes No

fuck Axel #294

Lena (max 10) 

interrupted #294

 

Scene #187
Lena and Axel figure things out

Jump to Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 5 ( link) 



Our Red String
Chapter 11 - Epilogue - Part 5

Club

Only if let Jeremy handle Eli
#624

 

Lena/Jeremy (max 12) 

Only if ignored Rosa
#621

 

Bartending

Only if called Marcel on John
#619

 

Bartending
Otherwise if poured moderately for John

#619
 

Bartending

Only if gave free shots to Finley
#622

 

Bartending

Only if did not serve John
#627

 

Bartending
Otherwise if John 2

nd
round: [pour decently, John flirts]

#627
 

Bartending

Only if did not serve Finley
#622

 

Bartending

Only if poured correctly for Rosa
#620

 

Bartending
Otherwise if Rosa 1

st
round: [ignore her, pour incorrectly]

#620
 

Bartending

Only if let Jeremy handle Eli
#624

 

or complimented Eli
#624

 

Bartending

Only if served Rosa
#629

 

Bartending
Otherwise if Rosa 2

nd
round: [ignore her, insult her]

#629
 

Bartending

Yes
Bartending   is at least 3?

  Lena
Lena/Jeremy (max 12) 

Yes

Bartending   is at least 2and
Lena   is 4 or less?

  Lena 

Yes

Bartending   is at least 1or
Lena   is 4 or less?

No

Lena 

Yes
hooking up with Mark after the club #625?

Go to Mark 

Yes
meeting Ian after work #615?

No

Go to Ian 
Jump to End of current version ( link) 

 

Mark

Mark

Lena (max 10) 

You're so fucking sexy... Do you know what I wanted to do last time?
or

You're so fucking sexy... Hey... Would it be okay if I take a picture to remember how great this is?

Only available if Stalkfap posts: [naughty content, hot videos]
#189

 

or Lena   is at least 8 

Yes: Lena (max 8)

film it #625

exhibitionist fantasy #329

No

Lena (max 10) 

I felt Mark swell inside me, pushing me to the edge of my arousal.

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Make me your slut!
Only if Lena's anal experience: [never tried, anal plug]

#124
 

anal sex #124

rough anal #632

Fuck me like you mean it! I'm cumming!

¿Lena/Mark¿    10

Scene #189
Lena brings Mark home after bartending

Jump to End of current version ( link) 

 

Ian

Ian

I stopped and took a breather. I needed to get it together...

Only available if Lena   is at least 7 

Go to Ian's place

Go home
did not meet Ian after work #615 

Jump to End of current version ( link) 

Yes
Lena desires Axel #294?

No

 

Oh, wow... That's what I call getting comfortable.

Tease Ian: Lena (max 10), Lena (max 10), Lena (max 10)

cuck level 3 #477

Scene #190
Lena goes to Ian's after bartending

Go to sleep

Bug

Only if Ian/Lena   is -1 or less 

Ian/Lena (min 0)

Jump to End of current version ( link) 

Yes
cuck route: [cuck level 2, cuck level 3] #477?

No

If you keep going... I feel I could cum just from this...

Tease him: Lena (max 8) Suck him off

Yes

cuck route: [cuck level 1, cuck level 2, cuck level 3] #477 or
Lena is dominant of Ian #548 or
Lena is cheating #512?

No

Lena (max 10) 

You're so sexy with my cock in your mouth... It would be so hot to film this, don't you think?

Automatic choice if asked Ian to do Stalkfap photo shoot
#534

 

 
Only available if have a Stalkfap account

#80
 

or Lena has an exhibitionist fantasy
#329

 

or Lena   is at least 7 

Go ahead: Lena (max 8)

film it #615

exhibitionist fantasy #329

Forget about that

Yes

asked Ian to do Stalkfap photo shoot #534 or
took Stalkfap picture for Lena #492 or
Ian   is at least 8?

No

Lena (max 10) 

Yes
Ian domiant towards Lena is 2?

rough anal #632

 

Yes
Ian domiant towards Lena is at least 1? No

Get fucked  Skip fucking 

Only if had rough anal sex
#632

 

and Lena's anal experience: [never tried, anal plug]
#124

 

anal sex #124

 

Ian/Lena (max 12) 

Scene #190
Lena goes to Ian's after bartending

Jump to End of current version ( link) 



Our Red String
End of current version



Our Red String v11.0_epilogue
Walkthrough rev 1.2.1

 
Cheat without a MOD

 
 
So you want to try out a new branch but do not feel like completely starting over a new game?
 
Don't worry, with the developer console you can easily modify in-game variables.
You only need some basic understanding of scripting.
 
The easiest way to enable it is to use the Universal Ren'Py Mod from 0x52.
Download it from the webpage: https://0x52.dev/mods/Universal-Ren-Py-Mod-1000, then unzip it and drop the rpa file in the game folder.
 
(Re)Start the game and load a savegame, type ALT+O (Hold the ALT key and type the letter O) to open the console and use the ESC key to exit
 
 
Character variables
 
variable: The variable
definition: what it represents
set variable / new value: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable on or set a new value
unset variable: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable off
check current value: what to type in the developer console to check the current value
 
 

variable definition set variable / new value unset variable check current value

ian_wits_xp Ian wits xp ian_wits_xp = value    ian_wits_xp 

ian_charisma_xp Ian charisma xp ian_charisma_xp = value    ian_charisma_xp 

ian_athletics_xp Ian athletics xp ian_athletics_xp = value    ian_athletics_xp 

ian_lust_xp Ian lust xp ian_lust_xp = value    ian_lust_xp 

ian_wits Ian wits level ian_wits = value    ian_wits 

ian_charisma Ian charisma level ian_charisma = value    ian_charisma 

ian_athletics Ian athletics level ian_athletics = value    ian_athletics 

ian_lust Ian lust level ian_lust = value    ian_lust 

ian_money Ian money ian_money = value    ian_money 

ian_will Ian will points ian_will = value    ian_will 

ian_job_magazine Ian magazine salary ian_job_magazine = value    ian_job_magazine 

ian_stipend Ian stipend ian_stipend = value    ian_stipend 

ian_alison Ian/Alison relationship points ian_alison = value    ian_alison 

ian_axel Ian/Axel relationship points ian_axel = value    ian_axel 

ian_cherry Ian/Cherry relationship points ian_cherry = value    ian_cherry 

ian_cindy Ian/Cindy relationship points ian_cindy = value    ian_cindy 

ian_clark Ian/Clark relationship points ian_clark = value    ian_clark 

ian_clark Ian/Clark relationship points ian_clark = value    ian_clark 

ian_dad Ian/Dad relationship points ian_dad = value    ian_dad 

ian_emma Ian/Emma relationship points ian_emma = value    ian_emma 

ian_gillian Ian/Gillian relationship points ian_gillian = value    ian_gillian 

ian_holly Ian/Holly relationship points ian_holly = value    ian_holly 

ian_ivy Ian/Ivy relationship points ian_ivy = value    ian_ivy 

ian_jeremy Ian/Jeremy relationship points ian_jeremy = value    ian_jeremy 

ian_jess Ian/Jess relationship points ian_jess = value    ian_jess 

ian_lena Ian/Lena relationship points ian_lena = value    ian_lena 

ian_lola Ian/Lola relationship points ian_lola = value    ian_lola 

ian_louise Ian/Louise relationship points ian_louise = value    ian_louise 

ian_minerva Ian/Minerva relationship points ian_minerva = value    ian_minerva 

ian_nat Ian/Nat relationship points ian_nat = value    ian_nat 

ian_perry Ian/Perry relationship points ian_perry = value    ian_perry 

ian_seymour Ian/Seymour relationship points ian_seymour = value    ian_seymour 

ian_stan Ian/Stan relationship points ian_stan = value    ian_stan 

ian_victor Ian/Victor relationship points ian_victor = value    ian_victor 

ian_wade Ian/Wade relationship points ian_wade = value    ian_wade 

ian_wen Ian/Wen relationship points ian_wen = value    ian_wen 

lena_wits_xp Lena wits xp lena_wits_xp = value    lena_wits_xp 

lena_charisma_xp Lena charisma xp lena_charisma_xp = value    lena_charisma_xp 

lena_athletics_xp Lena athletics xp lena_athletics_xp = value    lena_athletics_xp 

lena_lust_xp Lena lust xp lena_lust_xp = value    lena_lust_xp 

lena_wits Lena wits level lena_wits = value    lena_wits 

lena_charisma Lena charisma level lena_charisma = value    lena_charisma 

lena_athletics Lena athletics level lena_athletics = value    lena_athletics 

lena_lust Lena lust level lena_lust = value    lena_lust 

lena_money Lena money lena_money = value    lena_money 

lena_will Lena will points lena_will = value    lena_will 

lena_job_restaurant Lena restaurant salary lena_job_restaurant = value    lena_job_restaurant 

lena_agnes Lena/Agnes relationship points lena_agnes = value    lena_agnes 

lena_axel Lena/Axel relationship points lena_axel = value    lena_axel 

lena_billy Lena/Billy relationship points lena_billy = value    lena_billy 

lena_cindy Lena/Cindy relationship points lena_cindy = value    lena_cindy 

lena_danny Lena/Danny relationship points lena_danny = value    lena_danny 

lena_ed Lena/Ed relationship points lena_ed = value    lena_ed 

lena_emma Lena/Emma relationship points lena_emma = value    lena_emma 

lena_holly Lena/Holly relationship points lena_holly = value    lena_holly 

lena_ivy Lena/Ivy relationship points lena_ivy = value    lena_ivy 

lena_jeremy Lena/Jeremy relationship points lena_jeremy = value    lena_jeremy 

lena_jess Lena/Jessica relationship points lena_jess = value    lena_jess 

lena_lenadad Lena/Dad relationship points lena_lenadad = value    lena_lenadad 

lena_lenamom Lena/Mom relationship points lena_lenamom = value    lena_lenamom 

lena_lola Lena/Lola relationship points lena_lola = value    lena_lola 

lena_louise Lena/Louise relationship points lena_louise = value    lena_louise 

lena_marcel Lena/Marcel relationship points lena_marcel = value    lena_marcel 

lena_mark Lena/Mark relationship points lena_mark = value    lena_mark 

lena_mike Lena/Mike relationship points lena_mike = value    lena_mike 

lena_molly Lena/Molly relationship points lena_molly = value    lena_molly 

lena_perry Lena/Perry relationship points lena_perry = value    lena_perry 

lena_robert Lena/Robert relationship points lena_robert = value    lena_robert 

lena_seymour Lena/Seymour relationship points lena_seymour = value    lena_seymour 

lena_stan Lena/Stan relationship points lena_stan = value    lena_stan 

holly_change Holly wants to be like Lena holly_change = value    holly_change 

v1_poolpoints Pool points v1_poolpoints = value    v1_poolpoints 

v2_alisonflirt Flirt with Alison v2_alisonflirt = value    v2_alisonflirt 

ian_alison_interest Ian's interest in Alison ian_alison_interest = value    ian_alison_interest 

lena_posh Lena posh level lena_posh = value    lena_posh 

jiujitsu Jiu jitsu skill level jiujitsu = value    jiujitsu 

kickboxing Kickboxing skill level kickboxing = value    kickboxing 

ian_chad Ian Chad level ian_chad = value    ian_chad 

v2_cherry_interest Cherry interest v2_cherry_interest = value    v2_cherry_interest 

perry_cherry Perry & Cherry perry_cherry = value    perry_cherry 

lena_bj Lena blowjob skill level lena_bj = value    lena_bj 

lena_song1 Lena's first song lena_song1 = value    lena_song1 

lena_bdick Lena likes big dicks lena_bdick = value    lena_bdick 

encourage_holly Encourage Holly encourage_holly = value    encourage_holly 

ian_go_cindy Ian's interest in Cindy ian_go_cindy = value    ian_go_cindy 

jiulesson1_error Jiu jitsu errors jiulesson1_error = value    jiulesson1_error 

kicklesson1_error Kickboxing errors kicklesson1_error = value    kicklesson1_error 

alison_satisfaction Alison satisfaction alison_satisfaction = value    alison_satisfaction 

lena_go_holly Lena's interest in Holly lena_go_holly = value    lena_go_holly 

panties_inv Panties investigation points panties_inv = value    panties_inv 

lena_go_ian Lena's interest in Ian lena_go_ian = value    lena_go_ian 

seymour_shoot Seymour shoot points seymour_shoot = value    seymour_shoot 

wade_cindy Wade's relationship with Cindy wade_cindy = value    wade_cindy 

perry_emma Perry & Emma perry_emma = value    perry_emma 

emma_satisfaction Emma satisfaction emma_satisfaction = value    emma_satisfaction 

lena_money_family Money Lena sent to her family lena_money_family = value    lena_money_family 

ian_alison_like Ian likes Alison ian_alison_like = value    ian_alison_like 

v6_alison_pics Alison models for Ian v6_alison_pics = value    v6_alison_pics 

cherry_satisfaction Cherry satisfaction cherry_satisfaction = value    cherry_satisfaction 

ian_lena_dom Ian domiant towards Lena ian_lena_dom = value    ian_lena_dom 

lena_song2 Lena's 2nd song lena_song2 = value    lena_song2 

robert_dirty_talk Robert dirty talk robert_dirty_talk = value    robert_dirty_talk 

ian_dirty_talk Ian dirty talk ian_dirty_talk = value    ian_dirty_talk 

seymour_disposition Lena's dispositition towards Seymour seymour_disposition = value    seymour_disposition 

v6_minerva_hard Ian dominant over Minerva v6_minerva_hard = value    v6_minerva_hard 

v7_jerking Ian jerking v7_jerking = value    v7_jerking 

ian_effort_points Ian effort points ian_effort_points = value    ian_effort_points 

v7_fight Fight points v7_fight = value    v7_fight 

v7_tapout Tap out v7_tapout = value    v7_tapout 

v7_lowkick Low kick v7_lowkick = value    v7_lowkick 

v7_throw Throw v7_throw = value    v7_throw 

v7_hit_evade Evade v7_hit_evade = value    v7_hit_evade 

lena_satisfaction Lena satisfaction lena_satisfaction = value    lena_satisfaction 

v8shopping Shops visited v8shopping = value    v8shopping 

v9cardscore Cards score v9cardscore = value    v9cardscore 

cindy_satisfaction Cindy satisfaction cindy_satisfaction = value    cindy_satisfaction 

v9_cindy_lie Lie to Perry points v9_cindy_lie = value    v9_cindy_lie 

axel_disposition Lena's dispositition towards Axel axel_disposition = value    axel_disposition 

ian_fit Ian's fit points ian_fit = value    ian_fit 

book_points Ian's book points book_points = value    book_points 

v10_sparring Fight points v10_sparring = value    v10_sparring 

v10_pool Pool points v10_pool = value    v10_pool 

v10_perry_lie Perry lie to cover Cindy v10_perry_lie = value    v10_perry_lie 

v10_money_family Money Lena sent to her family in chapter 10 v10_money_family = value    v10_money_family 

v10_shooting Shoot points v10_shooting = value    v10_shooting 

v11_cherry_art Ian's appreciation of Cherry's art v11_cherry_art = value    v11_cherry_art 

v11_gallery_sex Art gallery sex with Alison v11_gallery_sex = value    v11_gallery_sex 

v11_songerror Lena's 3rd song errors v11_songerror = value    v11_songerror 

lena_song3 Lena's 3rd song lena_song3 = value    lena_song3 

v11barpoints Bartending points v11barpoints = value    v11barpoints 
 
 
Game Decisions Variables
 
 
label: The label as found in the walkthrough
set variable: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable on
unset variable: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable off
check current value: what to type in the developer console to check the current value
 

label set variable unset variable check current value

Ian's clothes #1  look casual: ian_look = 2
look ok: ian_look = 2
look good: ian_look = 3
look cool: ian_look = cool
look handsome: ian_look = wits1
look sporty: ian_look = athletics1
look sharp: ian_look = charisma1
bad boy look: ian_look = lust1 

  ian_look 

Lena's clothes #2  look casual: lena_look = "1"
look good: lena_look = "3"
look cute: lena_look = "4"
look sexy: lena_look = "sexy"
look sexy: lena_look = "sexy1"
look lovely: lena_look = "wits"
look sporty: lena_look = "athletics"
look stunning: lena_look = "charisma"
look hot: lena_look = "lust"
look amazing: lena_look = "black_dress"
underwear: lena_look = "udw2"
bunny costume: lena_look = "bunny"
lingerie: lena_look = "black_lingerie" 

  lena_look 

meet Wen #3  ian_wen_agenda = True  ian_wen_agenda = False  ian_wen_agenda 

low kick training #4  ian_lowkick = True  ian_lowkick = False  ian_lowkick 

grappling training #5  ian_grappling = True  ian_grappling = False  ian_grappling 

meet Alison #6  v1_alisonlunch = True  v1_alisonlunch = False  v1_alisonlunch 

encourage her #7  v1_encourage_alison = True  v1_encourage_alison = False  v1_encourage_alison 

talk about Alison #8  v1chatbaralison = True  v1chatbaralison = False  v1chatbaralison 

Alison interrupts Perry #9  v1chatbarperryinterrupt = True  v1chatbarperryinterrupt = False  v1chatbarperryinterrupt 

more often #10  v1_alisonoften = True  v1_alisonoften = False  v1_alisonoften 

¿ join Wade ¿ #11  v1_teamwade = True  v1_teamwade = False  v1_teamwade 

¿ join Cindy ¿ #12  v1_teamcindy = True  v1_teamcindy = False  v1_teamcindy 

¿ win with Cindy ¿ #13  v1_poolcindywin = True  v1_poolcindywin = False  v1_poolcindywin 

¿ win with Wade ¿ #14  v1_poolwadewin = True  v1_poolwadewin = False  v1_poolwadewin 

drunk #15  v1_drunk = True  v1_drunk = False  v1_drunk 

help Perry #16  v1_perry_help = True  v1_perry_help = False  v1_perry_help 

use your charisma #17  v1_fight_charisma = True  v1_fight_charisma = False  v1_fight_charisma 

fight #18  v1_fight = True  v1_fight = False  v1_fight 

kick #19  v1_fight_kick = True  v1_fight_kick = False  v1_fight_kick 

grappling #20  v1_fight_grappling = True  v1_fight_grappling = False  v1_fight_grappling 

¿ don't get carried away ¿ #21  v1_lena_louisecarriedaway = True  v1_lena_louisecarriedaway = False  v1_lena_louisecarriedaway 

tell the truth #22  v1_ed_truth = True  v1_ed_truth = False  v1_ed_truth 

flirt #23  v1_ed_flirt = True  v1_ed_flirt = False  v1_ed_flirt 

choose a picture #24  first: v1_choosepic = 1
second: v1_choosepic = 2
third: v1_choosepic = 3
fourth: v1_choosepic = 4 

v1_choosepic = 0  v1_choosepic 

¿ talk to Stan ¿ #25  v1_talk_stan = True  v1_talk_stan = False  v1_talk_stan 

¿ talk to Louise ¿ #26  v1_talk_louise = True  v1_talk_louise = False  v1_talk_louise 

¿ talk to Ivy ¿ #27  v1_talk_ivy = True  v1_talk_ivy = False  v1_talk_ivy 

picture of drawings #28  v2_photo_draw = True  v2_photo_draw = False  v2_photo_draw 

¿ add Lena ¿ #29  v2_addlena = True  v2_addlena = False  v2_addlena 

fantasy book #30  book_fantasy = True  book_fantasy = False  book_fantasy 

sci-fi book #31  book_scifi = True  book_scifi = False  book_scifi 

historical book #32  book_historical = True  book_historical = False  book_historical 

show him #33  v2_showlena_jeremy = True  v2_showlena_jeremy = False  v2_showlena_jeremy 

switch books #34  ian_switch_review = True  ian_switch_review = False  ian_switch_review 

honest review #35  ian_honest_review = True  ian_honest_review = False  ian_honest_review 

¿ please her ¿ #36  ian_minerva_review = True  ian_minerva_review = False  ian_minerva_review 

Ian/Lena date #37  v2_ian_date = True  v2_ian_date = False  v2_ian_date 

Ian/Lena date #38  v3_new_date = True  v3_new_date = False  v3_new_date 

¿ berate her ¿ #39  v2_berate_minerva = True  v2_berate_minerva = False  v2_berate_minerva 

sleep with Louise #40  v2_sleep_louise = True  v2_sleep_louise = False  v2_sleep_louise 

invite Stan #41  v2_stan_museum = True  v2_stan_museum = False  v2_stan_museum 

call him out #42  ed_callout = True  ed_callout = False  ed_callout 

share a song #43  v2_holly_song = True  v2_holly_song = False  v2_holly_song 

invite Robert #44  v2_robert_invite = True  v2_robert_invite = False  v2_robert_invite 

date with Robert #45  v2_robert_date = True  v2_robert_date = False  v2_robert_date 

something important #46  v2_robert_spoiler = True  v2_robert_spoiler = False  v2_robert_spoiler 

reject him #47  v2_robert_reject = True  v2_robert_reject = False  v2_robert_reject 

it can wait #48  v2_rbt_wait = True  v2_rbt_wait = False  v2_rbt_wait 

it can wait again #49  v2_rbt_wait2 = True  v2_rbt_wait2 = False  v2_rbt_wait2 

kiss Robert #50  v2_robert_kiss = True  v2_robert_kiss = False  v2_robert_kiss 

invite him in #51  v2_robert_home = True  v2_robert_home = False  v2_robert_home 

blowjob #52  v2_robert_bj = True  v2_robert_bj = False  v2_robert_bj 

swallow #53  v2_robert_swallow = True  v2_robert_swallow = False  v2_robert_swallow 

Ian likes Lena #54  v2_ian_like = True  v2_ian_like = False  v2_ian_like 

¿ go to the gym ¿ #55  v2_lena_gogym = True  v2_lena_gogym = False  v2_lena_gogym 

¿ go home ¿ #56  v2_lena_gohome = True  v2_lena_gohome = False  v2_lena_gohome 

date with Robert #57  v3_robert_date = True  v3_robert_date = False  v3_robert_date 

second chance #58  v2_robert_chance = True  v2_robert_chance = False  v2_robert_chance 

song 1 verse #59  Real: song_1a = "real"
Precise: song_1a = "precise"
Cool: song_1a = "cool" 

  song_1a 

song 1 chorus #60  Tragedy: song_1b = "tragedy"
Story: song_1b = "story"
Stuff: song_1b = "stuff" 

  song_1b 

song 1 end #61  Abyss: song_1c = "abyss"
Kingdom: song_1c = "kingdom"
Cave: song_1c = "cave" 

  song_1c 

accept #62  v2_stan_model = True  v2_stan_model = False  v2_stan_model 

compliment Alison #63  v2_alison_clothes = True  v2_alison_clothes = False  v2_alison_clothes 

with a girl #64  v2_tell_jeremy_girl = True  v2_tell_jeremy_girl = False  v2_tell_jeremy_girl 

go with Alison #65  v2_bar_alison = True  v2_bar_alison = False  v2_bar_alison 

¿ find Alison ¿ #66  v2_find_alison = True  v2_find_alison = False  v2_find_alison 

Alison wears #67  green top: alison_sexy = 0
red top: alison_sexy = 1
sexier clothes: alison_sexy = 2 

alison_sexy = 0  alison_sexy 

kiss her #68  v2_alison_home = True  v2_alison_home = False  v2_alison_home 

bring Cherry home #69  v2_cherry_home = True  v2_cherry_home = False  v2_cherry_home 

limp dick #70  v2_ian_limp = True  v2_ian_limp = False  v2_ian_limp 

fuck Cherry #71  ian_cherry_sex = True  ian_cherry_sex = False  ian_cherry_sex 

fuck Alison #72  ian_alison_sex = True  ian_alison_sex = False  ian_alison_sex 

Alison and Jeremy fucked #73  alison_jeremy = True  alison_jeremy = False  alison_jeremy 

Louise & Jeremy are together #74  louise_jeremy = True  louise_jeremy = False  louise_jeremy 

ignore him #75  v3_robert_ignore = True  v3_robert_ignore = False  v3_robert_ignore 

¿ defend him ¿ #76  v3_defend_stan = True  v3_defend_stan = False  v3_defend_stan 

post Ian's drawing #77  v3_pg_ian = True  v3_pg_ian = False  v3_pg_ian 

¿ post Danny's picture ¿ #78  v3_pg_danny = True  v3_pg_danny = False  v3_pg_danny 

check out Stalkfap #79  v3_check_stalkfap = True  v3_check_stalkfap = False  v3_check_stalkfap 

Stalkfap account #80  stalkfap = True  stalkfap = False  stalkfap 

call Seymour #81  v3_seymour_call = True  v3_seymour_call = False  v3_seymour_call 

accept #82  v3_seymour_date = True  v3_seymour_date = False  v3_seymour_date 

reject #83  v3_seymour_reject = True  v3_seymour_reject = False  v3_seymour_reject 

Lena likes metal #84  not at all: lena_metal = 0
not really: lena_metal = 1
like it: lena_metal = 2 

  lena_metal 

kiss Ian #85  v2_ian_kiss = True  v2_ian_kiss = False  v2_ian_kiss 

fuck Robert #86  lena_robert_sex = True  lena_robert_sex = False  lena_robert_sex 

sex before work #87  lena_robert_sex_early = True  lena_robert_sex_early = False  lena_robert_sex_early 

reject Robert #88  v3_robert_reject = True  v3_robert_reject = False  v3_robert_reject 

fuck on Wednesday #89  lena_robert_sex_late = True  lena_robert_sex_late = False  lena_robert_sex_late 

¿ blowjob ¿ #90  v3_robert_bj = True  v3_robert_bj = False  v3_robert_bj 

Lena's reaction to the bum #91  run away: help_bum = 0
don't give money: help_bum = 1
give money: help_bum = 2 

  help_bum 

spy #92  v3_spy = True  v3_spy = False  v3_spy 

big dick #93  v3_bbc = True  v3_bbc = False  v3_bbc 

keep spying #94  v3_spy_full = True  v3_spy_full = False  v3_spy_full 

¿ breakfast with Jeremy ¿ #95  v3_breakfast_jeremy = True  v3_breakfast_jeremy = False  v3_breakfast_jeremy 

tell her #96  v3_talk_molly = True  v3_talk_molly = False  v3_talk_molly 

include Ian #97  v3_ian_date = True  v3_ian_date = False  v3_ian_date 

how Lena poses for Stan #98  awkward: v3_stan_shoot = 0
cool: v3_stan_shoot = 1
continue: v3_stan_shoot = 2
tease: v3_stan_shoot = 3 

  v3_stan_shoot 

call him #99  v3_axel_call = True  v3_axel_call = False  v3_axel_call 

¿ Cherry did modeling ¿ #100  know_cherry_model = True  know_cherry_model = False  know_cherry_model 

no strings attached #101  ian_cherry_free = True  ian_cherry_free = False  ian_cherry_free 

meet with Holly #102  v3_holly_date = True  v3_holly_date = False  v3_holly_date 

trip with Holly #103  not interested: ian_go_holly = 0
cute: ian_go_holly = 1
very cute: ian_go_holly = 2
go on a trip: ian_go_holly = True
don't go on a trip: ian_go_holly = False 

ian_go_holly = 0  ian_go_holly 

book call to adventure #104  vengeance story: book_card1 = "vengeance"
call of duty: book_card1 = "call_of_duty"
chosen one: book_card1 = "chosen_one" 

  book_card1 

comment on Cindy's profile #105  insightful: v3_cindy_comment = "wits"
funny: v3_cindy_comment = "charisma"
praising: v3_cindy_comment = "lust"
emoji: v3_cindy_comment = "n" 

  v3_cindy_comment 

¿ winner ¿ #106  v3_pool_win = True  v3_pool_win = False  v3_pool_win 

go with Cindy #107  v3_cindy_date = True  v3_cindy_date = False  v3_cindy_date 

¿ dance together ¿ #108  v3_cindy_dance = True  v3_cindy_dance = False  v3_cindy_dance 

¿ signs ¿ #109  v3_cindy_dance_signs = True  v3_cindy_dance_signs = False  v3_cindy_dance_signs 

rejected #110  v3_cindy_reject = True  v3_cindy_reject = False  v3_cindy_reject 

love to see the pictures #111  ian_cindy_model = True  ian_cindy_model = False  ian_cindy_model 

stop it #112  v3_gillian_stop = True  v3_gillian_stop = False  v3_gillian_stop 

tell me details #113  alison_voyeur = True  alison_voyeur = False  alison_voyeur 

don't want to hear #114  alison_no_voyeur = True  alison_no_voyeur = False  alison_no_voyeur 

meet Alison #115  v3_alison_date = True  v3_alison_date = False  v3_alison_date 

titfuck #116  v3_alison_boobjob = True  v3_alison_boobjob = False  v3_alison_boobjob 

¿ cunnilingus ¿ #117  v3_alison_cunnilingus = True  v3_alison_cunnilingus = False  v3_alison_cunnilingus 

fuck Alison #118  v3_alison_sex = True  v3_alison_sex = False  v3_alison_sex 

Lena's passion #119  writing songs: lena_passion = "song"
enjoying life: lena_passion = "life"
modeling: lena_passion = "model"
making money: lena_passion = "money" 

  lena_passion 

¿ include him ¿ #120  v3_welcome_stan = True  v3_welcome_stan = False  v3_welcome_stan 

call Robert #121  v3_robert_repeat = True  v3_robert_repeat = False  v3_robert_repeat 

use the dildo #122  v3_use_dildo = True  v3_use_dildo = False  v3_use_dildo 

Lena masturbates thinking of #123  think about Ian: v3_masturbate = "ian"
think about Holly: v3_masturbate = "holly"
think about Robert: v3_masturbate = "robert"
think about Jeremy's cock: v3_masturbate = "jeremy"
think about spying on Louise: v3_masturbate = "spy" 

  v3_masturbate 

Lena's anal experience #124  never tried: lena_anal = 0
anal plug: lena_anal = 1
anal sex: lena_anal = 2 

lena_anal = 0  lena_anal 

Lena's enthusiasm about piercings #125  dislikes: lena_go_piercing = 0
neutral: lena_go_piercing = 1
loves: lena_go_piercing = 2 

lena_go_piercing = 0  lena_go_piercing 

¿ keep chatting ¿ #126  v3_ivy_chat = True  v3_ivy_chat = False  v3_ivy_chat 

¿ work at the restaurant ¿ #127  seymour_restaurant = True  seymour_restaurant = False  seymour_restaurant 

¿ Nietzsche ¿ #128  say_niet = True  say_niet = False  say_niet 

talk philosophy #129  filo = True  filo = False  filo 

accepted to meet Seymour #130  v4_seymour_date = True  v4_seymour_date = False  v4_seymour_date 

meet Axel #131  v4_axel_date = True  v4_axel_date = False  v4_axel_date 

fuck Robert #132  v4_robert_sex = True  v4_robert_sex = False  v4_robert_sex 

over with Robert #133  lena_robert_over = True  lena_robert_over = False  lena_robert_over 

accuse Stan #134  v4_accuse_stan = True  v4_accuse_stan = False  v4_accuse_stan 

defend Stan #135  v4_defend_stan = True  v4_defend_stan = False  v4_defend_stan 

Ian/Lena date #136  v4_ian_date = True  v4_ian_date = False  v4_ian_date 

photo shoot with Danny #137  free: v4_danny_shoot = 1
pay: v4_danny_shoot = 2 

v4_danny_shoot = False  v4_danny_shoot 

photo shoot with Stan #138  v4_stan_shoot = True  v4_stan_shoot = False  v4_stan_shoot 

¿ pose for Seymour ¿ #139  simple: v4_lenapose = 1
sultry: v4_lenapose = 2
backside: v4_lenapose = 3 

v4_lenapose = 0  v4_lenapose 

¿ destroy the pictures ¿ #140  axel_pictures_destroy = True  axel_pictures_destroy = False  axel_pictures_destroy 

look at the rest #141  axel_pictures_watch = True  axel_pictures_watch = False  axel_pictures_watch 

¿ compliment Ed ¿ #142  v4_compliment_ed = True  v4_compliment_ed = False  v4_compliment_ed 

offer to help #143  cafe_help = True  cafe_help = False  cafe_help 

Robert blowjob at the restaurant #144  interrupted: v4_robert_public = 1
finished: v4_robert_public = 2 

v4_robert_public = False  v4_robert_public 

confront her #145  v4_confront_louise = True  v4_confront_louise = False  v4_confront_louise 

sext Alison #146  v4_alison_sexting = True  v4_alison_sexting = False  v4_alison_sexting 

sext Cherry #147  v4_cherry_sexting = True  v4_cherry_sexting = False  v4_cherry_sexting 

block him #148  alison_jeremy_block = True  alison_jeremy_block = False  alison_jeremy_block 

uncomfortable #149  alison_jeremy_doubt = True  alison_jeremy_doubt = False  alison_jeremy_doubt 

go with her #150  v4_cindy_date = True  v4_cindy_date = False  v4_cindy_date 

ask about Wade #151  v4chatmuseum = True  v4chatmuseum = False  v4chatmuseum 

go with her #152  v5_cindy_shoot = True  v5_cindy_shoot = False  v5_cindy_shoot 

book antagonist #153  dark lord: book_card2 = "dark_lord"
villain: book_card2 = "villain"
relativistic: book_card2 = "relativistic" 

  book_card2 

hand proposal yourself #154  v5_hand_proposal = True  v5_hand_proposal = False  v5_hand_proposal 

Lena to hand proposal #155  v5_hand_proposal_lena = True  v5_hand_proposal_lena = False  v5_hand_proposal_lena 

participate in tournament #156  tournament = True  tournament = False  tournament 

date with Lena location #157  Fortress: v4_place = "fortress"
Shine: v4_place = "shine" 

  v4_place 

Ian/Lena kiss #158  v4_ian_kiss = True  v4_ian_kiss = False  v4_ian_kiss 

steal #159  stole: cafe_steal = True
did not steal: cafe_steal = False
stole once: cafe_steal = 1
stole twice: cafe_steal = 2
got caught stealing: cafe_steal = 3 

  cafe_steal 

Holly joins pole dancing #160  holly_gym = True  holly_gym = False  holly_gym 

Ian/Lena fuck #161  ian_lena_sex = True  ian_lena_sex = False  ian_lena_sex 

¿ Ian/Lena fuck after bar date ¿ #162  v4_ian_lena_sex = True  v4_ian_lena_sex = False  v4_ian_lena_sex 

¿ get on top ¿ #163  v4_robert_top = True  v4_robert_top = False  v4_robert_top 

show up at work to see Seymour #164  v5_ian_showup = True  v5_ian_showup = False  v5_ian_showup 

Cindy in photo shoot #165  kept clothes: v5_cindy_nude = 0
topless: v5_cindy_nude = 1
nude: v5_cindy_nude = 2 

v5_cindy_nude = 0  v5_cindy_nude 

¿ Perry confess his feelings ¿ #166  v5_perry_feelings = True  v5_perry_feelings = False  v5_perry_feelings 

Perry comes to the club #167  v5_perry_club = True  v5_perry_club = False  v5_perry_club 

talk to Emma #168  v5_emma_talk = True  v5_emma_talk = False  v5_emma_talk 

date with Holly #169  v5_holly_date = True  v5_holly_date = False  v5_holly_date 

¿ Ian activity on Saturday morning ¿ #170  work on your book: v5_ian_morning = "write"
go to the gym: v5_ian_morning = "gym"
rest: v5_ian_morning = "n" 

v5_ian_morning = "n"  v5_ian_morning 

cool clothes #171  v5_ian_cool = True  v5_ian_cool = False  v5_ian_cool 

¿ bouncer lets you in ¿ #172  v5_bouncer_in = True  v5_bouncer_in = False  v5_bouncer_in 

focus on while dancing #173  Alison: v5_ogle = "alison"
Emma: v5_ogle = "emma" 

  v5_ogle 

dance with Emma #174  v5_dancing_emma = True  v5_dancing_emma = False  v5_dancing_emma 

grind on Emma #175  v5_emma_grind = True  v5_emma_grind = False  v5_emma_grind 

inquire for Perry #176  v5_emma_convo3 = True  v5_emma_convo3 = False  v5_emma_convo3 

fuck Emma #177  ian_emma_sex = True  ian_emma_sex = False  ian_emma_sex 

¿ tell Alison about Lena ¿ #178  you fucked: v5_tell_alison = "sex"
you kissed: v5_tell_alison = "kiss"
not much: v5_tell_alison = "n" 

  v5_tell_alison 

Alison and Jeremy fucks #179  v5_alison_jeremy = True  v5_alison_jeremy = False  v5_alison_jeremy 

chat up Ivy #180  v5ivychat = True  v5ivychat = False  v5ivychat 

¿ Emma fingers herself ¿ #181  v5_emma_finger = True  v5_emma_finger = False  v5_emma_finger 

fuck Alison #182  v5_alison_sex = True  v5_alison_sex = False  v5_alison_sex 

¿ finger Alison ¿ #183  v5_alison_public = True  v5_alison_public = False  v5_alison_public 

¿ dirty talk ¿ #184  v5_alison_dirty_talk = True  v5_alison_dirty_talk = False  v5_alison_dirty_talk 

¿ titfuck ¿ #185  v5_alison_boobjob = True  v5_alison_boobjob = False  v5_alison_boobjob 

¿ cum on Alison ¿ #186  v5_alison_boobjob_cum = True  v5_alison_boobjob_cum = False  v5_alison_boobjob_cum 

¿ tell Holly about your girlfriend situation ¿ #187  like someone: v5_tell_holly = "wantgf"
no at the moment: v5_tell_holly = "nogf"
don't want: v5_tell_holly = "hategf" 

  v5_tell_holly 

book mentor #188  trickster: book_card3 = "trickster"
sage: book_card3 = "sage"
anti-hero: book_card3 = "anti_hero" 

  book_card3 

Stalkfap posts #189  tasteful nudes: stalkfap_pro = 0
naughty content: stalkfap_pro = 1
hot videos: stalkfap_pro = 2 

stalkfap_pro = 0  stalkfap_pro 

sexy clothes #190  v5_lena_sexy = True  v5_lena_sexy = False  v5_lena_sexy 

¿ like it ¿ #191  v5_lena_music = True  v5_lena_music = False  v5_lena_music 

flirt with Mike #192  show interest: v5_mike_flirt = 1
flirt: v5_mike_flirt = 2
tease: v5_mike_flirt = 3 

v5_mike_flirt = 0  v5_mike_flirt 

dance with Mike #193  v5_mike_dance = True  v5_mike_dance = False  v5_mike_dance 

¿ defend her ¿ #194  v5_defend_ivy = True  v5_defend_ivy = False  v5_defend_ivy 

fuck Mike #195  lena_mike_sex = True  lena_mike_sex = False  lena_mike_sex 

¿ fuck Louise ¿ #196  v5_louise_sex = True  v5_louise_sex = False  v5_louise_sex 

fuck Louise #197  lena_louise_sex = True  lena_louise_sex = False  lena_louise_sex 

teach her #198  v5_teach_louise = True  v5_teach_louise = False  v5_teach_louise 

give Louise an orgasm #199  v5_louise_orgasm = True  v5_louise_orgasm = False  v5_louise_orgasm 

reject Louise #200  hard rejection: lena_reject_louise = 2  lena_reject_louise = 0  lena_reject_louise 
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Game Decisions Variables
 
 
label: The label as found in the walkthrough
set variable: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable on
unset variable: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable off
check current value: what to type in the developer console to check the current value
 

label set variable unset variable check current value

¿ blowjob ¿ #201  v5_mike_bj = True  v5_mike_bj = False  v5_mike_bj 

¿ bareback ¿ #202  v5_mike_bareback = True  v5_mike_bareback = False  v5_mike_bareback 

¿ creampie ¿ #203  v5_mike_cum = True  v5_mike_cum = False  v5_mike_cum 

Lena's naughtiness during the shoot #204  artsy: v5_shoot = 0
show ass: v5_shoot = 1
show pussy: v5_shoot = 2
fully show pussy: v5_shoot = 3 

v5_shoot = 0  v5_shoot 

sext with Robert #205  v5_robert_sexting = True  v5_robert_sexting = False  v5_robert_sexting 

Ian & Lena dating #206  ian_lena_dating = True  ian_lena_dating = False  ian_lena_dating 

confide #207  v5_ian_confide = True  v5_ian_confide = False  v5_ian_confide 

¿ grounded in reality ¿ #208  reality = True  reality = False  reality 

Jessica is bad #209  jess_bad = True  jess_bad = False  jess_bad 

picture Cindy posts on peoplegram #210  backside: v6_cindy_pg = 1
shirt up: v6_cindy_pg = 2
no shirt: v6_cindy_pg = 3
bare ass: v6_cindy_pg = 4 

v6_cindy_pg = 0  v6_cindy_pg 

smoke weed #211  smoke weed: ian_weed = 1  ian_weed = 0  ian_weed 

¿ talk about Emma ¿ #212  v6_perry_feelings = True  v6_perry_feelings = False  v6_perry_feelings 

¿ Cherry selfie ¿ #213  v6_cherry_selfie = True  v6_cherry_selfie = False  v6_cherry_selfie 

¿ berate Alison ¿ #214  v6_berate_alison = True  v6_berate_alison = False  v6_berate_alison 

¿ invite Lena ¿ #215  v6_lena_invite = True  v6_lena_invite = False  v6_lena_invite 

tell Wade #216  v6_confess_wade = True  v6_confess_wade = False  v6_confess_wade 

stop Wade #217  v6_stop_wade = True  v6_stop_wade = False  v6_stop_wade 

book challenge #218  fight: book_card4 = "fight"
treason: book_card4 = "treason"
doom: book_card4 = "doom" 

  book_card4 

drinks at the Fortress #219  go with Cherry: v6_ian_drinks = "cherry"
stay with Alison: v6_ian_drinks = "alison" 

  v6_ian_drinks 

leave the bar to have sex right away #220  Cherry: v6_rightaway = "cherry"
Alison: v6_rightaway = "alison" 

  v6_rightaway 

Ian & Cherry are dating #221  ian_cherry_dating = True  ian_cherry_dating = False  ian_cherry_dating 

ask if she's alright #222  v6_cherry_alright = True  v6_cherry_alright = False  v6_cherry_alright 

Cherry anal #223  tease her asshole: v6_cherry_anal = 1
anal sex: v6_cherry_anal = 2
anal sex (again): v6_cherry_anal = 3 

v6_cherry_anal = 0  v6_cherry_anal 

¿ to do with some guy ¿ #224  v6_cherry_wits = True  v6_cherry_wits = False  v6_cherry_wits 

Ian & Alison are dating #225  ian_alison_dating = True  ian_alison_dating = False  ian_alison_dating 

extra pose #226  v6_alison_extra_pic = True  v6_alison_extra_pic = False  v6_alison_extra_pic 

creampie #227  v6_alison_cum = True  v6_alison_cum = False  v6_alison_cum 

had company #228  v6_ian_confess_lena = True  v6_ian_confess_lena = False  v6_ian_confess_lena 

¿ blowjob ¿ #229  v6_lena_blowjob = True  v6_lena_blowjob = False  v6_lena_blowjob 

¿ swallow ¿ #230  v6_lena_swallow = True  v6_lena_swallow = False  v6_lena_swallow 

fuck Lena #231  v6_lena_sex = True  v6_lena_sex = False  v6_lena_sex 

fuck Minerva #232  ian_minerva_sex = True  ian_minerva_sex = False  ian_minerva_sex 

defy Minerva #233  ian_defy_minerva = True  ian_defy_minerva = False  ian_defy_minerva 

work for Seymour #234  lena_job_seymour = True  lena_job_seymour = False  lena_job_seymour 

¿ selfie ¿ #235  v6_ian_selfie = True  v6_ian_selfie = False  v6_ian_selfie 

date with Robert #236  v6_robert_date = True  v6_robert_date = False  v6_robert_date 

Lena & Mike are dating #237  lena_mike_dating = True  lena_mike_dating = False  lena_mike_dating 

Stan simp #238  scolded: stan_simp = 1
encouraged: stan_simp = 2
caught spying: stan_simp = 3
allowed to spy: stan_simp = 4 

stan_simp = 0  stan_simp 

live music events #239  cafe_music = True  cafe_music = False  cafe_music 

life drawing #240  cafe_nude = True  cafe_nude = False  cafe_nude 

want tattoos #241  lena_tattoos = True  lena_tattoos = False  lena_tattoos 

Holly practices kissing with #242  Lena: v6_holly_kiss = "lena"
Ivy: v6_holly_kiss = "ivy" 

v6_holly_kiss = "n"  v6_holly_kiss 

fuck Louise #243  v6_louise_sex = True  v6_louise_sex = False  v6_louise_sex 

¿ cunnilingus ¿ #244  v6_louise_pussy = True  v6_louise_pussy = False  v6_louise_pussy 

¿ use the dildo ¿ #245  v6_louise_dildo = True  v6_louise_dildo = False  v6_louise_dildo 

give Louise an orgasm #246  v6_louise_orgasm = True  v6_louise_orgasm = False  v6_louise_orgasm 

check Ivy's Stalkfap #247  v6_stalkfap_ivy = True  v6_stalkfap_ivy = False  v6_stalkfap_ivy 

call mom #248  v6_call_mom = True  v6_call_mom = False  v6_call_mom 

Ian/Lena date #249  v6_ian_date = True  v6_ian_date = False  v6_ian_date 

song 2 verse #250  hard to crack: song_2a = ""
getting rusty: song_2a = "rusty"
also closed: song_2a = "closed" 

  song_2a 

song 2 chorus #251  weeping sky: song_2b = "weeping"
gray sky: song_2b = "gray"
sad, sad, sky: song_2b = "sad" 

  song_2b 

song 2 end #252  loneliness: song_2c = "loneliness"
lethargy: song_2c = "lethargy"
dust: song_2c = "dust" 

  song_2c 

lust after BBC #253  lena_bbc = True  lena_bbc = False  lena_bbc 

Lena masturbates thinking of #254  Ian: v6_masturbate = "ian"
Holly: v6_masturbate = "holly"
Robert: v6_masturbate = "robert"
Louise: v6_masturbate = "louise"
Axel: v6_masturbate = "axel"
Jeremy: v6_masturbate = "jeremy"
Mike: v6_masturbate = "mike" 

v6_masturbate = "n"  v6_masturbate 

spy on Louise's pictures #255  v6_spy = True  v6_spy = False  v6_spy 

Mike dirty talk #256  used like a slut: mike_dirty_talk = 1
badmouthing girlfriend: mike_dirty_talk = 2
badmouthing girlfriend: mike_dirty_talk = 3 

mike_dirty_talk = 0  mike_dirty_talk 

first person Lena had anal sex with #257  Mike: lena_anal_first = "mike"
Robert: lena_anal_first = "robert"
Ian: lena_anal_first = "ian" 

  lena_anal_first 

bunny outfit #258  outfit_bunny = True  outfit_bunny = False  outfit_bunny 

¿ Agnes photo shoot ¿ #259  v6_agnes_shoot = True  v6_agnes_shoot = False  v6_agnes_shoot 

work with Axel #260  v6_axel_work = True  v6_axel_work = False  v6_axel_work 

¿ Seymour photo shoot ¿ #261  elegant: v6_seymour_shoot = "elegant"
alluring: v6_seymour_shoot = "spicy" 

v6_seymour_shoot = "n"  v6_seymour_shoot 

Lena poses with Axel #262  never offered: v6_axel_pose = 0
refuse: v6_axel_pose = 1
accept: v6_axel_pose = 2
keep it going: v6_axel_pose = 3 

v6_axel_pose = 0  v6_axel_pose 

necklace #263  seymour_necklace = True  seymour_necklace = False  seymour_necklace 

subscribe to Lena's Stalkfap #264  public content: ian_stalkfap = 1
exclusive content: ian_stalkfap = 2 

ian_stalkfap = False  ian_stalkfap 

more pictures #265  v7_alison_voyeur = True  v7_alison_voyeur = False  v7_alison_voyeur 

Cindy's 2nd photo shoot #266  pictures: v7_cindy_pics = 1
nude: v7_cindy_pics = 2 

v7_cindy_pics = 0  v7_cindy_pics 

¿ need a job ¿ #267  v7needjob = True  v7needjob = False  v7needjob 

find a job #268  not needed: v7_effort_job = 0
part-time: v7_effort_job = 1
full-time: v7_effort_job = 2 

v7_effort_job = 0  v7_effort_job 

work on your book #269  v7_effort_book = True  v7_effort_book = False  v7_effort_book 

spend more time at the gym #270  v7_effort_gym = True  v7_effort_gym = False  v7_effort_gym 

read Holly's book #271  v7_effort_holly = True  v7_effort_holly = False  v7_effort_holly 

smoke weed #272  v7_effort_weed = True  v7_effort_weed = False  v7_effort_weed 

accept Holly's invitation #273  v7_holly_trip = True  v7_holly_trip = False  v7_holly_trip 

fuck Minerva #274  v7_minerva_sex = True  v7_minerva_sex = False  v7_minerva_sex 

cunnilingus #275  v7_minerva_cunnilingus = True  v7_minerva_cunnilingus = False  v7_minerva_cunnilingus 

¿ Minerva dirty talk ¿ #276  tease her: minerva_dirty_talk = 1
talk about her husband: minerva_dirty_talk = 2 

minerva_dirty_talk = 0  minerva_dirty_talk 

try to fuck her too #277  emma_jeremy = True  emma_jeremy = False  emma_jeremy 

threesome Ian/Alison/Jeremy #278  refuse: alison_jeremy_3some = 0
consider it: alison_jeremy_3some = 1
accept: alison_jeremy_3some = 2
repeat: alison_jeremy_3some = 3 

alison_jeremy_3some = 0  alison_jeremy_3some 

¿ show the pictures ¿ #279  v7_jeremy_show = True  v7_jeremy_show = False  v7_jeremy_show 

falling for her #280  ian_lena_love = True  ian_lena_love = False  ian_lena_love 

like her as a person #281  v7_lena_person = True  v7_lena_person = False  v7_lena_person 

¿ Jeremy approaches Jessica ¿ #282  v7_jeremy_jess = True  v7_jeremy_jess = False  v7_jeremy_jess 

¿ comment on her tattoos ¿ #283  v7_tattoo_flirt = True  v7_tattoo_flirt = False  v7_tattoo_flirt 

flex #284  v7_athletic_flirt = True  v7_athletic_flirt = False  v7_athletic_flirt 

Jessica's number #285  ian_jess_number = True  ian_jess_number = False  ian_jess_number 

Axel knows Ian & lena are dating #286  axel_knows_dating = True  axel_knows_dating = False  axel_knows_dating 

¿ Lena flirts with Ian ¿ #287  Robert: v7_drawing_flirt = "robert"  v7_drawing_flirt = "False"  v7_drawing_flirt 

Ian before fightinh Robert #288  shove Robert: v7_ianvsrobert = "shove"
disappointed with Lena: v7_ianvsrobert = "disappoint"
insult Robert: v7_ianvsrobert = "insult"
defend Perry: v7_ianvsrobert = "defend"
agree with Robert: v7_ianvsrobert = "agree"
charm Robert: v7_ianvsrobert = "charisma" 

  v7_ianvsrobert 

hurt #289  v7_gothurt = True  v7_gothurt = False  v7_gothurt 

¿ hurt Robert ¿ #290  v7_didhurt = True  v7_didhurt = False  v7_didhurt 

provoke Richard #291  v7_rd3_provoke = True  v7_rd3_provoke = False  v7_rd3_provoke 

¿ passive ¿ #292  v7_rd3_passive = True  v7_rd3_passive = False  v7_rd3_passive 

fight with Robert #293  did not fight: v7_fight = "n"
win with punches: v7_fight = "win_punch"
win with grapling: v7_fight = "win_throw"
peaceful: v7_fight = "paceful"
draw but winning: v7_fight = "drawup"
draw but losing: v7_fight = "drawdown"
surrender: v7_fight = "tapout"
lose: v7_fight = "lose" 

v7_fight = "n"  v7_fight 

desire Axel #294  interrupted: lena_axel_desire = 1
fuck Axel: lena_axel_desire = 2 

lena_axel_desire = False  lena_axel_desire 

sell the necklace #295  forgot it: v7_necklace_sell = 1
lost it: v7_necklace_sell = 2
sold it: v7_necklace_sell = 3 

v7_necklace_sell = False  v7_necklace_sell 

witty outfit #296  lena_wardrobe_wits1 = True  lena_wardrobe_wits1 = False  lena_wardrobe_wits1 

athletic outfit #297  lena_wardrobe_athletics1 = True  lena_wardrobe_athletics1 = False  lena_wardrobe_athletics1 

charismatic outfit #298  lena_wardrobe_charisma1 = True  lena_wardrobe_charisma1 = False  lena_wardrobe_charisma1 

lusty outfit #299  lena_wardrobe_lust1 = True  lena_wardrobe_lust1 = False  lena_wardrobe_lust1 

bad boy #300  toy_badboy = True  toy_badboy = False  toy_badboy 

collar #301  toy_collar = True  toy_collar = False  toy_collar 

double dildo #302  toy_double = True  toy_double = False  toy_double 

bunny costume #303  lena_wardrobe_bunny = True  lena_wardrobe_bunny = False  lena_wardrobe_bunny 

check out the tattoo parlor #304  v7tattoobuy = True  v7tattoobuy = False  v7tattoobuy 

over with Robert #133  lena_robert_over = True  lena_robert_over = False  lena_robert_over 

Lena mad at Ian #306  lena_ian_mad = True  lena_ian_mad = False  lena_ian_mad 

Lena & Robert dating #307  lena_robert_dating = True  lena_robert_dating = False  lena_robert_dating 

Lena stays the night at Ian's #308  v7_ian_date = True  v7_ian_date = False  v7_ian_date 

¿ cum ¿ #309  v7_69_cum = True  v7_69_cum = False  v7_69_cum 

Lena in love with Ian #310  confesssed your love to Ian once: lena_ian_love = 1
confesssed during sex: lena_ian_love = 2 

lena_ian_love = False  lena_ian_love 

masturbate #311  v7_lena_masturbate = True  v7_lena_masturbate = False  v7_lena_masturbate 

Ian/Lena finally fuck #312  very late: ian_lena_sex_late = 2  ian_lena_sex_late = False  ian_lena_sex_late 

¿ Holly meets Marcel ¿ #313  holly_marcel = True  holly_marcel = False  holly_marcel 

encourage Holly #314  not interested: holly_guy = 0
interested: holly_guy = 1
hooking up: holly_guy = 2
voyeur: holly_guy = 3
incite her: holly_guy = 4 

holly_guy = False  holly_guy 

take the drug #315  lena_drugs = True  lena_drugs = False  lena_drugs 

trust in Billy's plan #316  distrusts: billy_trust = 0
give it a try: billy_trust = 1
good idea: billy_trust = 2 

billy_trust = 0  billy_trust 

model for Billy #317  billy_model = True  billy_model = False  billy_model 

talk to Mike #318  v7_talk2mike = True  v7_talk2mike = False  v7_talk2mike 

invite him home #319  v7mikeconvo3 = True  v7mikeconvo3 = False  v7mikeconvo3 

¿ blowjob ¿ #320  v7_mike_bj = True  v7_mike_bj = False  v7_mike_bj 

fuck Louise #321  v7_louise_sex = True  v7_louise_sex = False  v7_louise_sex 

dominant towards Louise #322  louise_dominant = True  louise_dominant = False  louise_dominant 

lick your feet #323  v7_louise_feet = True  v7_louise_feet = False  v7_louise_feet 

¿ rimjob ¿ #324  v7_louise_rimmjob = True  v7_louise_rimmjob = False  v7_louise_rimmjob 

dare game #325  v7_game = True  v7_game = False  v7_game 

bet money #326  v7_lena_bet = True  v7_lena_bet = False  v7_lena_bet 

Lena's threesome fantasy #327  no: lena_fty_3some = 0
two guys: lena_fty_3some = 1
two girls: lena_fty_3some = 2 

lena_fty_3some = 0  lena_fty_3some 

lesbian fantasy #328  lena_fty_lesbo = True  lena_fty_lesbo = False  lena_fty_lesbo 

exhibitionist fantasy #329  lena_fty_show = True  lena_fty_show = False  lena_fty_show 

big cocks fantasy #330  lena_fty_bbc = True  lena_fty_bbc = False  lena_fty_bbc 

being dominated fantasy #331  lena_fty_slave = True  lena_fty_slave = False  lena_fty_slave 

quit the game #332  v7_game_quit = True  v7_game_quit = False  v7_game_quit 

¿ shirt off ¿ #333  v7_jeremy_shirt = True  v7_jeremy_shirt = False  v7_jeremy_shirt 

¿ Ivy masturbates ¿ #334  v7_ivy_masturbate = True  v7_ivy_masturbate = False  v7_ivy_masturbate 

¿ Ivy naked ¿ #335  v7_game_ivynude = True  v7_game_ivynude = False  v7_game_ivynude 

¿ kiss Louise ¿ #336  v7_louise_kiss = True  v7_louise_kiss = False  v7_louise_kiss 

¿ pants off ¿ #337  v7_game_pants = True  v7_game_pants = False  v7_game_pants 

¿ grind Jeremy ¿ #338  v7_game_grind = True  v7_game_grind = False  v7_game_grind 

¿ Louise quits ¿ #339  v7_louise_game_quit = True  v7_louise_game_quit = False  v7_louise_game_quit 

¿ extra shot ¿ #340  v7_louisedrink = True  v7_louisedrink = False  v7_louisedrink 

¿ keep going ¿ #341  v7_ivy_kiss = True  v7_ivy_kiss = False  v7_ivy_kiss 

¿ let Ivy do it ¿ #342  v7_ivy_lesbo = True  v7_ivy_lesbo = False  v7_ivy_lesbo 

¿ insist ¿ #343  v7_bbc_insist = True  v7_bbc_insist = False  v7_bbc_insist 

Who jerks Jeremy off #344  Lena: v7_bbc = "lena"
Ivy: v7_bbc = "ivy" 

v7_bbc = "ivy"  v7_bbc 

¿ make him cum ¿ #345  v7_bbc_cum = True  v7_bbc_cum = False  v7_bbc_cum 

Stalkfap pro dance video #346  bra off: v7_dance = 1
naked: v7_dance = 2 

v7_dance = 0  v7_dance 

Stalkfap pro dance provoke #347  no provoke: v7_dance_provoke = 0
play with boobs: v7_dance_provoke = 1
shake ass with panties: v7_dance_provoke = 2
shake ass naked: v7_dance_provoke = 3 

v7_dance_provoke = 0  v7_dance_provoke 

blowjob #348  v7_emma_bj = True  v7_emma_bj = False  v7_emma_bj 

pick up #349  v7_bj_call = True  v7_bj_call = False  v7_bj_call 

Alison blowjob #350  blowjob: v7_alison_bj = 1
throat fuck: v7_alison_bj = 2 

v7_alison_bj = 0  v7_alison_bj 

talk to Wade #351  v7_bdtalk_wade = True  v7_bdtalk_wade = False  v7_bdtalk_wade 

¿ listen to her problems ¿ #352  v7_alison_problems = True  v7_alison_problems = False  v7_alison_problems 

interested in Cindy #353  ian_go_cindy = True  ian_go_cindy = False  ian_go_cindy 

¿ follow Cindy ¿ #354  v7_follow_cindy = True  v7_follow_cindy = False  v7_follow_cindy 

kiss her #355  v7_cindy_kiss = True  v7_cindy_kiss = False  v7_cindy_kiss 

fuck Cindy #356  ian_cindy_sex = True  ian_cindy_sex = False  ian_cindy_sex 

meet Victor #357  ian_victor_agenda = True  ian_victor_agenda = False  ian_victor_agenda 

kiss Holly #358  v7_holly_kiss = True  v7_holly_kiss = False  v7_holly_kiss 

fuck Holly #359  ian_holly_sex = True  ian_holly_sex = False  ian_holly_sex 

blowjob #360  v7_holly_bj = True  v7_holly_bj = False  v7_holly_bj 

¿ cunnilingus ¿ #361  v7_holly_lick = True  v7_holly_lick = False  v7_holly_lick 

fuck her hard #362  v7_holly_rough = True  v7_holly_rough = False  v7_holly_rough 

¿ cum on Holly's belly ¿ #363  v7_hollycum_belly = True  v7_hollycum_belly = False  v7_hollycum_belly 

lingerie #364  lena_wardrobe_lingerie = True  lena_wardrobe_lingerie = False  lena_wardrobe_lingerie 

morning blowjob #365  v8_holly_bj = True  v8_holly_bj = False  v8_holly_bj 

¿ cum in Holly's mouth ¿ #366  v8_holly_cum = True  v8_holly_cum = False  v8_holly_cum 

Ian & Holly are dating #367  ian_holly_dating = True  ian_holly_dating = False  ian_holly_dating 

¿ fuck Robert at the restaurant ¿ #368  v8_robert_public = True  v8_robert_public = False  v8_robert_public 

¿ check out the comments ¿ #369  v8_stalkfap_comments = True  v8_stalkfap_comments = False  v8_stalkfap_comments 

Stalkfap DM1 #370  ignore him: v8_stalkfap_dm1 = 0
reply: v8_stalkfap_dm1 = 1
selfie: v8_stalkfap_dm1 = 2 

v8_stalkfap_dm1 = 0  v8_stalkfap_dm1 

Stalkfap DM2 #371  ignore him: v8_stalkfap_dm2 = 0
open to that: v8_stalkfap_dm2 = 1
stick a finger video: v8_stalkfap_dm2 = 2 

v8_stalkfap_dm2 = 0  v8_stalkfap_dm2 

Ian/Lena are over #372  ian_lena_over = True  ian_lena_over = False  ian_lena_over 

fuck Louise #373  v8_louise_sex = True  v8_louise_sex = False  v8_louise_sex 

Lena/Louise finally fuck #374  lena_louise_sex_late = True  lena_louise_sex_late = False  lena_louise_sex_late 

¿ put the collar on Louise ¿ #375  lena_louise_collar = True  lena_louise_collar = False  lena_louise_collar 

¿ compliment Ed ¿ #376  v8_compliment_ed = True  v8_compliment_ed = False  v8_compliment_ed 

¿ chat with Emma ¿ #377  v8_emma_chat = True  v8_emma_chat = False  v8_emma_chat 

flirt with Jeremy #378  v8_jeremy_flirt = True  v8_jeremy_flirt = False  v8_jeremy_flirt 

Lena sexting #379  Ian: v8_lena_sexting = "ian"
Robert: v8_lena_sexting = "robert"
Mike: v8_lena_sexting = "mike" 

v8_lena_sexting = "n"  v8_lena_sexting 

lot of sexting #380  v8_sexting_full = True  v8_sexting_full = False  v8_sexting_full 

nude selfie #381  v8ianpicnude = True  v8ianpicnude = False  v8ianpicnude 

Lena & Axel dating #382  lena_axel_dating = True  lena_axel_dating = False  lena_axel_dating 

¿ wear the choker ¿ #383  v8_choker = True  v8_choker = False  v8_choker 

¿ wear the onyx necklace ¿ #384  v8_sy = True  v8_sy = False  v8_sy 

¿ Lena's last concert song ¿ #385  Broken Dream: v8_song = 1
Shine Again: v8_song = 2 

v8_song = 0  v8_song 

Alison sexting #386  nice reply: v8_alison_sexting = 1
2nd picture: v8_alison_sexting = 2 

v8_alison_sexting = 0  v8_alison_sexting 

calm Milo down #387  v8calmmilo = True  v8calmmilo = False  v8calmmilo 

Milo fight #388  neutral: v8extalk = 0
calm him: v8extalk = 1
taunt him: v8extalk = 2 

v8extalk = 0  v8extalk 

¿ fight Milo ¿ #389  Ian: v8_alison_ex = "ian"
Jeremy: v8_alison_ex = "jeremy" 

v8_alison_ex = "jeremy"  v8_alison_ex 

sext with Alison #390  from behind: v8_alison_sext = 1
cum in pussy: v8_alison_sext = 2
fuck her ass: v8_alison_sext = 3 

v8_alison_sext = 0  v8_alison_sext 

¿ flirt with Minerva ¿ #391  don't: v8_minerva_flirt = 0
compliment: v8_minerva_flirt = 1
tease: v8_minerva_flirt = 2
touch her ass: v8_minerva_flirt = 3 

v8_minerva_flirt = 0  v8_minerva_flirt 

work with Victor #392  ian_job_victor = True  ian_job_victor = False  ian_job_victor 

fuck Minerva #393  v8_minerva_sex = True  v8_minerva_sex = False  v8_minerva_sex 

Ian & Minerva dating #394  just sex: ian_minerva_dating = 1
nice: ian_minerva_dating = 2
love: ian_minerva_dating = 3 

ian_minerva_dating = False  ian_minerva_dating 

anal sex #395  v8_lena_anal = True  v8_lena_anal = False  v8_lena_anal 

book love interest #396  romantic: book_card5 = "romantic"
crude: book_card5 = "crude"
metaphysical: book_card5 = "metaphysical" 

  book_card5 

help Perry with Cherry #397  perry_cherry = True  perry_cherry = False  perry_cherry 

¿ Lena's & Cherry's story ¿ #398  v8_lena_story = True  v8_lena_story = False  v8_lena_story 

tripping #399  v8_trip = True  v8_trip = False  v8_trip 

¿ cut the trip short ¿ #400  trip_kill = True  trip_kill = False  trip_kill 

¿ topless ¿ #401  v8triptopless = True  v8triptopless = False  v8triptopless 

fuck Emma #402  v8_emma_sex = True  v8_emma_sex = False  v8_emma_sex 

¿ fuck Mike ¿ #403  v8_mike_sex = True  v8_mike_sex = False  v8_mike_sex 

in love with Mike #404  lena_mike_love = True  lena_mike_love = False  lena_mike_love 

¿ extra stuff with Mike ¿ #405  anal: v8_mike_extras = "anal"  v8_mike_extras = "n"  v8_mike_extras 

Lena/Louise finally fuck #374  lena_louise_sex_late = True  lena_louise_sex_late = False  lena_louise_sex_late 

fun with Jeremy #407  v8_jeremy_sex = True  v8_jeremy_sex = False  v8_jeremy_sex 

¿ fuck Jeremy ¿ #408  lena_jeremy_sex = True  lena_jeremy_sex = False  lena_jeremy_sex 

¿ flower design ¿ #409  lena_tattoo1 = True  lena_tattoo1 = False  lena_tattoo1 

¿ bird cage and roses ¿ #410  lena_tattoo2 = True  lena_tattoo2 = False  lena_tattoo2 

¿ crane and the sakura flowers ¿ #411  lena_tattoo3 = True  lena_tattoo3 = False  lena_tattoo3 

¿ invite Holly ¿ #412  v8_holly_date = True  v8_holly_date = False  v8_holly_date 

drinking at Ivy's #413  gin: v8_drinks = "gin"
wine: v8_drinks = "wine"
water: v8_drinks = "water" 

v8_drinks = "n"  v8_drinks 

¿ stay for another drink ¿ #414  v8_holly_ivy = True  v8_holly_ivy = False  v8_holly_ivy 

strip to underwear #415  v8_holly_strip = True  v8_holly_strip = False  v8_holly_strip 

Holly has sex with #416  Lena: v8_holly_sex = "lena"
Lena & Ivy: v8_holly_sex = "lenaivy"
Ivy: v8_holly_sex = "ivy" 

  v8_holly_sex 

fuck Holly #417  lena_holly_sex = True  lena_holly_sex = False  lena_holly_sex 

go with Alison #418  v9_alison_trip = True  v9_alison_trip = False  v9_alison_trip 

convince Perry #419  cafe_perry = True  cafe_perry = False  cafe_perry 

¿ Ian on the call with Lena ¿ #420  friendly: v9_lena_call = 1
loving: v9_lena_call = 2 

v9_lena_call = 0  v9_lena_call 

¿ elephant figurines ¿ #421  make out: v9_holly_elephant = "kiss"    v9_holly_elephant 

¿ Holly's blowjob ¿ #422  not good: v9_holly_bj = 0
nearly came: v9_holly_bj = 1
came: v9_holly_bj = 2 

v9_holly_bj = 0  v9_holly_bj 

Emma at the card game #423  text Emma: v9_emma_sext = 1
sext Emma: v9_emma_sext = 2 

v9_emma_sext = 0  v9_emma_sext 

Cindy's shoot #424  refuse to go: v9_cindy_shoot = 0
walk away: v9_cindy_shoot = 1
kicked out: v9_cindy_shoot = 2
accept to go: v9_cindy_shoot = 3 

v9_cindy_shoot = 0  v9_cindy_shoot 

witty outfit #425  ian_wardrobe_wits1 = True  ian_wardrobe_wits1 = False  ian_wardrobe_wits1 

charismatic #426  ian_wardrobe_charisma1 = True  ian_wardrobe_charisma1 = False  ian_wardrobe_charisma1 

athletic #427  ian_wardrobe_athletics1 = True  ian_wardrobe_athletics1 = False  ian_wardrobe_athletics1 

lusty #428  ian_wardrobe_lust1 = True  ian_wardrobe_lust1 = False  ian_wardrobe_lust1 

fireworks Alison #429  hurry to the hotel: v9_fireworks = "lust"
embrace her: v9_fireworks = "love" 

  v9_fireworks 

in love with Alison #430  ian_alison_love = True  ian_alison_love = False  ian_alison_love 

dominant towards Alison #431  ian_alison_dom = True  ian_alison_dom = False  ian_alison_dom 

creampie #432  v9_alison_creampie = True  v9_alison_creampie = False  v9_alison_creampie 

¿ try anal ¿ #433  v9_alison_anal = True  v9_alison_anal = False  v9_alison_anal 

meet Cherry #434  v9_cherry_date = True  v9_cherry_date = False  v9_cherry_date 

Ian's view of Cherry regarding Lena #435  not on purpose: v9_cherrytalk = "naive"
had her reasons: v9_cherrytalk = "neutral"
she was wrong: v9_cherrytalk = "wrong" 

v9_cherrytalk = "n"  v9_cherrytalk 

in love with Cherry #436  ian_cherry_love = True  ian_cherry_love = False  ian_cherry_love 

over with Cherry #437  ian_cherry_over = True  ian_cherry_over = False  ian_cherry_over 

¿ sex with Cherry ¿ #438  making her cum: v9_cherry_sex = 1
making love: v9_cherry_sex = 2 

v9_cherry_sex = 0  v9_cherry_sex 

book final battle #439  victory: book_card6 = "victory"
sacrifice: book_card6 = "sacrifice"
defeat: book_card6 = "defeat" 

  book_card6 

¿ talk with Alison ¿ #440  v9alisonphone = True  v9alisonphone = False  v9alisonphone 

¿ kiss Lena ¿ #441  v9lenagreetkiss = True  v9lenagreetkiss = False  v9lenagreetkiss 

¿ Ian & Lena family talk ¿ #442  Lena's dad: v9_ian_family = 1
Ian's dad: v9_ian_family = 2
Ian's mom: v9_ian_family = 3 

v9_ian_family = 0  v9_ian_family 

Ian/Lena are a couple #443  ian_lena_couple = True  ian_lena_couple = False  ian_lena_couple 

Ian/Lena open relationship #444  ian_lena_open = True  ian_lena_open = False  ian_lena_open 

break up #445  ian_lena_breakup = True  ian_lena_breakup = False  ian_lena_breakup 

resolve issues #446  ian_lena_makeup = True  ian_lena_makeup = False  ian_lena_makeup 

Ian/Lena sex in the park #447  fingering: v9_lena_sex = 1
fuck: v9_lena_sex = 2
peeping tom: v9_lena_sex = 3
keep going: v9_lena_sex = 4 

v9_lena_sex = 0  v9_lena_sex 

¿ Jeremy's threesome video ¿ #448  v9_alison_voyeur = True  v9_alison_voyeur = False  v9_alison_voyeur 

¿ warn Axel no touching Cindy ¿ #449  face: v9_axel_warn = 1
leg: v9_axel_warn = 2 

v9_axel_warn = 0  v9_axel_warn 

in love with Cindy #450  ian_cindy_love = True  ian_cindy_love = False  ian_cindy_love 

¿ over with Cindy ¿ #451  ian_cindy_over = True  ian_cindy_over = False  ian_cindy_over 

what Cindy wants #452  v9cindychat = True  v9cindychat = False  v9cindychat 

Ian & Cindy are dating #453  ian_cindy_dating = True  ian_cindy_dating = False  ian_cindy_dating 

fuck Cindy #454  v9_cindy_sex = True  v9_cindy_sex = False  v9_cindy_sex 

cunnilingus #455  v9cindycunnilingus = True  v9cindycunnilingus = False  v9cindycunnilingus 

¿ morning sex ¿ #456  v9_cindy_morning = True  v9_cindy_morning = False  v9_cindy_morning 

help with luggage #457  Stan: v9_luggage = "stan"
Robert: v9_luggage = "robert"
Mike: v9_luggage = "mike" 

v9_luggage = "n"  v9_luggage 

fuck after unpacking #458  Robert: v9_luggage_sex = "robert"
Mike: v9_luggage_sex = "mike" 

  v9_luggage_sex 

pose for Axel #459  cheeky: v9_axel_pose = 1
on the bed: v9_axel_pose = 2 

v9_axel_pose = 0  v9_axel_pose 

reaction to Axel's kiss #460  let him: v9_axel_kiss = "kiss"
tell him to stop: v9_axel_kiss = "wait"
push him away: v9_axel_kiss = "push" 

v9_axel_kiss = "n"  v9_axel_kiss 

fuck Axel #461  v9_axel_sex = True  v9_axel_sex = False  v9_axel_sex 

¿ over with Robert ¿ #462  v9_lena_robert_over = True  v9_lena_robert_over = False  v9_lena_robert_over 

over with Mike #463  lena_mike_over = True  lena_mike_over = False  lena_mike_over 

¿ contract with Setmour ¿ #464  refuse: v9_contract = 0
ask other clauses: v9_contract = 1
accept: v9_contract = 2
add additional clause: v9_contract = 3 

v9_contract = 0  v9_contract 

Lena & Seymour are dating #465  lena_seymour_dating = True  lena_seymour_dating = False  lena_seymour_dating 

Seymour's desire #466  seymour_desire = True  seymour_desire = False  seymour_desire 

orgasm #467  v9_seymour_orgasm = True  v9_seymour_orgasm = False  v9_seymour_orgasm 

¿ follow Ivy ¿ #468  v10_follow_ivy = True  v10_follow_ivy = False  v10_follow_ivy 

texted Cindy #469  thinking about her: v10_text_cindy = 2  v10_text_cindy = 0  v10_text_cindy 

text Alison #470  v10_text_alison = True  v10_text_alison = False  v10_text_alison 

text Jessica #471  text her: v10_text_jess = 1
text her again: v10_text_jess = 2
bored: v10_text_jess = 3 

v10_text_jess = False  v10_text_jess 

¿ Ian's response to Nat ¿ #472  get Seymour's number: v10natflirt = 0
no questions: v10natflirt = 1
get her number: v10natflirt = 2 

v10natflirt = 0  v10natflirt 

compliment Minerva's hair #473  looks good: v10_minerva_compliment = 1
looks beautiful: v10_minerva_compliment = 2 

v10_minerva_compliment = 0  v10_minerva_compliment 

¿ ask for advice ¿ #474  v10_book_advice = True  v10_book_advice = False  v10_book_advice 

¿ sex with Holly ¿ #475  cum outside: v10_holly_sex = 1
cum in her mouth: v10_holly_sex = 2 

v10_holly_sex = 0  v10_holly_sex 

sex with Lena #476  handjob: v10_lena_sex = 1
fuck: v10_lena_sex = 2
fuck again: v10_lena_sex = 3
hard fuck: v10_lena_sex = 4 

v10_lena_sex = 0  v10_lena_sex 

cuck route #477  cuck level 1: ian_cuck = 1
cuck level 2: ian_cuck = 2
cuck level 3: ian_cuck = 3 

ian_cuck = False  ian_cuck 

date with Minerva #478  no dinner: v10_minerva_dinner = 0
just sex: v10_minerva_dinner = 1
have dinner: v10_minerva_dinner = 2 

v10_minerva_dinner = 0  v10_minerva_dinner 

¿ fuck Minerva ¿ #479  v10_minerva_sex = True  v10_minerva_sex = False  v10_minerva_sex 

¿ over with Minerva ¿ #480  ian_minerva_over = True  ian_minerva_over = False  ian_minerva_over 

spar with Jeremy ending #481  tap out: v10_round = "tapout"    v10_round 

look them up #482  v10_jess_porn = True  v10_jess_porn = False  v10_jess_porn 

¿ call him out ¿ #483  v10_robert_fight = True  v10_robert_fight = False  v10_robert_fight 

¿ anal sex ¿ #484  v10_minerva_anal = True  v10_minerva_anal = False  v10_minerva_anal 

join them later #485  v10_joinlate = True  v10_joinlate = False  v10_joinlate 

¿ go to the gym ¿ #486  v10_iangym = True  v10_iangym = False  v10_iangym 

¿ teach Ivy Jiu-Jitsu ¿ #487  lost: v10_ivy_gym = 1
let go and lost: v10_ivy_gym = 2
won: v10_ivy_gym = 3 

v10_ivy_gym = 0  v10_ivy_gym 

¿ encourage Wade ¿ #488  v10_encourage_wade = True  v10_encourage_wade = False  v10_encourage_wade 

fuck Emma #489  v10_emma_sex = True  v10_emma_sex = False  v10_emma_sex 

break up #490  ian_alison_breakup = True  ian_alison_breakup = False  ian_alison_breakup 

¿ Ian's love for Holly ¿ #491  ok: ian_holly_love = 0
happy: ian_holly_love = 1
in love: ian_holly_love = 2 

ian_holly_love = 0  ian_holly_love 

Ian participate to Lena's Stalkfap #492  insecure / take pictures: ian_stalkfap_on = 1
turned on: ian_stalkfap_on = 2 

ian_stalkfap_on = 0  ian_stalkfap_on 

Lena is mad at Ian #493  Stalkfap: v10_lena_mad = "stalkfap"
demand sex: v10_lena_mad = "bothered"
sex pressure: v10_lena_mad = "sex" 

  v10_lena_mad 

blowjob #494  v10_cindy_bj = True  v10_cindy_bj = False  v10_cindy_bj 

¿ use a condom ¿ #495  v10cindycondom = True  v10cindycondom = False  v10cindycondom 

compliment her #496  v10_cindy_compliment = True  v10_cindy_compliment = False  v10_cindy_compliment 

good wine #497  v10_wine = True  v10_wine = False  v10_wine 

¿ pay Jessica for sex ¿ #498  v10_pay_jess = True  v10_pay_jess = False  v10_pay_jess 

try the pasta #499  v10al_lunch1 = True  v10al_lunch1 = False  v10al_lunch1 

¿ creampie ¿ #500  v10_alison_creampie = True  v10_alison_creampie = False  v10_alison_creampie 



Game Decisions Variables
 
 
label: The label as found in the walkthrough
set variable: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable on
unset variable: what to type in the developer console to turn the variable off
check current value: what to type in the developer console to check the current value
 

label set variable unset variable check current value

¿ wait ¿ #501  v10_alison_3some_wait = True  v10_alison_3some_wait = False  v10_alison_3some_wait 

threesome Ian/Jemery/Alison #502  cannot do it: v10_alison_3some = "n"  v10_alison_3some = "n"  v10_alison_3some 

Lena masturbates #503  pussy: v10_lena_masturbate = 1
anal: v10_lena_masturbate = 2 

v10_lena_masturbate = 0  v10_lena_masturbate 

Lena's reply to Axel #504  ignore: v10_axel_text = 1
neutral: v10_axel_text = 2
friendly: v10_axel_text = 3 

v10_axel_text = 0  v10_axel_text 

¿ defend Seymour ¿ #505  v10_defend_seymour = True  v10_defend_seymour = False  v10_defend_seymour 

fuck Mike #506  v10_mike_sex = True  v10_mike_sex = False  v10_mike_sex 

Stan attends the concert #507  v10_stan_concert = True  v10_stan_concert = False  v10_stan_concert 

Stan's shoot #508  maybe for money: v10_stan_shoot = 1
accept free: v10_stan_shoot = 2 

v10_stan_shoot = 0  v10_stan_shoot 

threesome Lena/Jeremy/Louise #509  v10_jeremy_3some = True  v10_jeremy_3some = False  v10_jeremy_3some 

fuck Louise #510  v10_louise_sex = True  v10_louise_sex = False  v10_louise_sex 

¿ fuck Robert ¿ #511  v10_robert_sex = True  v10_robert_sex = False  v10_robert_sex 

cheating #512  lena_cheating = True  lena_cheating = False  lena_cheating 

¿ give Louise an orgasm ¿ #513  v10_louise_orgasm = True  v10_louise_orgasm = False  v10_louise_orgasm 

¿ tease Perry ¿ #514  v10_tease_perry = True  v10_tease_perry = False  v10_tease_perry 

Stan's rent increase #515  refuse: v10_stan_pay = 0
cannot pay: v10_stan_pay = 1
pay: v10_stan_pay = 2 

v10_stan_pay = 0  v10_stan_pay 

¿ hang out with Stan ¿ #516  holly_stan = True  holly_stan = False  holly_stan 

Ivy's gift #517  no gift: v10_ivy_gift = 0
cheap: v10_ivy_gift = 1
expensive: v10_ivy_gift = 2 

v10_ivy_gift = 0  v10_ivy_gift 

black dress #518  lena_wardrobe_black_dress = True  lena_wardrobe_black_dress = False  lena_wardrobe_black_dress 

call your parents #519  v10_call_mom = True  v10_call_mom = False  v10_call_mom 

¿ do it ¿ #520  v10_holly_shoot = True  v10_holly_shoot = False  v10_holly_shoot 

sex with Holly #521  finger her: v10_lena_holly_sex = 2
eat you out: v10_lena_holly_sex = 3 

v10_lena_holly_sex = 0  v10_lena_holly_sex 

collab with Mike #522  mike_collab = True  mike_collab = False  mike_collab 

¿ sit next to ¿ #523  Ivy: v10_partytalk = "ivy"
Jessica: v10_partytalk = "jess"
Mark: v10_partytalk = "mark"
Alice: v10_partytalk = "alice" 

  v10_partytalk 

flirt with Mark #524  v10_mark_flirt = True  v10_mark_flirt = False  v10_mark_flirt 

Ian leaves #525  v10_ian_left = True  v10_ian_left = False  v10_ian_left 

take the drug #526  v10_lena_drug = True  v10_lena_drug = False  v10_lena_drug 

Lena dances with #527  Ian: v10_lena_dance = "ian"
Mike: v10_lena_dance = "mike"
Mark: v10_lena_dance = "mark"
Ivy: v10_lena_dance = "ivy"
Billy: v10_lena_dance = "billy" 

v10_lena_dance = "n"  v10_lena_dance 

bathroom blowjob #528  Ian: v10_wc_bj = "ian"
Mike: v10_wc_bj = "mike"
Mark: v10_wc_bj = "mark" 

v10_wc_bj = "n"  v10_wc_bj 

¿ swallow ¿ #529  v10_wc_swallow = True  v10_wc_swallow = False  v10_wc_swallow 

Axel fight #530  Mark: v10_axel_fight = "mark"
Ian: v10_axel_fight = "ian"
Mike: v10_axel_fight = "mike"
Ian or Mike: v10_axel_fight = "mikeian" 

  v10_axel_fight 

¿ sleep at Ivy's ¿ #531  v10_ivy_sleep = True  v10_ivy_sleep = False  v10_ivy_sleep 

Lena sex with Ivy #532  stay away: v10_ivy_sex = 0
stay still: v10_ivy_sex = 1
let Ivy please you: v10_ivy_sex = 2
eat out Ivy: v10_ivy_sex = 3 

v10_ivy_sex = 0  v10_ivy_sex 

Stan is riled up at Louise #533  Stan acts like an incel: stan_change = 0
side with Stan: stan_change = 1
appease Stan: stan_change = 2 

stan_change = 0  stan_change 

Stalkfap photo shoot #534  Ian: v10_stalkfap = "ian"
Mike: v10_stalkfap = "mike"
Stan: v10_stalkfap = "stan" 

  v10_stalkfap 

Stalkfap photo shoot anal #535  nothing: v10_stalkfap_anal = 0
anal plug: v10_stalkfap_anal = 1
dildo: v10_stalkfap_anal = 2
DP: v10_stalkfap_anal = 3 

v10_stalkfap_anal = 0  v10_stalkfap_anal 

Stalkfap dildo #536  normal dildo: v10_stalkfap_dildo = 1
bad boy: v10_stalkfap_dildo = 2 

v10_stalkfap_dildo = 0  v10_stalkfap_dildo 

¿ fuck yourself with the dildo ¿ #537  v10_stalkfap_dildo_action = True  v10_stalkfap_dildo_action = False  v10_stalkfap_dildo_action 

¿ jerk off ¿ #538  v10_stalkfap_jerkoff = True  v10_stalkfap_jerkoff = False  v10_stalkfap_jerkoff 

¿ facial ¿ #539  v10_stalkfap_facial = True  v10_stalkfap_facial = False  v10_stalkfap_facial 

¿ Ian is cheating ¿ #540  ian_cheating = True  ian_cheating = False  ian_cheating 

¿ dildo with Louise ¿ #541  normal dildo: v11_louise_dildo = 1
double dildo: v11_louise_dildo = 2
both using the double dildo: v11_louise_dildo = 3 

v11_louise_dildo = 0  v11_louise_dildo 

Lena & Stan are dating #542  lena_stan_dating = True  lena_stan_dating = False  lena_stan_dating 

¿ Lena rejects Stan ¿ #543  polite: lena_reject_stan = 1
rough: lena_reject_stan = 2 

lena_reject_stan = 0  lena_reject_stan 

¿ need to pay ¿ #544  v11_louise_pay = True  v11_louise_pay = False  v11_louise_pay 

dinner with Ian #545  v11iandinner = True  v11iandinner = False  v11iandinner 

Holly's new look #546  v11_holly_change = True  v11_holly_change = False  v11_holly_change 

¿ Lena loves Holly ¿ #547  lena_holly_love = True  lena_holly_love = False  lena_holly_love 

dominant of Ian #548  v11_lena_dom = True  v11_lena_dom = False  v11_lena_dom 

choke me #549  v11_lena_choke = True  v11_lena_choke = False  v11_lena_choke 

Lena & Mark are dating #550  lena_mark_dating = True  lena_mark_dating = False  lena_mark_dating 

¿ ignore him ¿ #551  v11_ignore_mark = True  v11_ignore_mark = False  v11_ignore_mark 

over with Axel #552  lena_axel_over = True  lena_axel_over = False  lena_axel_over 

try threesome #553  ian_lena_3some = True  ian_lena_3some = False  ian_lena_3some 

Alison changes style #554  no change: alison_blonde = 0
Ian doesn't like it: alison_blonde = 1
Ian likes it: alison_blonde = 2
Ian compliments her: alison_blonde = 3 

alison_blonde = 0  alison_blonde 

Ian/Lena's serious relationship is over #555  ian_lena_couple_over = True  ian_lena_couple_over = False  ian_lena_couple_over 

Gillian's dream #556  wake up: v11_gillian_dream = 0
resist: v11_gillian_dream = 1
give in: v11_gillian_dream = 2 

v11_gillian_dream = 0  v11_gillian_dream 

¿ Holly and Clark are friends ¿ #557  holly_clark = True  holly_clark = False  holly_clark 

¿ submit 'The Chronicles of Saga'¿ #558  v11_book_review1 = 1  v11_book_review1 = 0  v11_book_review1 

¿ submit 'Entangle me'¿ #559  v11_book_review2 = 1  v11_book_review2 = 0  v11_book_review2 

¿ submit 'Saturn comes back around'¿ #560  v11_book_review3 = 1  v11_book_review3 = 0  v11_book_review3 

¿ submit 'The time between breaths'¿ #561  v11_book_review4 = 1  v11_book_review4 = 0  v11_book_review4 

¿ blowjob ¿ #562  v11_cindy_bj = True  v11_cindy_bj = False  v11_cindy_bj 

¿ tease Holly's asshole ¿ #563  v11_holly_anal = True  v11_holly_anal = False  v11_holly_anal 

¿ Ian's feelings towards Gillian ¿ #564  fucked up: v11_gillian_talk = 1
still hurting: v11_gillian_talk = 2
still think about her: v11_gillian_talk = 3
moved on: v11_gillian_talk = 4 

v11_gillian_talk = 0  v11_gillian_talk 

¿ dirty talk ¿ #565  v11_cherry_dirtytalk = True  v11_cherry_dirtytalk = False  v11_cherry_dirtytalk 

put condom on #566  v11_alison_condom = True  v11_alison_condom = False  v11_alison_condom 

fuck Alison #567  ian_alison_fuck = True  ian_alison_fuck = False  ian_alison_fuck 

¿ reject Alison ¿ #568  decline: v11_alison_reject = 1
reject her: v11_alison_reject = 2 

v11_alison_reject = 0  v11_alison_reject 

¿ fuck Holly ¿ #569  v11_holly_sex = True  v11_holly_sex = False  v11_holly_sex 

¿ Holly rides you ¿ #570  v11_holly_fuck = True  v11_holly_fuck = False  v11_holly_fuck 

break up2 #571  v11_lena_breakup = True  v11_lena_breakup = False  v11_lena_breakup 

¿ tell Lena about the nightmare ¿ #572  v11_tell_dream = True  v11_tell_dream = False  v11_tell_dream 

¿ open up to Lena ¿ #573  v11_lena_openup = True  v11_lena_openup = False  v11_lena_openup 

¿ blowjob ¿ #574  v11_lena_bj = True  v11_lena_bj = False  v11_lena_bj 

stimulate her clit #575  v11clit = True  v11clit = False  v11clit 

whisper into her ear #576  v11ear = True  v11ear = False  v11ear 

choke her #577  v11choke = True  v11choke = False  v11choke 

¿ Lena squirts ¿ #578  v11_lena_squirt = True  v11_lena_squirt = False  v11_lena_squirt 

¿ interrogate Jeremy ¿ #579  v11_ask_jeremy = True  v11_ask_jeremy = False  v11_ask_jeremy 

open up to Ivy #580  v11_ivy_openup = True  v11_ivy_openup = False  v11_ivy_openup 

Ian's opinion of Jemery #581  asshole: ivy_jeremy = 0
alright: ivy_jeremy = 1
cool: ivy_jeremy = 2 

ivy_jeremy = 0  ivy_jeremy 

¿ flirt with Ivy ¿ #582  v11_ivy_flirt = True  v11_ivy_flirt = False  v11_ivy_flirt 

Lena & Holly dating #583  lena_holly_dating = True  lena_holly_dating = False  lena_holly_dating 

¿ Holly is under Ivy's influence ¿ #584  holly_ivy = True  holly_ivy = False  holly_ivy 

text Mike #585  v11sms2_mike = True  v11sms2_mike = False  v11sms2_mike 

see Mike on your return #586  v11_mike_sex = True  v11_mike_sex = False  v11_mike_sex 

text Jeremy #587  v11sms2_jeremy = True  v11sms2_jeremy = False  v11sms2_jeremy 

see Robert on your return #588  v11_robert_sex = True  v11_robert_sex = False  v11_robert_sex 

use the dildo #589  normal: v11_stalkfap = 1
big: v11_stalkfap = 2 

v11_stalkfap = 0  v11_stalkfap 

¿ Lena's response to Holly ¿ #590  busy: v11_holly_call = 0
friendly: v11_holly_call = 1
flirty: v11_holly_call = 2 

v11_holly_call = 0  v11_holly_call 

¿ talk to him ¿ #591  v11_dad_talk = True  v11_dad_talk = False  v11_dad_talk 

¿ community center dog ¿ #592  kick him: v11_dog = 0
stay still: v11_dog = 1
pet him: v11_dog = 2 

v11_dog = 0  v11_dog 

hang out with Emma #593  v11_emma_date = True  v11_emma_date = False  v11_emma_date 

¿ tell Ivy ¿ #594  v11_ivy_parents = True  v11_ivy_parents = False  v11_ivy_parents 

¿ set up a date ¿ #595  holly_robert = True  holly_robert = False  holly_robert 

shower sex #596  Ivy: v11_shower_sex = "ivy"
Ivy & Holly: v11_shower_sex = "3some" 

v11_shower_sex = "False"  v11_shower_sex 

¿ song 3 verse ¿ #597  spark: song_3a = "spark"
magic: song_3a = "magic"
power: song_3a = "power" 

  song_3a 

¿ song 3 chorus ¿ #598  light up: song_3b = "lightup"
swim in: song_3b = "swimin"
destroy: song_3b = "destroy" 

  song_3b 

¿ song 3 end ¿ #599  scars: song_3c = "scars"
clothes: song_3c = "clothes"
mask: song_3c = "mask" 

  song_3c 

¿ sex with Holly ¿ #600  v11_lena_holly_sex = True  v11_lena_holly_sex = False  v11_lena_holly_sex 

threesome Lena/Louise #601  Ian: v11_louise_3some = "ian"
Mike: v11_louise_3some = "mike" 

  v11_louise_3some 

¿ fuck Louise ¿ #602  v11_louise_3some_sex = True  v11_louise_3some_sex = False  v11_louise_3some_sex 

¿ Lena & Stan kiss ¿ #603  tease: v11_stan_kiss = 1
kiss: v11_stan_kiss = 2
make out: v11_stan_kiss = 3 

v11_stan_kiss = 0  v11_stan_kiss 

¿ where to travel ¿ #604  Italy: lena_travel = "italy"
Japan: lena_travel = "japan"
Dubai: lena_travel = "dubai" 

  lena_travel 

¿ Perry's invitation ¿ #605  refuse: v11_perry_invite = 0
not decided: v11_perry_invite = 1
accept: v11_perry_invite = 2
automatic: v11_perry_invite = 3 

v11_perry_invite = 3  v11_perry_invite 

¿ Lena's bartending dress ¿ #606  look simple: v11_lena_dress = 1
look glamorous: v11_lena_dress = 2
look comfortable: v11_lena_dress = 3
look eye-catching: v11_lena_dress = 4 

  v11_lena_dress 

¿ picture cute and sexy bikini ¿ #607  lena_bikini_pic1 = True  lena_bikini_pic1 = False  lena_bikini_pic1 

¿ picture sexy and elegant bikini ¿ #608  lena_bikini_pic2 = True  lena_bikini_pic2 = False  lena_bikini_pic2 

¿ picture daring bikini ¿ #609  lena_bikini_pic3 = True  lena_bikini_pic3 = False  lena_bikini_pic3 

¿ Lena's bikini ¿ #610  look cute and sexy: lena_bikini = 1
look sexy and elegant: lena_bikini = 2
look daring: lena_bikini = 3 

  lena_bikini 

sexy bikini #611  emma_bikini = True  emma_bikini = False  emma_bikini 

¿ Lena's picture with Emma ¿ #612  normal: v11_emma_pics = 1
tease: v11_emma_pics = 2 

v11_emma_pics = 0  v11_emma_pics 

¿ lush vibrator ¿ #613  toy_lush = True  toy_lush = False  toy_lush 

¿ Mandingo king ¿ #614  toy_mandingo = True  toy_mandingo = False  toy_mandingo 

meet Ian after work #615  film it: v11_ian_sex = 2  v11_ian_sex = False  v11_ian_sex 

talk to Ivy #616  lena_ivy_jeremy = True  lena_ivy_jeremy = False  lena_ivy_jeremy 

¿ Lena sucks a BBC ¿ #617  Jeremy: v11_bbc = "jeremy"
Marcel: v11_bbc = "marcel" 

v11_bbc = "False"  v11_bbc 

¿ take a selfie with BBC ¿ #618  v11_bbc_pic = True  v11_bbc_pic = False  v11_bbc_pic 

John 1st round #619  call Marcel: v11_bar1 = 0
pour scarcely: v11_bar1 = 1
pour moderately: v11_bar1 = 2
pour generously: v11_bar1 = 3 

v11_bar1 = 0  v11_bar1 

Rosa 1st round #620  ignore her: v11_bar2 = 0
pour incorrectly: v11_bar2 = 1
ask Jeremy: v11_bar2 = 2
pour correctly: v11_bar2 = 3 

v11_bar2 = 0  v11_bar2 

fight with Rosa #621  no fight: v11_rosa_fight = 1
ignore her: v11_rosa_fight = 1
call Marcel: v11_rosa_fight = 2
slap her: v11_rosa_fight = 3
punch her: v11_rosa_fight = 4 

v11_rosa_fight = 0  v11_rosa_fight 

Finley 1st round #622  call marcel: v11_bar3 = 1
no free shots: v11_bar3 = 2
free shots: v11_bar3 = 3 

v11_bar3 = 0  v11_bar3 

talk with Robert at the club #623  call Marcel: v11_robert_talk = 0
ignore: v11_robert_talk = 1
friendly: v11_robert_talk = 2
courteous: v11_robert_talk = 3 

v11_robert_talk = 3  v11_robert_talk 

Eli 1st round #624  not served/let Jeremy: v11_bar4 = 0
serve her: v11_bar4 = 1
compliment her: v11_bar4 = 2
flirt: v11_bar4 = 3 

v11_bar4 = 0  v11_bar4 

hook up #625  film it: v11_mark_sex = 2  v11_mark_sex = False  v11_mark_sex 

¿ Lena smokes ¿ #626  lena_smoke = True  lena_smoke = False  lena_smoke 

John 2nd round #627  call Marcel: v11_bar1b = 1
poor badly: v11_bar1b = 2
pour decently: v11_bar1b = 3
John flirts: v11_bar1b = 4 

v11_bar1b = 0  v11_bar1b 

¿ flirt with John ¿ #628  rude: v11_john_flirt = 1
polite: v11_john_flirt = 2
flirt back: v11_john_flirt = 3 

v11_john_flirt = 0  v11_john_flirt 

Rosa 2nd round #629  serve her: v11_bar2b = 1
ignore her: v11_bar2b = 2
insult her: v11_bar2b = 3 

v11_bar2b = 0  v11_bar2b 

Lena meets Jack #630  diss him: lena_jack = 0
ignore: lena_jack = 1
flirt: lena_jack = 2
blowjob: lena_jack = 3
fuck: lena_jack = 4 

lena_jack = 0  lena_jack 

¿ Lena & Jack dating ¿ #631  casual: lena_jack_dating = 1
insistent: lena_jack_dating = 2 

lena_jack_dating = 0  lena_jack_dating 

rough anal #632  v11_lena_anal = True  v11_lena_anal = False  v11_lena_anal 



 
Unlock scenes
 
 
number: The scene number
title: The scene title
unlock: what to type in the developer console to unlock it
lock: what to type in the developer console to lock
check current value: what to type in the developer console to check the current value
 

number title unlock lock check current value

1 Ian watches porn persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH01_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH01_S01")  "CH01_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

2 Ivy sends a nude to Jeremy renpy.mark_image_seen("v1_selfiejeremy")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v1_selfiejeremy")  renpy.seen_image("v1_selfiejeremy") 

3 First pole dance lesson persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH01_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH01_S02")  "CH01_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

4 Photo shoot with Danny persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH01_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH01_S03")  "CH01_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

5 Ian goes to a life drawing event persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH01_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH01_S04")  "CH01_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

6 Ian and Perry look up Lena's PG renpy.mark_image_seen("v1_pg3")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v1_pg3")  renpy.seen_image("v1_pg3") 

7 Alison sends a selfie to Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v2_alison_selfie1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v2_alison_selfie1")  renpy.seen_image("v2_alison_selfie1") 

8 Alison sends a selfie to Jeremy renpy.mark_image_seen("v2_alison_selfie2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v2_alison_selfie2")  renpy.seen_image("v2_alison_selfie2") 

9 Ivy shows StalkFap during pole dance persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH02_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH02_S01")  "CH02_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

10 Lena agrees to drinks persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH02_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH02_S03")  "CH02_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

11 The morning after persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH02_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH02_S04")  "CH02_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

12 Third pole dance lesson persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH02_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH02_S05")  "CH02_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

13 Ian brings Cherry home after the bar persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH02_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH02_S06")  "CH02_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

14 Ian brings Alison home after the bar persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH02_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH02_S07")  "CH02_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

15 Ivy posts on StalkFap renpy.mark_image_seen("v3_stalkfap1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v3_stalkfap1")  renpy.seen_image("v3_stalkfap1") 

16 Lena kisses Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v2_ian_kiss2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v2_ian_kiss2")  renpy.seen_image("v2_ian_kiss2") 

17 Lena has sex after her date persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH03_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH03_S01")  "CH03_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

18 Lena spies on Louise and Jeremy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH03_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH03_S02")  "CH03_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

19 Lena agrees to model for Stan persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH03_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH03_S08")  "CH03_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

20 Cherry wakes up Ian persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH03_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH03_S03")  "CH03_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

21 Ian looks at Cherry's Peoplegram renpy.mark_image_seen("v3_peoplegram_cherry2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v3_peoplegram_cherry2")  renpy.seen_image("v3_peoplegram_cherry2") 

22 Ian looks at Cindy's Peoplegram renpy.mark_image_seen("v3_cindy_peoplegram")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v3_cindy_peoplegram")  renpy.seen_image("v3_cindy_peoplegram") 

23 Ian thinks of Gillian renpy.mark_image_seen("v3_gillian3")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v3_gillian3")  renpy.seen_image("v3_gillian3") 

24 Alison sends a nude to Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v3_alison_selfie")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v3_alison_selfie")  renpy.seen_image("v3_alison_selfie") 

25 Ian goes on a date persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH03_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH03_S04")  "CH03_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

26 Lena masturbates persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH03_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH03_S05")  "CH03_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

27 Lena calls Robert over persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH03_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH03_S06")  "CH03_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

28 Ivy shows Jeremy's nude renpy.mark_image_seen("v5_jeremy_selfie")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v5_jeremy_selfie")  renpy.seen_image("v5_jeremy_selfie") 

29 Lena agrees to a photo shoot with Seymour persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH04_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH04_S01")  "CH04_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

30 Lena masturbates 2 persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH04_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH04_S02")  "CH04_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

31 Lena blows Robert at work persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH04_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH04_S03")  "CH04_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

32 Alison sends a boob pic to Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v4_alison_selfie")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v4_alison_selfie")  renpy.seen_image("v4_alison_selfie") 

33 Cherry sends a nude to Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v3_peoplegram_cherry2b")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v3_peoplegram_cherry2b")  renpy.seen_image("v3_peoplegram_cherry2b") 

34 Louise's private nudes renpy.mark_image_seen("v4_louise_selfie3")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v4_louise_selfie3")  renpy.seen_image("v4_louise_selfie3") 

35 Jeremy shares Alison's titfuck renpy.mark_image_seen("v4_alison_jeremy")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v4_alison_jeremy")  renpy.seen_image("v4_alison_jeremy") 

36 Holly joins the pole dance lesson persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH04_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH04_S04")  "CH04_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

37 Lena invites Ian over persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH04_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH04_S06")  "CH04_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

38 Ian goes to Cindy's photo shoot persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S01")  "CH05_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

39 Ivy performs at the club persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S02")  "CH05_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

40 Ian brings Emma home after dancing persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S03")  "CH05_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

41 Ian brings Alison home after dancing persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S04")  "CH05_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

42 Jeremy shares his sex tape renpy.mark_image_seen("v5_voyeur4")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v5_voyeur4")  renpy.seen_image("v5_voyeur4") 

43 Lena took stalkfap more seriously renpy.mark_image_seen("v5_stalkfap1_comp")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v5_stalkfap1_comp")  renpy.seen_image("v5_stalkfap1_comp") 

44 Louise seeks comfort persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S05")  "CH05_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

45 Lena brings Mike home from the club persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S06")  "CH05_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

46 Lena needs more professional pictures persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S07")  "CH05_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

46 Lena needs more professional pictures persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S08")  "CH05_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

47 Robert sexts with Lena persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH05_S09")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH05_S09")  "CH05_S09" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

48 Lena posted another selfie renpy.mark_image_seen("v5_stalkfap2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v5_stalkfap2")  renpy.seen_image("v5_stalkfap2") 

48 Lena posted another selfie renpy.mark_image_seen("v5_stalkfap2b")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v5_stalkfap2b")  renpy.seen_image("v5_stalkfap2b") 

49 Cindy's modeling pics renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_cindy_pic1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_cindy_pic1")  renpy.seen_image("v6_cindy_pic1") 

49 Cindy's modeling pics renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_cindy_pg2b")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_cindy_pg2b")  renpy.seen_image("v6_cindy_pg2b") 

50 Ian asks Cindy for another one renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_cindy_pic3")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_cindy_pic3")  renpy.seen_image("v6_cindy_pic3") 

51 Cherry texts Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_cherry_selfie")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_cherry_selfie")  renpy.seen_image("v6_cherry_selfie") 

52 Perry shows Ivy's Peoplegram renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_ivy_pg")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_ivy_pg")  renpy.seen_image("v6_ivy_pg") 

53 Ian takes Alison home after bar persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S01")  "CH06_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

54 Ian takes Cherry home after bar persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S02")  "CH06_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

55 Lena & Ian have sex after date persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S03")  "CH06_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

56 Ian hatefucks Minerva persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S04")  "CH06_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

57 Lena rewarded Ian / Teased Mike or Robert renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_lena_selfie1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_lena_selfie1")  renpy.seen_image("v6_lena_selfie1") 

58 Lena decides to please her fans renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_stalkfap2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_stalkfap2")  renpy.seen_image("v6_stalkfap2") 

59 Pole dance lesson 5 persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S05")  "CH06_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

60 Holly gets kissed persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S06")  "CH06_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

61 Lena is awakened by Louise persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S07")  "CH06_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

62 Lena checks Ivy's Stalkfap posts renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_stalkfap_ivy2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_stalkfap_ivy2")  renpy.seen_image("v6_stalkfap_ivy2") 

63 Lena masturbates 3 persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S08")  "CH06_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

64 Lena invited Mike over persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S09")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S09")  "CH06_S09" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

65 Robert comes back from his trip persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S10")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S10")  "CH06_S10" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

66 Lena invited Ian over persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S11")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S11")  "CH06_S11" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

67 Lena wakes Robert with a bj persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S12")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S12")  "CH06_S12" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

68 Lena has a photo shoot with Axel persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S13")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S13")  "CH06_S13" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

68 Lena has a photo shoot with Axel persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH06_S14")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH06_S14")  "CH06_S14" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

69 Ivy shows her tattoo renpy.mark_image_seen("v6_ivy_tattoo")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v6_ivy_tattoo")  renpy.seen_image("v6_ivy_tattoo") 

70 Ian masturbates to nudes persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S01")  "CH07_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

71 Ian asks Jeremy for more renpy.mark_image_seen("v7_alisonbbc4")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v7_alisonbbc4")  renpy.seen_image("v7_alisonbbc4") 

72 Cindy's second photo shoot renpy.mark_image_seen("v7_cindy_pic4")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v7_cindy_pic4")  renpy.seen_image("v7_cindy_pic4") 

73 Minerva needs Ian persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S02")  "CH07_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

74 Ian visits Lena's life drawing persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S03")  "CH07_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

75 Lena had a sexy dream persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S04")  "CH07_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

76 Lena goes to another life drawing persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S05")  "CH07_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

77 Lena takes Robert home after life drawing persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S06")  "CH07_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

78 Lena goes with Ian after life drawing persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S07")  "CH07_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

79 The morning after life drawing with Robert persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S08")  "CH07_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

80 The morning after life drawing with Ian persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S18")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S18")  "CH07_S18" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

81 Lena masturbates after her dream persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S19")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S19")  "CH07_S19" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

82 Ivy shows off Mark renpy.mark_image_seen("v7_mark")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v7_mark")  renpy.seen_image("v7_mark") 

83 Lena visits Mike at his dj booth persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S09")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S09")  "CH07_S09" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

84 Lena catches Louise masturbating persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S10")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S10")  "CH07_S10" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

85 Party with Ivy, Jeremy, and Louise persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S11")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S11")  "CH07_S11" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

86 Lena records a video for Stalkfap persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S12")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S12")  "CH07_S12" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

87 Emma visits before Wade's b-day party persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S13")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S13")  "CH07_S13" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

88 Alison visits before Wade's b-day party persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S14")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S14")  "CH07_S14" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

89 Ian follows Cindy after her argument persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S15")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S15")  "CH07_S15" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

90 Ian goes with Holly to the bookfair persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S16")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S16")  "CH07_S16" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

91 Lena indulges her curiosity persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH07_S17")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH07_S17")  "CH07_S17" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

92 The morning after persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S01")  "CH08_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

93 Lena has sex at the restaurant persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S02")  "CH08_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

94 Ivy's Peoplegram photos renpy.mark_image_seen("v8_ivy_pg2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v8_ivy_pg2")  renpy.seen_image("v8_ivy_pg2") 

95 Ed gives Lena his drawing renpy.mark_image_seen("v8_ed_drawing")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v8_ed_drawing")  renpy.seen_image("v8_ed_drawing") 

96 Lena bought something for Louise persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S03")  "CH08_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

97 Lena sexts with fans and friends persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S04")  "CH08_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

98 Alison sends Ian a present at work renpy.mark_image_seen("v8_selfie_alison1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v8_selfie_alison1")  renpy.seen_image("v8_selfie_alison1") 

99 Jeremy shares a pic of him and Emma renpy.mark_image_seen("v8_emma_jeremy")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v8_emma_jeremy")  renpy.seen_image("v8_emma_jeremy") 

100 Ian sexts with Alison renpy.mark_image_seen("v8_selfie_alison5")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v8_selfie_alison5")  renpy.seen_image("v8_selfie_alison5") 

101 Ian goes into Minerva's office persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S05")  "CH08_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

102 Sex after the concert persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S06")  "CH08_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

103 Ian teases Cherry renpy.mark_image_seen("v8_selfie_cherry")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v8_selfie_cherry")  renpy.seen_image("v8_selfie_cherry") 

104 Ian shows Axel's PG to his friends renpy.mark_image_seen("v9_axel_pg2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v9_axel_pg2")  renpy.seen_image("v9_axel_pg2") 

105 Ian walks in on Perry & Emma persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S08")  "CH08_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

106 Lena wakes up Jeremy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S09")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S09")  "CH08_S09" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

107 The girls have a drink persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S10")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S10")  "CH08_S10" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

108 Holly goes home with Lena persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S12")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S12")  "CH08_S12" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

109 Emma wakes Ian after doing drugs persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S07")  "CH08_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

110 Lena invites Mike over persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH08_S11")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH08_S11")  "CH08_S11" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

111 Lena kept Ian's shirt renpy.mark_image_seen("v9_lena_selfie1_comp")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v9_lena_selfie1_comp")  renpy.seen_image("v9_lena_selfie1_comp") 

112 Holly gives Ian a blowjob persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S01")  "CH09_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

113 Ian texts Emma persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S13")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S13")  "CH09_S13" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

114 Ian texts Jeremy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S14")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S14")  "CH09_S14" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

115 Ian confesses to Cherry persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S02")  "CH09_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

116 Ian accompanies Alison on her trip persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S03")  "CH09_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

117 Holly steps out of her comfort zone renpy.mark_image_seen("v9_holly_selfie1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v9_holly_selfie1")  renpy.seen_image("v9_holly_selfie1") 

118 Holly misses Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v9_holly_selfie2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v9_holly_selfie2")  renpy.seen_image("v9_holly_selfie2") 

119 Ian welcomes Lena back persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S04")  "CH09_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

120 Jeremy sends a video from Alison's trip persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S05")  "CH09_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

121 Ian accompanies Cindy to Axel's shoot persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S06")  "CH09_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

122 Ian confesses to Cindy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S07")  "CH09_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

123 Lena posted to Stalkfap renpy.mark_image_seen("v9_stalkfap1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v9_stalkfap1")  renpy.seen_image("v9_stalkfap1") 

124 Lena's home videos renpy.mark_image_seen("v9_stalkfap5")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v9_stalkfap5")  renpy.seen_image("v9_stalkfap5") 

125 Robert helps Lena unpack persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S08")  "CH09_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

126 Mike helps Lena unpack persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S09")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S09")  "CH09_S09" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

127 Lena poses for Axel persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S10")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S10")  "CH09_S10" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

128 Lena submits to Axel persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S11")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S11")  "CH09_S11" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

129 Holly greets Ivy renpy.mark_image_seen("v9_holly8")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v9_holly8")  renpy.seen_image("v9_holly8") 

130 Lena signs the contract persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH09_S12")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH09_S12")  "CH09_S12" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

131 Ian pays to see Lena's exclusive content renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_stalkfap2a")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_stalkfap2a")  renpy.seen_image("v10_stalkfap2a") 

132 Ian teases the ladies renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_ian")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_ian")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_ian") 

133 Alison responds to teasing renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_alison")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_alison")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_alison") 

134 Cherry rewards a caring Ian renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_cherry")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_cherry")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_cherry") 

135 Cindy responds to teasing renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_cindy1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_cindy1")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_cindy1") 

136 Holly gives something in return renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_holly")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_holly")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_holly") 

137 Lena says good night renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_lena1")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_lena1")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_lena1") 

138 Ian and Holly stop by Ian's place persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S04")  "CH10_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

139 Ian brings Lena home after the park persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S02")  "CH10_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

140 Ian looks up Jess online persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S01")  "CH10_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

141 Ian meets Minerva after work persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S21")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S21")  "CH10_S21" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

142 Ian wrestles with Ivy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S05")  "CH10_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

143 Emma ambushes Ian in the restroom persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S06")  "CH10_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

144 Ian goes with Lena after the concert persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S20")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S20")  "CH10_S20" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

145 Cindy and Ian have an overdue talk persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S03")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S03")  "CH10_S03" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

146 Cindy promises to meet again soon renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_cindy2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_cindy2")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_cindy2") 

147 Ian has a threesome with Alison and Jeremy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S07")  "CH10_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

148 Ian goes over for lunch to Alison's persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S17")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S17")  "CH10_S17" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

149 Mike teases Lena during the concert renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_selfie_mike")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_selfie_mike")  renpy.seen_image("v10_selfie_mike") 

150 Lena invites Mike after the concert persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S18")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S18")  "CH10_S18" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

151 Lena gives Louise some much needed attention persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S12")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S12")  "CH10_S12" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

152 Lena thinks about Axel persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S15")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S15")  "CH10_S15" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

153 Holly has her first shoot persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S08")  "CH10_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

154 Holly goes with Mark renpy.mark_image_seen("v10_holly_mark")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v10_holly_mark")  renpy.seen_image("v10_holly_mark") 

155 Lena and her dance partner need to cool off persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S09")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S09")  "CH10_S09" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

156 Lena goes home with the birthday girl persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S10")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S10")  "CH10_S10" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

157 Shoot for Stalkfap persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S13")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S13")  "CH10_S13" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

158 Lena finally gets another professional shoot persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S14")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S14")  "CH10_S14" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

159 Lena has a threesome with Louise and Jeremy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH10_S11")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH10_S11")  "CH10_S11" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

160 Lena uses Louise for pleasure persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S01")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S01")  "CH11_S01" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

161 Ian invites Lena to dinner persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S02")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S02")  "CH11_S02" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

162 Ian dreams of Gillian renpy.mark_image_seen("v11_gillian3")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v11_gillian3")  renpy.seen_image("v11_gillian3") 

163 Cindy invites Ian when Wade is away persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S04")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S04")  "CH11_S04" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

164 Ian x Holly 1 persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S05")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S05")  "CH11_S05" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

165 Ian and Alison look at art persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S06")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S06")  "CH11_S06" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

166 Ian celebrates Cherry's art exhibition persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S07")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S07")  "CH11_S07" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

167 Alison invites Ian over after the exhibition persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S08")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S08")  "CH11_S08" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

168 Ian x Holly 2 persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S09")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S09")  "CH11_S09" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

169 Ian and Lena watch a movie and chill persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S10")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S10")  "CH11_S10" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

170 Lena is bored in her old room persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S11")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S11")  "CH11_S11" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

171 Lena talks with a subscriber persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S11b")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S11b")  "CH11_S11b" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

172 Lena had some self-care time renpy.mark_image_seen("v11_solo2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v11_solo2")  renpy.seen_image("v11_solo2") 

173 Lena x Mike persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S13")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S13")  "CH11_S13" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

174 Lena x Robert persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S14")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S14")  "CH11_S14" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

175 Ivy shows how Holly and Mark's date went renpy.mark_image_seen("v11_holly_mark2")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v11_holly_mark2")  renpy.seen_image("v11_holly_mark2") 

176 The girls show what they have learned persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S15")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S15")  "CH11_S15" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

177 The girls have fun in the showers persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S16")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S16")  "CH11_S16" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

178 Just two best friends showering together persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S16b")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S16b")  "CH11_S16b" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

179 Lena x Holly persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S17")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S17")  "CH11_S17" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

180 Lena had a surprise for Ian persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S18")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S18")  "CH11_S18" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

181 Lena x Louise x Mike persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S19")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S19")  "CH11_S19" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

182 Lena and Stan have their first kiss renpy.mark_image_seen("v11_stan")  renpy.mark_image_unseen("v11_stan")  renpy.seen_image("v11_stan") 

183 Lena plays with her reflection persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S20")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S20")  "CH11_S20" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

184 Lena and Emma go shopping persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S21")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S21")  "CH11_S21" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

185 Lena flirts with Jeremy persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S22")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S22")  "CH11_S22" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

186 Marcel heard rumors persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S23")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S23")  "CH11_S23" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

187 Lena and Axel figure things out persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S24")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S24")  "CH11_S24" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

188 Lena visits the VIP persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S27")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S27")  "CH11_S27" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

189 Lena brings Mark home after bartending persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S25")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S25")  "CH11_S25" in persistent.gallery_scenes 

190 Lena goes to Ian's after bartending persistent.gallery_scenes.append("CH11_S26")  persistent.gallery_scenes.remove("CH11_S26")  "CH11_S26" in persistent.gallery_scenes 
 
 
Unlock photos
 
 
gallery: Who's gallery
character: The photo character
number: The photo number
unlock: what to type in the developer console to unlock it
lock: what to type in the developer console to lock
check current value: what to type in the developer console to check the current value
 

gallery character number unlock lock check current value

Ian's Gallery Alison 1 ian_alison_pics.append("v2_alison_selfie1.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v2_alison_selfie1.webp")  "v2_alison_selfie1.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 2 ian_alison_pics.append("v2_alison_selfie2.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v2_alison_selfie2.webp")  "v2_alison_selfie2.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 3 ian_alison_pics.append("v3_alison_selfie.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v3_alison_selfie.webp")  "v3_alison_selfie.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 4 ian_alison_pics.append("v4_alison_selfie.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v4_alison_selfie.webp")  "v4_alison_selfie.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 5 ian_alison_pics.append("v6_alison_pic1.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v6_alison_pic1.webp")  "v6_alison_pic1.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 6 ian_alison_pics.append("v6_alison_pic2.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v6_alison_pic2.webp")  "v6_alison_pic2.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 7 ian_alison_pics.append("v6_alison_pic3.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v6_alison_pic3.webp")  "v6_alison_pic3.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 8 ian_alison_pics.append("v6_alison_pic4.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v6_alison_pic4.webp")  "v6_alison_pic4.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 9 ian_alison_pics.append("v8_selfie_alison1.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v8_selfie_alison1.webp")  "v8_selfie_alison1.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 10 ian_alison_pics.append("v8_selfie_alison3_comp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v8_selfie_alison3_comp")  "v8_selfie_alison3_comp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 11 ian_alison_pics.append("v8_selfie_alison4.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v8_selfie_alison4.webp")  "v8_selfie_alison4.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 12 ian_alison_pics.append("v8_selfie_alison5.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v8_selfie_alison5.webp")  "v8_selfie_alison5.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 13 ian_alison_pics.append("v9_alison_pic1_comp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v9_alison_pic1_comp")  "v9_alison_pic1_comp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 14 ian_alison_pics.append("v9_alison_pic2.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v9_alison_pic2.webp")  "v9_alison_pic2.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 15 ian_alison_pics.append("v9_alison_pic3_comp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v9_alison_pic3_comp")  "v9_alison_pic3_comp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 16 ian_alison_pics.append("v9_alison_pic3b_comp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v9_alison_pic3b_comp")  "v9_alison_pic3b_comp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 17 ian_alison_pics.append("v9_alison_pic4_comp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v9_alison_pic4_comp")  "v9_alison_pic4_comp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 18 ian_alison_pics.append("v9_alison_pic5_comp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v9_alison_pic5_comp")  "v9_alison_pic5_comp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 19 ian_alison_pics.append("v9_alison_pic6.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v9_alison_pic6.webp")  "v9_alison_pic6.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Alison 20 ian_alison_pics.append("v10_selfie_alison.webp")  ian_alison_pics.remove("v10_selfie_alison.webp")  "v10_selfie_alison.webp" in ian_alison_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cherry 1 ian_cherry_pics.append("v3_peoplegram_cherry1b.webp")  ian_cherry_pics.remove("v3_peoplegram_cherry1b.webp")  "v3_peoplegram_cherry1b.webp" in ian_cherry_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cherry 2 ian_cherry_pics.append("v3_peoplegram_cherry2b.webp")  ian_cherry_pics.remove("v3_peoplegram_cherry2b.webp")  "v3_peoplegram_cherry2b.webp" in ian_cherry_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cherry 3 ian_cherry_pics.append("v6_cherry_selfie.webp")  ian_cherry_pics.remove("v6_cherry_selfie.webp")  "v6_cherry_selfie.webp" in ian_cherry_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cherry 4 ian_cherry_pics.append("v8_selfie_cherry.webp")  ian_cherry_pics.remove("v8_selfie_cherry.webp")  "v8_selfie_cherry.webp" in ian_cherry_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cherry 5 ian_cherry_pics.append("v10_selfie_cherry.webp")  ian_cherry_pics.remove("v10_selfie_cherry.webp")  "v10_selfie_cherry.webp" in ian_cherry_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 1 ian_cindy_pics.append("v6_cindy_pic1.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v6_cindy_pic1.webp")  "v6_cindy_pic1.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 2 ian_cindy_pics.append("v6_cindy_pic2b.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v6_cindy_pic2b.webp")  "v6_cindy_pic2b.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 3 ian_cindy_pics.append("v6_cindy_pic2a.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v6_cindy_pic2a.webp")  "v6_cindy_pic2a.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 4 ian_cindy_pics.append("v6_cindy_pic3.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v6_cindy_pic3.webp")  "v6_cindy_pic3.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 5 ian_cindy_pics.append("v7_cindy_pic1.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v7_cindy_pic1.webp")  "v7_cindy_pic1.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 6 ian_cindy_pics.append("v7_cindy_pic2.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v7_cindy_pic2.webp")  "v7_cindy_pic2.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 7 ian_cindy_pics.append("v7_cindy_pic3.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v7_cindy_pic3.webp")  "v7_cindy_pic3.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 8 ian_cindy_pics.append("v7_cindy_pic4.webp")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v7_cindy_pic4.webp")  "v7_cindy_pic4.webp" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 9 ian_cindy_pics.append("v10_selfie_cindy1")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v10_selfie_cindy1")  "v10_selfie_cindy1" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Cindy 10 ian_cindy_pics.append("v10_selfie_cindy2")  ian_cindy_pics.remove("v10_selfie_cindy2")  "v10_selfie_cindy2" in ian_cindy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 1 ian_emma_pics.append("v8_emma_jeremy.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v8_emma_jeremy.webp")  "v8_emma_jeremy.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 2 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma1.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma1.webp")  "v9_emma1.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 3 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma1b.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma1b.webp")  "v9_emma1b.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 4 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma2.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma2.webp")  "v9_emma2.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 5 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma3.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma3.webp")  "v9_emma3.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 6 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma4_animation")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma4_animation")  "v9_emma4_animation" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 7 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma4c.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma4c.webp")  "v9_emma4c.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 8 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma5.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma5.webp")  "v9_emma5.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 9 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma7.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma7.webp")  "v9_emma7.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 10 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma6.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma6.webp")  "v9_emma6.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Emma 11 ian_emma_pics.append("v9_emma8.webp")  ian_emma_pics.remove("v9_emma8.webp")  "v9_emma8.webp" in ian_emma_pics 

Ian's Gallery Gillian 1 ian_gillian_pics.append("v1_gillian.webp")  ian_gillian_pics.remove("v1_gillian.webp")  "v1_gillian.webp" in ian_gillian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Gillian 2 ian_gillian_pics.append("v3_gillian1.webp")  ian_gillian_pics.remove("v3_gillian1.webp")  "v3_gillian1.webp" in ian_gillian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Gillian 3 ian_gillian_pics.append("v3_gillian2.webp")  ian_gillian_pics.remove("v3_gillian2.webp")  "v3_gillian2.webp" in ian_gillian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Gillian 4 ian_gillian_pics.append("v3_gillian3.webp")  ian_gillian_pics.remove("v3_gillian3.webp")  "v3_gillian3.webp" in ian_gillian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Holly 1 ian_holly_pics.append("v9_holly_selfie1.webp")  ian_holly_pics.remove("v9_holly_selfie1.webp")  "v9_holly_selfie1.webp" in ian_holly_pics 

Ian's Gallery Holly 2 ian_holly_pics.append("v9_holly_selfie2.webp")  ian_holly_pics.remove("v9_holly_selfie2.webp")  "v9_holly_selfie2.webp" in ian_holly_pics 

Ian's Gallery Holly 3 ian_holly_pics.append("v10_selfie_holly.webp")  ian_holly_pics.remove("v10_selfie_holly.webp")  "v10_selfie_holly.webp" in ian_holly_pics 

Ian's Gallery Ian 1 ian_ian_pics.append("v6_ian_selfie1.webp")  ian_ian_pics.remove("v6_ian_selfie1.webp")  "v6_ian_selfie1.webp" in ian_ian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Ian 2 ian_ian_pics.append("v8_sexting_ian.webp")  ian_ian_pics.remove("v8_sexting_ian.webp")  "v8_sexting_ian.webp" in ian_ian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Ian 3 ian_ian_pics.append("v8_sexting_ian2.webp")  ian_ian_pics.remove("v8_sexting_ian2.webp")  "v8_sexting_ian2.webp" in ian_ian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Ian 4 ian_ian_pics.append("v8_sexting_ian3.webp")  ian_ian_pics.remove("v8_sexting_ian3.webp")  "v8_sexting_ian3.webp" in ian_ian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Ian 5 ian_ian_pics.append("v8_selfie_dick.webp")  ian_ian_pics.remove("v8_selfie_dick.webp")  "v8_selfie_dick.webp" in ian_ian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Ian 6 ian_ian_pics.append("v10_selfie_ian.webp")  ian_ian_pics.remove("v10_selfie_ian.webp")  "v10_selfie_ian.webp" in ian_ian_pics 

Ian's Gallery Jeremy 1 ian_jeremy_pics.append("v4_alison_jeremy.webp")  ian_jeremy_pics.remove("v4_alison_jeremy.webp")  "v4_alison_jeremy.webp" in ian_jeremy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Jeremy 2 ian_jeremy_pics.append("alison_voyeur_v5")  ian_jeremy_pics.remove("alison_voyeur_v5")  "alison_voyeur_v5" in ian_jeremy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Jeremy 3 ian_jeremy_pics.append("v7_alisonbbc1.webp")  ian_jeremy_pics.remove("v7_alisonbbc1.webp")  "v7_alisonbbc1.webp" in ian_jeremy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Jeremy 4 ian_jeremy_pics.append("v7_alisonbbc2.webp")  ian_jeremy_pics.remove("v7_alisonbbc2.webp")  "v7_alisonbbc2.webp" in ian_jeremy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Jeremy 5 ian_jeremy_pics.append("v7_alisonbbc3.webp")  ian_jeremy_pics.remove("v7_alisonbbc3.webp")  "v7_alisonbbc3.webp" in ian_jeremy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Jeremy 6 ian_jeremy_pics.append("v7_alisonbbc4.webp")  ian_jeremy_pics.remove("v7_alisonbbc4.webp")  "v7_alisonbbc4.webp" in ian_jeremy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Jeremy 7 ian_jeremy_pics.append("v8_emma_jeremy.webp")  ian_jeremy_pics.remove("v8_emma_jeremy.webp")  "v8_emma_jeremy.webp" in ian_jeremy_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 1 ian_lena_pics.append("v6_lena_selfie1.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v6_lena_selfie1.webp")  "v6_lena_selfie1.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 2 ian_lena_pics.append("v5_stalkfap1_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v5_stalkfap1_comp")  "v5_stalkfap1_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 3 ian_lena_pics.append("v5_stalkfap2.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v5_stalkfap2.webp")  "v5_stalkfap2.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 4 ian_lena_pics.append("v5_stalkfap2b.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v5_stalkfap2b.webp")  "v5_stalkfap2b.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 5 ian_lena_pics.append("v6_stalkfap2.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v6_stalkfap2.webp")  "v6_stalkfap2.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 6 ian_lena_pics.append("v8_sexting1.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v8_sexting1.webp")  "v8_sexting1.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 7 ian_lena_pics.append("v8_sexting2_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v8_sexting2_comp")  "v8_sexting2_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 8 ian_lena_pics.append("v8_sexting3.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v8_sexting3.webp")  "v8_sexting3.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 9 ian_lena_pics.append("v8_sexting5.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v8_sexting5.webp")  "v8_sexting5.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 10 ian_lena_pics.append("v9_lena_selfie1_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v9_lena_selfie1_comp")  "v9_lena_selfie1_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 11 ian_lena_pics.append("v10_pg_lena2b_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v10_pg_lena2b_comp")  "v10_pg_lena2b_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 12 ian_lena_pics.append("v10_selfie_lena1_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v10_selfie_lena1_comp")  "v10_selfie_lena1_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 13 ian_lena_pics.append("v10_stalkfap2c_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v10_stalkfap2c_comp")  "v10_stalkfap2c_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 14 ian_lena_pics.append("v10_stalkfap3.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v10_stalkfap3.webp")  "v10_stalkfap3.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 15 ian_lena_pics.append("v10_stalkfap4.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v10_stalkfap4.webp")  "v10_stalkfap4.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 16 ian_lena_pics.append("v9_stalkfap2_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v9_stalkfap2_comp")  "v9_stalkfap2_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 17 ian_lena_pics.append("v9_stalkfap3_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v9_stalkfap3_comp")  "v9_stalkfap3_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 18 ian_lena_pics.append("v9_stalkfap4.webp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v9_stalkfap4.webp")  "v9_stalkfap4.webp" in ian_lena_pics 

Ian's Gallery Lena 19 ian_lena_pics.append("v10_ian7_phone_comp")  ian_lena_pics.remove("v10_ian7_phone_comp")  "v10_ian7_phone_comp" in ian_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Axel 1 lena_axel_pics.append("v10_phone_axel1.webp")  lena_axel_pics.remove("v10_phone_axel1.webp")  "v10_phone_axel1.webp" in lena_axel_pics 

Lena's Gallery Axel 2 lena_axel_pics.append("v10_phone_axel2_comp")  lena_axel_pics.remove("v10_phone_axel2_comp")  "v10_phone_axel2_comp" in lena_axel_pics 

Lena's Gallery Holly 1 lena_holly_pics.append("v10_holly_mark.webp")  lena_holly_pics.remove("v10_holly_mark.webp")  "v10_holly_mark.webp" in lena_holly_pics 

Lena's Gallery   2 lena_holly_pics.append("v11_holly_mark1.webp")  lena_holly_pics.remove("v11_holly_mark1.webp")  "v11_holly_mark1.webp" in lena_holly_pics 

Lena's Gallery   3 lena_holly_pics.append("v11_holly_mark2.webp")  lena_holly_pics.remove("v11_holly_mark2.webp")  "v11_holly_mark2.webp" in lena_holly_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ian 1 lena_ian_pics.append("v6_ian_selfie1.webp")  lena_ian_pics.remove("v6_ian_selfie1.webp")  "v6_ian_selfie1.webp" in lena_ian_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ian 2 lena_ian_pics.append("v8_sexting_ian.webp")  lena_ian_pics.remove("v8_sexting_ian.webp")  "v8_sexting_ian.webp" in lena_ian_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ian 3 lena_ian_pics.append("v8_sexting_ian2.webp")  lena_ian_pics.remove("v8_sexting_ian2.webp")  "v8_sexting_ian2.webp" in lena_ian_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ian 4 lena_ian_pics.append("v8_sexting_ian3.webp")  lena_ian_pics.remove("v8_sexting_ian3.webp")  "v8_sexting_ian3.webp" in lena_ian_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ian 5 lena_ian_pics.append("v10_selfie_ian.webp")  lena_ian_pics.remove("v10_selfie_ian.webp")  "v10_selfie_ian.webp" in lena_ian_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ivy 1 lena_ivy_pics.append("v6_stalkfap_ivy1.webp")  lena_ivy_pics.remove("v6_stalkfap_ivy1.webp")  "v6_stalkfap_ivy1.webp" in lena_ivy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ivy 2 lena_ivy_pics.append("v6_stalkfap_ivy2.webp")  lena_ivy_pics.remove("v6_stalkfap_ivy2.webp")  "v6_stalkfap_ivy2.webp" in lena_ivy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ivy 3 lena_ivy_pics.append("v6_stalkfap_twerk")  lena_ivy_pics.remove("v6_stalkfap_twerk")  "v6_stalkfap_twerk" in lena_ivy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ivy 4 lena_ivy_pics.append("v8_ivy_pg1.webp")  lena_ivy_pics.remove("v8_ivy_pg1.webp")  "v8_ivy_pg1.webp" in lena_ivy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Ivy 5 lena_ivy_pics.append("v8_ivy_pg2.webp")  lena_ivy_pics.remove("v8_ivy_pg2.webp")  "v8_ivy_pg2.webp" in lena_ivy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Jeremy 1 lena_jeremy_pics.append("v5_jeremy_selfie.webp")  lena_jeremy_pics.remove("v5_jeremy_selfie.webp")  "v5_jeremy_selfie.webp" in lena_jeremy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Jeremy 2 lena_jeremy_pics.append("v4_louise_selfie3.webp")  lena_jeremy_pics.remove("v4_louise_selfie3.webp")  "v4_louise_selfie3.webp" in lena_jeremy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Jeremy 3 lena_jeremy_pics.append("v8_jeremy_sext1.webp")  lena_jeremy_pics.remove("v8_jeremy_sext1.webp")  "v8_jeremy_sext1.webp" in lena_jeremy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Jeremy 4 lena_jeremy_pics.append("v8_jeremy_sext2.webp")  lena_jeremy_pics.remove("v8_jeremy_sext2.webp")  "v8_jeremy_sext2.webp" in lena_jeremy_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 1 lena_lena_pics.append("v5_stalkfap1_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v5_stalkfap1_comp")  "v5_stalkfap1_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 2 lena_lena_pics.append("v5_sexting1_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v5_sexting1_comp")  "v5_sexting1_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 3 lena_lena_pics.append("v5_sexting3_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v5_sexting3_comp")  "v5_sexting3_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 4 lena_lena_pics.append("v5_sexting4_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v5_sexting4_comp")  "v5_sexting4_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 5 lena_lena_pics.append("v5_sexting5_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v5_sexting5_comp")  "v5_sexting5_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 6 lena_lena_pics.append("v5_stalkfap2.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v5_stalkfap2.webp")  "v5_stalkfap2.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 7 lena_lena_pics.append("v5_stalkfap2b.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v5_stalkfap2b.webp")  "v5_stalkfap2b.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 8 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_lena_selfie1.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_lena_selfie1.webp")  "v6_lena_selfie1.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 9 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_lena_selfie2_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_lena_selfie2_comp")  "v6_lena_selfie2_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 10 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_lena_selfie3.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_lena_selfie3.webp")  "v6_lena_selfie3.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 11 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_stalkfap2.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_stalkfap2.webp")  "v6_stalkfap2.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 12 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_mikepic1_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_mikepic1_comp")  "v6_mikepic1_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 13 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_mikepic2b.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_mikepic2b.webp")  "v6_mikepic2b.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 14 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_mikepic2a.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_mikepic2a.webp")  "v6_mikepic2a.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 15 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_robertpic1b_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_robertpic1b_comp")  "v6_robertpic1b_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 16 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_robertpic1_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_robertpic1_comp")  "v6_robertpic1_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 17 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_robertpic2b.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_robertpic2b.webp")  "v6_robertpic2b.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 18 lena_lena_pics.append("v6_robertpic2a.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v6_robertpic2a.webp")  "v6_robertpic2a.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 19 lena_lena_pics.append("v8_sexting1.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v8_sexting1.webp")  "v8_sexting1.webp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 20 lena_lena_pics.append("v8_sexting2_comp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v8_sexting2_comp")  "v8_sexting2_comp" in lena_lena_pics 

Lena's Gallery Lena 21 lena_lena_pics.append("v8_sexting3.webp")  lena_lena_pics.remove("v8_sexting3.webp")  "v8_sexting3.webp" in lena_lena_pics 
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